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PREFACE

This Lecture Series No .94 on “Three Dimensional Unsteady Separation at High Reynolds
Nurnbe &’ has been co-sponsored by the Fluid Dynamics Panel of AGARD and by the von
Kármán Institute for Fluid Dynamics, and implemented by the Consultant and Exchange
Programme of AGARD together with the VK I.

The aim of this lecture series is to review the present state of knowledge of three-
di mensional flows which contain regions of quasi-steady or unsteady separation and to provid e
a critical appraisal of current methods for the investigat ion of such flows. Both experimental
and theoretical aspects will be considered and particular emphasis will be placed on the
t ransonic regime.

After lecture s devoted to the problems which flows of this type present during the
design and performance prediction of civil and military aircraft and to a review of recent
progress in the numerical solution of two-dimensional separated flows, the following topics
will be t reated in detail.

— Quasi-stationary three-dimensional separations: phenomenological aspects; application
to wings with moderate or high sweep and to slender bodies; various interaction
phenomena: instru mentation; control of sepa ation.
A general review and ph ysical aspects of unsteady separations: application to the problems
of the trailing edge conditions for slender bodies, of the dynamic stall (oscillating aerofoil ,
he licopter blade), and of shock wave-boundary layer interact ion; the prediction of
buffeting.

Inviscid fluid models based on rolled-up vortex sheets for the computation of three-
di mensional separation at hi gh Reynolds number.

The structure of turbulence in complex flows . Boundary layer calculations and prediction
of separation.

— Nume rical methods for separated flows. The present position and future prospects.

M.SIRIEIX
Lecture Series Director 
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PRES~~1TATIct4 flU SUjE’~

par M. SIRI EIX

Office t~ tlorial d ’Etudea et de Reaherches Adrospatiales
92~12O Chgtillort ( FRANCE)

1 - PREAM~U

C.tt. breve eon fdrence introductive a pour but i

- do dd~~gor l.a objectifa do catte “Lecture sdr’iee ”, d ’en prdclaer l’artlculatj on et i.e
contanu , .n insietant our ins points autour dasquala pourrait s ’engager La discussion do table ronde
qul trsdltlonnellemant cl8tui’e un tel cycle do con f dr e,cea,

- do pedsantor do n.niCre concriste, esaentie1luae~t is l ’aldo do visualisations , ce que sont
lea ddcollsm.nts trldlomssicnnels ou instationnaires, co.nent lie apparsiseent nota~~ent cur des confi-
gurstiona •thd tiquos d ’avions, enfin quele sont l~s problismas tondamentawc auxquels on so trouva
oonfrontd .

2 - OBJECTIPS
2.1 1* ddoision pris. par is “Fluid ~ ma*ic Pannol” do ooneacrer une “Lecture adries” aux dcoulanents
ddcollds, un pau mom s do ) ens spree l.a rdunion de Spdoialiste, qul s ’est tenue is Ooettingen , comport.
un double dassoth
- tout d ‘abord diffuser d. is niCr. la plus large possible lee progrCs róalisds dane is comprdhane ion

at 1. traitasant dos ddcoll.mante, spdcialainent dane 1. ass turbulent ,
- anaulte oentr .r ceo inforsationa dont bun nombre relevant do recherchos is carsctbre trop fondamantal

sinon aaadáslqu., our den obiactifa rattaobds aux applications adrcnautlquea (avions , hdiicoptisres)
cii spatial. . (aihsil.s).

ii no 5 ‘agissait done p.s seulanient do faire is bilan de noe connaissanoaa dane certaine
doasines do N~omnlqu. des Fluldas souven t peu oxplords par suite do b u y  axtr&se co~np1exi td sale our-
tout do fair. taco is des beeoina d ’doonomi a ocaso d ’aocroissenient do Ia qualltd at de l.a sdcurltd
den produlte de l ’Induatrl. Adronautique.

Pour 1. constructeur , la ndoessltC d ’accopter dana certainas circonstanoes l’exlstence de
ddcoliaments eat uric evidence. Son r8le consist. alors soit is on oontr8ler et minimiser lea effete ,
ioreque as. dCcollanients constituent un didmont nuisibie, g~ndrstaur do pertea et/ou d ’instabllitds
sdvhr. s dCgradant lea qualltds do vol, colt au contraire is orgunlser is priori is ddoollement de annibre
A cc qu ’li constitue uric source naturelle d ’accroiasemerit do parforn.naes. Un choix convenablo den
torsos pout conduire en effet, is la ro~~~tion do structures tourbillonnaires tree organlsdee , avec i.e
cam doh~ant des effete d ’lnterscticn favorabies entre certalnea d ’antre silos (stroke, adaptation d ’un
pl an oanarii etc...) .

Lb.na un tel travail, lea aspects instationnairea du dCcoliament repr4sentent on dlCmont essen-
tial inhe rent is is nature m&ne do ddcollement , par i.e blals de la turbulence , ou encore associd awL
mouvements d on dispoaltif qul lea pilots (gouvernes , pales d ’hdllcoptCre etc.. .).

Pour manor is bin cette t*che, ii eat ndceseaire d ’accrottre i.e nivesu encore triss insuffisan t
do non connaiseancos, star 1. plan expdri.ental pour uric oomprdhenslon plus grende des phdnooiisnes mis en
iou et doe facteurs qui Los influoncent , sur 1. plan du caicul pour dtablir ian .j uate compromi s entre is
traitanient couplet des effete visqueux at turbulents que laur complexit4 rend irrdallsable m~me dana un
avenir lointain, mcigrd lea progrise attendus dee ordinateura coeme den ndthodes numdriquos , et , la
“moddlisatlon ” des phdnamhnaa qua l. ’expdrience pout suggd rar is divers niveaux . L~.ns cc but , 11 eat
parole d ’espdrer quo lee Cc~..nges et discussions que cette CLeeture Sdrias” provoquera , auselteron t
lea orientations nouvelles di l ’actlvl t~ des chercfraeurs .

1.2 C ’oat dans ci context. qu ’a dtd organied cc cycle di confdronces. La prograanse quoique ambit leux
eat llmi td pour 1 ‘ossentiol , au ass do. deouleusents is grand nombre do Reynolds at is nosbra do t.~ ch
falbl. cu moddrd . Par ailleure lea appiloatlons onvlaagCos ~oncernont dos problem.. d ‘Adrodynaarique
oxteru., .1. is part quolquos .xampiaa relatifa aux Cooui.ments dane lea priso a d ’air ou lee turbo-
saohin.s .

Pour cc qul oat do contenu do ce progr.naae Je me bomera l A quelquus brisves ren*rques our
sari organ lsation . C.1u1 - ci oouupoz’te en gros 1 parties. La p remiere relstl vemen t court. (~ conferences)
eat Introductive, 1* secondo (7 oontdrencea) ast consacrde aux aspects expdrimentaux des ddcollenants
tridlmonaionn.bs at instationnairos, enfin l.a troisibmo (7 confdr.nces) passe en revue et discuta
lee moyana di prdviaion existants ou anvleagaabias.

_____________________________ - — V.~~~~~ - - . -~~~ -



l~ ns La piarsiCra part ie, c ’est d’ une nsniCre ddltbd rd e at pour soulI~~er l’aapect triss ooncret
den besoine is psrt ir deaquels s ’ordonn ent Lea su ,~ets traitds , qu’ a etC confide is tan reprCaeri tan t de
l ’Industrio , La t~cho importante do ddtin ir a

- les diftdrenta problènaee lids is Is prdsence do ddcollemente cur on avion ou tan miasile, air niveau
des performances, qualitds ate vol etc...

- Las moyons en usage chez le constructeur pour ddtermlner ace ddcohlamante, en assurer i.e contr6le,
era rdduire Los nuisances ot notainsent la maniere dont Ii utilisa ou entend utiliser 10 calcul dana
cea diversas opd rationa.

D’autre part , ii iui appa rtient do tormul.r dea voice poesiblee da Recherches futures author
desquelles pourra so ddveiopp.r la discussion do table rondo .

Il a paru dgal.ment utile dane cotta introduction, do droseer i.e bilan dee progriss subetan—
Ucla qui ont etC enregiatrds ceo darnibres annCea dana i.e txait .ment pa r vole numdriquo dee ddcol-
leinonta bidiniensionnels, notasunent en dooulemont transeonique at is gre.nd noeibre de Reynolds .

2 conferences son t oonsacrdas is oe sujet a chacune d ’eiias correspond is one approche diffd-
ronte du traitemen t den Cooulenonte A grand nombre do Reynolds a

- resolution des dquations ate )~ vier-Stokes convenabl emant moyenndee,
- mCthodns dites de “couplage” .

Une discussion des mdrites compa rds de eec doux apprachee , dee apporta quo is aeconde peut
loon-air is l.a premiCre parait tan bun theme do discussion parnai ceux qui concernent i.e mdthodes de
calcul.

Pour cc qui ott doe portlea 2 et ) do Program.., one très large part du temps do confdrence
a etC con sacrCe aux ddcolleanenta inatatioranaires en raison do L ’importance pratique do sujet met s aunsi
pour rdpondre A on voeu exprlmC lore de is Discussion qui a suivi 1* rdunion ate apdciaiistea do 1975
au coors de laquelle trde peu avsit dtd dit nor is question.

I~.ns lee exposés is caraotère experimenta l, lee confdrenciers so soot attaches is fournir our
den examples intdreesant lea applications, one description aussi complete qua possible des mdcanis-
mes conduisant so ddaollomant et des conadquances pratiques d ’un tel phdnomène ,

C ’est ainsi par exemple que dans le cam des ddcoilements instationnairea len probldmes ate
“ trembleanent ” on fal t l ’objet d ’one conference spdciale et que i.e ddcrochage dynaini que a etC traltC
en liaison dtroite avec lea problèmes d ’hdllcoptèr’e.

~h cc gui concerne lea méthodes ate calctal, lea conferences sont rCpartles sulvant diffd-
rents niveaux do “modélisatlon” des ddcollements turbulents.
- en premier lieu, 1* schCmatisation d’dcoulement$ décollCe tridimensionnols et/ou instatiorinaires

par den structures tourbillonnairoa non visqueuses ; cette schCn~tiaatiofl eat bien adaptde su
t r’ai tement do dCoolie,nents tridianensionnels organiada A grand notebre de Reynolds , loreque is
ligue ate separation eat fixCe.

- ensuite lea mdthodea ate couplage, encore inauffisaimnent ddveio,pdes par suite des difficuitCa
inhCrentea au calcul den li~~ea do .ép5ration main qul devraient conatituer on support naturel
des precedentea .

- anfin lea uné thodoa fonddee sur is rdsolution nuandrique des Cquations completes, convenablewent
moyennCea, par one mCthode instationnaire, mettant en iou one diaordtisstion is partir des techni-
quen de diffCrancea fin es ou volumes fin s. Co~pte tenu den reductions conalddrables de tampa
de caicul obtenuos rdcemaent, pout-on admettre avec on certain optinaisme que d ’icl dix aria le
traitement numdrique d ’une configuration complete Sez’a devenu possible gr4ce aux progrèn des ordi-
natoura connie dee mdthodea numdriquee ‘1

C~na toun lee cam, i.e succès ne pourra intervenir quo lorsque le problCme de 1* modélisa-
tion do La Turbulence aura progressC do taqon auffisante. Ce aujet trés important qul intervient en
dCnofninstaur coamun pour limiter is ddveLoppeanent des mdthodes do calcul, (era i ’objet d ’une confC-
rence oonsacrée I is structure de is Turbulence dana lee dcouienents complexes.

Ch notez~a que s’ll n ’ent p.s tait exprdssounont reference aux mdthodee d ’CiCmente finis
pour Lo traitement numerique do problCmes oü la coinplexitC doe (on es pout inciter is lee utiliser
prdfCrentielleoient , o ’aat quo cen mdthodes soot encore d’un usage rel.ativemont h aute at conduisent
pour l ’instsnt A des performances mom s satisfaisantes, eur i.e plan do La durCe des calcuis que lea
md thodes do ditferecacee ou volumes finis.

Ce point ate vue pourra d aillours ~tre dCbattu on discussion do table rondo.
Cea derraleres resarquea concernant i.e contenu du progranine teraninen t is premiere partle

ate cat exposé. L~ns La seconds partie noun nous propo~ons d ’introduire ate maniCre plus concrete
notri su et, avec l’appui exti4meinent riche d ’enseiWaoments ate Ia visualisation.
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3 - C~~~~ 4T ABORDER L~~ PRO~ 2)1ES DE DECQ1L?~~~~~~~ D’AB)RD PAR LA ISUALISATI(2J
3.1 Cette mdthode oet on affet one source d ’innpiration fCcorade aussi bien pour l ’expCrimontataur
com.e guide dens La causprdhonsion des anCoaninmes phyniques qua pour i.e thCoricion dare 1 ‘Claboration
at he contr~le ate “inoctislos”.

L’experience anontre cue leo canals effectuds dana l’eau A faible viteese ( ~~~~~~~ peuvent
pourtant fournir dans ate nombreox cas one description fine et precise d’écoulemonts trés complexes(dont
lea dCcollenierats trtdlmenalonxaela sont on exemple), gui n ’eat pas dCmentie par lea analyees que i ’on
peut effectuer plus difficulement et avec mom s ate finesse, nur one maquetta geometriqoement semblable
placCe dens on Cooulement sdrodynamique incompressible is nombre ate Reynolds beaucoup plus eleve.

Cette technique a ~tC dCveloppCe A l’CIJERA dopuia 1952 sous l’impulaion ate M. I~)Y1 ,1~~ LE~~ 4DRE
et P. CARBI ERE . L)ep~ is1les travaux do grande qualitC eftoctuda soon La direction do H. W~~~E sáat connua
de touS las Mécaniclens des Fluldes at l ’Ctud e détalilée ate is structure d ’Ccouleunent décollCs trldinien-
sionnels et/ou instatlonnaires constitue l ’une des activitCs privilCgidon du tunnel hydrodynamique.

(5, 6,7)
Rdservant is presentation do documents fi]men is 1 ‘exposC ora l, noun noun bornarons id is

cocnuenter briCvemont quelqu.a images carsctCristiquen qui pourront sorvir d ’introduction aux confC-
rencea ate D.J. PEAJ~~ notausnont.

3.2 Las traceurs utiliaCa sont , soit don filots do liquide coiorC do m2me deneitC et viscositC quo
l ’eau dais A partir d ’orificoe nituCs nor is surface mime du modCie, soit de tines bullen d ’air en
suspension dens l ’eau . cette technique dtant anaocide is La mdthode du plan de lumlCre.

Las emissions pariCtales de colorant visualisent lea h1~~es ate coorant de l ’écoulemen t
lorsque celul-ci eat permanent, A l ’extérieur ou air sein de ha couche limite et a in himite par
reduction dir debit do traceur, l’Ccoulement parlétal.

Las bulles ddfinlssent Vaspect génCrai ate l Ccoulement, dana de minces trenches trans-
v.~rsaies.

Len figures 1 is 4 montrent tan certain nonabre d’axecsplee servant is illustrer lea dirferentea
causes gui provoquont 1. dCeollement d ’un Cooule*nent tridlmensionnol

Figure 1 a 1 ‘effet des gradients do preesion advorsos nor dee corps A oaractCrietiguaa gdcusétrigues
continues. La configuration reprCsentCe ici eat cello d ’une aile delta moyenneman t dpaisse
et is bond at ’attaque arrond i placCe is incidence variable.
La schCma d Ccoulament conetruit A partir ate is visualisation pennet do distinguer

- on certain nombre do points et liguos caractCristiquea do l’Ccouiement parldtal (li~~as de
dCcollement, points at ligues do partage, point ate convareenco spirals etc...) gui cnt
etc analyses geometriquament par R. LE~~~DRE (1.2,3) is partir des travaux do POINCARE
et seront discutés en detail par D.J. PEAKE.

- lea conditions de formation ate tourbihlons concentres qui s’Cchappent du modisle.

Figure 2 a l ’effet. d ’az4te ou dç Soa’d a analyse ici dana is ass d ’una aile delta mince, is bond d’atta-
que aigu, misc en ir~&dance. La visualisation met ici en Cvidence 1* belie or~~niaation dudCcollement autour d’~n tourbihlon principal gui rCsulte do i ‘anroulanient “en cornet ” de La
nappe Se detachan t i.e long do bond at attaque. Lka tourbillon secondaire mom s intanae so forme
I partir d u n  dCcollement ate is cOuohe limit., cette configuration appelle deux remerques.
Tout d ’abord, dana one telle or~~njsation, lea effeta LiCs is is turbulence at is ha viecositdtiennen t one place reiativenient rCdulte tout air mains pour i.e tourbillon principal, onsuite
l ’organlaation do ddcoilement est pratiqueanent is m~me en Ccoolement aupersonique.

Figura 3 : l effet ate protubdranca : L’exeanpla prCsentC id ant celui d u n  rensaut d ’emverguro iinii t4o
plac~ sur uric parol plane. I. csractCre dominant do cette configuration trés complaxe rCeide
dane 1’ Cchappement transversaL tourbillonnaiz’e du fluids provenant do 1* couche limit. gui
La dletingua do ass bidimenslonnel pur.

Figure 4 : i’e(fet d ’un j~at non parahlèle is is p.roi. f *ns cc ass i.e ddcoilement a ’or~~nise do i niisre
A sstisfsire deox ezigences opposdas, d’uno part i’effet do protubdr.nc. gui tend is crCor
i.e dCcollagnant~ d ’autre part l’effet d’entralnament do jet d ’autant plus marqud quo celui-
ci eat pius intense, qui tend is i.e rdduire.

3.3 Cea differents exemplas mettent en dvidenco l’existance, dams hon nombro ate configurations dCcol-
iCes tridimensionnelLee, d une structure tortenient or~~nisea autour de tourbilions concentr4s, asau-
rent one grarad e stabilitC is ceo configurations.

tbutefoi s, soon l ’effe t ate gradientada pression an tagonist.. mmportantS~ ces structures peu-
ven t as ddaorp.niser et on aaeista alors au phCnomAna d ’Cclataasent du tourbillon qul oat repr4sentC
figures 5 is 7. Ce pbCncmdne apparsit par example dens i.e ass d une aile delta mince, loreque l’lnci-
done. oroit. Ii so trsduit par one ddsagrCgation chaotuque du noyau, asaociCe one d4oroisaanca rapi-
de do is viteese axiale (figure 5.) .

Ce phdnomAno oat psrticuliAreinent sensiblo sue offets do diseyindtrie do 1’Coovlement et

-~
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notanunent do dCrapage (figure 6)  at p.ut contribuer A entretanir eec diaeymdtriea .

Peru lan moyons d ’Cviter ou tout no mom s de retarder l apparition d o n  tel phCnonibno,
i.e contr8lo per souffiage eet i o n  des plus efficacea (figure 7).

&i dcoulement traneaoniqua et nupereonique l’effet dos ondee do choo peut conduire is des
phCnoménes d Cciatement de m&fle nature .

L dtude ate l’Cclatement den tourbihlona (dent l’interaction choc-tourbillon est on ass
particulier) constituo on theme ate recherchee extr~mement important pour ten applications.

3.4 Len diversen circonotanceo d ’Ccoulemen t quo noua venona do dCcrire our doe configurations
geoanétriquement simpiee, sa retrouvent bien Cvidanurent dana lee Ctudes effectuCee nor des maquot-
tes d ’aviona, ha visuaLisst ion permottan t do mieox apprCoier is coinplexlt4 at l’importance relative
des phCnomCnes mis en jeu. De tels examples sent prCsentCo figures 8 at 9.

u s  servant A montrer
- tout d abord qua les phCnomènea observes au tunnel hydrodynamique ont CtC confin es A de nombrauses
reprises par des easels en vol, notaninent dens le oaa ate Concorde (clichés a et b de la figure 8)
et ate l’avion ~~uglas P5D, (clichCs a A 

f  do is figure 8 , las clichés c et e Ctant pris en vol).

- ensuite (figure 9) len interactiona complexes exiatant entre diverses structures tourbillonnaires
formées sur le fuselage et La voiLore , notaninent loraque celle-ci comporte dee variations rapides
ate in forme en plan.

L’dtude ate ces interactions, des phCnoménes ate stabilitC lies sue interferences entre cea
diversea structures eat i o n  des probiAmes majeurs pour in rénhisation d o n  bon projet. Cela néces-
site ia misc en oeuvre nor ie plan experimental de inoyens d ’snalyse du champ et nor i.e plan thCori-
que La atdfinitlon des méthodes peranettant ate reprCsenter correctement l’Cvolution de ces structures
complexes.

3.5 Apr.ds avoir montré l’apport de in visualisation des phdnoanAnes physiques dens l ’analyse des
deouhemants décollds, je voudrams clore cette presentation nor on dernier exemple o~i in vinuahisatlon
IntCrease A Ia foia l expCrlence numérique, lea aspects physiques et les comparaisons qoe ion pout
faire entre le “modèie” at la réalitd.

~~ns i.e cadre d une approche numérique dee ddcohiements tridimensionneis A très grand
nombre ~~ Reynolda par on modèle ate fluids parfait, su et gui scm traitC en detail par J.H.B. SMITh ,
R~ IBAC1+ ‘A’ réceei,nent dCvtioppC 1 1’ C~iERA one anéthode dent je me bornerai simpiement I donner lea
grandes hignes en reprenant lea intentions m~mea ate 1 ‘suteur.

L approche utilisCe eat fondCe sur one di8crétlsation volumique du tourbillon qul, en
Ccoulement tridimensionnel, Cvoluera dana le teinps en fonction des dlstorsiona locales du champ
des vi teases pour respecter ies théorèmes ate conservation propres aux Ccouiements tourbihlonnai rca.
( HELMHOLTZ).

La formulation utiiiaCe eat one formulation intCgro-atiffCrentielle Lagrangienne peranet-
tent do suivre l ’Cvolution dana le tampa d une repartition discrete do particuies flolates chargdes
cMc~une d u n  vecteor tourbillon.

Las conditions d Clnission ate ceo partioules sur le contou r attaché is l obstacle sont défi-
flea par lea conditions aox lianltes imponees sur cc contour.

L’1ntCr~t ate cette rnCthod e est tout d’abord d’etre instationnaire, i.e cas atationnaire
constituen t on can himite. A Ce titre elle peut tirer avantage ate conditions initiaLes correspondent
A one aituat lon phyeique bien dCterminC e et permettmait one remise en question naturelie do la ilgue
d ’ éanlaslon par adjonction d un e procedure ate cab in ate in higne de dCcollement A partir d u n  cnlcul
ate couche 11mi t~ uu l-më me lnststionnaire . E~ solte , pa r an forms intr lnsèque , ehle permet ate s atfran-
chir de toot mail ing .  do caloul dens le domaine ate resolution .

Cotte mdthod e a ete appiiquCa notaaaxnent no calcul ate l’écoulement autour done plaque
plane d allongement 1 piscée A différontes incidences O( at miss en mouvenient de façon impulsive.

T1ie viaoalisation sur console des ii~~ea d ’Cmienion c ast-is-dire des hi~~es j oignant A
on instant t donnC len partlcuies fluides Causes d une m~me source a etC effectuCe avec la posalbi-
ii tC d obtenir one sue perspective do i ’ensemble do ace hignea ou one sue dea projections nor on
plan quelconque, le plan ate s3nnétrie par example.

~~eiquen réeuLtats typiquea pour o(— 15 et 30° at on tempn réduit t ~ ‘~_~!!J —‘ 3
sont présentCs figure 10 et compares cliché par clich4 A ceux gui ont CtC obtenus Lore dune Ctode
expCriiaentale de co phénomCno au Thnnol hydrodynamique de 1 ‘ONERA .

L ’analogi o ent’~e ceo rCaultats eet ansaz frappante at mCrite qoelquea cosinentaires.

_ _  -
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A l incidenco c~~— 15’, is rCgularitC des lignes d ’émiasion dens l’expCriance connie dana i.e
caicui montre qu ’un etat ntationnaire a ete asaez mapidement attoint du mom s au voisinage ate i ’alle.

Par contra is l’incidence o( — 30°, i’allume tour,nentée voire chaotique des lignea d émis-
nion eat l indice d une configuration fortement Inatatlonnaire condulaant pour des tampa pius
longs is on vCritable Colatement den structures tourbiilonnnlres sussi blen dana l expérlence n uméri-
quo quo dana i’expémlence physique.

Pent-on induire ate cotte anabogio que par i.e jeo de is viscositC nuinérique introdulte par
i algorlthrno do calcul, cc dernier pout fournir one indication au moths qual i ta t ive  nur la tend.ance
A l’Cciatemant d o n  noyau tourbillonnaire en fluide reel ? La réponse scm foumnie lorsoue les me-
cherches en coors auront perinis do traitor des configurations rCalistes en nombre su f f l snnt .

4 - CONCLUSIC1J
Avant ate lalaner la parole sue autP~es corifCrenolems. je voudrais Insister sur le role de

catalyseor que dolt jooer catte Lecture Series tan t par son contenu que par lea orientations qu eu e
peut suaciter.

U taut en effot en~~ger beaucoup ate conviction et entreprendre benucoUp d efforts nor le
plan don mCthodes numériques come de ia recherche expérlmantale spécialement dens ie domaine ate in
turbulence pour que dens on avenir pan trop lointain, les pmogrès dejA importents rCnlisCs notammen t
pour i.e traitemen t den ddcollements bldimenaionneisA grand nombre ate Reynolds solent Ctendua at
complétCs par des réaultata de m~me nlveau dan8 le ens des décollements tridimensionnels et in~ta-
tionnai.-ea.
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PRESENTATION OF THE SUBJECT

by N. S I R IE IX
Of f i ce  Nat ional  d ’ E tudes  et de Recherches A ê r o s p a t l a le s

92320 C h&t i l l on  (F rance)

1 - PREAMBLE

The alms 0f this short introductory lec ture  are
- to bring out the ob jec t i ves  of the lecture ser ies ,  to detai l  the way in which f t  is  put
tuyether and its content, and to emphasize the points around which the round tab le dis-
cussion which traditionally closes such a lecture series can develo p ,
— to explain in a concrete way, with the help of flow visualizations , what three-dimen-
sional or unsteady separation is, how It makes its appearance, particularly on different
aircraft configurations, and finall y the fundamental problems with which one is con-
fronted.

2 - OB J E C T I V E S
2 .1 The decision taken by the Fluid Dynamics Panel to devote a lecture series to

separated flows, a little less than 3 years after the Specialists Meeting at Gött ingen ,
had a double purpose
- firstl y, to spread as widely as possible details of the progress made In the under-
standing and treatment of separation , particularl y In the turbulent case .
- secondly, to relate this information, of which a large part refers to research of too
fundamental If not academic a nature , to objectives associated with aeronautical (air-
craft ,helicopters) or spatial (missiles) applications.

It Is therefore not only a matter of reviewing our knowled ge of certain areas
of fluid mechan ics which are often not studied because of their extreme comp lexity , but
above al l to face up to economic requirements such as improvements in the quality and
safety of the products of the aeronautical industry .

For the manufacturer , the necessity to accept the existence of separation in
cert ain circumstances is evident. His role therefore consists either of controlling and
minimizing the effects , when separation Is an undesirable feature, the cause of losses
and/or severe instabilities which degrade fl ying qualities, or on the contrary of so
organizing the separation that it constitutes a natura l way of improving performance.
A suitable choice of geometry can lead , in fact, to the formation of well-organized
vortex structures with in some cases favourable interaction effects between certain of
them (strake, use of a canard layout . etc.).

In Such work the unstead y aspects of separation are an essential feature in-
herent in the very nature of the separation , through the effects of turbulence , or alter-
na t ive l y associated with the movements of a device which controls them (control surfaces ,
helicopter b lades, etc.).

To carry out this task successfull y it Is necessary to raise the sti l l far too
low level of out knowled ge, from the experimental point of view to obtain a greater com-
prehension of the phenomena caUed Into play and of the factors which influence them ,
and f rom the computational loint of view to establish an acceptable comprom se between
the comp lete treatment of viscous and Turbulent effects, which cannot be envisaged even
for the distant future in spite of the progress to be expected in computers and numeri-
cal methods , and in the various levels of modelling ” which experience can suggest.
To this end it is reasonab)le to hope that the exchange of views and discussions provoked
by this lecture series will lead to new directions for research activities.

2.2 It is in this context that this lecture series has been organized. Although far-
reaching the programme Is essentially limited to the consideration Of flows at high
Reynolds numbers and at low or moderate Mach numbers. Furthermore , the applications en-
visaged concern problems of external aerodynamics, with the exception of some examp les
relating to flows In intakes or turbomach ines.

As far as the content of this programme is concerned I limit myself to a few
brief remarks on its arrangement. It is divided broadly Into 3 parts. The first Is rela-
tively short (3 lectures ) and introductory , the second (7 lectures ) is devoted to ex-
perimental aspects of three-dimensional and unsteady separation , and the third (7 lec-
tures) reviews and discusses existing and contemp lated methods of prediction.

In the first part , with the considered intention of underl y ing the relevance
of the subjects treated for current needs , a re pres e nt e tfv . of Industry is charged with
the important task of defining

• t he various proble m s related to the occurrence of separation on an aircraft or missile ,
concerning performance, flying qualities, etc.
- the methods used by the manufact urer to predict and control separation and to reduce
its adverse effects, with emphasis on the way in which he uses or plans to use numerical

.~~ — - — -.-.
— -  -
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methods for these va r ious  opera t ions .

On another point ,  he w i l l  formulate t he poss ib le  d i rec t ions  for future research
wh ich  can guide the development  of the round tab le  d i s c u s s i o n .

It was  also felt to be useful in this introduction to review the significant
progress made during the last few years In the numerical treatment of two-dimensional
separation , particularly In transon ic flow and at hi gh Reynolds number.

2 lectures are devoted to this topic ; each of them deals with a different ap-
proach to the treatment of flows at high Reynolds number
- so lu t ion  of the su i tab l y—averaged  Nav ie r—Stokes  equat ions
- s o — c a l l e d  “coup l i ng ” methods.

A d i s c u s s i o n  Cf the comparative merits of these  two approaches and of the con-
tribution which the second can make to the first would appear to be a fruitful theme for
discussion among others concerning numerical methods.

As far as parts 2 and 3 of the programme are concerned , a large amount of time
will be devoted to unsteady separation because of the practical importance of the topic
but also in response to a wish expressed during the discussion which followed the Spe-
cialists Meeting In 1975 when very little was said on this question.

In the presentations dealing with experimental work , the lecturers wil l seek
to present , using examples which illustrate applications, as com p lete a descri ption as
possible of the mechanisms leading to separation and the practical consequences of the
phenomenon.

Thus,  for ex ample , in  the case of unsteady separat ion the problems of buffet ing
form the subject of a spec ia l  lecture and dynamic s ta l l  is deal t  w i t h  In the context of
hel icopter  problems .

Regarding computat ional  methods, the lectures may be classified in terms of
the var ious  l eve l s  of “model l ing ” of turbulent separa t ion .
- in the first place, the representation of three-dimensional and/or unsteady separated
f l ows  by inv i sc id  vor tex s t ructures;  this representat ion is well-adapted to the handling
of organ ized three-d imensional  separat ion  at high Reynolds number when the separa t ion
line is f i xed .
- secondly, coupling methods, still insufficiently developed because of the difficulties
Inherent in the calculation of separation lines but which ought to be able to provide a
natura l  back-up for the preceding methods.
- f i n a l ly, methods based on the numerical solut ion of the complete equat ions,  sui tabl y
averaged , by an unsteady method , making use of the techni ques of finite differences or
finite vo lumes to effect discretization. Taking into account the considerable reductions
in computing time obtained recently, may one optimistically expect that ten years from
now the numerical treatment of a complete confi guration will have become possible thanks
to progress in both computers and numerical methods ?

I n all cases, success will not be achieved until turbulence modelling has pro-
gre~ sed to a sufficient extent. This very important topic , which is a common factor li-
miting the development of numerical methods, forms the subject of a lecture devoted to
the structure of turbulence in complex flows.

It will be noted that finite element methods for the numerical solution of
problems in which the geometrical complexity may suggest them to be appropriate are not
referred to explicitl y. These methods are still not used extensively and lead at the
present time to computing times which are long in comparison with those needed using
f i n i t e  d i f f e r e n c e  or f i n i t e  v o l u m e  methods.

This point of v iew can be debated during the round table d iscuss ion.

These last remarks concerning programme content conclude the first part of
this presentation. In the second part we shal l introduce our subject in a more concrete
way , with the Invaluable help of Information prov ided by flow visualization.

3 - HO W SHO U LD S E P A R A T I O N  P R O B L E M S  BE T A C K L E D  ? IN THE F I R S T  PLACE BY FLOW V I S U A L I Z A T I O N
3.1 This method Is In fact a source of fruitful inspiration as much for the experi-

menter who is trying to under stand physical me chanisms as for the theoretician in the
formulation and verification of Umodels U .

Experience shows that tests done in water at low speeds (Re ~ 1O~ ) can never-
theless provide in many cases a precise and detailed description of very complex flows
(three-dimensional flows being an example) which is not falsified by more difficult and
less precise anal yses made for a geometrically similar model placed in an Incompressible
air flow with a much higher Reynolds number.

This technique has been developed at ONERA since 1952 , the stimulus being
provided by N. Roy , R. Legendre and P. Carritre. Since that time the high quality work
done under the direction of H. Wer le (4) has become known to all workers In fluid mecha -
nics and the detailed investigation of the structure of separated three-dimensional and/
or unsteady flows is one of the activities entrusted to the hydrodynamic tunnel.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - — 
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Filmed records (5, 6. 7) will be shown during the spoken presentation; we con-
fine ourselves here to brief comments on some characteristic situations which will serve
by way of Introduction , in particular to the lectures of D.J. Peake.

3.2 The t racers  used are either coloured l iquid f i laments  of the same density and
viscos it y as water emitted from holes on the surface of the model Itself , or small air
bubbles in suspension in the water ,these being used in conjunction with the light sheet
technique.

The coloured emissions from the wall visualize the streamlines of the flow
when this Is stead y, in the outer flow or within the boundary layer and , in the limit
when the flow of tracer is reduced , the flow at the wall.

The bubbles reveal the general appearance of the flow In transverse sections.

Figures 1 to 4 show a certain number of examp les which serve to illustrate the
various causes of separation of a three-dimensional flow

Figure 1 : The effect of an adverse pressure gradient on bodies wIth continuously
varying geometrical character istfcs. The configuration shown here is that of
a delta wing of moderate thickness and rounded leading edge p laced at a
variable incidence.
The flow pattern constructed from the visualization makes It possible to
distinguish

- a certain number of points and lines characteristic of the flow at the sur-
face (separation lines, dividing points and lines , point of sp iral conver-
gence , etc.) which have been anal yzed geometrically by R. Legendre (1, 2, 3)
starting from the work of Poincaré and which will be discussed in detail
by D.J. Peake.

- The conditions leading to the formation of concentrated vortices emitted
from the model

Figure 2 : The effect of a corner or edg_e : analyzed here in the case of a thin delta
w [ng with a sharp leading edge, placed at incidence. VisualIzations show
clearl y the organization of the separation around a primary vortex which
results from sp iral rolling-up of the sheet springing from the entire leading
edge. A secondary weaker vortex forms following separation of the boundary
layer, this pattern calling for two comments. Firstl y, In such an organized
flow , effects arising from turbulence and viscosity occupy a relativel y un-
important p lace at least for the primary vortex , and secondly, the organiza-
tion of separation is practicall y the same in supersonic flow.

Fi gure 3 The effect of a protuberance The example presented here Is that of a step
of limited breadth p laced on a flat wall. The dominant characteristic of this
very complex pattern Is the transverse vortica l flow of fluid from the boun-
dary layer which distinguishes it from the purely two—dimensional case.

Fi gure 4 : The effect of a jet inclined to the wall. In this case separation organises
Itself in such a way as to satisfy two opposing demands - on the one hand the
protuberance effect which tends to cause separation, on the other hand the
effect of jet entrainment which increases with the strength of the jet and
which  tends to oppose separa t ion .

3.3 These different examp les make apparent the existence , in a large number of three-
dimensional  separa t ion  pa t te rns ,  of a strongl y-organized structure around concentrated
vortices, ensuring high stability of these configurations.

All the same under the effect of Important  adverse pressure gradients these
structures can break up, so giving rise to the phenomenon of vortex bursting which Is
shown In figures 5 to 7. This phenomenon occurs, for example , in the case of a thin delt a
w iny when incidence Increases. It reveals Itself in a chaotic disintegration of the
core , associated with a rapid decrease in axial velocity (figure 5).

This phenomenon Is particularl y sensitive to the effects of assymmetry of the
flow and notabl y of sides lip (fIg.6) and can contribute to maintaining these assymetries.

Among the methods for avoiding or at least delaying the onset of such a pheno-
menon , control by blowing is one of the most effective (figure 7).

In transon ic and supersonic flow the effects of shock waves can lead to bursting
phenomena of the same type.

Invest i gation of vortex bursting (of which shock-vortex interaction is a parti-
cular case) is a research topic of extreme importance for many app lications.

3 . 4  The various flow conditions which we have been describing on geometrically simple
con f igu ra t i ons  occur a l s o, of course, in studies made on a i rc ra f t  mode ls, v i s u a l i z a t i o n
making it possible better to appreciate the comp lexity and relative importance of the
phenomena which play a part. Such examples are shown in figures 8 and 9.

The y serve to show
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- firstly, that the phenomena observed in the hydrodynam ic tunnel have been confirmed
many times by flight tests, notably in the case of Concorde (figure 8 a and b) and of
the Douglas FSD (figure 8, c to f , c and e being taken In flight ).
- seco nd l y, (figure 9) the complex interactions existing between various vortex structures
formed on the fuselage and wings , particularl y when the latter displays abrupt variations
In p lanform .

Investigation of these Interactions and of the stability phenomena related to
interference between the various structures is one of the major problems in the achieve-
ment of a good project. It necessitates the implementation of experiments designed to
analyze the field of flow and , on the theoretical side, of the development of methods
which provide the correct representation of the evolution of these comp lex structures.

3.5 HavIng shown the contribution made by visualization of physical phenomena to the
analysis of separated flows, I would now like to close this presentation with a final
example in which visualization has an interest at the same time for numerical experiments ,
physical aspects and the comparisons which can be made between the “mode l’ and reality .

Within the framework of a numerical approach to three-dimensional separation
at very high Reynolds number by means of a perfect fluid model , a subject treated in
detail by J .H .B. Smith , Rehbach (8) has recently developed at ONERA a method for which I
will content myself simp l y with g iving the broad outline as stated by the author.

The approach used Is based on a volume discret iration of the vortex which , in
three-dimensional flow, evolves in time as a function of the local distortions of the
velocity field, in such a way as to respect the conservation theorems appropriate to
vortex flows (Helmholtz).

The formulation emp l oyed Is a Lagrang lan integro -differential one which makes
it possible to follow the evolution in time of a discrete distribution of fluid particles
each of which carries a vortic ity vector.

The emission conditions of these particles on a contour describing the obstacle
are defined by the boundary conditions imposed on the contour.

The method is of interest in the first p lace because It is unsteady , the steady
case  being a l imit ing case. Because of this it can take into account the ini t ial  condi-
tions corresponding to a wel l -de te rmined physical s i tua t ion  and then update a streak l ine
in a natura l way by the addition of a procedure for calculating the separation line,
starting from a calculation of the boundary layer which is itself unsteady. Furthermore,
the very nature of the method makes it independent of the computational mesh in the solu-
tion domain.

This method has been used for the calculation of the flow around a flat plate
of unit aspect ratio p laced at different incidences a and set Into motion in an impulsive
way.

Visualization of the streak lines, that is to say the lines joining at a given
time t the f lu id par t i c les  emitted from the same source , has been made on a computer
display and has provided the possibility of obtain ing a general perspect ive  v iew of these
lines or a picture of their projections on any required plane , such as the plane of sym-
metry.

V t
Some typical results for a 15° and 30° and a reduced time t — —

~~
-— ~ 3 are

presented on figure 10 and compared case by case with those obtained durin g an experiment-
al invest igation of this phenomenon in the ONERA hydrodynamic tunnel.

The agreement between these results Is fairly striking and warrants comment.

At an incidence a 15° , the smoothness of the streak lines both in the experi-
ment and In the computation shows that a steady state is attained fairly quickly at least
in the neighbourhood of the wing .

At an incidence a — 300 , on the other hand , the tw is ted , indeed chaotic, ap-
pearance of the streak lines Is an indication of an extremely unsteady pattern leading at
greater times to a true burst ing of the vortex structures for both the computational and
the physical  exper iments.

Is it permissible to infer from this agreement that through the effect of nu-
merical viscosity introduced by the computational al gorithm , this last can provide at any
rate a qualitative indication of the bur sting tendency of a vortex core in a real fluid ?
The answer will be given when research now in progress has made It possible to study a
sufficient number of realistic configurations.

4 - C O N C L U S I O N

Before calling on the other lecturers to speak , I would l ike to emphasize the
catalytic role which this lecture series must play , as much by its content as by the
orientations to which it can lead.

In fact It Is  necessary to have conviction and to undertake strenuous efforts
in the fields of both numerical methods and experimenta l research , particularly as
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regards th~ study of turbu lence, in order that the already Important progress made in the
handling of two—dimensional separation at high Reynolds number should be extended and
completed, in the not too distant future , to provide results of the same quality for
cases of three-dimensional and unsteady separation.
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LES PROBLEME S DE DECOLLEMENTS POSES A L’ AVIONNEUR
par

Pierre PERRIER

Chef du DCpartement des Etudes Théoriques Aérodynamiques
Division des Etudes AvancCes

AVIONS MARCEL DASSAULT-BRECUET~AVIATION
78, qual Carnot — 92214 ST CLOUD (France)

I. INTRODUCTION

1.0. II n’y a pas ci longtemps , l’ avionneur dessinait icc avions pour réduire autant que possible lea
dCcoliements dana icc zones courantes de vol et deinandait aux p ilotea d’éviter lee zones excep—

tionnelles de decrochage ou de buffeting pour lesquelles quelques inCthodes , voire quelques recettes ,
permettaient de rendre le vol sinon acceptable du nioinc sans danger excessif.

L’aogmentation du prix des avions et Ia recherche d’une sCcurité plus grande ont conduit paral—
lélement é Ia recherche d ’une meilleure qualitC du produit dans icc zones d’utiiisation courante et a la
recherche d’un comporteinent totalement sans danger dsns lea zones exceptionnelles.

Pour prendre un exemp le simple, on est passé ainsi en peu d’annCes d’avions Ccole(Fouga—Magister),
dont Ic decrochage Ctait acceptable et suffisaimnent franc et agitC pour que Ic pilote sache qu’il avait
“dCcroch C” et  qu ’il devait “rendre la main ” , ~ des avions dessinCs pour avoir un decrochage sans accident
de stabilitC aucun et dessinCs pour avoir une rCcupCration de vrille toujours effective en deux rotations
(Alpha—Jet) cc on prepare des avions dont lea caractCriatique s longitudinales et transversales rendent
l’entrCe en vrille involontaire improbable et le pilotage acceptable dana tout Is domaine de vol dCcrochC ,
grEce a des coumiandes de vol Clectriques adaptées (Contr8le Automatique GCnCralisC).

Un objectif aussi ambitieux cc retrouve au niveau du contr6le des dCcollements plus localisCs.

Cet object i f  peut Rtr e  at teint  de deux façons comp lésientaires : d ’une part , on peut exp Crimen—
taleaent modifier les conf igurat ions  ju squ ’a cc qua icc caractCristiqu e s demandCes eoient a t t e in tec
d’ aut re par t , on peut , en pa r tan t d’une certaine comprehension de La s tructure f ine de phC noaènea de
dCcollement , modifier lea formes pour rCaliser des champs aCrodynaiciques acceptables d’abord cur des
modules awsCriques, puis vCrifier par eaaais en soufflerie. Ces deux approches doivent rester , encore un
certain temp s, conip lémentai res car on n’a pas encore atteint un niveau sufficant de modélisation numC —
rique des dCcollements pour permettre a une approche rationnelle , confirniCe et orientCe par des caiculs ,
de suffire 1 Ia definition initiale d’un avion.

1.1. Dane cet expose , nous allons tout d’abord distinguer lea diffCrentes forme a cous lesquellea cc
posent lee problémes lies aux dCcollenients suivant Ic point de vue oft l’on cc place : performance ,

qualite de vol. etc ..., 1 l’aide d’exemples. Les solutions recherchCea peuvent presenter des incompati—
bilitCs suivant ccc pointa de vue.

Dans une deuxiéme partie , nous passerons en revue icc moyeae dont nous diaposona pour rCcoudre
ces probllmes d’un point de vue purement experimental cc d’ un point de vue anal ytique oft un bagage numé—
rique , non nCgligeable. eat dCjI dieponible .

Enf~n, nouc indique rons quelques voics de recherche qui semblent prometteuses et..qui permet—traient de rendre plus efficaces las moyens de prevision non negligeables dont nous disposons .

1.2. On sCparera dana Ia suite — lea dCcollements avec eau inorte importante , quasi isobares en
gCnCral — 1cc dCcollecients fortement turbulents inorganises qui admett ent des gradients de -pres sion aoyens non nCg ligeables — les dCcolleni ents tridi anensionnels organisCs oft coexistent des grosses -structures souvent en sp ir al e avec un bru i t de fond turbulent 1 plus faible frequence et I nettement p lus

haute frCquence que Is frC quence de baee dee dCcoliements bidimensionnels.

• 
2. LES DIFFE RENTS PR O8LENE -~~ LIES A LA PRESENCE DE DECOLLEMENTS

2.1. Les p ilotes de planeur savent bien le silence et Ia douceur des vole a bord d’une machine de
comp et i t ion  oft I.. cCcolleaesnt. ont etC ,ystématiquement supprimCs. Les niveaux de finesse

at t e in t s par ces p lsneurs raprellent qu’un Ccouleaent propre eet une condition nCcessaire pour avoir des
performances Clevées et une finesse de pilotage suffisante. Malheureuaement , on ne peut ni desciner un
avion usue l coame un planeur de competition par suite de nCcessaires conapromia oil I ’ aCrodynamicien ne peut
pee avoir toujours 1. dernier met, ni toujours voter dams lea conditions oft l’ avion a etC optiicicC . On
sCparera donc toujours les dCcoulements liCe au dessin de l’avion dane les conditions d ’adaptation et lea
dCcollements hors adaptation.

Noua allona dietinguer lea dCcollements auivant lea quatre noints de vue usuela des quatre prin—
c1~ sux specialist. . qui , ensemble , ..sey.nt de faire le meil leur produit.

0- 5
2.2. — Influence d.c dCcoli .msnts cur I.. performances

Les performance. aont dCgr edCea par Ia prCeence de zones dCcoilCes crop Ctendue s. L ’Cvaluation
d.. son.. dCcollC .. Ctalt eutrefois feLt. unlquement en soufflezi . princip atement 1 l aid. de visuali .a—
tion., exceptionn .lleaisnt I l aid. 1. macurea d. pressions parLe ales ou de sillage dont l’int erpr Ctat ion
e.t coin. evident ,. Cette Cvalu~tion peu t mai nte ment It re fai te pa t Ia calcul . On prCsente cur la fi gure I
ama calcul ayent ..i-vI a t ’optlmisation du fuselage arriCre du Falcon 50 supercr iclque . Ce calcul pe tit ~tre- 

- 

fai l  en condition. de vol et en conditions de aouffl.rie , lee recoupemen ta effectuCa .ont exce lle nt a entre
t. calcula at cciii . ; Ia correlation entre .oufflerie .t vol est asoins bonn. , la couch. iimice Ctant  p lus

CpaI..e cu no.br. de Reynolds plus faibi . en souffierle , cc qui diminu. lea recompres.ions suiven t tin
processus bl.n connu 4. sou.— .stlisatlon des dC cotleme nt . cur I.. rCtreints . Sur un svion conice Ic MD— 3 15 ,
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dont les performances Ctaient excellentes pour 1 ’Cpoque de aa conceptli,n (1947), on admettait des zones
dCcollCe. dont L a surface C ta i t  incona parab lement p lus grande. Remarquon s que l’ Cva lu at ion du coOt en
trainee des zones dC collC es n ’eet passimp le (cf. p lue bac 1 3 . )  et souven t d I e  est assez imprecise pai r le
calcul .

Lea exemp lec les p lus aimples de probllmee pose. 1 l’avionneur couvrent lea dCcollement. de
rCtreint de fuselage dont on vient de parler , epC ci alement d’ avion a cargo (Br eguet 9 4 1 ) ,  les d C collements
de coins , spCcialenaent de Karrnan ou de jonction de mZte rCacteur. Des augmentations de trainCe de l’ordre
de 20 ¶ par rapport au résultat non dCcollC sont couraimnent Is consequence de mauvais decsin. b eaux qui
ne devraient plus ~tre acceptCs grRce aux ni4thodes de calcul disponibles actuellement.

Cependant , en gCnC ral , bes augmentation. de trainCe importantes liCes au dCcollement cc produi—
cent en tranaconique. Ccci est dO I l ’accroiseement tree important de trainCe liC I tine variation impor-
tance de ~ourbure en transaonique oft s’accrocbent des ondes de choc dont on peut se rendre conapte. par
exeniple,en regardant la variation de trainCe d’un cubot en fonction du nombre de Mach (figure 4) pour
lequel lea depressions sont multi p liCes par des facteurs de l ’ordre de 2 1 4 par rapport au eubsonique .
Beaucoup de travail a etC fait stir lee profits pour rCduire Ce. accroiscements de trainee de ton e ou
d ’onde paras i tes  que tout Ic monde conna lt bien. On voudrait cependant rappeler qu ’un desein tridimen—
sionne l trés correct eat nCceasaire pour kviter lea dCcollements t iC s aux focalisations de chocs et aux
gradients tre e C levés due a I ’ accumu lation dec r Ct reint e par e f f e t s  de lois des aires . Ces dCcolleinentc ,
par nature tridimensionnels et organisCs, donnent souvent naiscance a des augmencationa de trainCe trés
importan t es liC es  aux depressions ainsi gCnCr ees : on verra done lee rCtreints de jonction voilure—fuselage
apr Csla co rrec t ion , par e f f e t  de lois des aires , apporter en fa i t  tin gain beaucoup plus important que La
simp le suppre ccion du volume occup l par lea zones d C col lées .

Enfin , on rappe lle qu ’en supersonique coexistent avec Lee dCcollenients tridianeneionnelc dee
zones de dC co llement e d ’ eau morte dont I ’ e f f et  est , en gCnCral , de rCduire Ia trainee d ’ond e , cc gui a tin
e fi et  b C n C fi que cur lea perfor mances. Ce schema eat syetCmatiquement u t i li sC dans les arnilrec corps
d ’eviona militaire e 1 grand Mach et perme t qu ’une part de l’effet de convergent—divergent de l’arrière
cot-ps soit rCcupCrCe sur Ic fuselage arrière sans avoir 1 nia tC ria liser Ic divergent optmmum (fig.Set rCf.12).

Dc la ua~me facon , on pournait rappeler qua lea dCcollements d’eau monte ou de zones fortement
turbulentes sont l’occa.ion de fort. deficits par rapport aux performances theoriques en fluide parfait.
Cea type. de dCcolletnent conicencent cependant maintenant I Ctre correctement reprCsentCc , cc qui pemme c
en particulier une approche analytique relativement correcte du problCme des dCcollement. dane 1cc hyper—
sustentateurs (cf. ref. 5 et 9 ). El n’en eat pas de méme pour Les dC collemen t c organi eCe ( c f.  ref .  2 , 3
et 6 ) qui permettent d’intCre.santes performances de portance tant que les depression. qu’ils induisent
ne eont pa. IimitCes par be voieinage de Ia vitesse u nite du fluide (figure 6).

2.3. — Influence des dCcollenients stir lea gualitCa de vol

Nous allone aCparer troia type. de probilmee tiCs 1 l’irrCgularitC stat ionna ire et instation—
naire de l’Ccoulement : Lea problemes de non—linCaritC , de mCtastabilitC et d ’hy .t CrCa ic et de trembl ement.

2.3.1. — En fluids parfait sane dCcollement, Icc diffCrente. caractCrictiques de portance et moment on
sont pa. linCraires en gCnCral , soit que lea grandes incidencea ou be trans.onique mettent en

jeu dea non—linCaritCa , soit qua lee positions relative des sillages et empennagea introduisent cc. non—
linCaritCs en fonction de l’incidcnce ou du dCrapage. Bien que le. caractCristiques de base ne soient
pa. linCaire., on en minimise lee consequence. par le choix de 1. configuration (position d’empennage,
forms en plan ...). La figure 7 montre tin Ccrsn interactif travaillant stir un prog r ~~~~e d’ optimisat ion
de position d’empennag.e.En fait , cc progr~~~e inclut l’effet des dCcollements sur Ia voiture car on tente -eouvent de rCali.er une compenaation entre cc. deux effets. La figure 7 montre un example classique de
tendence a l’autocabrage en couna de mi.e Au point du Falcon 50 dO 1 tin dCcollement d’extrCrsitC d’aile qui
pose de gros prob lCme. de qualitC de vol. L~ diminution de stabilitC a etC corrigee par un nouveau de.sin
de. profit .  d’extré.itC de voilure moyennant une lCglre pCnalisation en trainCe. Sur 1. figure 8 eat
prCsent C Ufl Ca. contraire (Mirage C) oil 1* confi guration empennegesbaa , choisle pour Lee grand.. m ci—
dences , crC. des pertes de stabili tC autour des C5 awls ou nCgatifc (vol do.) auxquelles s’ajOute
l’ instabilitC supplCmentaire crCke par lea dCcollemente d’intnados liCe 1 Ia cambrure . On voit ainsi que
l’avionneur ne peut pas rCussir pertout La compensation des non—tinkaritCa de fluide parfait et de dCcol—
Lement.

One noa—linCaritC courante correspond Cu cas des dCcollementc non Ctabtis I petit angle d’atta—
qua ci disparai.sant rsp idement . Ccl. donne lieu aux courbe. en S caracteristique. ( figure 9 : rCsultats
caracteristique.de stabllitC de route a trés grande incidenc.) qui peuvent provoquer des cyclee lucite.
trés dCasgr Csbles en qualite de vol .1 Ia zone 1 grande incidence eat stable ou des stabilitCe pointues
favorable. aux vrilles dan. le cas inverse. Curleusement cc méme phCnonalne existe souvent au.si stir Lea
avions 1 aL it Cpai ase en soufflerie tiC aux dCcollenents laminaires autoun des incidence. d’sdaptation .
II cst courant pour les corps ClancC . ou Its corps de rCentrC. d’.ngin. (figure 17).

2.3.2. — Si lea non—linCaritC. sont f aibles en fin d’optlmisetlon de I’avion en soufflenie, ou rCgulilrea ,
mais que l’.vion eat equlpC de C.A.C., it n’y aura pa. de problCme 1 obtenir de bonne. qualitCa

1. vol ; ii n ’en eat pea de .Ree si l ’avion pr Csente des dCcollenient. mCtastables qua l’on ne pourra pas,
Cat general , simuler dan. 1.. fonctions de transfert correetnice. de pilotage automatique.

L’exempte clasaique de 1* figure 10 relatif au dCcrochage d ’un ivion par Cclatement de bull. de
transition (Alpha let) peut itre prCclaC en signalant que

— Ia position en Incidence du dlcrochage depend du dCrapage 4. l’avlon et de I. vitesse de
tengage.

— be. effet a  latC r sux Lndu it s par le dCcrochag. dla.ymetrique d’une all. sont prCpondCrants.
C.. •ff.t. existent pour one diasymé trie mini.. gCoaCtrique des deox ails. et I ’ on saLt bien qua I.

_ _ _  - - —- - --- — - .
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dCcrochage d’une si le Jecharge suff isazamaent l ’ aut re  en chargcmcnt diesynietrique pour retarder son dCcro—
chage ci done Ic retour  1 dec c o e f f i c i e n t s  de roul i s  f a i b l es .— il y a hystCrCsie du processus , cc qui rend be retour  au régime sans dCcollement gCneralisC
aucci  caho t ique que l’ a l le r , I mom s d ’optianiaer I’ailc cc gui eat contradictoire avec la performance.

On grand effort de clarification de cette notion de métastabi litC , une expreccion de la proba—
bi litC ou de 1. stabib itC conaparCe dee différents regimes Cclairerai t beaucoup cc probléme actuetlement
abordC de façon crop sonraaire .

On exemp le tree comp lexe en ea t donnC par Ia stabilité en incidence et dénapage des décollementc
de culo t  d ’ un svion en t ranason ique . La f igure 2 1 achématise  la modification ainsi apportCe au detriment
de Ia trainee a l’arrière corps du Mirage IV pour supprime r une instabibit C I N — 0 . 9 2  — 0.95. Le méme
proceceus a et C appliqué au MRCA réceusnent (cf. ref. 21 ) .

2.3.3. — Nouc avons pan e dana lea paragraphes précCdents de l’appari t ion de dé collcme n tc sous leur
acpect etationnaire . En fait , l ’ aspect inatationnaire est souvent aussi important. On l ’éval ue ra

cur un avion civil par Ia variation du confort et cur un avion mulitaire par Ia m o d i f i c a t i o n  de Ia f a c il i t é
1 reanp lir une mission , sun lee deux par l’ agrCment de p ib ot age  ( c f .  r e f .  6 ) .

2.3.3.1. Pour un avion civil , il est cri ticable qu ’en croieiCre ben dCcoblements que l’on n’s pas Pu
Ch im er indu i sen t  un trenablement notable desagrCabbe pour be confort du passager , ou un

bruit dana Ia cabine excecaif pour le personnel navigant . En approche , I l ’atterrisaage , Cgaienaent doivent
~tre CliminCes lea vibrations excesaives qui peuvent Ctre liées I b’accord entre lea frequencec diccrêtes
de structure et le spectre inducteur des fluctuations de pression . Lea volets multiéléments cepares en
envergure sont, par exenp ie , nieux places que lea grands vobetc  uniques trés braqués par reduction des
dimensions caractCristi ques des dCcollements et compontement p lus tn id inensionnel , ce qui attCnue nette—
ment lea spectres inducteurs. lb en eat de méme pour lea aCrofre ins . Le compontement des avions I fo r t e
f l è c h e , oft les déco ll ern en t s  sont p lus stables , ea t  g lobalement  me i ll eu r , mais dana les zones de s t a b ih i t é
des c o n f i g u r a t i o n s  I vortex (cf. be buffeting de configuration de Concorde en approche)seulement.

II  f a u t  egalement considérer  lee condit ions anommabes de vol et rappeber  be vieux problènte des
l i mi t e s  de b u f f e t i n g  en t ranssonique  et 1 grande incidence , nat expbiqué en general .  Rappelons 1 ce propos
que lea  i n t e n s it e s  d’ accé léra t ions  percue s (pour ne pea par ler  des snectres qui dependent de Ia structure
directernent) ont , en fonction du paramètre incidence ou nombre de Mach , trois types pninc ipaux d’évolution
don née f i gure II.

La courbe (I) est canactCristi que des dCcollements brutaux en subsonique (ou transsonique sur
des avions sans f l èche )  ; e lb e  ea t  souvent considCrée coi~~e inacceptable ci le pie d ’accélCration eat
s u per i e u r  1 0 , 1 g, I m o m s de servir  d ’in terdiction au p i lo te, par contre cite eat souhaitable si ce p ie
eat infénieur 1 0,05 g et sup érieur 1 0,02 g et sert d’indicateur au pilote. Sur le Mercure nous avons
trop bien réussi Ia courbe de tyne (I) associCe au decrochage hiase puisqu ’e b b e est considér Ce connate
lirn ite par lea p il otes (>0 ,1 g) et que le travail effectuC au—dell , pour rendre excellentes lea qualités
de vol apnès dCcnochage , n’est pratiquemen t j amnais reconnu par lea pilo tea . Le recours aux dispoaitifs
artifi ciels (branleur de manche , si gnal sonore) toujours mom s sftrs (aensibilité aux dérapages , vi tesses
de tangage) peut sinai étne évitC. One courbe de type (I) avec tin niveau de l’ordre de 0,02 1 0,05 g est
souhaitable pour signa ler la sor tie des bees , des vole ts ,du tra in , le pilote etant abors parfaiternent
capable de reconnaltre sa configuration. On ne souhaite pas une courbe de type (I) en tranSsonique car
elle ri sque d’étre induite par lea variations de vi tesse en atnosphére turbulente .

On souhaiterait plut3t une courbe de type (2) qui correspond 1 un établisseanent progressif du
buffeting initial pilot C par une extension progressive des zones dCcoblCes et une structure initiale non
b i d i mmensi onnelle  cependan t, lea “impuretés” correspondant au debut de be courbe ate doivent ~tre trop
prCcoces ni  1 un niveau t rop ClevC . L ’ idCab serai t que Ia croissance p lus b r u t a l e  a i t  bien lieu 1 0 ,05 g
e n v i r o n  I po in t  de Mach ann Cs  he debut du b u f f e t i n g .

E n f i n , avec des décollements  de type fo r tenen t  tn id int ena ionne lc , on a souven t une courbe très
progressive de type (3), C ’est pan exemp le le cas d’un avion I gComC trie variable (Mirage C) I forte
flèch e et l’ on a beaucoup de mal 1 définir une incidence au—dessus de laqueble le buffeting eat inaccep—
table .

2.3.3.2. Pour lec avions niihitaires , le niveau acceptable ne peut etre p lace connate pour les avions civils
I une valeur forfaitaire (0,05 g) car on a prefere I’incbure dana ha totalité des effets gui

dégradent la capacité de re,np hir Ia mission en auganentant ha charge de travail du pilote (pilo tage nCcea—
saire simultané ou non I cause d une de gradat ion des q u al i t e s  de vol b iCes 1 la presence des dCcollenients)
ou ha precision du tin. La premiCre notion reste proche du confort civil mais l’ aspect qualité de vol est
important ; dana la seconde , au con tra ine , Ia diatnibu tion cpectnale du tnetnblement eat prCponderante pan
rapport A son niveau pour Ic. vibrations relatives des yeux et du viseur par rapport au siege du p ilote.

Entre Ia dCtermination a priori dea courbes (1) (2) ou (3) et de leur intensitC et lea mesunea
ac tue l le s  en s o u f f l e n i e , il y a Un écart bien connu. On a donnC figure 12 tine comparaison sun un Falcon
de~ courbea d ’i . o—accê lCna t i on  noyenne de buffeting mesurCec en vol et des courbea ditcs de “u nite de
buffeting ” que l ’ on obtient en exploitant divers si gnaux enregistrec en soufflerie I grands Reynolds (Ref.7).
A l’exceptmon des jauges de moment sun ha voilune , lea signaux cxp ioi tCs ont des accidents crCCs par Les
dCcollementc mais non liCs I L’ a.pect insta tionn’aire des phCnomenes, ce qui un i te lea conebusionc que
l ’on petit tirer de l’énorme discordance des signes prCcurseura . Pour remCdier I cet Ctat de fait , i i  semble
important de tenter la mesune directe des efforts inatationnaines. Nous avons initiC une telle méthode de
meaure ( c f .  ref . 8 ) mais d I e  sera de pontée limitCc tent que le niveau de turbulence dee souffleriee
rendra  imprCcises lea macurea  I l ’Cquivalent de 0,01 g prAs (soit I 2 du C5 CtudiC).

_ _  -— _ _ _ _ _--- _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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2 . 3 , 3 . 3 .  Nous n ’ avonc pas p a r l ê  a p é c i f i q u e r n e n t  des e n g i n e  I propos des e f f e t s  de d ic o l l e m e n t s  sur  I a
trainee , I.i portance et lea autnes coeffici t-nts , car Ils ne posent pas de problèrnes sp ecifi que s

l ’exception , peut— étre , du probléme du dCcollement en p ie d de jupe sur lea corpc de rêentrée. i-ar c o n t r e ,
il ea t nCcessaire de pa t-len des forts bu ffetin~~engendnés en transsoni que par lea formes aasez peu aCrod y—
narniques souvent retenues pour des raisonc de devis de masse. Ces mérnea problème s sont egalement souvent
nencon trés avec lea charges  ex te rne s d ’un avion m i l i t a i r e  et leur s  suppor t s  et mats  égalem enr  dane Ia
zone de nombre de Mach 0.9 — 1.05. Lee décollements correspondante interescent l’ avion autant que lea
charges par lea champs induits rCci proques . Enfin , il ne faut pas oublier lee buffetinga induita par lea
s rties d ’aêrofreins .

2 .4. — Influence des dCcollements sur he dimensionnement des structures

Cette influence peut I nouveau ~tre séparée en dimnensionnement aux charge s stationnairea et
inst ationnai res.

2.-~.I. — Stir lea nylons clyils , lea charges de dimensionnemnent font exceptionnellement intervenin lea
zones décobhéea sun l’ avion lisse . Par contre , cur  l ’ avion hypersustentC , on retrouve la nCces—

site de prédire lea efforts cur lea différents élémnents des volets en presence des décollementa roujours
existants des que lea braquages aunt suffisants. Lee anéthodes de calcul approchées dont nous disposona
en tnidirnensionnei sont suffiaantes pour ce genre de prediction (cf. ref. 13 ) dana la p l upar t des ens
et permettent d’économi ser des essais coOteux en soufflenie ou en vol.

Sur avion mnilit aire , au contraire , le fonctionnement en regime décolle eat systemati que et it est
nCcessaire d ’évaluer lee charges dens ces conditions oft les calculs sont nettemnent mom s précis , en parti—
culier en transsoni que et supersonique .

2.4.2. — Les changes instationnaires font surtout intervenir des problèmes de fatigue de Ia structure ,
ils aunt hiCs I la coincidence d’un sp ectre de niveau trés élevé avec La né ponse de is structure,

soit que Ia fréquence princi pabe soit renfoncée (resonance) , soit que le spectre alt tine repartition
bla nche mais de niveau exceptionnellement Clevé . Sun l’exemp le de la f i gure (3 , l’ Cconomie de Ia t6ie
d ’i ntnados , pour obturer les fentes de volets de l’Al pha Je t , a conduit I tine rupture prématunée des
supports de goutre et des t6les de voftte, rup ture supprimée pan l’étanchéitC de la solution II. Ce phéno—
méne ear souvent rencontré avec des décollements confines bidimensionnels gui ont souvent un spectre avec
une raie trés marquee.

Dc mêrne, un cas dimensionnant pour lea engins correspond aouvent I la tenue au vent au aol .
Outre ha tenue stati que , les charges alternéea produites par l’échappement des tourbillons du cylindre
normal au vent constitué par l’engin aont souvent critiques.

Citons egalement lea fatigues crCées dana les trappes ouvertes d ’avions militaires ou au culot
des engina . ou cheque fois qu ’un décollement important et peu tnidimensionnel existe (tales de fuselage
ou de voilune au voisinage des aénofreins). C ’est souvent tin ens dimensionnant de la structure quand on
ne peut éviter lea décollements. On trouve dana ces cas par exemple hen zones des manches A air gui sont
he siege de décollements importants effets des vents latCnaux au point fixe en avion civil , des gnandes
i ncidences (vrihle en particuhier) en avion mihitaire transsonique et lea pompages d’entrCe d’a i r  en vol
superson i que hors a d a p t a t i o n .

II eat bun d’insister I nouveau pour finir sun lea problèmes d’interaction entie manche a air
et rCacteur dont nous venons de parier du point de vue dea effete sun ha structure de l’avion , naia gu i
jouent un réle encore p lus grand sun le moteur lui-inamne . Un grand progrès a été fait dana Ia comprehension
et Ia caractCnisation de ces problèmes d’interface , qui so ramènent I ha description do l’écoulement d ’un
fluide partiellement dCcollC et fontement turbulent pour que he motoriste puisse mieux prevomr l’ effet
sun Ic moteur , m is le chemin , 11 particulièrenent , ree te trés long j uaqu ’I tine mattrise suffisante des
phenoménea comp lexes mis en jeu (ef. fi gure 14 mnontrant tin écoulement transsonique dana une entrée d’air
I grande incidence price en stnioscopie éclair) .

3. LES MOYENS D’ETUDE ET DE REDUCTION DES DECOLLEMENTS

3.0. — Nous sh one passer en revue succeceivement ci somanairenent lee remédes dont nous disposons et
lee moyenc de contr6ler leur efficacite. La panop lie des moyens d’ Cvaluation eat assez Clevée

quui que son efficacité sam liCe A ha validitC dec noyens (limitation de nombre de Reynolds ou de schema—
tisation princi palement).

3.1. — Len nemédee

3 .1.1. — Lea remCdes A app li quen dependent pnincipalement du but I atteindre et noue rappelons Ia dis-
tinction essentiehlc que nous avons exposCe au chapitre prCcCdent entre les regimes de fonction—

nenent, oft it ea t possible et souhaitable de limiter ou cuppnime r lea dCcollements , ci ceux oft il faut
se li miter I en rCduine lea consequences (etabibieation—diffusion) .

Si l’ on escayc de auppnimcr lee dCcollcancnts , II faut d’abord s ’assurer qu’avec Ice contraintes
de construction donnCes ii n’existe pas de modificationc simples de fornies gui rCpondent A is question.
La mCthode conciate pan approximations euccescivea A rCaliacr des distributions de preesion evitant Ic
dCcoll ement dee couches himites (cf. fi~ urc I). C’est be travail habituel de l’avionneur cur toutea lee
zones de rCtreint de fucelage et de jonction de volume m8ts, empennagea. Cette voie de travail eat loin
d ’etre encore expioi tCe comp lè tement car 11 est Cvident que Ce travail rdag it fortenent sun Ic dee.in
gCn Cral de l ’ avion et que lea rC treints optimaux cont loin d ’g tne facilement Cvaluables dans tous les cas .

Cependent lee gradient. de pression , coneCquence du dessin subsonique, ne permettent paa toujours
de tr ouve r .imp leaeent des tom es qul “marchent ” . A dCfaut de rCduire les gradients de pression absolus , on
petit nCduine lea gradien ts de pression re latifa aux zones visqueusee (Kp coefficient de pnes.ion ,
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a abcisae curvili gne en auivant Ia ligne de courant sun laquelle l’ Cpaisseur ds couch. bia lte locale
eat 6) en nCduisant 6. Dana lea cas i.pontants on felt appel 1 dee pilgee A couch. limite qui permett ent
de redImarrer la couche limits au voisinage de Ia recompression (c f .  f i gure I S be. p ilges d ’entrCc d ’air
de i ’Etendard st de l ’Alp ha t Jet) ou I des aspi rations A travera des p laques perforCe. mom s cffica cea
mat. de rCali .ation souvent plus simple en raitrapage .

On peut Igaleisent uti li ser Un moyen de eoufflage qui perme t de rCduire ie paraleltre de forme de
ha coucha limite avec un gradient rCduit dKp/da/6 un peu augmentC en gCnCral par suite de l’Cpaississe..nt
h I  1 l’introduction de l ’ aj r soufflI . Cosene cet effet de stab jlisation e.t de durle linaitCe , cc type de
contr8le de La couche limit. eet mieux adaptC 1 La correct ion de problimes b eaux alnon he debit mis en
jeu peut devenir rap idement excesaif pour Ic rIecteur stir lequ.l 11 eat prClevI.

Le fonctionnement dee hypersust entateurs modernea fait appel , par l’internCdiaire de fente.
jouant be r6le de p u ss A couche limits St de disposi tifs de soufflage , A des moyen . dont l’efficaci tC
est trés grande pour la reduction des dCcohlements (cf.  r e f .  9 ) et, par exemp le , l ’hypensuetentation
cba.sique mate optimisCe par- Ic calcul du Super Etendard apponte une amelioration de la portance de cet
avion supCrieure A celic qui était obtenue par l’hypersu.tentation A volete soufflC. qui avait etC e.eayée,
nais non retenue par euuce des aujItions qu ’ehle introduisait cur 1’ Etendard .

Une voie analogue coneiste 1 reduire le paramitre de forise de Ia couche u nite par mélange p lue
energ ique que be processus turbulent’normal cntre l’extCrieur 1 grande vitesse de Ia couche u nite et
J. ’intCn ieur  proche du dCcoblement. Ce mélange eat cffectué de he meihleune façon possible par des tour—
bilIous d’axea colinCairee A la vitesee , gCnCrCs par dcc aibettes de faibles allongement. dita gCnerateurs
de tourbillons. Ce moyen eat iris efficace en rattrapage mais he pnix 1 payer eat eouvent grand en
trainCe .

Rappebons pour mC*oire que l’on petit également réduire lee dCcollcmcntc locaux en suppnimant
Ic f ro ttemen t des sous—couches par cy lindre tournant ou tourbillon captif.

3.1.2. — Pour stabiliser des décollementa , icc deux voice habituelbes consistent,eoit A assurer tine eta
bilitC auffisante du poimt de recollement ou des zones tutbulentes de mélange le Long du decol—

bement, soft 1 recourir A une stabilisation tnidimensionne Lle .

Pour etabiliser be point de recollement, on utilise habituelbement une curvitesse locale si cela
est possible eoua fornte d ’un arrondi au point de recolbement. On peut aucsi essayer de stabiliser be ligne
de jet , instable par nature en subaonique , en Ia nendant extrCmement turbulente par dee tourbillons amonts
de la taille de la zone dc mélange ci non dc is zone dCcollCe (cf. figure 17).

Cependant cheque tots qu’un effet de flèche favorise l’existence de tourbiblona tnidimensionnela
dont La etab ii itC cat beaucoup p lus grande que celle d’unc nappe, ii devien t intCreeaant de favoniaer lea
grosses structures de tourbiblone en cornet en utilisant dee erCtee A fortes filches ou simplement des
bond. d ’attaque ; volt par exemple bee flèche, internee d’ evion tel Ic Mirage C ou be fonctionnemcnt dee
entrées d’air noyCea ale type MACA acf . planche 18).

On petit Cgaiement favoniser lee structures en hélicee par soufflage transversal (procCdC Lockeed).

3.2. — Lea moyens d’Ctudea expérimentaux

3.2.0. — Nous présentona dens Ia revue napide suivante lee moyens d’Ctudee expCrimentaux ci thCoriquee
disponibles ou I mettre au point pour aider au travail de l’avionneur dana Ia reduction et be

cootréle d.. dCcoiiemente .

3.2.1. — I.e. moyena lea plus simplea de contr6le ci d’ Ctude dee dCcollements cant pariCtaux . Lee viauali—
sation s par endui ts vie queux perme tten t, en general , de bien dCtecter tea dCcohiemnente , maie ha

technique misc au point A l’O.N.E.R.A. d’injection continue de fluides colorCs eat pnobablement ha plus
niche en information 1 la foja sun l’Ctude des zones dlcolbCes et cur la stabilitC de ccc zones (cf.fig.19:
viauahisatlona colorles A La soufflenie S2 de Modene de L’O.N.E.R.A. au couna de la misc au point du
Mirage Fl en transeonique gnande incidence). Lee pression. cont un guide utile surtout avcc des capsules
ln.tationnaires typ e Kuhite pour l’Ctude des spectre. de fluctuations, maiaelles eont d’interprCtation
p lua diffiella a t Ic coflt des maquettea Cquip Cea de ccntsinea de prises de pneesion lea rCservent A des
aaque ttes chine. disponiblea asses tardivement dana be proccsaue de conception de I’avion.

3.2.2. - . Nous comeençons A Cqulper Cgaleme n t nos maquettee asses systCsnatiquement de jaugea ale contrain-
tee et d’accClCromi tres permettant de mieux prCciser l’impontance des fluctuations d’effor te ci

comp Litant Lee indications des effort. gbobaux donnée per La balance.

3.2.3. — Enfin, ib devieni de plus en plus nCcessaine d’Ctudier he champ aCrodynanaique autour de I’avion
pour aieux apprehende r lee dimensions des zonce dCcollles et tunbulentes . Pour cela, las visua—

hisations tnidimensionnehle. renaaignent mieux sun cc champ. Initialeanent on disposait aurtout dea tnis
belles visuabisationa colonIes effectuCes par L’Iquipe de Monsieur WerlC A I’O.N.E.R.A. aux irIs faiblea
noithree de Reynolds (1000 — 5000) du tunnel hydrodynaasique ou des sondagea sonanairee au f ii de lam e ou A
Ia fuele, et aux mesunes locales de presslons totale. at atatiqucs obtanuea par des peignes fixes multi—
price.. Maintenant lea vi.uahlsations tnidimsnsionnelles aont complCtIes par l ’empL ol de dispositif.
d’émi.aion de bull. d ’hChlun (ref. 22 ) ci la motoriaction des peignes de sillage rend leur empioi plus
Cconomique done courant. Citona l’enapbol systImatique de tel. peignea tournante pour l’Ctude des champs de
pres.ion atationnaire et instationnaire dana tea maquette. d’entrIe d’air ci l’ emplom da sondea dont le
dCplacem.nt en XYZ eet comeandC grAce A des moteun. pas I pas pan l ’ondinatcur de La aoufflenie. Un tal
diapo.itif rend l’exploratlon de gtandes zone. dCcollCe e accessible A l’es.al industriel , U peut Ctre
Iquipl 4. divers.. sonde. d. preselon statiqu., totals, directlonn.lle at mAne 4. diaposit ifa spIclaux
tel I. tourbillomitre (cf. ref. 20 ) dont i’lntCr$t eat grand surtout dana l’Ctude des dCcollements iris
organi.Ia tnidimsnalonnel.. On donne fIgure  20 La rCsulta t  d’ un eondage da cc type affectu C sun un

_ _  
—___ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Super Mirage Delta 1 iris grande incidence au bond ale foiL. aontrant que la totahité ale l’aile eat envahie
par Ic dIcotlement turbulent dont ha atruciure est irIs loin de ha structure clasaique an Cornet.

3.3. — Lea moyena d’Itude thIonigue

3.3.1. — Outne lee calculs de Iimitc de zones décohlées ,pan calcul dee couches limites tnidimen.ionnelles
smant , que noue evans dejA prCaentCs cur ha f i gure 1 , i i  eat possible aesez simp lemen t ale ca l—

culen La forme ales zones dIcollCes isobanee at is pression correa pondanie . Cea calcula sont de type
coup lage ou itInatif ou bi.n l’on cc donne un moyen d’Cvaluer tine zone sCparle de l ’Icouleinent , et il
taut Ia rendre compatible suivant one himite A l’intérieur du fluide avec l’Ccoulement extlnieur (cf .
ref. I t et I) ) ,  ou bien on rCeoud i’eneemb le de l’Ccoulement en plaçani simplemneni tine ligne de di,—
cont inu u t C pan i terat ion A ha fronti lne ale la zone isobane. Lc travail de l’avionneun conaiste alone A
réduire La dimension maxiisste de la zone dCcolile ou bien A rapprocher ha valeur de ha pression correepon—
dante de Ia pression en l’abaence de dCcollements. En aupersonique l’optimieation peut gtre plus comp liquCc,
en pant iculien A cause ale l’effet de reduction de trainee h e  aux dlcollemcnts at pr incipalement  dana lee
problImes d’arrilre—corps .

3.3.2. — Malheureusement , lea zones dCcollCes sont rarement iaobanc. en dehors dee zones fortement bidi—
mensi on n e lb e s  que l ’ on trouve cur lee aiies at lee culota. Il eat alone ale la plus grande impor-

t ance d’utiliser tin modlle theoriqtic pour analyser Ic nCcultai des mesurea ci visuabisations ci choicir
parmi lea djffCrentes modifications ale fornac pose ibbee ceitee gui joueront cur lee phenomnlnas en cause A
défaut de savoir las influences.

Pour ce la les mé thodea de calc u l lea plus pratiques font intervenir lee aingularit Cs dane he
f lu i d e , soft suivant Ic schema , in i t ia h emn ent  propose par Belotcerkovakii , de nappee de tourbillons (cf.
ref. 2 ci 3 , aoi t suivant Ic schema de tounbillona diacrétisCa de Rchbach (ref.  4 ).  Ccs mnétho—
des foumnissen t un mayan de calcul  précieux pour l’avionneur himi tC par la diecrétisation (tamp a ale calcul
excessits stir des configurations complexee) at curtout par heur principe nab adapte A Ia structure réehle
tré s turbulente des phCnomInes, bien que l ’on puieae lea perfectionne r dana cc sans (ref. 16 ).

Ii ea t alone prCfCrable ale partin de solutions dircctes des equations de Navier—Stokes auxquehbes
on ajoute tin modèle de turbulence dont Ia validité cci A amélionen conatananent. Lea AND—BA (ref. (9 ) out
trouvé, dans I’ utihiaation counante des solutions ale cc type , une aide inpon tante A l ’analyee des &coule—
ments décoblée non isobarea.

3.3.3. — Enf in , tree peu ale mayens theoniques ant tine pnCciaion ,des icmpc ale calcule,accep tablea pour
étudier l’aspect instationnaire ci analyser Lea rCsultats expCrimentaux ale Mabey ci autres (réf .13)

Alone que I’on a insicté cur l’importance ale cc problème pour l’avionneun , peu ale moyens d’anal yae aiden t
ainsi Ia prevision de ha et a b i b i t é  des Ccou lenments dCcollés .  Rappebons cosine exemple bien connu h’ineta—
bi li tC du décoilenment sun dcc pointee avant de revolution d’avion. militaires qui influent beaucoup stir be
depa rt en v r il le .  Ce phenomena , attaché au phCnomlne de l’êchappemnent tourbihtonnaine autour de cy lindre ,
a Cté bien vu en vol sur le Mirage Fl , cosine en coufflerie , et sun nombre d’ autrea avions analogues. Lea
contraintea de construction des radémes ale radar pnincipalement limitent bee modifications de tom e accep
tables et font lA—ausci souhaiter b ’ aide d’ une meil leure comprehension des phCnomènee ci de calculs a
priori.

4 . LES VOLES DE RECHERCHE

4.0. — Nouc evans rencontnC en necensé beaucoup de probllmes poses A l ’avionneur par lea décohlements.
Beaucoup de rechcrchcs coneacrCea A la comprehension fine du mécanisme des dCcollemnents cant alone

souhaitablec. Pouvons—nous cependant recoosnander que lee troi~ approches suivantes ,oient utihieCes
canj ointement ?

4.1 — App roche bas Reynolds

Il eat trés important de caractCriser globalement lea écoulements moyens décollés dana ale now—
b reux cc, et de lea comparer A dec solutions des equationa des fluidea visqucux : on en tirera ales méthodes
ale calcuh gui éviteront ale m o p  reconmiencer des experiences sun des ca, trap sommaires 00 a c c e c s i ble s  avcc

ales hypothisee simp les ; cee cac ne couvrent qu ’une par t tree himitCe des décollemente que nencontre
l ’ avionneur — spCcialement pour lea ca, bidimenaionnela — surtout en cupensonique . D’auires, plus tridimen—
si onnels ne cant pee mains importants dana Ia pnatique .

4 .2 .  Approche turbulent.

II eat trIs important de conaidCrer cosine des Ccoulernents turbulenis , irl. inhomoglnes ci non
iaotrope. eerie,, cc, zones dCcollIes et d’appliquer lea connaicsancea ale bsce acquises rCceusneni dana La
comprehension des Ccoulemcnta turbulenra pour analyser, mesuren ci calcuLen les dlcollements et leur aspect
instationnaire .

4.3. — Approche dynamique

Une connaissance plo. approfondie ale Ia dynamique des dIcollamenis devra conaiater en un appro—
fondissemen t at unc clarification dee idles al. stabilitC ci de changemcnt ale forme dee décollemse n ie
B.aucoup d’explniences ci ale recherches theoriques sont nlce.aaires dan. cette approche.

S. CONCLUSION

L’avionncur n’a pa. fini de passer he pIua chair de Ia misc au point aIrodynamique d’un engin
volani au contr6le des décollement. et 4. leune effete siatlonnalres ci Inatationnairea . Mats , apnis cvolr
esssyl 4. lea supprime r ou I dlfaut ale lea rCduire aux points d’ adaptatlon, con souci acre de p lus en plus .
dens he tutor , ale lea ran~re stables at progressif..
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Fig.1 Calcul de dlcollemente en coors d’optiaiaation
do fuselage arriAna do Falcon 50
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Fig.2 Evolution des form.. des aviona Fig.3 Evolution ales desein. de fuselage
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T RAI TE MENT DES PRO BLEM ES D~INTERACT ION FLUIDE PARFAIT — FLUIDE VISOUEUX

EN ECOULEMENT BIDIMENSIONNEL COMPRESSIBLE A PARTIR DES EQUATIONS DE NAVIER STOKES

Henri V IVIAND

Office National d Eludes at de Racherchss Adrospat ia/es (ONERAJ
92320 Chat/h on (France)

R E  SU M E

On se propose de faire le point stir le traitement des probibmea d’interaction fluide parfait—f iuide
visqueux en alcoulement bidimenaionnel compressible, ~ grand nombre ale Reynolds,par rdeolution
numdrique ales equations ale Navier— Stokes (N.S.). Cette approche globale comnporte deux volets dietincte
d’une part la rdaolution nuindrique des equations et, d’autre part in moddiisation do in turbulence pour
lea écoulements ddcolids compreasibles , in comparaison entre lee prddtctionn du calcul num dnique et lee
rdsultats expdnimentaux dtant ndcessaire pour altablir in validitd den modhies do turbulence. La discus-
sion ale ces domaines de recherche, tree vastes et en rapide evolution, ddborde largement le cadre d’ une
confdrenc e, et noun avona choisi d’une part ae donnar une idée d’enaemble des probibmes traitds et des
rCsultats obtenus , et d’ aut re part ale présenter seulement lee grandem lignes doe mdthodes numériques
et dee modèles ale turbulence utilisés.

Lea progrhs rdcents rdaiiaée dana lea deux domninea qu ’on vient ale citer sont due en grande partie
aux travau2 d’ dquipes ale in NASA , travnux bases aur lea mdthodes numéniques d4veloppdes par
NacCormack et sea coliabornteurs. Notre expoad cern donc centre sun ceo travaux , mis noun ferona dtat
aussi d’autres travaui plus limltéa.

Noun passons d’nbord en revue lea problImaa d’interaction en écoulement compressible qui oat dtd ou
sont trnités par cette approche globale, a savoir

— dcoulement tranasonique autour d’un profil,

— interaction choc droit—couche limite en tranasonique,

— interactions choc oblique—couche limite en supersonique ou en hypersonique , soit sun une plaque plane,
ou cur tin cylindre circulaire, soit dana un angle do compression.

On présente ensuite tine diecussion ale la formulation des equations ale Navier—Stokes moyennéee en tempO
en lee cosparant avec lee dquationa correepondantes dana le ens incompressible. La probibme ale in mode—
iiaation do in turbulence est asulement abordC, en fnisant dtat des type. ale modlias utilisda dana lee
applications sans lee décnire ~n detail.

En cc qui concerne lee mCthodes numCriquea do réeoiution dee dquatione da Navier—Stokes, noun prdientona
Ic pnincipa ale in mdthode nctuellement in plus utilisale, c’eet—b—alire in malthode do MscCormack , dana
in fo rmulation volumee—finia , vn iablo dana us maillage quelconque. Divers aspects — important. en
pratique — ale cette ndthode, ninai quo certnins développamante rdcente, ne sont quo mentionnCs avec
rerivoi aux publications conrespondantes. Noun indiquons nuasi plus rapidemient d’ nutres adthodes do
diacrdtiention dana dee m.illages queiconques, bnedea auasi cur le schema 4. NacCormack.

NUMERICA L SOLUT I ON OF VISCOUS — INVISCID INTERACTION PROBLEMS

IN TW O-DIMENSIONAL COMPRESSIBLE FLOWS BASED ON HE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

S U M M A R Y

A review La presented of the approach based on the numerical solution of the Navior—Stok.a (u.s.)
equations for the treatment of viscous—invisoid interaction problems in two—dimensional high Reynolds
number compressible flows. Thi, global approach involves two distincte problems : on the one hand the
numerical solution of the equations used, and on the other hand turbulence modeling to cloae the
system of the averaged N.S. equations for the case of compressible separated f love, the validity of
turbulence models being teeted through oomparieona between numerical predictions and experigental
results. The discussion of these rapidly evolving domains gnes much beyond the limits of one conference
and we have chosen here first to give a general presentation of the problems m d  of the results which
have been obtained, and secondly to discuss only the essential features of the numerical methods and of
the turbulence models which have bean used.

Recent progresa in these domains is due in large pert to research works carried out at NASA and bised on
numerical miethods which have been developped by MacCormack and his co—workers . Our report 11111 thus be
centred round these works, but we shall also mention other lose extensive works.
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Fir~ t we present a review of interact ion problems which have been treated by this global approach , i.e.

— transonjo f low about a profile ,

— sh ock —b ~undary layer interaction in transonic fl ow ,

— oblique shock—boundary layer in teract ions  in supersonic or hypersonic f iow , either over a f la t  plate
(or  a ci rcular cylinder), or over a compression ramp.

Then the time—averaged compressible N.S. equations are discussed and compared to their incompressible
counter part. The problem of turbulence modelling is only outlined ; the types of turbulence modeli
which are actually used in the applications are only mentionned without detailed description.

Concerning the numerical methods for solving the N.S. equations, we present the fundamentals of the
most widely used method , i.e. IlacC ormack ’s method, in its finite—volume form . Various practically
important features of this method as well as some recent developments, are only mentioned with
reference to the litterature. We give also brief indications about other discretization techniques,
based on MacCormack’s scheme and which can be used with arbitrary mesh systems.

I — 1NTRO1~JCTION -

Tous lea Ccoulementa , laminaires ou turbulenta, ale gaz usuels comme l’air sont décnits nvec tine
très grande precision par lee equations ale Navier—St okes (dénotées 11.5. dana ce qul sui t ) ,  è
l’exception des écoulements ou des regions d’écoul ement o~i le libre parcours moyen den molecules
n ’est plus suffiaainment peti t devan t une longueur carnctérietique des gradients b eaux instantanés.
Las equations do 11.5. perinettent done en principe, ai on peut lea résoudre a~ec tine precision
suffisante, do determiner par ie calcul numénique la grande majorite dos écoulements rencontrés en
aerodynaaique.

Len problbmes que cea equations ne permettent pan de traitor sont los Ccoulementa ale gaz dita
raréfiéa , in structure d’une onde ale choc do forte intansité, at éventuellement lea voisinages
trbs restreints ale points singuuiera des solutions des equations ale N.S., Comm., per exempie , a
us angle do détente , ai le comportement singulier ale la solution n ’est paa phyaiquement acceptable.
En dehors des écoulements do gaz rarCfiés qui. sortent du cadre ale cot exposé ,ces zo nes ale non—
validitC des equations de N .S. ont au mom s tine di~ enaion extrdmement petite devan t uno longueur
caractériatique ale l’écoulement, tails qu ’une épaiaaeur de couche limite, at on admet que in eolu—
tion des equations ale N.S. n’est pas affectée par la structure intorme ale cos zones, du mom s au
niveau de precision recherché dana l’etude d’us problèmo type d’interaction fluide parfait—f luido
viaqueux .

La turbulence, par contre , phénombne le plus souvent present et d’use importance pratique conside-
rable , eat décr ite par los equations ale N.S., mais elle fait intervenir des échelles do temnpa et
d’eapace trop petites pour $tre prises en compte dane use representation diacrétisCe do l’espace
ot du temps , m~me stir lea ordinnteurs lea plus puiasanta.

Des etudes rCcontes font appel h usa discrétiaation partiolle , pour lea écheliea auffiaamment
grandes , et a use modélisation (c ’eet—h— dire use representation nathémati~ue comnplCmentaire) pour
lea échelies plus petites. Cette simulation nuinCriquo do la turbulence [ t J ,  qu.i reate trèa
coalteuse eri tempa do calcul at n ’est pan encore applicable aux problèmee concrete , ne sara
pan discutee id ; noun no conaidérons que i’approche baaée sun lea equations do 11.5. moyonnées
en tampa et completees do relations algébriquee ou d’équations aux dérivées partiellea qui. consti-
tuent  cc qu ’on appelle us models ale turbulence et qul penmnettent in ferrneture du système d ’équationa .
bans cette approche, l’Ccoulemnont turbulent n’est ddcrit quo par des valeura mnoyennos en temps , ce
qui suppose implicitement qu ’on peut séparer len e f fe ts  instationnaires proprea è la turbulence
d’nutres effeta instationnairee plus globaux at h fréquencea nettemnent plus basses l’écoulement
moyen est done soit atationnaire, aoit instationnaire mis a use fréquence aaeaz basso pour qu’il
n’y sit pas interference avec in turbulence proprement dite. Cette hypothèse eat done acceptée,
par force, dana las calcule qu ’on paut faire actuellement , mnais lea u nites ale sa validité sont
sal connues. En tout ens , elle parait exolure l ’étude do décollements trbs étendus dana toutea
lee directions , et dans lesquels lee grosses structures tourbillonnaires sont de dimnanaiona compa—
rables a tine dimension geometrique du probième (corde d’ un prof ii , rayon d’une sphere ...) .

Lee calcule d’écoulemente ale flulda viequeuz compressible par resolution numénique des equations
do 11.3. so eont développós partioulibrement depuis use diznine d’années. On trouvern tine revue
des mCthodes numériquea utilisé,s et ales applications traitdee jusqu’h 1975 dane les rêf4rencee
t21 a ~41. Dana le present exposé noun nous proposons ale faire le point sur le traitement des
problbmnee d’interaction fluide parfait—fluide visqucux a grand nombre ale Reynolda , en êcoulement
co.preesible bidimensionne 1 . par resolution num~rique ales equations ala N .S.

La eu~jet ent trbs vaste et noun n ’en pr~eentone ici qu ’une discussion trbs gén6rale , aussi bien
en ce qui co ncerna lee applications traitées qu’en ca qui. concorne lee méthodes numériquee utiliséaa.
La bibliographic k lnquelle nous renvoyons pour des discussions dCtailléas eat, sinon compibte,
du coins representative ale l’Ctat actuel ale aléveloppement de oette approohe globale basCe sun lee
4quatione do 11.3.
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3.3

2 — LA RESOLUTION DES EQUATIONS DE NAVIER—STOKES UNE APPROCIiE OLOBA LE DES PROBLEMES D’INTERS&CTION -

Loraqu’il a’agit de calculer des écoulemants h faible nombre ale Reynolds, in nCeensité ale faire
appel nun equations do N.S. eat evident,. Par contra, pour lea Ccoulementa a grand nombra ale
Reynolds que noun considérons ici, et en excluant le dna ale décollements tree étendun dana toutee
lea directions, l’utilisation ales equations de N.S. completes n’ost pas indispensable et l’intérAt
d’ une approcha basée stir ces equations eat en fait dal h des raisons que noun diacutona dana ce
parngraphe .

La decomposition clasaique antre écoulament ale fluide parfait at couche visqueuae do faible epaisseun
reste  valab le pour lea probibmes d ’interact ion considêrés ici. Il y a interaction lorsque l’écoulement ale
fluide parfait eet plus ou mom s fortament influence par in couche viequeuae, c’est—è—dire qu’il
ne peut ~tre détarminé indêpendnmment de celle—ci.  Ce phenomena est toujours present lorequ ’il y a
alalcollament do in couche limite , at l’on sait quo la thCorie dlassique do in couche limite eat
alors mise en défaut. Cat échec n’oat cependan t pas imputable aux equations ala Prandtl elles—mSmes ,
aaia plut8t sun conditions sun limites utiliaées ~ is frontière ale la couch. u nite at qui suppoaent
l’ecoulement extérieur connu . On pout en effet , en premi bre approximation , continuer a utiliaer les
equations ale Prandtl pour is couche viequeuse ai~me en interaction, a condition de coupler l ’écoule—
mont ale flulde parfait et La couche visqueuse par des conditions do raccord aur leur frontière
commune. Cac conditions, appeléee relations ale coupiage, peuvent etre étnbiiea ale fncon rigoureuse
dana be cadre d’ use théorie asymcptotique bias précis, mais impliquant abora dee roe tnictions
d’applicntion, ou ale façon plus heunistiqua at en mdae tampa plus générala (par ox., (5],[6], [ 7] ) .
On aboutit ainsi a use approche ales problbmea d’intarnction basee stir le calcul couple des solutions
dana in region du fluide parfait et dana la couche visqueuse. Cette approche fait l’objet ale l’ezposC
de J.C. La Bnllaur alans ce cycle de conferences.

B _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  C
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354

L’ approche globale, basée stir lee equations ale N.S., petit ~tre dist ir~~uée des méthodes ale couplage par
le~ deux proprietée suivantes

t )  le domaina ale calcul dans l’npproche globabe eat

a) soit la quasi—totalitC ale l’écoulement étudié (ex., figure 1—a),

b) soit  us domaine u nite qui déborde stir l’écoulement ale fluide parfait  at stir lea couchen vie—
queuaee au— delè do la zone d ’ inte rac t ion  (ax., figures 1—b ot 1—c) .

La frontière entre fbuide parfait et couche visqueuse , qui sat l’une dan inconnues dana lea méthodes
ale coupiage . eat  aituée C l ’intCnieur de cc domains ale calcul , maia as position n’a pan a ~tre
précisée.

2) L’écoubenent dana ce domaine eat déterminé par us trai tement  numérique unique , ce qui implique
l’utilisation d’un système d ’équations unique , mai n n ’ex c lut paz par exemple l’utiliaation de
schémas numériques différents dana différentes parties do ce domains.

Noun n ’ii eposons pas , avec is propriCte 2), l’utiliaation des equations ale N.S. comp)Ctes , la
seule condi tion  requise étant  que le système d’équationn soit égaiement valabie dana is couche vis—
qucuse et dans Ia region ale fluids parfait. C’est pourquoi noun préférons parler d’approche globale
plut~ t qua do rCsolution den equations ala N.S., m~me at dana lee applications cc soot le plus nouventdes dernièrae qui soot misos en oouvre. Des oxemples d’approche giobabe avec den equations ale N.S.
tronquCes sont fournia par lea référencea [19] et [50].

Len conditions aux u nites stir is frontiCre eztérieure du domaine de calcul (paroi exelue) peuve: t

~tre fixées (can den figures i— a et 1—b), ou elles peuvent dépendre d’ un raccoral nuiaérique avec
ales écoulements ale fluide parfait et do couche limite qu ’ii faut alora calculer aimultanément
(cas do la figure I — c ) .  La cas ale in figure 1—c ae distingue do celtii ale is figure I—a nur tout  par
be fait  que , pour le premier , las traitements numériques ale is zone 1 (fluide parfai t )  at den zones
2 et 3 (couche u nite et aillage) soot supposes a l i f férents  du traitoment du domaine “Navier—Stokes ” ,
ce qui oblige a mattre  en oeuvre tine technique sp dciale de raccord nunmérique a la frontière do ce
domains. Pour le ens ale is figure 1—a au cofttraire, le m$me traitement numérique étant appliqué a
tout l’écoulemant , ce problème de raccoral numCrique no se pose pan.

La mode do calcui qui correspond au schema ale la figure 1—c a eté propose en [e] pour des écoule—
ments incomprossiblea at ii a etC mis en oeuvre pour des Ccoulements compressiblee a grand nombre
do Reynolds , main noun use f orme quelque peu sisplifiée, dana [51], [52] et [53] o~i une zone N.  S.
eat effect ivement calculée , main o~i son influsnce sur l’écoulement ale fluide parfait  n ’est repré—
sont~~que par us effet ale déplacamant.

L’ approcho globale ne fa i t  alone paa do distinction entre la couche viaqueuae et la zone ale fluide
parfait inciuse dans le domaine ale calcui. Do cc point ale vue , oils fournit une description du
phénomène d’interactlon plus proche do is rCaiité quo lea méthodes do couplage, m~me si eile est
utilisee avec des equations dont lea termes visqueux sont approchés at non exacts. Paradoxalement ,
on pout dire que le principal avantage do l’approche globaio n ’eat pea dans la posaibili té qu ’elbe
offra ale tenir coapte de tous lee termea vinquoux den equations de N . S . ,  do qui néanxnoins présente
us intCr ~t pour lea zones décoilCes , main p lut8t dana la fai t  qu’aile parmet ale tenir compte ale
tous lea termas de fluide parfait, c’eet—a—dire ales equations d’Euler complètea , car ceux—ci
peuvent ~ tre particulièrement importants dana Ia partie extérieure de la douche u nite (par exempb e ,
le gradient do preesion normal petit ~tre important).

at j outona, pour conclure ces remarques , qua l’ existance ale dciii regions a caractèren différents  ne
peut cependnnt ~tro ignorée dens l’approcha globale. Il eat en effe t  nCceasaire ale mettr e en oeuvre
tine discrétisation ale l’espaca adaptee aux gradients b eaux ales propriCtCn ale l’écoulement , et be
amaillage doit ~tre besucoup plus fin, dana la directior transveraale , dana in couche visqueuse
que dana l’ecoulement da fluide parfait .

3 - REVUE DES PROBLEMES TRAITES -

Noun avons rnsnemblC dane is bibliographia use lists ale travaux r4cente (a partir do 1971, main
in plus grande partie correspond a in pCriode 1975— 1977) concernarit le calcul al’ecouiementa bidi—
mensionsels compreeaibbos visqueux ~ grand sombre de Reynolds par cette approche globale. Ce tto
revue reprend en psrtie at complete colic qui a CtC présentCe dane [41. On pourrn constater qu’ii
y a eu tine forte activitC ale recherche dana ce domnnine pendant la période 1 975—1977 , at qu ’une
grande partie de cette activitC est développCe au Ames Research Center de la NASA et eat centréa
stir lea mCthodas num~riques mnises au point par R .W . MacCormnck et sea coilaborateura .

L’obj et ale cc paragraphe ant ale prCsenter use vu, d’ eneomble des problèmes trait4s , sans réfCrence
nun m~ thodoe nuam6riques eilas—m$mee. On petit grouper ice problèmes éttidiCa salon lea categories
d’ écouleaents suivantea:

A — Interaction choc—coucha Unite stir plaque plane ou cylindre circulaire (Ccoulement do revolution),
en régime eupersoniqua ou hypereonique (références [9] a (32]).
1 — Interaction choc—couche limits dane us angle ale compression an régime auparsonique ou hyperso—
nique (Ccoubement pins) (rCf4rences (141—Cl) et (32] a 139]).
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3.5

— In teract ion choc droit—couche l imits dane us canal circulaire en régime tranaaonique (écoulement
de r4volution) (references [31], (32] at [40] ) .

D — Ecoulement complet sutour d’un prof ii portent ou non en rCgime tranasonique (rCfCrencea [41]
a [53]).

E - Divers (référencea [27) at [541 a [~~ ) ) .

Noun n ’avona pas r’pria dana cetta h ate las problCmes clnasiques da l’écoulement do culot en
supersonique et 00 i’écoulemnent stir he bord d’attaque d’une plaque plane en supersonique ou en hyper—
sonique. Ccc problèmes qui ont Cté parmi lea premieres applications numCriques des méthodes ale rCsolu—
tion den equations de N.S., en gCnéral a alas nombros ale Reynolds modCrés, sont paneCa en revue dana
(4].

Presque tous lea problCmes traitéa concernent den écouiements stationnairea (laminaires ou turbu—
lenta), a l’exception ale calculs récents d’ecouuemente tranaaoniquea inatationnairea autour de
profils (référencea [491 et [50]).
Las problèmes A et B sont particuuièrement intére~sants pour tester ales mCthodes ale caicul car las
configurations géomCtriquen nont simplea ot lie parmettent d’obtenir des nombres do Reynolds assez
élevéa an régime laminaire. Lea premieres etudes , [9], [12], (15], [33], [34], [35], ont done
naturelbement porte stir cee problCmee. En particuuier be problCmne ale l’interaction choc—couche
limi te cur plaque plane en régime suparsoni~ ue ou hyperaonique a etC souvent traité pour tester des
mCthodes numeriques nouvellas, [16], [17], L.2~1 a [27] ou pour Ctualier ale facon plus approfondie
las questions de convergence ot do precision 120], [28~ . Lea applications a dee Ccoulements turbu—
lente , tentêee des 1 973—1974, [io], [11 (13], [141, Se sont beaucoup developpéea a partir ale 1 975,
[is], [21] a (24], [291 a 1321, [36] a ~39] pour Ctualiar at tester, par comparnison avec dos rCeul—
ta ta  expCrimentnux , dea modèlea ale turbulence adaptCs aux écoulements suporsoniques ou hypernoniques
soumis a ale forts gradients de preesion at éventueulement dCcolléa.

La probième C , qui a etc conaidéré phus tard quo las problCmoa A et B, présente los m~mes avantngea
que ha configuration axisymétrique dii problCme A , a savoir la eimpuioitC gCométrique pour le calcul,
et l’nbaence d’effets tridimanaionnela parasites pour l’expérience. Ce problCme est done intéressant
pour tester den nodCbos do turbulence dana he régime transsonique.

Pour las problCmes A , B et C, le domaine ale csicui eat u nite ale façon naturelle C tin voisinage ale
la zone d’interaction, avec conditions nun limites connues aux frontièrea , comae stir i’exemple ale
in figure 1—b. Eventuellement, l’écoulement de couche limite stir is totalité do in paroi en amnont
ale cette zone peut ~tro calculC par in m~me mCthode pour dCterminer den conditions aux limitea justo
en anont do la zone d’interaction.

Pour le pr~~lCme B, on petit définir us domains de calcul u nite, indluant lea zones d’interaction qui
apparaissent au niveau des chocs sinai qu ’au bord do fuite, male on no pout pas faire correapondre a
Ce domaino des conditions nun limites fixéea , c’est—C—&ire ind4pendantea de l’écoulement C l’extérieur
dii domains, car on snit quo tout ie profil peut $tre affectC par den effeta d’internction locale. Il
faut donc soit appuiquer l’approche gbobale a la quasi—totalité de l’Ccoulemnent (cas de in figure 1—a),
soit n ’utilieer cette approehe que dane us domaine limité , mat s en asaurant us raccoral numCrijue avec
l’écouiement , calculC par al’autrea méthoales, a l’extérieur du domnaina (cas ale in figure 1—c) (pour in
cosnodit C de in discussion, noun appeilerons D.a is premiere méthode at D.c is seconde). D’une fsçon
générnie , in difficultC supplém entaire quo prCaente be problems B par rapport miii problèmes A , B
at C t ient  ~ l’Ctendue du domaine do calcul comparée , par exemple , a l’Cpaiaseur ala in coucha u nite,
qui c”nduit a des temps ale calcul tree importanta. C’est dana le but de réduire lee temope ale cnlcul
qua l~ mCthode D.c a Cté étudiée at mise en oeuvre dana [51], [52], [53], maia ,comme noun l’avons
deja 4t nu pnragraphe 2,avec use technique ale raccord approchee. Des comparaisons faitee dana [53]
entre ~es méthodea D.a at D.c, ii resaort que in mCthoda D.c eat benucoup plus rnpide que in méthoale
D.a, t~ut en dormant ales rCsultnts aussi précis.

On peut cependant ne demander at be raccord npprochC prCsentement utiliaC donnera dana tous las ens
use prCcimion équivalente C celia ale is mCthode D.a, particuuiCrement dana be ens ala décollements
inportasts, at si in melee en oeuvre d’ un raccord exact dens is mCthodo D.c no provoquera pas use
augmentation sensible des tempe ale calcul.

he probième D a etC CtudiC en Ccouiement s~m4triqua, pour us prof ii biconvexe do 18 % d’Cpaisaeur
relative C incidence nulle (rCférencee [41 j a [46)), ainai qu ’en écoulament portnnt (profil NACA
0012 en incidence, profil Oarabedian—Korn , profil NACA 64 AO1 O, tin profii aupercritique r4fé—
rondos (47], [48], 1.501). he ens du profil biconvexe C incidence nulle a Cté repris dane ~49], sans
imposer de condition ale syinCtrie at en tenant compte dee parole ale in v,ine (male sans lea couches
limitas ale cee parois) i.e caloul C M _,, • 0,754 et II x 10° donne tine solution insta—

tionnaire oeciilatoire prCeentant lee m$mee caractCristiquee qua lee Ccouiemente obsorv4e en eouffia—
rio C ales noabrea de Ilach legèrement plus ClevCs.

La calcul met en é,idence le mouvemont alternatif du point ale d4coiiemnent, lie au choc lorsquo l’inten—
aité 4. ceiui—ci eat nasez forte, at revenant prCs du bord do fuite dane le ens contraire~ lea phéno—

ee reproduisent identiquement C l’sxtrados et C l’intrados main avac us dCphasage ala 1800.

Dee calcule al’Ccouleamante tranesoniques instatlonnairea eont aua.i pr4eentCe dane [50] (en utiiieant
use approxiamation ale couch. mince pour tronquar lee termee viaqueux alas equations ale N.S.), pour 10
prof ii MACA 64A010 anhlmC d ’ un mouvemant de battement vertical ninueo~ dal , ninsi quo pour be prof ii
biconvexe ale IS $ C incidence null. on ataoaphbre in! inia. Pour cc dernier can , le caloul donna use
solution stationnair. C N _ — 0,754, at inetationnaire C N0, — 0,783, contrairoment C cc qul eat

_ _

~~~~~~~~~~~~~

5

~~~~~~~~~~~

;

~
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obtenu dana (49], ot en meilleur accord avac l’exp érience au moThs pour ie premier nombre ale Mach.
F tan t donnC quo cen calcuis soot effectués avec tin modCle aigébrique trCs simple de vinconit4
tourbillunnaire , l’internct ion ~hoc—coucha himite ainsi quo lea zones dCcoliées ne sont pas dCcritea
do facon tres precise ; on voit que be ealcul permet néanmoina ale reproduire lea oaracteristiques
esnentiehbes du phénomCne inatstionnaire. Use description fine ale l’interaction fluide parfait—
fhuide vinqueux rests sans doute indispensable ci l’on veut prédire correctement lea conditlonn
dans hesquehhes ae mnnifeste be régime instationnaire.

Dans be catégorie “divers ’ ,noua avona regroupé des trnvaux qui, C l’excep tion ale [59], ne concernent
pan directement des prohlèmes d’interaction C grand sombre de Reynolds, mais qu ’il nous sembie intéree—
sant ale signaler ici comae examples d’apphi~atlons ale i’approche giobaie , parce—que soit hen proble—
sea t ra i t4s , noit lea méthodes riumCriques utlhiaées, prénentent den aspects orlgl naux .

4 - EQUATIONS DE NAVIER—STOKES MOYENNES ET MODELISATION DR LA TURBULENCE —

Dane ce paragra phe nous présent~ na has equations do N.S. rnoyennées er tempa pour le cas alas
écoulemeritn turbulents , Ct noun disc utons , on comparant avec le can incompressible, certalnes compli-
cations introduites par la coxnpressibilitC dana lee equations moyennoa. Noun donnons ensuite
quelques indications sommaires stir lea modèhea ale turbulence utiiiaéa juaqu’C present evec lea équa—
tions do N.S. en fluide compressible. La justification ale ces modCien repose principaletnent stir la
comparaison entre he calcul nuinCrique et l’expériance , d’o~i l’importance ale mnéthodes ale calcul
suffiseament préciaes.

En fuuide comprennible , lea fluctuations de masse vohumiqua introduisent dea termes suppiémentaires
do corr~i 1ation dens los equations moyennes. L’utiliention des moyennen pondéréea par is manse, [60]
a [u2], permet ale réduire au minimum le sombre do ces terines. Pour use quantité fluctuante quelconque

on déf in it d’ use part use valour moyenne 4, et tine fluctuation 4,’ au nasa habituol , et
d’eut r~ part use valaur moyenne pondérCe par in masse, , C laquelie correspond use fluctuation

• Con dCfjnitjons conduinent nun formulen auivantes

çD ’ O

(~~) , 40 0 a

- p ’ 40 ’ = p ‘ 4011 = —

On pourra conntater lea simplifications introduites par ha pondCration par in manna en compnrant lea
formules suivantee —

= ~~~ çl, ~

(2) 
= ~.. ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

2çb p c ’40 ” *

sax formulas correapondantes en fonction ale 40 , 40 ’ , fb at 
~
‘

Lea equations ale N.S. instantanêee s’écrivent, soup forms vectorielie conservative, et nyse las
notations habituelles : 

-

(3) ..
~~~~ # liv (p V) ~r 0 equation ale continuité

(4) .L (p V)  ~ div v), feZ ] = dlv ~ equation ale quantitC ale mouvemant

(5) ! =(‘A div V) i  ,. 1u c~F V , def V = grod V 
~ (radV)

t
, .1 = tenseur unite

(6) 1 V 2)] ,~e’iv [e (t tl  v ’) v ~ ~ v] = div [v r — , equation ale l’énergi e

avec 
= k gred i~ — L M. ~~~~~~~ £(7)

o~i be nombre ale Pra dtl,~~r~meC,/h ant supposé constant,

Ii faut compl4ter cc systbme par tine ioi d’etat at par dee formulas dormant lee variatione do ~

- -:-- - -- -~~~~ 
~~~~~~ _ S - —

- -
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4 en fonction de In temperature P ou de E. On coneidCre ici le one d’ un gaz parfait ~chaiaure apecifiquas constantee , ale rapport r
(8)

Bans lee applications, on admat toujours la relation ale Stokae ,JA ,. — 0.
Effectuant  l’opération ale moyanne dana le temps stir le systems ales equations ( 3), (4) at (6),on
obtisnt

(~~ ) .~~~~~ ~~di v( ~~V)  = 0

(to) a ( W V) # dlv 
~ ~~ 

= di~ (T ~ r~ )

( i i )  r, = — (p  ~~~~
‘

. v ”) eat le tenaeur des contraintes de Reynolds en fluide compressible.

(12) 
~~~~~~~~~ 

f v ’~~ )] dlv [~~(E#± V
2
~~e)V# ~ V] =

div [( ~ ~ 
( A” V” ) # (

~ 
ill) I (r

t
r,)]

oti e. ant h’Cnergie einCti jue ale in turbulence , alCfinie par

(i~~) = J ~v ” = — .f Troct 
=~R

et A ’ est ha fluctuation d’enthaipie spCcifique h (i( E 
~~ ~ =

La presalon moyanne 
~ 

a ’ exprime inimnCdlatement en fonction ale et do E par use formule identi—
que a (s)

(14) = (y... 1) p E

L’Cquation nioyenne ala l’Cnergie totals (12) fait intervenir au premier membre l’énergie cindtique
ale ha turbulence, ~ , pour laquahle on peut obtenir use equation indCpendante C partir ale h’Cquation
moyenne ale l’Cnergle mCcani que

j
~ (p e)  div (

~ 
e V)  = grad 1’

(15) ________________________ 
___________

En r~~ranchant (15) ale (12), on obtient use equation pour l’Cnergie totale ala l’Ccouiement moyen ,
E

~ 
, dont le premier membre a mnalme forme que he premier membre de (6), main dent 10 second

membre contient den termes sous fo rms non conservative. Pour la suite ale la discussion, noun
utiliserona l C quatlon (12). On peut dCvelopper lea tam es du second membre do l’equation (15) de
fncon C mettre an evidence lea tomes auppiCmentairen due C in compreseibilitC ; ii vient

(16) ..L(~e) # div (~~e V)  = rR . grod ~

—

t [.~ 
[div ~ - grad ]

~ fe’ div

ob los tames ancadrCs eont sum en incompressible , soit peace qua — 0, soit parce qua
dhv~~~’— 0.

En Ccoulement compressible , lea variations ale p. et A avec in temperature, ainej quo l’utilisntion
des moyennee pond4r4~p par ia masse ale ( at ~~ , introduisent de~ complications pour lee expres-sions ale 7’ at do . Par axemple , pour use composante caractCriethque ale ~ table

— — — ~~~~ — -- - .- ---- ~
- -- .— 

~- -~
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en coordonnCes cartéaiennon , on a rigoureusement , en incompressible et C ~. con s t a n t

/ 1. ? V/ d.r
1 

= /z

En compressible , par centre , et avec ft fonction donnée ale N, on a

1~ (E) ~~~~~_. 
__ [p c~i)# E~ 

dI~~(e) ] [ d~ 
~
.

al’ob 
I i?.X~p 

à
5

(1 7 ) / S (f) !.!!_ . ~~~,(i)~~~~~~~ , ~ (i) !~t_ ,~ E’~~ (1’) ~~~IE
avoc - 

= 
~~~~

= -

En pratique, on no ret ient  que 10 premier tom e do ce développoment , ce qui seiable tout_ C fait junti—
fié compte tenu ale l’Ctat de dCveloppement actuel dee modèles ale turbulence. En otitre .~~ 

oat négli—
geable alevant dana in majeure partie d’una couche turbulente, at Se redevient important quo
dens in noun— cói.~che visqueus e o’u lea fluctuations diminuent a l ’in tenai tC lorsqu ’on n ’approche ale ha
paroi. Do facon génémale, on éerit alonc

(18) ,~ (i’~) [ def  V — .~~. dip’ VI ]

et ale facon anniogue,pour la flax ale ehaleur moyen

(i 9) 
- A~2 grad E = - L 1~(E) grad I

Len niodCies do turbulence mis en oeuvre avec lea equations do N.S. en fluide compressible sont,
C notre connaisaance , tous ales modClea ale viaconité turbuiente ob is tenseur den contraintes ale
Reynolds J ,~ eat , comae ~ , suppose fonction iinéaire du tenseur des viteasea do deformation ale
l’Ccoulam~nt moyen . En tenant compte ale ca quo in trace ale 

~ 
eat stile (avec ~~ ~ 2p .  — o) alors quo

cello ale eat égaie C — , ii vient

(20) 
~~R ~~~~~~~

°~‘ ~~~~~ /,
i~ ‘ ~~ 

étant ha viscositC turbulente.

Por tons (20 ) dana (to) ; l’Cquation moyenne ale quantitC do mouvement s’Ccrit

(21) _.L(~v) ~ d i v [ (~~V 1 V) ~~~yt* I]  d i v{ ( 1 # d) T ]

ob i’on a reportC ha contribution ale ha trace ale r dana le terme ale prassion en posant

(22) = 
~~ ÷ ~ 

= ~ [(y~~i) ~ ~ e]

Pour l’equation ale l’Cnergl e (12), in diffusion turbuienta d’enthalp ie eat prise proportionsaiia C

grad C

(23)  p~~
’
~~
’ = — _kt_ 9,~di - 

.._L.. 
~

ob eat use conductivitC turbulente variant comae ~ , et o~i/3~ ~~~~ Cp /A t eat be nombre ale

Pmanalti turbulent ,pr ia Cgal en gCnérn i C 0,9. Len deux nutrea termes ala correlation nu second

membre ale (12) sont négligés, at ih vient

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~
‘

# ~ 
o’i v[ ~~(t # .1 ~~~~~~ 

e~ V ÷ ? v]  =

(24 ) -.
div[ ( 1 # t) r7 — y (i. ~_L) ,4 (t) grcd~~]

_____ - — - ~~~- - _ _ _ _ _ _

- ,- ~~~~
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La mod4lisation do solon b’~quation (20) laicee a. indéterminC. Ii appamatt ici tine difference
importante par rapport au~~ incompressible, cam dane cc demnier one ha contribution de e C
ne jon. aucun r8la dane la resolution ale 1~4quation ale quantitC ale mouvement pour be champ dee
vitanaas mo~ennea. En compressible, ii n ’en eet plus ale m$me puisque feet calculC en fonction ale

et ale

La prime en compte ale a dane ban premiere meabres des óguations (2 1) et (24) eat d’iniportance rela-
tive eecondaira par rapport C l’effet ale €. dens lee seconds sembres. NCanmoins l’erreur commisa
en nCgligeant a pent no pas $tre tout C fait nCgligoabbe pour lea Ccoule.ents C nombra ale Mach
Clevé. Si le ,nodCle ale turbulence utilicé inclut use e9uation pour a , aloms il n’y a pan de aliffi—
culté C tenir compte alas tames en £ dana (21) et (24) ; sinon, at c’ent le ens be pine frequent
dana lee modCbes CtudlCe juaqu’C maintenant, ii faut nCgliger cee tom es.

Trois types ale modCbes do viecositê turbuiente ont été étualiéa at utilisés dane dee applications

A — Lee modClee, dits alg6briques, qui ne font pas intervenim a , at ob ~~ eat calcold enfonction
do donnCes locales ou intégralee de l’écouiement moyen, a l’aide do relations algCbri uae qui consti-
tuent he modCle (references (to], [ii], (18), [ 2 1 ] C [24], (29] C [32], (36] C [53], ~59]).

I — Lee modClee C use équation pour l’énergie cinetique de in turbulence, obtenue par modClisation
dee teresa do correlation an second membre ale (15), ob /4~ eat cabculC en fonction ale e at d’use
lonluetir caractCrietique ale turbulence L, fonction donnée ale la distance C is paroi. (references
(3iJ, (32] (39_(2)]).

— Las modCiee C deux 6quatione , respectivement pour c. at pour use autre quantite (pseudo—tourbil—
ion, ou dissipation do i’Cnergio cinétiqul do in turbulence~, p.~ s’exprimant alore aimpleinent en
fonction ale a et ale cette autre quantite. (référancea [ioJ, (ii], [13], ]14], (321).
Lee moalBlaa aigébriques utiiieée mont , pour in plupart , dérivéa du modCle C deux couches dCveioppC
par Cebeci et Smith, (63], pour lea couches u nites attacheee . Dane lee equations qni suivent , pour
simplifier l’écriture, lee grandeura relatives C l’écoulement moyan sont notées sans barre ni tilde.
La modCle ale base petit $tre pris noun in forme suivnnte (par example [38], (39])
r~f~~n iflt~riaure : 17 <

(25) = p ? , !_ o ,/~ ~ ( 1_ cxp(._~ / A)  )
— 1/2A — 2 6 / i [ p I r ,I] ,

ob ost in distance normala C la paroi, et .~ila composante ale ia vitease parailCie C in pnroi.

r~~ion ext6rjeure 
~( 
~

(26) /L~ ~~~~~ 
- o,oi~s p .~~ J~fi , p— [

~~~~55(i)~~]

1

o’u ~~ est is vale~r ale ~~ C ~ 0 pour use couche alécoliée) o~ si s’annule et o~i I eat in frontiCre
ale la coucha viequeuse ; in dCfinition ale I dens use region ala forte interaction petit ~tre delicate,
(38]. La limite des aleux regions eat dCfinia comma la plus petite valour ale i~j ob ( f ’ t.  — 

~~~~~ 
)

devient positif. ‘ S

Ce modble n’étant pee adepte nun couches turbuientee soumisee C do forts gradients ou , a fortiori,
d6col1~ea , l’objet principal des tmavnux cites eat d’étudier des modifications de cc modBle at do
lee tester eur des applicatione numCriquee par comparnieon avec aloe résultata expérimentaux. Ainai
l’bietoire ale la turbulence doit ~tre prise en compte lomnqua celle—ci n ’est pea en équuiibre avec
l’Ccouloment moyan iooal. Une facon approchCe ale représenter cet effet do “m~moire” consiate C modi-
fier be calcul ale salon Is formule ((is], (22], (~ i], [36], [37], [39])

(2T )  = ~~~~ _(/~b.q
_ 
f”.) •~P~ [ (r — ~~~~

oC ~ eat la distance lo long ale in parol (ou ,plue prCcia~aent , he long d’una ligne ale courant),
eat in valeur ale p.~ fournie par le modèie de base, et 5, eat us point fix~ au d6but ale in

zo~~ d’interaction (~~~~, = en — ~.) ; ~ eat tine longueur ale relaxation do i’ordre ale use C
vingt épaieaeure do couche ll2te. Une formube ale relaxation “point par point” a aussi été utilis6e
([38], 140], (43])

(2e) /“ (~~= W — [“tsq (i)  ~~~~ (~—4Y)] ~~~~~~. [... 47/ .~]

Des modifications ont auaai CtC introduitea dane l’expreesion ale in longueur ale a~lange I , pour tenir
co*pte ale h’.ffet du gradient ale preeeion (18], [39], on dane l’expre~aion do 1. vitesee ale frotte—
.nt pour évitem us coaportement aingulier quand T~, tend vera séro, 121]. D’autres modifications

sont encore die cut~es dane (21 ] et (18),

Pour 1. ens do l’Ccouleaent tranaaonique autour d’ un profil il faut introdniro use aod4lieation
particuliCre pour 1. ailiage. Un modble récemment utiliaC, t43], (46]~ [ 4 9) ,  felt intervenir bee
formulas suivantee

- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  -..
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formula (25) mais avec A — 26 /i~. [p
~ 

r,I] 
i/z

(29) = O,0f68 ~~si5

= eat ha higne ale courant sCpamatmice qui himite ha zone ale mecimculation, ot ij, — 0 en
abhors ale be zone décollCe.

I: = 4 ( i_  
~
jd

~
~~~~~~~~~~ 

( y ~ t~ )

(30) /Sj  — 0,0168 ~~~~ 6~ Z
nvec Z= 1. ( i_  exp (_ 1)) stir ie pmofih , at Z = 1 dane la sihiage.

Ce moalCle a nussi ét~ utilisC dane [.s3] nvec us effet ale relaxation dana la region eztCrieura et he
nillaga , calculé le long dee lignen ale courant salon la formula (28), 

~~~~~~~~ 
étant alorn donnC par

(29). L’effot d~ C in suppression ale ia viscoeité turbulente dana in zone alécoilale a etc examine
dana [52] et [53], at use certaine amCliorntion des rénuitate a ete observée.

Len moalCies du type B C use equation pour ~ , sont la version originale at den versions modifiées
alu cnodBbe ale Rubasin t64]. Le rapport L ale in vincosite tourbilionnaire C in vincositC laminaire eat
tine fonction donnée du noebre ale Reynolds ale in turbulence r , défini par

(31)

ob L eat use échelle ale bongueur cnractéristique ale be turbulence, fonction alonnCe ale in distance ~
C la paroi at ale i’epnissaur I ale in couche himite

(32) = ~

La coefficient £ dana (21) at dana he terse (1 -,.e) 1 ale (24) eat done pris égah C t. (r) , ahore
quo le coefficient dane le terme proportionnel a grad ~~dans (24) eat remplacC par £. (Pr) o~i
I’ eat use conatante prise egnle C i/?,..~, . Dana he modCle do Rubesin, i’equation (16) pour a est

moaléhiaCe C h’ai do den relations suivantes

(.p’ p V ” ) V ” = — ~,ts (E ) & ( A r )  grad e

div(~~”r~,) _  ~.‘gradP ” = div [frt (E)grode]
_
,u(E) ~~ ~ (ar)] . C e/ L’

et , pour lee tames encadréa dens (16), qul s’annulent e~ incompressible

v_ I I
V =L_ _. — 1u.(E) £ ( /‘ rI grad E

~~-‘ 1’

7t ’div~~~~=ç  ~~~~ ~~~~. div V
~z

2 a p

ob .A , C, ~~ , ~ sent ales conatanten nuaCriques.

En regroupent tons con temmes, at en posant

(33)

on obtient l’6quation euivnnte pour a.

I (~~a) ,~. div(p e V) — ~~ f r )  ~~~. rod V ~. dip ’ [/.~ 
grad e]

.#(~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ # 17” . [o’iv r _ grad~ i]

o~a lea grnndeure 
caractérintiquee do l’écouleuient moyan eont notees sans burro ni tilde.

Ce aodCle oat utilia~ dens (31 ] pour traitor dour probhCinoa d’intemaction ohoc—oouche limite en
régime tmanasonique at an régime hypereonique (en écoulemont ale r~volution), et dane (39-(2)] pour

— ---—-~~~~~~
--— ------ *— .-.-

- -i. i. - -i-- — —
- ,  ‘

~~~~~
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tmniter us probhBme d ’intemnction dens us angle ale compression en régime supereonique. Las modifica-
tions étudiéea portent stir is tome ale in fonction F qui aléfinit L (equation (32)), ens lea valeure
den constantes nuneriques alont depend be modCie, at stir i’utihisation ala ~ £ fri ot Pi (r) an lieu
ale £(~~~p) at c (f ’r)  meepactivamant pour simplifier lea calcula.

La modCbe do Rub~g~,n ant utili~C C nouveau dana (32] pour tmalter lee trois problèmea prCeitée , male
sans lea tomes V5 et f r ’ dl v V” (~i= o a  at ~ ~~0) at en prenant ,i~~= ,u [ 1  + 0, 4& (r )  1.

En cc qui concemne hoe modChes du type C C deux equations do transport, on pout remamquer quo lea
travaun cites correspondent eoit mu debut ~(io], (lii , (i~ 3, (14]), soit C in fin, (32], ale cette
période 1973—1977 qui a vu us important déveioppement ale l’approche global. pour lee écoiiiemanta
compressiblea C grand sombre ale Reynolds. La fait quo l’Ctude ale tale moalCies n’ait pea été poureuivie
aprCs las premibres tentativee eat sans doute ad C i’importance dee temps do caicui requis pour
traiter ces moalClee avec dee méthodes exp licitee. L’inter$t recent manifestd C nouveau pour dea
modChen C use ou dour equations do transport e’explique C in foie par l’utiijaation d’usa nouvolle
mCthoale beaucoup plus rapiale, (23], (24], par le déveboppement ales étudea ale aodèiee C pluaieurm
equations de transport pour lea couches limi tes compressiblee , (par ozemple , [65]), ~t par lea aliffi—
cultéa rencontrees pour conatruire ales modCbes algébriques do vaiidité auffisamment genernle pour lee
pmoblCmes d’intemaction avec decoilement.

Deux modCloe ale type C ont , C notre connaiasance Ctó utilimés avec lee equations ale Ravier—Stokem
en fhuide compressible. Lea premiere cnlculs , [io~, [11], [i~~], (14], ont ~tC effectuCa avec 1.
modCle do Saffman—Vihcox , (66], qui comprend use équation pour a at tine équation pour us pseudo—
tourbilbon ..i2. , la viscositC turbulente etant niapiement ie rapport do can deux quantitea

— a/f L  . La calcul be plus recant, (32), met en oeuvre le modCle ale Jonem—Launder, [673, qul
comprond tine equation pour a et tine equation pour 10 taux do dissipation do 1’ énergie turbulente

t’. groa’P’~ ) ; in iongueur carncteristique L ant donnea on fonction ale a at .s par l’expree—
sion L ~~€W’/$ , d’ oC r pe~/ (,~ s) , at & / se /,.i eat alonne comme une fonction explicite dep

On tmouvemn alana [68] use discussion npprofondie du probième do in modêiisation ale in turbulence pour
lee ecoulemente comprasaibios en interaction, ainei qu ’une discussion dee etudes expérimentalos
necemeaires C b’évnluation ales modClan .

5 - METBODES NUIIERIQUES -
5.1 — Revuejénéraie —

Noun alonnone ici us aperçu soulemont ales methoales ale resolution numériqua ales êquatione ale N.S.
mines en oauvre dane lea travaux passes en revue mu pamagraphe 3. Cos méthodes nont toutee den
mCthoales ale differences finiem ou ale volumes fini~ at, C i’exception al’une seule, (27], elb a mont
ale type instationnaire lee equations do N.S. inetationnaires sont intdgrCes pas C pam dane le
tompe , juaqu’C tine convergence vera us etat etationnaira si calui—ci existe ; ethos l’évolution
dens be tempa ale la solution numemique reprémente us écoulement inmtationnaire reel C condition
quo be traitement numerique ales equations soit coneistant dana la tomps at quo lea conditions nun
limites sum des frontiBree non matCrieiies ninsi quo lea conditions initinlee niont tin sans physique
pour le mCgiee inetationnaire .

La méthoale ia plus utilisée dane lee applications citCos eat in méthode ale MnoCormack dont on trouvema
use description dêtailiée dana (12 1. Dane in forme initiaie do cotta méthode , (69], lea equntione do
N.S. ecrites en coordonnées cartéaiennee sont diacretisdes dana us mnillaga roctangulaire C l’aide
d’us schema nun differences finies C dour pan en tampa précis au second ordre. Cette méthode a eneuite
etc combinée avec use technique ale pan fractionnaimae qui en accrott l’efficncitó , (9]. L’axtansion
C us maillage eurviligne quelconque petit kre réalisée ale diveraee façone none dCcrivona an
pamagraphe 5.3 le principe do la inéthode ale volunem finia utiiiaóe en particulier pour ie cnieul
d’écoulements autour ale profile (voir par oxemple, [~~

], [4 1]), et noun indiquorone comment cotta
extension pent auaei dtme meabisee dana be mCthode ale differences finioe.

Cea diversee vamiantoe auxquallee none venona ale faire allusion aont tonics doe méthodes explioites
alana iesqueihem la etnbilité nuinérique limito in valour du pan do tempa , et cc d’autant plus quo
be maillage eat plus fin (voir par example, ie critbre donné en (12]). Divers auteurs ont cherché
C rendre la condition do stabilite mom s restrictive en utibisant de~ schemes C cnmactCre implicite
plus on mom s pmononcé. L’4tuale do tables mCthodee pour lea equations ale N.S. n’eet pae nouvello
(voir ravue (4]), main beur misc en oeuvme pour traitor ales écoulements an interaction C grand
sombre ale Reynolds ant récente. None noun bornerona a signaler lee tmavaux qul ont Ct~ asnêe
juaqu ’C ales applications de ce type, en aliatinguant lee méthodee partieilement implicitea utiiiannt
do facon extensive in technique ale dCcomposition alas opCrateurs (references [16], (17], (23], (24],
(251), ot las méthodes C eamnctCre fortemant implicite utilieent dee techniques do faotorisntion pour
ha resolution doe nystCmee algebriquea (rCfCrencea (261, (503). Dens toutes con mCthodes, qul rentront
dens in grande famille dee méthodee C pas fractionnairea , ~~~~~~~~~~ dimectrice eat do so ramenem C la
róaolut ion de sya tàaee lineairee tridiagonaux , on tridingonaux pam bloc., pour quo l’avantage ncquia
par l’utibiention de grands pan ale tompa no soit pas pardu dane le tampa ale calcul nCcesanire pour la
resolution doe ayetCmea.

Cepandant, none mentionnerons pine spCcinlemont in nouveile methode partiellemant impiicite proposóe
par llecCormaok, (2~), (24], car ella a déjà Cté utiiiaée pour des applications trCa divoraee, (21),
L311, [32], (39], 149], et ~~me pour tin probiCme tridimensionnel (70]. Dana oette nouv.iie method.,
in technique do dCooapoeition eat utilieCe non eeulemont pour aepnrer lee derivees en x (dime~tion
principaio do i’ Ccoubement, matibe large) dee deriveea en y (direction tmsnsversnle dens la conchs
viequei.iao, mailie fine), comae dana in premiCre méthode , nets ausei pour traitor eCp.rément dane lee

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  - -~~~~ -
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termes ales alémivéee en y ceun qui appartiennent nun équations d’ Euler at caul qtii aont ale nature
dissipative is premier groupe (tenses ale fluide parfait) eat trait~ par use combinaison d’ use
iséthode do carnctérintiques et du schema ale liacCommack , talbe que be critCme ale stabilitC alevient
•~e type purement convectif  4t 

~ ~ ,y / It’I o~ y, in vitessa trnnsveraale,egt tree petite et At
ant done grand ; he deunième groupe do termes (tenses dineipatifs) eat traité par us schema imphicito
qui no damande quo ales inversions do matrices tridiagonnies simplea . Cette nouvelle méthoale n’ent
mine an oeuvre que dana use zone ~ msillage trCs fin en y, situCe prCs ale ha pnroi. La rapport doe
t emps do calcul entre l’anciense at ha nouveile méthode eat do i’ordre ale din C plunieure diznjnes .

Indiquons enfin, pour mémoire , hen autren méthodea mines en oeuvre dens los applications pnssCea en
revue an pnragraphe 3. Ii s’agit d’une part do deux eéthodes inatationnairea ezplicites, l’uno bnsCe
stir be schema C deux pan en tampa ale BraTlovskaya (mCférencen (is], (331, [341) , l’autre baaCe stir
use formulation intégrale ales équations (méthode A?FON, r6f.~re ncee [ i ’l ,  ( 14 ] ,  1541), et d ’ autme
part o’une méthode atationnaite, [27], o~.i los equations alincrétisCea, obtenuen C pnrtir al’une f~mmu—
hation intégrnle des equations atationnaires, nont rCsoluen par use technique iterative ne comportant
quo ales resolutions ale nyatémes tridiagonaux.

5.2 — Problèrnes de précision et de convergence —

Ii est indispensable, pour den raisons ale tampa ale calcul , d’ada p te r ~~~ mieux la ta~~h l r  des maiilos
aux gradients b eaux ale l’écouiement, at pclir cela on utilise tc uj ours us meihlage tel quo in couche
visqueuse auive l’une ales hignes alu meillage, qui coTncide shore n o i t  avec in parui soit avoc use
higne moyenn e d’un aillage. Las techniques do raffinernent do maihlago sont tin aspect important des
méthodes ale resolution ales 4quations do N.S. C grand nombre ale Reynolds, car i i  ~uut assurer une
variat ion de is ta ihle  ale be maille, dens la direction tmnnsveriiaie ale in couche visqueuse , par ~n
facteur ale l’ordre do plunieurs centainea. D’aut re part , ha condition do ntabilitC , avec ales méthodes
expliciten , conduit C tine vaheur du pas ale tampa benucoup plus p.~tite pour ha cow-h’ visquouse quo
pour is regi )n extérieure C mailhage mom s fin. On a done intér~~. C dCcomponer he iomaine de calcul
en nu noins deun régions dana chacune desqueiles on utihboera he pan ale temps optimum pour cotta
region, oti voiain ale l’optimua ci i’on veut conserver ha eonsistn~ce dana le temps sines ha
precision car ii faut aloms assurer le raccord dana le temps des solutions nun frontiCres ale ces
regions (~ 12]). Une loi exponentiehle eat souvent utihis~ e pour contracter he inaihiage transversale—
ment prCs ale he paroi, ou pour le dilator C granale distance dana lee deun directions du maihlage alena
le can du profih en atmosphere infinie. Dens [56], use procedure g~n4rabe ale raffinement alu maihlage
eat obtenue en décomposant trnnsversahement he domaine ale calcul en us sombre ale zones qui pout ~tre
aussi élevé quo l’on veut , cheque zone étant C maihiage constant (alans le plan physique ou alana us
plan transfor~é) ot d’étendue transvemsale réglabie ; ha tailhe transversabe ale ha maihle van e al ’un
facteur 2 d’use zone C in auivante , at tine technique ale raccord entre zones edjacentes perinet
d ’ aasurer use precision du second oralre dana l’ enpace.

La probhCme ale in convergence , vera tine solution uni9ue den résultats ale calcule effectués dane
den mahliages ale plus en pius f ins eat discuté dens L2O~, o~s us problCae al’interaction choc—couche
himite laminniro ant traitd par dour méthodes, celle de MacCorma ck [12], et cello ale Carter
Ces calculs montren t quo cheque méthoale conduit C use solution convemgée homnque he inailbago ant
nnsez fin, et que lee deun solutions convergées fournies par lea deun méthodea nont en hon accord.
Ii taut nunsi retenir de ce travail qu’ib eat trCs difficile d’nppmecier ha precision d’un cnlcuh
unique , c’eet—C—dire effectué nvec us soul maiilago ; ainsi , pour le probième traité dana [20],
le passage d’us maillage (64 x 33) qui pourrait ~tre considérC comae nufuis ant, C us maiihage
(64 z 42) conduit C us alépincemont sensible alu point ale recoilement.

Un nutre probhCme relatif C in precision ales réeultats numériques eat cebui ale b’influence ale in
viacoaité artificiolbe. En effet des instabihités non linéairas apparniasent dana certainea zones
noun forme d’oacjliations croissastes , lots alti calcul d’un écoulement C grand sombre do Reynolds
nouaie C us gradient ale pmosaion adverse aaaez fort, at pour éviter quo can oecihlntions no Condui—
sent finaiement C use divergence du calcub , ii eat nécessnire al’njouter nun equations den tenses
al’ainortissement dits termee de viscosité artificiehle (voim eneinpio dana [12]). L’influence ale cea
tenses nur in precision eat toujoura déciarée comae négligeabbe, main on ne trouve pea dens Ia litté—
nature, ~ notre connaisaance, al’etude nuserique détaiblée permattast al’apptecier cotta influence. Use
verification dimecte petit cependant ~tre aisément ménlisCo, pour us ecoubement stationnaire, en
effectuant , C pamtir do in solution numérique oonnidérée comae stationnaire, tine seuhe iteration en
tampa sans lea tenses ale viscosité artifieiebhe at en comparant hen résialus correspondents (c’eet—
C—dire lea dérivéoa en tempa dee inconnuea do base) ~ ceur obtentia C In fin alti calcul avec viacosité
artificiohle.

Ajoutone quo ales modifications b eeb e du schema numemique eont nu8ai utilisées dana ha méthode ale
PlacCorinack , (3], (11], (121, pour combattre aloe instabiiitCe non iinéairee so déveboppant dana lee
zones decollees.

La pmincipnio cause d’emreur dane lea méthodea numeriques actuebhee oat sans alouta cable qui
réaulte do h’étabament ales onaleo ala choc. C’ast in vtscoaitC numérique, qu ’elbo noit implicite dane
be achCma ou explicita dane lee tenses do viacosité artiflcieile , qui permet ann ondes do choc do se
former d’eliea—m&mea dens la eoiution numérique at qui en m~ma tampa hour donna use épainseut ar t i f i—
old ie ale i’ordre ale queiques mailles. Cot étabemont numémique dee oboes modifie be phénombne d ’inter—
action choc—couche limita d’une fagon difficila C apprécier , et pour he mom s ontmnlna use indéter—
mination stir in position axacte du oboe par rapport C in couche visqueusa. On petit anna doute diminuer
fortement l’étaiemant alu choc an utiliaant us maillaga trCn fin an voisinage du choc, main ceiC
obiige C adaptor 1. mailing. au oboe pour quo oolui-.ci reete pamaiiCbo C l’use dee lignee du mailhnge,
at lee comphicatione eont teblee quo cetto technique n ’a pa. encore etC aloe on oauvre , C notmo
eonnaieoanoe, dana 1.’approcbe globaie pour dee problCaos al’interaction C grand sombre do Reynobde .

- —~~~~~~~~~~—-- — -
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La eolution complete, encore plus difficibo C mettre en oeuvro , consisto C traitor ha oboe comae use
dincontinuité mobile, vérifiant bee nahationa ale Renkine—liugoniot ; detix techniques peuvant ~tre
envmsagées adaptation alu maill’nge nu choc , on choc fiottant dane us maillnge fix., mais alias
n’ont etC utibisCes juequ’ici qua dana des probiCines melntivament aimpbae . Ce problCme du trnitemont
numérique alas oboes n ’est évialemment pee partioulier C l’npprocho ghobale, at il se pose ausei dana
lea méthodas do couplnge .

La passage alu can inminaire au ass turbulent , avec lee modCben ale vincosité tourbihionnaira utilleéa
j unqu’C present, no pose pan ale alifficulté ale principa en ce qui concerne has méthoalee numéniques.
Néanmoinn, Ia traitement al’Ccoulemente turbtibentm s’avCre nettoment pius déhicnt en pratique, compte
tenu des tree fortee variations ales quantitee cnmnctérisan t be turbulence (la vincoeite tourbi llon—
nam e at , Cventuellemont , lea quantités décritee par alas équationa do transport coiipléinentairee) dane
in aoua—couche vinqueuae. tine technique apécinle do alincrétisntion, basCe stir use interpolation ale
type exponential , a etC utilisée , [3], [io], (ii], pour obtenir use bonna repmésentation ale is soun—
couche viequeuso avoc us nombro rédnit ale points. Dana ( 13], [14], 10 problCme do ba méeolution do la
sous—couche visqueune eat évitC en raccordant ha solution ales equations ala N.S. pmCs ale in paroi avec use
boi ale in paroi vababbe en fbu iale compressible at aléduite alu modCbe C dour equations do transport ut i—
usC avec lee equations ale N.S., [66).

5.3 - Extensions thode de Nac ommack en maiiiqo 3ueiconque —

5.3.1 — Genenniites —
Pour no pan elourdir la presentation, noun none limiterona nu ens d’Ccoubements pianm. Un syatCat
ale coordonnCen eartéeiennes noteee indifféremment (x , y) ou ~ 12) sort C projoter be viteese V
ale compoaantos (u, v) on (ui , u2), ainei quo l’équntion do quantité ale mouvement. La diacretisation
ales equations oat effectuée dana us maibie.ge curvibigno qualconque alont lea noeuale aont rapcree par
leurs coordonnées cartésiennea .

Nous conaidérons lee equations do N.S. moyennes (9), (21 ) et (24), sans equation complémantaire ale
transport, at dana tout ce qui suit lee velours moyennos seront écritee sans barre ni tilde. AprCs
projection ale i’equation ale quantite ale mouvamont stir lee axes OX , • SX~ on obtiant us système ale
quatre equations scabairee qu’on pout ecrine noun torso condensCe C l’aiale ale matrices cobonnes
Uet i~

(~s) ~ !~~_. = 0 (i = 1,2)
opt )x1

avec

(36) / /
f pin , ( pie,. .~s.,

U — 1  i
~ / ~\~(t~”~; -’4)J

oh J. - eat le symbola ala Kronacker, at .D~ raprCnente lea tenses dieeipatifs
1

70

= — 
( (i~

(‘v) (10 e) T
V &1

V. . = (E) ..~~~i ~!~ L ~~ .~±L J. .
‘/ “ [;xj ax I P.r4 ~“1

—

Ce syetbme peut e ’écrire aous use forme mntégra]~ tmaduisant direotemont los lois ale conservatior. pour
us syetCme limitC par use surface do contr8le fii e S, ala frontibre PS , eoit

(ye) _)_.
ff

udS 4 / ~~’ d~~~~o
5 ~S -.oh, pour chaouno alas Cquationa ecalaires cormespundant nun oompoaantee ale LI , H eat tin vooteur do

coapoeant.a S~ et P , noit ~1 f e  P a , ~ a , 
~~, •~ “a étant lea oompo.antes ale in normala tini—tam e ~ our a’,? orl.ntée vane l’ezt~rieur ale

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~ - -
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5.3.2 — IlCthodes do volumes finie —
La maille.ge dCcoupe be domalne do calcul en élóments ala surface quaalrangulairee , appelea nussi
celhuloe, chacun al’eux étant ooaplCtaaent défini par lee coordonnóoe do sea quatre mommote. Une
celbube S , ou .5,, , eet repiér~e par us couple d’indioes 

~~~~~ 
), ou par ia point N centre ale La

cehl ule. &n1nuaCrote do ( i )  C (4) las c8tée do in cellube S,0 , at on note 0, N, S et N lea centres
doe coll ulea ayant us cete commun avec 5,, (voir figure 2).

Fig. 2 — M.iI~~e dons Is mCthode do volumes finis.

Las inconnue. alu probiCee discrétinC eont lee velours aoyennes ale U dane chacuse ales callubee , vaheure
qua l’on cone dCre comae égales nun velours do U nun centres aloe cellulea . Soit ie valeur
oyenne ale H sun ho c8tC (/c) de ha celbuia .~~ , . L’Cqnation (38) appbiqueo C catte celbuhe douse

(,g) 
1(1,0 

~ ~~ #T~~~
’
. 

~~~~~ 
=

.;vk)
.. o~r / / dS

eat calcuh6 use foia pour toutee . Omoupona dane (39) lee contributions des faces opposCes (i) at
(3) al’use part , at (2) at (4) d’autne part , en posant

(40) a) A_ — 
.(j) .(

~~) /7f~~) ~~~4) 

~~ nal d hovers Is: CO/iS (2) .1 (4)

L i ~~~ lv) “Vi) “TJ)
o, B,, = H . 

~
. H . - . • • (1) .1 (1)

En intégrant (39) par rapport nn bapa, do I C I~~ At , 11 viont

(41) ~~~~~~~ = ~~
(
~
) — f [A~,iu )~ 8,0(u)] dl

La calcul do (I,, (t ~ 4S) nécee.ite ala defmnmr doe expressions approchCae ala if (u) at 8~v (u) C partir
du cbaap dee velours discrCt.s de U an voieinage do II, ainsi qu ’una technique ‘&‘int~~mation numCri—
qua on te.pe. Puieque U n’ast pea défini our ~.s cetea (A)  oh l’ on ,,~doit cnlcnler H , on conmtrni t
ale. approxi.atione do A at B en rempiacsnt #7 ~ par i.e valour ale H an l’un dee deux points lee
plus voisisa du c~tC ( A)  ; on a ainai dour approximations poseibbee, précisae an premier ordro

(42) A, (’U) = I~P~
’ 
~~~ H,

41. •P” , approximation “C gauche”

A, (v) = #7 (5) 7PI~ ~~~ ~~
t01 , approximation “C droite”

— — (0 
~~~~~~ 

..p.(j) .e,’J)
(4~) 8~,, (U) = . ~~ H,, . , approximation “en baa”

= ~~~~ 7~~ • #7,”~ . 7~ ) 
, approximation “en bout”

~~ #7(A) dC.igne une approximation ale #7 cabcuiC. nu point P at qu ’il rest. C dCfin.tr .

Upsron. dana lee term.. do fluid. parfait, qui no dC~.ndent quo do U et sont done cabonlés C
partir do La valour 4~ U en P, .t le. term.. di.aipatifs ~ , do coeposante. D1 at D5 définie. par
1~~ relation. (37). U Ctant fonotion iinCatr. ale. dCri,~.. pramiCree ala u 1, un at E , pour oalculer
4I,

(~~) ii faut Cvalu.r do. quant itCo 4. 1. f or..  .‘~~/ k , 10/ .’, en P, ee qua !‘on feLt C partir
4 .  valour. 4. 0 •~ P at aux points void. do P , mais melon una approximation qul depend ala la
position r..p.otiv. 4. P par rapport an obt~ (4) , 4. fagon C oo.p.na.r en partie l’errour alu icr
ordr. imtzodul ta dams 1.. approxi mation . (42) et (43).

~i l’on edmat qua is. centr e. doe onliula. mont rCpnrti. our d.uz fmaihlee ale acerb.., I a et, at
/ — c/a , d’équstions re.p.otiv.. )~ 

(x , y )  — c/s at ~ (1,7) — c/s , on paut expri.er 0., at 0
am fonotion 4. 4 at C Paid. dee ralationo

~~~~~~ Yi - O,h , ,i=  ~~~~~~~0t ei
(~~~) Is z~ ,f~

_ x
~ ,1 

1,i

- 
——...--.

—-—-— .--- - ‘
:
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qul permettent ale ne pas avoir C axp licitam hoe fonctions N (z ,y) et ~ (x,y) si lea alérivCes ala 0x et y par rapport C at nont reprCaentCea par ales differences finia..

En P pasnent dour bignoe }
~ = at = i~,h’uso étan t parallbba C in face (k) conaideree, soit par

example r = l’autre, 
~~ 

— i’,,  coupast la face ( A )  (voir figure ~) .

— r ~

Fig. 3 — Not~~ions pour I. calcu l des termes vi~~ueux.

On alCfinit len points Q, T at N, centres ale celiubos adjacentoa C in celiubo do centre P, disposes
selon in figure 3 (noter que 18 point N ant confondu soit avec P, eoit evoc Q, maia ii n ’est pee
nCcessnire ici ale be preciser). On utibise ahora las expressions nun differences suivantea

= (ø~ 
- 0,) / ( r ~ -i~)

~ (0~ , = (ø~ 
-0,0) / (~ r -

at cc ausei bien pour lee dCrivCem do 0 quo pour cables ale x at y dens (44), do table eorte qua las
vnbeurs ale at en Q, P , T et N dieparaissent alas expressions finales ale &r et

(
~!) = 

(øg øP) (~r ) ’R) -(0~
— 04(~~ yp)

~8x I~ (xq - X,~,) (y,. - ii,) - — •‘R ) (y ~ -(46)

(P0 ) = 
(d~

_ O,)(x~
_ x ,) — (ør —O R)(xQ _ xp)

~~
.?y i ~ (yq ... ;p) (.rT _ x 4 _ (yT _

75)(XQ _ .tI..)

Cen formylee servent donc C ca~culer las dCrivCes ala u1, u et N intervenant dane lea tarm ee diseipa-
tifs inclue dens los ales expressions (42) at (~ 3). Ceci complete in definition ales
approximations A— , A~ ale A ,, at 3 , B ale B. La figure 4 montre, C titre d’ezomple, lee domaisos ala
dependence numCnique ala A~ at ale

NE
N N

______ 

(2) 
______

- H0 MAM 
,~~~(4) ~‘M
M 1

FIg . 4 - Domains. de dependence numeriqu. ala k it do A

Checune des approximations A , L , at B , B~” ninsi dCfinie. cut précis. an icr ordra maubenent. Maison pout , en lee utili.ant dana (41) aebon be mCthode prédicteur—correotaur ala NacCormaok , aboutir C
tine approximation ala Ug ( t ,. 41 ) precise au eacond ordr. dane l’oepaoe at dane 1. temp.. Ainsi,
1 ‘tin, ala. quatr. variant., possible. du oehéma e ’dorima

— ~~~~~~
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= LI,., (1) — At [A; (u e.)) .~ B, (u ’e~l)]

(47) u~ (A ~ At)  = t~., ( I ). , .  ~:_ ~~ [A:  (0*) ~ 8 ’ (u*)]

lea nutree vnriantee a’obtenan t en interchangoant soi t A at A+, eoit B at B~, soit C l.a fois A
at A , at B et B’, Cotta mCtboala ale volumes finie constitue h’extenaion ale ba premibre ~éthode ale
differences finias ala KacCormack , (691, C laqualbe able so rasCna dane 1. ens particuuior d’un mail—
lage cartCeien uniforme.

La mCthode ale volumes fisis utilisda dane los applications (voir en pnrticuuier (31, (351, (411,
[421) met en oauvre la technique ala decompouition, comma en (9) pour in method. ale differences finiee.
Pour en donner be principo, dCfiniesons lea opCrateure LA (At ) at LB (41), fonction.e du pas ale
tempe At , par lee relations auivnntaa o~a 0 eat use fonction quelconque ddfinie nun centres des
cehlulee

[LA (41)0] = 4 fr,, 0~~ — At
(48)

= 0,- At A (0)

( )  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

- A I B,70)
oti P at N reprCsentent dee centres de collulea quebconques . (On pant définir use autre vnrinnta ale
chacun ale cen opCratours en interchangeant A at A’, ot B et B’).

On obtient nborn use approximation ale (41) en appliquant aucceeaivemant Li et LB’ par example

(so) UM (f~ 4~) = ~
LA (4t) [L3 (41) u(t)] ~

main cette approximation ant seulemant precise nu premier ordra. Pour obtanir tine prCcieion du second
andre, ii eat nécennaire al’utilieer tine suite symCtrique doe opCrateure Li at LB’ table quo, par
example

(~~~) U/q (t~ 4 l) =  
~ 

La(~/ ) [
LA (11t)(Ls (.4L) u(t~)

] 
~

5.3.3 — Methoalee do differences finioe —

L’ adaptation do ha mCthode nun aliffCrencas finiee do NacCommack a us maillaga curviligna quelconque
se fnit be plus eimpbement en partant des equations do LB. en cooralonnées cartCsiennee (35), at
en effectuant use transformation gCnCmale ale coordonnCas qui pout dventuellement dCp.ndre du tampa,
eoit

(52) r t , X J =  X, (x , , .r5 ‘ 1) / =  1.2

Los equations tmnnafomaCea peuvent s’Coriro soit scum tine for.. .tnicteaant conservative , (72],
(4]

~ .±‘i.. =oP r I X .
nvec :

(54) (7= 1 , p = j . fi ~ i! ~~Ll .D — 
?(X , . X5)

.1 A .1? L ~t ‘ P.r1 J .(..ç , x,)

aoit scum use form. quasi—conservative évialonta
IL ’ I X -  IL! I X .  PF ~

* __..A — # .... ...L _i 0
“ ‘ Pr It IX. IX .

Los alérivCee ale u1, u at ~ dana lee tormas dte.ipatifs Dj inolua dana Fi (equation. (56) et (37)
sont tranaforaCes ale ~a .é.e facon

(56) = !~t .!t. 0 = ~~ , , £
Ix. p~ . p

~ .
• 

p

La maillag. aet for.~ do lignas doe d.ux fsmill.s alas cour bee ooord onnC as A, a CI~ X1 Cl. . La
dinerCtisation des equation. trsn.formé.., .o~e La for.. (53) ota sons in for.. (551. ‘ass i.e plan
ala caleul (x , , X ) C l aid. du sohd~~ ala ilacCormack e’.ffeatue sans diffioultd o o a  pour lee
dqu.tions en cooI~ onndae oaxtd.iann.s . Jotons qua ha capture correct. dee onda. 4. oboe dams tin.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  .~
-.

-
. 
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ralgion ale fluid. parfait eat tout nuesi posaibi.e avec ha forma q~asi—consarvntive (55) qu ’evec la fo rme
conservative (53), C condition qua lee coefficients variant aseec bentemont pour qu~iie
puiesant Itra conetalCrCs comma constants dane in zone dur laqualle be choc so trouve Ctalé par h’affet
do in vieooaitd numCrique .

La for.. strictemant coneorvative (53) a dtd rdcemmant utiiisde avec tine nouvebie .dthoda impbicite,
(so], pour ha cnlcul al’dooubemente nutour ale profile.

La formo quasi—conservative (55) a dtd utiliade avec la mdthode ale MacCormack
— sans dCoo~position , dane [56] pour us probiCma ala corps dmouasd en eupersonique, et plum rdcomment

dane 171 ] pour us prob iCme d’écoulement tridimansionnol dane us diCalre do compression
— avec decomposition , dana [58] at [591 pour ales prob lCmaa d’dcoubamante internee.

La nouvehbe mdthode implicite proposde dans (25] oat nusei formubee C partir des equations eons in
forne (55) dtendue an ens tridimensionnel, pour use transformation ale coordonnéea indépendante du
tamps.

Dane (-56], in forme quasi—conservative (55) eat prdfdrCe C in forme (53), C in suite d’ essais qui
ont montrd quo, iorsqua has ddnirdee ale in transformation, 3X,/~.7.vj , sont cabculdee sun noenda alu mail—
lag. ale facon exncte, abors des oscillations peuvent apparattre, aCme dens us écoubement qui
alevrnit rester uniforma, borequ’on utiiise (53) avac us mniblnge trba ddformd dane be plan physique
can oscillations n’appnraisnent pan borequ’on utibise (55), avec be mCme mailbag . ddformd. Ce
phenomena aet dO C use erreur ala troncature suppidmentaire dens in discrdtisation do (53), causCe
par lan variations des coefficients 1X1/Pç dane ; cotta armour eat inaldpendante des vnniationa
ale i’ecouleaent at pent Ctre importante memo en dcoubement uniforme .

On pout écrira (53) at (55) tin peu aliffdremment, en fonction des ddrivdea ale in transformation
inverse, Ix. / 1K1 

, C b’ aide aloe relations

f !? . = (.. ~~~~ , ~~~~~ ,f~ /
o~a , an bidimensionneb, las indices i, i’, j at j’ ne prannent que len vabeurs 1 on 2. On retrouve
do cette fncon exactement len formulas de transformation (44). On peut alors calculer lee aldrivdes
do in transformation numdriqueinant, en diecr6tinant ?x~’/IX1 directement damn be plan ale cabcul ii
auff it do connattre las coordonndes cartésiennes ales noeuds alu maillage. Cette mdthode so mapproche
ale cello ales vohumee finis at prdsente hoe malmee avantagae. On pout nontrer ausei que bee alifficul—
téa .entionndes nu eujet ale i’utibisation ale (53) avec lee ddrivdeslX1/1x1 cabeubdee exactemerit
dieparaiasent dens cetta nouvolle formulation si ben ddnivdee ?x,’/ IX ’ sent raprdsantdes par des
difUrences ddcentmdes comma los PP /PX..

.4 ,F
On pent , C in place ale (53) at (55), utibiser lea equations ale N.S. dcrites diractement dana us
symtèae de coordonndes curvibignes, comma dana (55] otz us problème ale corps émoussd aet tmaitd C
partir den equations ale N.S. dcrites dana be système alas coordonneen intninsèquos hides C in pnroi ,
puis tnansformdea. Los equations rdeultantes son t easer eompliqud oe , surtout du fmit  ~ue lea tam es
visqueni sent oxpnimés en fonction ales compoeantes do in viteane sur bee axes hocaux (voir par
example (4 ] ) .  Ndanaoins, ala ce fait mCme, une telba formulation peut $tre intdressante ei i’on vout
utihiaer den equations ale 11.8. tronqudes oL no subsistent qua las tersias diseipatifa prdponddrante
darts zn, approximation ale coucha mince (et C Is u nite, qua lee ten ses d.tseipatifs des equations
ala Pmandtl). L’avantage principal ales formulations (53) on (55) est aurtout d’allier use relative
etaplicité C tine g’manda génCmalitd , puimque he programme ale caboub pant altre dcnit pour use tmanefor— - 

-
.ation ale coordonnden arbitraire, cahlo—ci n’i-t~ -,enant born al’une application quo par la mine au
point d’ un sons—programme epdcifique ale in tran.~ ~~ tion utilisde at fournissant nu programme
principa l los vabaurs ales denivees ale cotta trans ~mation.

- CONCLUSION —

Do. progrbe important. ont etc rdahisds cea damnièree anséee dens be tmaitement numdnique, par
l’approcha globabe base. sur lee equations ala 11.8., aba problèaee do forte interaction ontre fluida
parfnit at V luide visqueui an écoubemont bidimensionneb compressible C granal nombre do Reynolds. Ce.
progrbo reaaortent perticuliCrement d’ uso part ale in alivarsitd aloe probièmee tmnitde , at d’ nutre part
da ha reduction ales temps ale calcub qui a pu $tre obtanua avac do nouvebles mdthodes C caractBre
implicit..

La quahitC dee rCsultatu obtenus dana ho ens d’éooulemente turbubents ddcoblds , evec interaction choc—
ooucha limit. , oct bisitCa par l’étet actual aloe connaiseances cur be moalCbiaation do in turbulence
pour da tols Coouie.ente. L’approoha gbobale constitue juatoment us auth précieux pour b’Ctuda at
l ’évaluation do nouvoauz modClee ale turbulence ndaptés C ca typa al’Ccoubamants. On peut penear quo,
auivnn t ha aCme evolution qua pour lee éeouiemente incomprasetbloe , ha. racherchea a ’ orienteront
vera ale. moalCioc plus Claborés , C equations do transport pour las contraintee ale Reynolds . Cetta
evolution eat évidemment hiC. nun progrCs future dana lea méthodes nu.Criques.

ParnllCla.ent , ih .st nécaoeaire do oh.rch.r C co.prandra hoe limitations da mCthodae ala calcul baaCee
stir lee equations ala 11.3. moyennes , atm d’ en dCfinir ha domain, ale vahidité et he precision. La mode—
lisntion ale in turbulence dana 1. cadre da cae equations repose sur l’hypothCse , 4CjC évoquCe dane j
l’introduction , salon laquelle ii est poesible ale sCparar lee effete instationnairas qui constitu.nt
la turbulence propraaent alit, ale ceux qui, C d.s fréqu.no.s t .auooup plum base.., sont propr.s C
l’écouloe.nt soyen . Si ales fluctuations importantc ’ nppamnissant C alas frCquencea int.rmediair.s,
affsctant plu. partiouuiCrament los chocs at las dCcollomente comma ~ertain.s oxpérioncos sombbent

—~~~~~~~~~ .
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l’tsdiquer, (29], (46], (73], alore i.e bien—fonald d’use description basde sun las equations
do N.S. moyennes pent $tre romis an question.

Une nutre façon ala considérer be problèma consieto C so demander jusqu’C quah alegrd ale compbexmtd
ii ac t ju atifié ale poueser be ddveboppoment ala modèbas do turbulence dane besquais baa neulas
quantitCs caractCristique. ale in turbulence qui interviannant moat doe correlations C us point. La
eimuhation numCniqua ale ha turbulonca apportera sans doute lee rCponsea C ens quaatione , asic dens
us avenir difficibemant prdvimibbe.
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RESUME

ConsidCrant des écoulements laminaires stationnaires, ou turbulents moyennés, on passe en revue let méthodes de calcul capa-
bias de décrire le fluide visqueux Iorsque es nombres de Reynolds sont assez élevés pour que !‘approximation de fluide parfait soit
ju sti fié e dens Ia plus grande partie de l’écoulement.

On caractérise d’abord brièvement différantes approches utilisées pour ddfinir une approximation des equations de Navier-Stokes
méthodes asymptotiques rationnelles pour des couches limites en faible ou en forte interaction , couplage numCrique “Euler-Navier
Stokes” a grande distance des regions vim~ueu ses, equations de Navier-Stokes tronquées, couplage visqueux-non visqueux Cu voisinage
des couches dissipatives selon le concept de couche limite en forte interaction, méthodes simplifiées avec modéles empiriques de
décollements.

On met l’accent sur les progres récents obtenus daris les mCthodes de couche limite en forte inte’taction. Ils portent sir leur jus-
tification par les analyses asymptotiques, sur le traitement des bullet de recirculation et de I’influence a al-amont en supersonique.
D’un point de vue prat ique. ces mdthodes peuvent maintenant Ctre assocides è diverses techniques de calcul du fluide parfait, en sub-
sonique. transsonique ou supersonique. Elles peuvent traiter des écoulements non-visqueux complexes, de même que des décollements
multiples, sans qu’aucune connaissance préalable sur Ia solution ne soit nécessaire . Let conditions six limites usuellement imposees au
fluide parfait en presence de couches visqueuses sont discutées sur l’exemple du profil transtonique, en considCrant let problCmes
d’influence amont en supersonique , de resolution directe ou inverse , d’application de méthodes integrales de couche~mite, d’inter-
action onde de choc-couche limite, d’échelle des maillages.

On tente ensuite de classe r las techniques numériques réalisant le couplage visqueux-non visqueux méthodes de conditions m i -
tiales en supersonique avec tàtonnement pour respecter let conditions imposées a l’aval , méthodes stationnaires itératives de type
direct pour es écoulements non décollés, iterations de type mixte direct-inverse en cat de dCcollement (Klineberg), iteration mixte
directe ou semi- Inverse (ONERA). iteration sur une resolution exacte du probleme couple linéarisé (Brune, Rubbert , Nark), méthodes
pseudo-instationnaires Merle. Vatsa - Briley, Mc Donald).

On discute enf in des performances actuelles de ces mCthodes. Des ameliorations de méme nature qua dans Ia resolution des equa-
tions de Navier- Stokes sont nécessaires. Elles Concernent Ia turbulence dens let interactions couche limite-onde de choc, let décolle-
ments de bord de fuite, let bulles de décollement transitionnelles. Des etudes complementaires sont aussi nécessaires pour définir Ic
degrC de validité des mCthodes en cat de décollement turbulent, ainsi que pour traiter let gradients de pression normaux et let ondes
de chocs Internet aux couches dissipat ives turbulentes.

VISCID — INV ISCID INTE RACTION METHODS

FOR TWO-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS, INCLUDING SEPARATION AND SHOCK WAVES

SUMMARY

Restricting to steady laminar or turbulen t mean flows , review will be done of various methods able to predict viscous flows
when the Reynolds nun~,er Is large enough for the inviscid approximation to be applied in most part of the flow field.

Firstl y, the different approaches used to approximate the Navier.Stokes equations will be short ly outlined : rational asymptotic
methods both for weak and singular boundary layer interactions, tiuncated Navior-Siokes equations, numerical matching at large
distance of boundary layer regions, viscid-inviscid patching in the vicinity of boundary layer according to the strong interaction or
interacting boundary layer concept , simplified methods with empirical models of separation.

Emphasis will be put on progress recently achieved with the interacting boundary layer methods. On one h and, advances deal
with the degree of rationality, the inclusion of separated bubbles, the upstream influence in supersonic flows. On the other hand,
progress has been achieved in making this approach a practical tool for various inviscid codes, subsonic, transonic or supersonic.
Concerning this point, we consider the requirements of initial guess of the solution, the practical possibilities of multiple separations,
of complex flow fields. Usual Inviscld boundary conditions used for matching the viscous layers will be discussed on a transonic air-
foil example, with attention to supersonic upstream influence, direct-Inverse alternative, Integral methods for boundary layer, shock
wave-boundary layer interaction and mesh size.
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A tentative classification of numerica l techniques for visc id-invisc id interaction will be given : supersonic marching methods with
shooting on downstream condition (integral and differences methods), di rect iterative methods for attached flows, mixed direct-inverse
iterations for separated f’ows (Klmneberg), mixed direct ’half inverse iteration (ONERA) , itPration on the exact solution of the linearized
visc id-invisc id problem (Brurie, Rubbert, Nark), pseudo-unsteady methods Merle, Vitae - Briley, Mc Donald).

Present status of the results is finally discussed. Required improvements are very much the same as in the Navier-Stokes approach
and related to turbulence within shock-wave boundary layer interactions, trailing edge separation, transitional bubbles. Additional

Ut knowledge on the validity of viscid-inviscid methods is also needed for turbulent separation. Investigations on normal pressure gradient
or shock-waves inside turbu lent layers need to be continued.

INTRODUCTION

Let écoulements C grands nombres de Reynolds sont connus pour valider l’appr oxi mation d’Euler presque partout, a l’exception
de couches minces ou le caractCre dissipatif redevient important. Cette structure non-uniforme est une source de diftiailtCs pour Ia
resolution numerique des equations de Naviar-Stokes . Elle est aussi a I’origine de nombreuses techniques de resolution approchees,
dont le point commun est de calculer le fluida visqueux comma un fluide parfait perturbé.

Dens Ia cadre des approximations retenues, Ic fluide parfait perturbé coincide avec l’écoulement reel a’j loin des couches dissipa-
tives. Une premiere technique de perturbation consiste a enrichir let equations d Euler d’un certain nombre de termes visqueux. ~)n
dCfinit ainsi des equations de Navier-Stokes tronquées, permettant de respecter Ia condition d’adhCrence six parole. La seconde tech-
nique ne perturbe Ic fluidé parfait qua dane set conditions six limites, et &imine Ia condition de glissement au profit d’une condition
déduite d’un traitement disjoint des phénomCnes dissipatifs. II peut s’agir d’un simple raccordement viKl ueux- non visqueux sir une
interface placée hors des couches dissipative;, ou encore d’un prolongement fictif du I luide parfait C I’i~ ~érieur de celles-ci. Une tella
approche permet, si nécessaire, d’appliquer aux regions visqueUseS des equations de Navier-Stokes atsez incomplCtes, et l’inter-
action entre les regions viequeuses et non visqueuses reste souvent suffisamment faible pour qu’un couplege simplifiC inspire des me-
thode-, asymptot iques puisse suff ire. En revanche, Ia presence de decollements ou d’ondes de choc ramCne au probléme le plus general.
dit de forte interaction, pour lequel l’anelyse des singularitCs ou des domaines d’influenca mathemat iques associés six equations ne
peut être eftectuée sans inclure l’effet de couplage.

Nous limitant aux écoulements bidimensionnels stationnaires, nous passerons brièvement en revue let princi~ iIes methodes utili-
sees. On examinera plus en detail let possibilités offertes par ‘application des equations de Prandtl, ainsi que let méthodes numériques
permettant leur couplage fort six equations d’Euler.

1. Principalsi techniques d’approximetion utilisées

1.1. Dëveloppements aeymptotiques raccordés

Cat méthodes remarguent qua l’inverse du nombre de Reynolds taR ’ est un petit paramétre, it tirent avantege du passage
a Ia limite a — a - On construit pour ~ petit un developpement formel, dont Ia convergence et l’importance relative des divers
termes sont seu lement assu rées a Ia limite a _.~o - Ren~~yant C Van Dyke (1) pour une introduction détaillCe, on obtient dens Ia
cas laminaire un problCme de perturbation singulière avec une couche limite simple. En incompressible, affectant une barre aux
variables di couche limit., on obtient dan; un repére ZON tangent C Ia paroi

ac .~~.
~

U~ (~c.~~) + e,’k , u i (xe,~~) +

~~~~~~~~ 
U~~ (*,,~~) .t. L’k.u’iCx.~~) 4’ ... .

p 
~~~~ 

p~ (~~~) 
+ t~~. ~~~ 

(?~~~~ ~~‘

~ • ~~ (~c,~ ) ,. ~‘k , ZT~ csc~~) +
€~~, 

~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~j~~• ~~~~~~~~~ + €.k ~~(z,g)+ . . . .

La fluide parfait ai premier ordre (u.,gr,,p ), comma aux prem ier it second ordr .s rCunis, vérifis lee Iquatians d’Euler. La
aouchs limiti pr ssnte un chang.msnt d’échull e pour lee variables ~ it a’. See Cquations mont osliss di Pra.idtl su premier ordrs des
nouvellee variables (iTS ,~~~., p. p ~~ a) J. Ellis mont encore valthles. second ordr. inclus, sila courburs ds Ia parol ou du sillege
sit null. aa premiir ordre. Un gradIent di preselon normal .xlsts en cal di courbure non nulls K,~ 
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Cats, equation rappille son homologus du fluid, parfait eves deux simpliflc.tions supplementairis. La premiCre sit mineure
•t rsmplace D (x. ,~~ I per sa path s principals ~~~~~~~~~ La seconde remplace Ia courbure locale P((sc,~’) de I’écoulement
par une courbure moyenne K5(z) indépsndante di , donnÉe par a paroi ou par Ic fluide parfait du premier ordre. Baum et
Den/son j 2) ont rnontrC gus c tte approximation itt dèt,rminante it gu’elle permit au problCme parabolique de Ia couche limite,
parcourue din; Ia sent amont-aval. di demeurer un problime bien pose dans lee regions subsoniques.

V y

FLUIDE PARFAIT FLUID E PARFAIT
di ~,. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

1” or&.
1 1j•C 1101%

- 04J
DePlac.m.el

Y Pr’...ion Ii.,. ~‘v~
’
~c~~
” 

~~~~~~~ 
~~~~~~ ~~~

COUCHE LIMITE1 COUCHE LIMITE

— 
1 ’ordre J - 

f” ~~~~~~

Fig. 1 — Interaction faib/e lam/na/re: coup/a ge ymptotique hidrarch/së.

Las relations asymptotiques di couplage s’Ccrivent

o

u0 (~~o) Pirn ~~~~(ic~~,~~~)

~o ~~~~~~~~ — ~~ = ~ o 
(ac, o)

U1 (X .O) . Pirn ~~~~~ —~‘{-~~ (~,~) ]
‘J~ (x,o) ~ el~ [ i3~ (x ,g) 

~~~~ II
P~ 

(x ,o) P~m [  p. (x~~)

Classiquernint, lee relations di second o,dre, mont transform~es en introdulsant des Cpalsasurs de dCplacement S”cac) ~ r
it di quantite di mouvement ~1x) ~ E.~~. ~~~ - Posons :

~~~~. (ç~,u.) ~~~ ~~~~~~ [~~~U.)(~~0) 
_ (

~~~
1.) (Z~~) ] .d;

(g +~~, ) (~1 £imj~~~ j  [(~Iau
~ )(Z0) —(~~~:)~ ,g)] .4~

~~~ TTEiTTI — 
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ll vient elors : r —
i’ \ — d I ~~

( u~— “
~ L ~ 0

~ (x,,0)

~ 
(
~,o) +

II

Ces relations di couplage ont poelr particularitC d’être hiêrarchisCes (Fig. 1). Le fluid, parfait di premier ordre eat dCterminé
par Ia condition di glissement ç (z  ,o ~ 0 . La rc~che limite de premier ordre pout ensuit, tre calculée avec une pression
fixCe p, (~~. , 0 ). Un second calail di fluid, parfait c~rrigé di dCplacament par Ic terme sçi , 0 ) inclut alors lea solutions
di premier et di se~~nd ordre u,,s~’u , p,e. &k~~, at correspond C l’estimation definitive di Ia pression dana I,
fluid, parfait. On peut alors corriger Ia pression C Ia peroi par I. terme di second ordre di Ia couch, limit, ~ tx , o }. et
facultativement résoudre Ia couche limite di second ordre pour obtenir ~ ,( x. ,~~~ ). Toute iteration stir Ic terme de déplacement
U’S (~~. - 

0 ) dens Is but d’affiner Ia solution de second ordre du flu ide parfait est supertlue. Si dIe ne l’est pet Ia thCorie n’est
plus velidi. Cette hiCrarchisation caracteristique de Ia theorie du second ordre réduit en pratique Ie couplege C une double r*so-
lution du fluid, parfait it di Is couche limit,, lee diux calculs étant disjoints. Son domains di validite itt qualifie d’interaction
f.ible.

En régime turbulent, ou I’on renvoit C Mel/or (3) et C Melnik it Grossman (4), I’interaction faible itt encore souvent qua-
lit,ée di theorie du second ordre, bun que Ia perturbation du fluidi parfait n’apparaisse qu’au troisiCme. II eat necessaire d’intro-
duire un second petit peramCtre gui fixe l’ordre de grandeur des vitesses fluctuantes par rapport C Ia vitesse de référence, it qui
coincide avec Ia jaugi d’Cpaiss,ur 8 di Ia couthe limite. La structure di celle-ci eat plus complexe et comport, une sous-Couche
d’épaisseur &t oà let eftets visqueux mont du mém, ordre que les effete turbulent;. Designant par Cc Ic coefficient de frotte-
ment C Ia paroi. on a

~~~~ @(‘i~~~~~ -)

Las developpements mont conduits suivant lee pui~.sances di ~ , voir ref. 3. Let dCveloppements par rapport C S n’appa-
raissent pas, car t ~~ pour tout n , d’aprCs lit relations precédentes. Surlignant d’un ,~ let variables de Ia sous-couche,nous retiendrons en incompressible sir paroi plane

r —

I ~~ ~‘ =

~~~~~~~~~ 
,. ‘s~-

~ 4’ ~~.~~
‘a (x’.~~ ) -

~

- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -i-

= 
~~~~~~~~ 

+ & .~~~~ (
~~

) + S’.~~~~~ x.,’~~) ÷

as V (~ic,o) 0 ~~~~~~~ ~~~O

~~~(x5o) “~~~(x.,o) ~~~‘L (Zt t 0 ) ’~~0

= ~,m I ~~-\ £~m
~~~

as M~~
) -p . (~,°)

as u0(z,o)

U4 ( x,9) 
~ 

t.~~x ,~é) as p 4 (3c,~) ..0

~ 1 (~~~~~) 
=

Cit relations indiquent que Is gliseensent sir Ia parol s’.ppllque au fluIds parfaIt eux deux premiers ordrss. II s’applique C a
couche lImits externe C tous Iss ordrss, Is d placemint dO C I. sous’couche Ctarn nigllgsabl.. Li raccordsmant di Ia vltesui entre
Ia couche limIts ii Ia sous-couche eat logarlthmlque. La eoum-couche es* easntiellement uns zone I frottsmsnt apparent constant,

—

- 
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tandis que Ia couche limite cit une region dCficiteire di faible perturbation d, l’öcoulem,nt exte rna. Aux diux premiers ordras, Isprsssion itt partout imposes par Ia fluid, parfait di premier ordre at no depend que di = - ContrairIm,nt C ‘analyse laminaire ,II apparsit au troisiCme ordre une variation di Ia pression dans Ia direction normal,, indépendamment di Is courbure di Ia paroi.Cit effet intIress, Ia region deficitiare mais n’affecte pat Ia paroi elle-mCme, ~‘ . 0 , oü l’on a simplement 
~~ 

(as,e) — p~ C”,.)Si I’on rIunit lee deux premiers ordres assujettis au’mIm, champ di preuion, las equations da Ia couch, dCficitaire it de Is scot-couch, mont uncluses darts cetIes da Prandtl. Sur le plan pratique, Ia prOcedure hiIrarchiséa définie en laminaire pout donc Itre
intégrslem.nt maintinue darts Ii cat di l’intiraction faible turbul,nte. La correction di troisiCme ordre du fluids parfait cit
calcu léa dirsctsmsnt sprés un premier calcul di couche limite, trait ée par lee equations de Prandtl et donnant ‘~j  jx. , ~ ). L’affetdi déplacamens s’écrit

U0~~,,0) j~[uo(x~) _ U (~~~)}.d~
—

avec

Ue(x ,5~~) ~~ 
(4o Cx.5o’~ +

ti (x.,~~) ~ ~~0(x~~~)+ 8t i 4~~~,~~)

Notons que U0 (x.,~g) U. (z ,o) pour une paroi plane it un fluid, parfait irrotationnel. Notons encore que ci l’épais-
seur di déplacement laminaire est ~(“~“).~‘~(s) , elle devient en turbulent S’~’ub(s) puiagu’il s’agit du déplacement di
second ordre de Ia couche déficitaira. Indiquons enf in que Ia simplification apportCa au problCme du couplage par lit ordres de
grandeur di I’interaction faible cesse généralement dens le cat des couches visqueuses libres, comme I’indique Viviand [5~.

Les phénomCnes d’interaction visqueuse invalidant non seulement Ia procedure Simplifiée de couplage, mais encore Ii; divers
ordres di grandeur di I’interaction faible. Ca retour a une interaction forte coincide eves Ia presence di singularutés dans lit
theories précédentes. Pour le f 1usd, parfait , d Ies résultent par exemple des discontinuités di paroi, dis impacts d’ondes de choc
ou des bords de fuite. Pour let couches dissipatives, on note I’effet di perte d’adhCrence au bord di fuite, ainsi que Ia singula-
rite de dIcollement de Goldstein (6). Celle-ci est liée aux equations di Prandtl loreque, pour un ordre di grandeur donnC, Ia
pression se rrouve l mposée C la couche limite ~cocsplage tsible). L’investigation par lee méthodes asymptotiques indique alors des
structures di couche limite baaucoup plus com~,Iexes, comportant des chengemints d’echelle C Ia fois en x. it en ,~~ - Ellis ontfelt I’objet de quelques investigations nurnériques, voir dens (7, 8j. Dans Ic cas laminaire, une analyse détaillé. di I’état di I’art
en donnée par Stewartson dens (9) it surtout (101; voir aussi (l~ et (12, 13, 14, 15). Dane Ic cas turbulent, beaucoup mom s
evince, on pourra se reporter C Melnik (4 , 7, 13, 15) et C I’analyse non-asymptotique 116).

La premiere remarque que l’on pout faire eat que let décollements éventuellemint mis en ieu dan; ces analyses sons minces,
en ce sent qua laur jauge d’épaisseur tend viii zero Iorsque ~~—..u - En second lieu, parmi let passages C Ia limita simultanés,(tel; que M-.’ -i ,R-.~so - en t ranssonique), Ia geometric des obstacles elle- méme doit mouvent Ctre incluse pour que Ia solution
sost cohCrente . Dens le cat du bord de fuite laminaire, On montre ainsi par exemple que le décollement sous l’effit d’Cpaisseu r
relative e apparart Si 5. ~.j R’1 , que Ii décrochage sous l’ef fat d’incidince at apparart si at ~~~ en subsonique, si

.~~ en supersonuque. Dens Ic cas laminaire, Ii résultat Ic plus remarquable, intervenant dens Ic traitement du bord de fuiti
at do décollement naissant, est Ia structure en triple couche (Fig. 2) introduite par Ne// and at .Stewartson pour Ic décollement

FLUIDE PARFAIT NON PERTIJ~B~— 
G( 1)

V

- 
FLUIDE PARFAIT

-
~ PERTURB~Fig. 2 -  Triple couche lamineire (Stewertson - Ne/land). - _R+

V
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libre sup.rsonique. L’ tendue longitudinal, at norrrtale du domalne slnWIlsr set b (R ‘~), perturbent sinai I. flu idi parfaIt. La
couche limIts principals b(R~ ) comport. une sous-couchi Las développemsnts mont constrults ayes R~~. Ni ratenant
qus Is premier term, di perturbation par rapport C a solution d’ interact ion faibls valabla in amont , 

~~~~ 0
• p. , ( ~) J . on obtiant darts Ia couch. limita prlncipale :

~~~~~ 
• + R”b. i~4(~~ ) 4-

~~~~~~~~ 4-...

= 1 i- .• • •

= ~~
(
~ ) + R’* .p (L,g) +,.. .

[ ~~~~~~~~~~
= -~~~~~~ ‘~~e(g) 0 &m A(~.)

Cette couchi ut non-visqueusi, ne depend qu, di Ia fonction di déplacement A (~~
) it transport, Is preesion de Ia sous-

couch , au fluids parfait extama oü l’on obtu,nt, t4 étant Ic nombra de Mach di rCférence

u(~
,,ls) = +

=

p (5~ 9) = + p~~~~ > +

= 1.

+ o

La sosis-couche vIrifle des equatio ns di Prandtl incompressiblee di sorte que Ia priesion C Ia pression C Is paroi
.s- R *.pj (ts..) rIsulte d’uni int.rection auto-induite intre I’équation exteme précédente at Ia sous-couche, oO

1? (i~~~ )

~;(~~~~~~= ~~(tt ) + 

~~(~~g ) =  p. + R ~~~~(~) ÷

Si global,msnt lee equations di Is couch. limits at di a sous-couch. sons incluees darts celles di Pr.ndt l, Ii decollement
piut n anmo im Ctrs franch i sans s’mgularite, car Ia prsssion p~ (i., e )  n’,st plus imposli C Ia sous-coucha at résulte d’un
couolag. fort ayes l’IcouIsm,nt sxtsmi. En contre partie, on doit noter qu ’an dCpit di I’Ccrlture di dIveloppemsnts asympto-
~~~~ Ia ~i.~~lIficatior, du coupligs hiéran~husI n’apparalt plus at que, mIme C I’ordrs Is mom s ClevI, Is problCme C rIeoudri
eat asesi compllquI qua Is coupIags fort “ Iquatlon s d’Euler—equatlons di Prsndtl”. II itt done Iegitimi d’un point di vue pra

-~~~ FLUIDE PARFAIT 0(1)

- _ _ _ _
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tiqus di pr*fCrsr cane lim ier, technique, dont Ia portée en plus generale. II exists en •ffet des structures dCcollIes plus com-
plexes gus a triple couch, gui mont inclusss dans let öquations di Prandtl, voir ( 10).

La figure 3 meprodu it Is st ructure donn é, par Melnik pour Ia bord di fu il. turbulent incompressible non décoll é. La domai ns
singulisr ~ S ) n’atteint pas Ia fluid, parfait. La couche di paroi (

~ ( St I s’y prolong s , di mIme que dens Ic si llage . La
couch. dIficitsire prend loca lemant un comportement non vi~~uaux it une couch. intermédmaire (~ ( 

55 ) ~~ neceesair, pour rac-
corder los tensions de Reynolds. Au prarnier ordra da perturbation (

~( ~~~ ) l’atfet di deplacament des sous-couches itt négli-
gsable, de sorte que Ia problème di confluence ne rIsulte que die couches rotationn,lles non vilqueuses osa axiste un gradient da
prcssion normal. La reference di vitesse Itant priss au bord de fuit,, on a

=

-~~ =

~~~~~~~~ ‘1 + ~~~ u (~~5~) - & . ~i.(~~) ~~~~~~~~~

La premier tarme UI £ , ~ 
) ass Ia prolongemant du fluid, parfait externe. La second t~,( ~~

) en Ic tcrme de couche limits
amont. La perturbation apparaft asulement C I’ordr, E~~ - La fonction di courant correepondante ~~~~~ - I ve nue une
equation di Poisson

‘bt~ 4 ‘~~4i4 _ .~~~~~~~~~ th (
~
, 

~
) 

~~~ 
~~~~~~~~—‘1 ‘b~~~ 

— 

d~~ 
‘T I

oi~ I
~ 

( 
~~ - ~ 

) represents Ic prolongement du fluid, irrotationnal externe,

72. Coup/age numérique d’un dome/ne Nay/er-Stokes

L’idec di base (Fig. 4) est di rIsoudra let equations di Naviar-Stokes cur un domains surabondant, incluant largement Ies
regions dissipatives, et di let coupler C une region externe di fluide parfait en raccordant simplement las valiurs discretisees des
solutions aux nisuds da recouvrement des maillages. On doit remarguer que Ic ricouvrement naturel cur une meillc conduit en fait
C une condition di raccordiment asses fort,, portent sur toutes lea grandeurs ainsi que tours dérivées partielles premieres. Ella ne
convient an tout. riguaur qua ci lee equations sonS idintiques dens let deux domaines. Son utllisation demande donc que Ia region
di recouvrament soit places C una distance des parois trés superieure C l’épaisscur physique habitualle S des couches dissipatives,
di talle sort. qua I’inconsistance soit do l’ordre di l’imprécision numerique. La pInalite di calcul correspondent C caste dilatation
du domains Navier-Stokes doit alors Itra amoindric par une adaptation des maillagas. On petit egalcment lever l’inconsistenca en
imposant un raccordement plus fa ible ou certairses dIrivées particiles nc mont pas raccordées. Le problCme ne se distingue alors di
I’approche classique (sectiOn 14) qua par Ii choix d’une region de raccordement non voisine deZ.

FLUIDE PARFAIT

Roccord Grandaurs
+ dirtvius pr.~~~r.sFig. 4 — coup/age numdrique

“Euler-Nevier Stokes”
(pm Iii sym~trique).

PtAVitA-SlOt(E5

Ceuch. ij .,~5. 6”

Las problCrnos soulevIe par caste approcha mont hIs C l’application d’équ.tions d’ordrss diffIrents darts lee dews regions, it
aux nombrss different. di conditions .ux Iimltes qu ’iI sat nCcsesaira di tour imposar. Di plus, he nombrs dsb conditions f ixI ,
aIIe, doiv.nt lIre ,ClactionnIee di maniCra C r*eoudra itérativament chaque rhgion (18), it C obtenlr un cycle corsvsrgsnt. A litre
d’sxampl., on pius lmaglnir di rIsoudre un problem, di fluids parfait di type direct in Imposant a vitelas normal. stir l’intsr-
face, ou isralent calcutIss I. prsssion,, Ia mass, volumlque, Ia v itisse tangentiel ls. Preecrivant alan cellee-c i au domaini visqusux,
at aj outant I• dIrivIe normal. di Is vlts,ss tangintislie, on calculerait uns nouv&Ia viSu al normala aur I’Inrnrfecs, e t c . . .  La
problems loulevI par Ia convergence d’une tell. Iteration ni semble eliminI qua si tes domaines d’Eulsr it Navism-Stokis sons

- -~~-————~~ ~-~~~-.- -
___________
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treitis par die mIthodes instationneiris consistantes, has diux calcuhs Itant minIs slmultenIrnent. Dens l’approche stationnaire
iterative, I’Investlgation sembhe encore a sea debuts (18, 19, 20), it (‘on note Is recours C une surface di dlplac.mant equivalent,
pour Ii cslcul non visquaux.

7..t Equations di Navser-Stokee tronquési

L’Icouliment di fluid, parfait sous-j acant itt ici perturbI dens see equations aux dInivIas parti&Ies, di aorta qua Ia traite-
mint ass applicable C Is fois aix rlgions vi,queus.s it non-visqusuess (Fig. 5), Ii raccord,ment C une region di fluide parf sit
extemne non purtutbI ltsnt f.cultatif. En I’abeenc, d’un tel raccordement extinni, he probhIme pout sembler di mIme nature qua
Ia misolution des equations di Nsviar-Stokes completes, it ron peut imeginer d’appliquer las mImes mIshodee, voir (21.29). L’I-
conomie di calcul set cependant relative, at I’intIrIt surtout d’ordre fondemental. L’objictlf pratiqus recherché eat un, simplifi-
cation di Is technique di resolution, obtenue en is rsmenant soit C un problCme purement parabolique,soit C un problCme cam-
blable au couplagi d’un système perabotiqua at des equations d’Euler. Dens I. premier ca., on pout rIsoudra d’ai’nont en aval un
simple probhlme di conditions initials., una iteration sum cs mIme problCma Itant nIcessaire dens le second. On notera dans cit
formulations qua lit difficultIs di couptage, dClibérément écartIes par he choix da système, d’equations communs aux fluides vis.
queux at non-visqueux, r.surgie.snt nIanmoins au niveau di Ia selection des equations approchIes et di Ieur resolution numCrique. 

— 

Domoine di colcul unique: 
- —-

- fEq APPROCHEES 1 (i COISOIflON AUX LIM1

[ PARAnoLIQUES] + [ IMPOSEE A

5— Equations di Navior Stokes tmnqudi& ~~~‘~~~~~~‘~~~~“-“

La parsbolisation tantôt complete tantbt partielle des Iquations di Navier-Stokas present, avic ha couch, limite I’analogie de

privilegier une direction dite longitudinal., ass has effits di diffusion matCniahisCs par let termes di dIrivIes s,condes sons negligIs.
Citta direction privilegile (23, 24, 25) ass rattachIo par ixampla C une composante dominant, de Is vitisse, C I. presence d’une

paroi, ou encore eu choix des lignes di coursnit pour coordonnIas. Si las equations sinsi définies mont paraboliqucs, he problems

di condItions initiehes obt,nu n’ist pa. soujours biari pose, at des simplitications supplCmentaires doivent Itre ad ointes. Par rap-

port aux equations d’Euler, oss méthodis ajoutent su mains Ia term, dissipatif des equations di Prandtl. Par rapport C cit dim-
nilrss, on tents dane Is mecure des posaibihitIs numlriques de nitenir eu mains he comportement non visquiux du gradient di pres-
sian normal. A tltre d’.xsmphi, notons les equations utihisles per Baum (22) en supersoniqua, xO,~ Itant un repir, tangent C
une paroi di courbune Kt.x.)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ o

c~~~ - ~.- (4+K~)ei7~~- + K çsusr ‘= —~~~~~~ +~~~~[ + K ~ )~~~~
]

~u~~~~+( 1+K~)?u’~~~
_ k ç ~s.~

t ii_ ( 1+k ~i)~~
_

~u~4!i 1’~~
(9) r ~~~

Las dlfficuhtIs n.noontrIss darts ha resolution di tels .ystimss d’equatlons par uns IntegratIon simple di l’wsont vera I’aval

provient des regions sibsonklus.. Dan. Is cas d’un öooulemint totehemint ,ubaonlqtm, Spa/ru ng (28) r,marque qua l’alhipticite do

problems ni port. capsndam qua aim Ia variable prsalion it gui, ails-cl figle. he problems di conditions Initiates ast bun pail
d’amont in ,il . II eaajIre sian ens nemiui in cause iterative di Is prssslon au count di bah.yagss amont-sval. oà asul Ia champ
di pneuslon sat stoclsC in memoir., at oia h’influenca di I’risal cur I’amont sat pruas sn compti par une technique special. di cor-
macSian di Ia pesuslon, dIcsntrIs vera l’amont. Un. autre technique d’ltlration eat Igslsmint suggIrl. pan Msfsgoub it Bredihew
(30) - Loruque rlnthusna di t’aval set moks. iMrs, Spaldkig propose di. ischnlque. almØIlIees, C l~ tote par ha discrItisation
numIrlqua at per Ii macours I des Iguatioce totalernsnt parabohl.I.s. Pour di. Icoulaments uub.onlquas confines, h’artiflcs condul-
sant I as resiltat an tousle aim I’Idée gus, en as rapprochant ass maximum d’un Icoutomsnt monodlmsnslonnsl, l’shllptlcitI pourra
lIre restnslnts au principi di consisrvatlon dii debit global, it pounma dl, hors It’s traltIe comm. un problem. di condition InI-
tIals .ltSt Ii debit intent thaI. Pnatiquimsnt, Spaldlng Introdult C cit effst un lIgem dedoublement di he variable prussian, dlaeo-

- —— — —.  - 
- . -.
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cuant cell. qui pilot. ‘equation di mouvement longitudinal ainsi que Ia vitess. longitudinsha. de ha pression pilotant es eutris
Cquations, voir ref. ( 24).

Dana he cas supeneonique, on doit noter avant tout qua lea couches limites introduisent toujours des mIgions subsoniquis. La
clé des rIgI.s d’inthuance pamait short It’s indiqude par Baum, Den/son, Ohrenberger (27. 25). lls montrint d’abord par passage
aux variables di vr,n MisIs qua des equations du type indique plus hisut conduisent pour lea tarmcs di plus haut digmé C une equa-
tion di ha chaleur

~~
-
~~

- - A -~-~ 
A = l s— fr11.-1

La problem. parabolisI itt di cc fait mel pose dens es regions subsoniques des couches himites, (A.ut 0), cc qui indiqu~ qu ’une

influence di l’aval cur h’ amont eat pmIsantc dens las equations di Navier-Stokis, indCpendammcnt des termes de démivIes secondes
longitudinahes bt/bx? - termes trés petits it ici nIghigIs. Baum se ramCne C un probléme parabolique bien pose dens ccc regions
cubsonuques da paroi en appliquant des approximations semblables C Ia coucha Iimita ordinaire, wit au premier ordrs bP/’D,~ = 0
soit au sscond - Cette s implification , apphiquée aux seules regions subsoniques, permit b ’integration d’amont en
aval. Le problem. n ate cependant encore mel pose, au sans ou des solutions di branchemint divergentes appamaissent pour des
perturbations nfinitIsimales des conditions initiales, scIon un pmocessus similaire aux couplaget des equations di Prandtl et des
equations d’Eulem supersoniquos, Ivoim section 2.3). Dens Ii cas present, Ic phénomène doit sans doute résulter d’un effet dc
couplage entre les deux problèmes parabo h iques bien poses que constituent let regions subsoniqucs it suparsoniques. Ce phenoméne
itt favorable car ih moncre qu’en depit des approximations faites, Ii modète retenu contient non seulement des solutions d’o~j
l’influcnce di b’aval itt exclue, mais aussi des solution* o11 cclle-ci est présente indépendamment di tous courants di retour.
Lomaqu’alle existe . l’infhuence di I’avah doit être pilotée par une condition aux limites spéciahe, qui peut par example Itrc Ia pres-
sion p (1.) dens Ic cat di he plaque plane supersonique di Iongueur unite (Fig, 6)- Si Ic domain, do calcu l eat suffisamment Iten-
du vars I’amont, cette condition peut mIme en pratique Ctre sxcIdentsine, car ton influence sur l’amont possèdc une décro issance

press~ort p(x)

/ Condi~on

\Y~ 
~~~~~~~~4 A v~~iP~~~

Fig. 6— Aspect des solutions de
- 

branchement on supersonique.
EnveIoppe~ pas ~~ 

-

di I~~~I

exponenti ehle. La parabolisation des equations montre donc qu’C grand Reynolds I’influence di l’ aval cur I’amont dans lea equa-
tions de Navier-Stokes n’cet dominIe ni par let tarmac en bt l_ bxt , ni par has termes di gradient de preesion normaux des ré-
gio ns cubsoniquis. La solution parabolisée exempte d’infhuence de l’aval eat h’envahoppe des prIcédentes, figure. en pointillés sur

Is figure 6. Se determination numenique en tant que telle dimande des t ltonncm ints Iabom ieux . On a pu montrer (251 qu’eIIe

piuS être obtenue dinictement , C Ia simple condition de discrItiser Ia terme bp/’~ 5, dens has regions subsoniques pam des schImas
ne faisant appal gu’aux points situIs en amont di ‘abscissa de calcuh. hndiquons enfin qua Ia resolution d’équations de Navier
Stokes tronqules petit Itme recherché. dens une extension de Ia mCthode des caracteristiques on cc reporters 1 1281 bian que
lea problèmes de couplage ci da branchemant n’y cou nt pas encore rIsohus.

7.4. Coup/ age class/qua couche dissipative en forte interaction

L’Ccoulemeqt t di fluid e parfait cit ici partumbe uniquament dens ass conditions aux limitas, da mIme qua dens Ii couplege
numIriqu. C un domaine Navier-Stokes. Toutefois, las conditions de couplaqe impo.ees étent plus faibles, II eat ici possible di
maccorder en toutc region lea equations d’Euler C d~autres equations sans faire apparaftne d’inconsistance. Catte propnietI eat ix
phoitIe pour limiter his zones diseipatives au strict minimum, en s’appuyant cur les frontier-es physiques habituelles ~ S t~~i des
couches himitas. Li domain, di fluide parfait peut, ou non, avoir pour frontiCnis lee Iignes ~~~~ (x) , mais II doit toujours his
inclu~e. La couphag. eat fort au cans oü it n’est ns.trsint ni I Ia procedure hiörerchisle, ni aux ordras di grendeuns di l’interactlon
faible (voir section 1.1). Las couches dissipative. peuvent inclure des buhlae di dIcollement.

IndIpendemment di l’approximation d’Euter au dill di ~ . 5 ( z ) ,  touts simplification oct fondee cur Ia petitesie di l’Ipais•
usur S - On ipplique sinai aux couches dissipative. tantbt des equations di Navler-Stokss parabotislee dens Ia direction longitu-
dinah Ox , tentôt his equat ions di Prandt h, tantôt us formes integrates di cia mImes equations. 1. formulation des conditions

- . - - - .. - .

~

--.- - --
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - ..

i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ -
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di couphagi ha plus simp le itt reppelée figure 7. On imagine une front ilre tibia ~) .8 (x) oü sont naocordIe. I.. variable, com-
munes aux daux dome inea, I. transient di mass. Item possible he long di S ( z )  au profit di ha couche limit., hI cxliii en S
une discontinuitC des dérivees partielhes qui di.para~t Seulem.nt C Ia limits R ~~~ - La consistance avec lea analyses asyn~to-
tiqu. depend des equations netenu.a pan ha couche dissipative, at sara evoqule plus baa pour cell.. di Prandth. La couphage en
vitiate nommala eat encore couvent écnit au moyen d’une epaieieur di dephacement. Las varIables di coucha limite étent berrIes.
one dens he ripen de parol zO~ ;Ia courbure di ha paroi étant M(’s~•

IUJ (x 5) t dz. dx J(x,5)~ 1+KS

S” [P”](x,S) — f  [
~ 

(x~) — ‘fUcx~~,] .
c
~~

FLUIDE PARFAIT

Fig. 7 — Coup/age classique :
couch, dissipative en forte interaction
fpmfll syrnétrique). 

~~~~~~~ grandesa’a

Cette relation ass axacte, it tout e approximation provient des equations dissipative. servant C calaihar ~a - MIme a’iI s’agit
des equations di Prandth, ha mIthode ne cc réduit pat C ha théorie du second ordre du felt du couphage, suppote fort it non hit-
rerchisI. Ella treite I’infhuence transmise de l’aval par has coumants di nitour at Ihiminc lea sohutions singuhilme. as point di
lament IR fini). Crocco, Lees, Klineberg 131 , 32, 33~ ci WeInbaum-Ga’vine (34, 35) ont montrI qu’alIe contient encore une
influence di I’aval sun l’amont en régime supersonique non dCcollI par Ia biais di solutions di branchement, pourvu qua ha

coucha limite so comporte comme un tubs di courant subsonique ( O/€j5* >0 . couches subcritiques). Dens ha cas contresre
(supercnitiqus). cat effet di couph age dicpamait at soul Ii passage C I’état subcnitique par des sauts di pression discontinus auto-
rise I’inf luence do I’eva l. Ces Clémants nouvsaux par rapport C Ia théorie dc second ordre suffisent C traitar. as mom s qualitati-

vem.nt, he dIcolhement. l’intenection couche limita-onde di choc, lee prochas sillagis aupen,oniquea, lea bords di fuite, etc...
Las premieres mlthodes, citées plus haut, tnaitaient Ia couche himit e haminaina di Pnondt l par see éguations integral.. dynamiques
it thermique~ voin (38). L’adjonction d’une equation intIgrale auxihiaira (energie cinItiqua) permattaut d’utiliser has relations irate-
gralee des sohj tions di similitude sans faire I’hypothése que h’écoulement soit localemant semblable. Li fluid, parfait superionique.
enfin, était rIduit I une onde simple. GénCrahement subcnitiques pour une paroi adiebatiqua, lea configurat ions pouvaienut lire
nanduas espencritique. poum dis perois trés refroidies. Ce rIeuhtat semble rnaintenant inexact C ha humilre di traitements plus
raffinés di. equations di Pnandtl (36), mais l’erreur affacte essenti.lhem.nt Ia voisinage immIdiat du saut do pra,uion anormsl di

ccc resolutions. Lee configurations supercnitiqu.s deviennent en mevenche plausibhes dens he ca. turbulent øü ella. constitu.nt Ia

situation ha plus frequente, at ih nous sembha 137 1 qua lea saute di preesion tie cia solutions sont alone an rapport avic uni pIne-
tnation des ondes de choc dens Ia coucha limit.. Ajoutons enfin qua diverse. verianta. ont éte prapoiees pour I, treitament intI-
gal des equations di Prendtl, voin par exemphe (46, 47).

Glob.lament, has réauhtata dci mlthode. intégrehes supirsoniques hemineiras sont tres fsvorabhss (39 , 401. .auf pour ha predic-
tion die flux di chaleur. Leur tnanaposition direct. au c turbulent. dont on trouuere un. revue détaihléi dane (41) sat mom s
sat i.faisante. Las méthodes ont etc etenduas aux probllm.s subsoniquss at trensaoniqu.s par Klirr.berg it Stager (42) en utihisant
une mlthode di resolut ion iterative do fhuidi parfait at di ha couch, limits. Des mlthodes di mIme nature rlsolvant lea Iquatlon.
di Prandt l par differences finies ont aus$1 ate tabl lea, en esipersoniqus puis en subsoniqua, you pam axampla (43, 44 45). La per-

fsctionnsm.nt dices mIthodss grIce I des equations plus comp letes qua cehles di Prandth a felt h~obj.t di divers.s etudes. Notons
Ia rech.rchs d’uni mIthode integrate haminsirs précis. au second ordrs par O’occo (48). l’lntroductlon d’un gradient di preiulon
normal den. des mIthode. aux difflrencas (27, 28. 30), Ia subdivision di ha coucha hmite en tine couch. rotationnelhs non vi.-
queue, at una coin-couch, do Prsndtl (36, 48, 50), On dolt remarquer qua cite dimike solution eat une .l nehhflcation di ha

prItedsnte, it gui ion invistig.tion itt dimeuree imperfauts darn he cholx di ha sois-couche. Mentionnons enfin qu’ih eat pousibis
do mod liser un gr*II.nt di pr.ssion normal dens his mlthodus intlgrahes. On is reportira I lanalyse donnEs par HoI~~s (38)
voir aussi (SI . 62j. La rliultat he plus intkass.nt dine tine Salle apptodii eat slots Ii diaparitlon des compotiaments haminaires
supercritique., ain.l gui di. sauts di prssion gum hsur sont eusociM loqsqu. bIl.4j~ 0 .

- -
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Ptobl.me ax~~n.: Eqjohans d’EULER
FtUIOE PARFAIT EN INTERACTON 1 ConudIlon lociha di Couplog :

r
•)~ 

bi,la,e).v~ ..~~~I;.,u(z.,). -)

- - ~ - -‘ - - -- -~~~~~ ~i?”~ -

-~ -

• 

(~~Wsehsoninls c~vars 1
Fig. 8 — Coup/age classique option du f/ tilde parfait pro/ongd a Ia pami.

L’inclusion d’uni equat ion de quantité di mouvemant normahe dens las mnéthodis intégrahis constitua capendant leur éhémant
ha plus erbitreire, attaché C un choix sommaire di profils di pression statiqua p (s ) -  Nous pansons qu’il est pour catta raison plus
satisfaisent at plus simple d’epprocher p19) en prolongeant le calcu h di fluida irrotationnel axtame C l’mntérieur di Ia coucha
limite f 0< ~ -c ~ooJ . Tecitemant , cc procédé est utilisé da longua data en calculant has effats visqucux par ghissement du fluide
parfait sum I’épaisseur da dIplacament. II ignore l’inf luence des effets notationnels sum Ia prassion statiqua mais fournit , régime

hypersonique exclu, una bonna estimation da cah le-ci dens he region externe di Ia coucha dissipative. oü he gradient normal prend
aftectivement di l’importence. Dun point do vue pretique, Ii formalisma dis mCthodes intégrahas a ~P/a~j— o petit alors être
conse rve. On mésoti d let equations di bilans globaux dane he direct ion longitud inala sans ajou ter di termes nouveaux par rapport
aix equations de Prandtl, meis, au lieu di pihotar has Iquetions par Ii pression externe p , he gradient de prassion
hongitudinel eat relive dans Ic prolongemant fictif du fluida parfait, he long de se frontiCne, placéa C ha cote ~~ Yc~ de ha
paroi. Dens he ces subsoniqua, Ic prolongemant du fluide parfait jusqu’C Ia surfacc de dCplacamcnt L ‘)‘(~ )~. S*~~) peut suffire,
at une étude expérimentahe détaillée ( S3~ du recollemant subsoniqui derriere una martha nous a montre que Ii champ di pression

~ I , ~ I, h’epaiaseun di quantite di mouvement 8 . at cc paramètne de forme 1.4 vérifient indiffércmmant les daux
equations globalis

.
~~~~~~~~ + ~~~~(ii +~~)  ~~ c~- ~~~~~~~~~ -

~~

+ ~~ (H +a) .1 .~~~~- =dz U dz (xv) 2,

Ia vitesse di Iluidi parfait prolongee u(x , ~‘) etant calcuhIa en admettant qua p~~~,$ ) c t~~Cu’~.,o) - En supersonique, nous avons
montrI (37) quo he prolongement du flu ida parfait doit Itre effectué juaqu’I Ia paroi [Y(x.) — a 3 - at qua da cetta maniCre on
acquiert ii certitude d’Ihiminer dens tous las cas las comportaments supercritiques qui semaient presents avec lea mImes equations en
consirvant Y . & (x ) .  Dens cc. ces diffic iles oü die sauts de pression supercmitiques-subcritiques sons presents dana le fhuidi parfait
en Y • ~ Ix) , Ia distribution di pression continue p (x~, o ), obtenue dana ha cahcul couple per prolongament du fluida parfait en
)/ o , petit toutafois s’Cc.rtem encore de Is prawon effective C Ia paroi ~~~~ o) . La correction nCcessaire [p(a,o) — ~~

petit ahors Itra calculI. I postemioni as moyan des equations de quantitI de mouvamant normales visqucusas at non viaqucuses. ainsi
.imphifiees

p(x ,o) — _ (~.$**) [?u’.~~~~(.~~)] ~~, o)

Pious avona pci ( 54) sun ces bases I paine plus complexes qua lea méthodes clessiqu.s da Lees-Re.vea-Khineberg, traiter Ii probléme
du dIcolhament turbulent sum une ramp. supersoniqua avec tin rCsultat ssmbls-t-iI aes.z compCtitif par rapport aux solutions Navier-

— —-------- - -‘—-- - - - -
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Stokes actuelles (Fig. 9). L’Iquetion di l~entrainemint eta utihiséa pour equation integrala auxihiaire. L’intaract ion, partout subcniti-
qua, eat directement stal )iliséi par Ia condition dp/o~~ o imposCa a I’eval.

P
-

~~~~ 6~~~~~~~~_ _

Choc ,bhiqu~ ~1

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~25• 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ENCEJ

NAVIER-StoitEs - ti,
’ 

~~
d’

~3 TiftUISfl CI ~~~~~~ • Ecp .~inc.(LAW)

Couch. Iirn~I ILEBALLEURI

— — - - Nov(.r-Siok.s

2 •.‘ / —
,

/• J (WE RLE-B ERIKE) 

-
0,90 0,95 1 1~ 5 ttO 115 1.20 5

Fig. 9 — Interaction choc-couche limite turbulente (ramp. supersonique).

La prolongement du calcuh di fluide parfait C l’inténieur de ha couchia dissipative demande un réexame n de Ia formulation du
probhCme couple. schImatise figure 8 pour I’option du ~‘coupIage C Ia paroi” . Excepte en presence di couches dissipativas libres
(silleges), Ia geometric du domeine de fluidi parfait eat connue, at Ia d ifficu ltC associCe au positionnement de Ia surfa ce librc
itt Climinée . Cetta simplification a eté n-cisc C profit pour lea calculs transsoniques de profils (55, 16). La pro J èmc da fluide par-
feit cat inuajal dens ha mesura 0/i ses conditions aux limitis na sont ni di type direct [u’( x., c i connu ] , ni de type inverse
[ u (~ ,o ) connuj - Las conditions de couplage sont a priori des relations complexes j R,,. hiant les variables visqueuses et non

visqueuscs du domaine ~~~~~~~ équivalentas C h u n  raccord au loin da Ia paroi, par axemple en .9 g - La relation 3R~ détarminante
pour Ia pour Ia problCma da f)uidi parfait assure he maccord des vitesses normales. Elle eat habituelhemant condensI. en introduisant
tine Cpaisseur do déplacement. Si on adopte pour celle-ci une definition conventionnelle, ha condition de couplage C Ia paroi est dC-
duite du reccordimant en ~ , des equations di continuitC visqucuses at non-visquauses, at di dévahoppement de Tay lor des gran-
deurs non-visqueuses. Si 0< Y x  ~, 6(2c.)

8~’.fru] (x,Y) =f [ ~~
U (ZY)  - ?u 1.d~

= + ~~ ~~~~ -i-. ~~~~~~~- +
[U] (~ -~Y) dx. V 1’ ~U d~ (~,y)

On ratrouvi dens las daux premier s termas du dCvaloppement las conditions classiques dc glissiment stir Ia surface de dCplace-
mint. ou da source Iquiveh.nte C Ia paroi

[?cr] (sC, o) = -
~
;:- { ~ +

La dCvaloppement himitC en consistent asymptotiquament (R-.’ai) avec ha thIonie du second ordre, Nous avons montrI j 37j
qu ’il ‘iii aussi avac ha triple couche hamineire, cc qul pareR vehider son amp(oi pour des interactions fortes. On doit enf in ramerquer
qua he condition da source I ha paroi prIcedinte n est epproximative qu’en raison di ha definition conventionnehle choisie pour 5*,

Une definition plus gInIrehe prend en compti Ia variation suivent O~ di h’écoulement non visqueux

(x,o) (2,9) ~“!‘~

F..!. ~~~~~~~~ 5*
[U (zo) d~~ ~u � x .j (~a,o)
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Cetti relation eat rigouneuse, ne feit appal qu ’aux equations de continuité visqueuscs et non visqueusas, C l’edhCrence visqucuse
?(x,o)ao ct au raccordemant :

° = ~~~~~~~~~~ 
[~~~~(~~~ )

_
~~~~ tasi~~

}

Ehhe itt apphiceble quehhes quo soient has equations dynamiqucs at thermiques du domaina visquaux, at mCme si he rapCna ~~~~n’est pas tangent I ha perot. Ghobalement, sachant qua ~~~~~~ depend essantiallemnent do [
~

] (x.,e) , ha condition aux himites
di couphagc I he paroi est du type

~~~~
, [ tT (x 0) i 

(~~)(xio)]

On aurait pci attendre une relation Symetnique en u at i.r . ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ - La relation dissymItrique rCelho proviont
du changement d’échclhe an 

~ 
inherent au phInoména physique de couch. dissipative, independamment des equations uti)isées pour

ha calculem.

~2. 1.5. Mëthode~ simplifiies

Signahons pour terminer l’existenca dc mCthodes trés simphifiées dens ha prise an compta des affets visqueux, pour des Ccoule-
mants 0/i los techniques précédentes sont encore peu devehoppCas, comma las Icoulemants présantant des decollements generahises.
Lea approximations sont gCnCralemants fondéas sun has equations de Prandtl pour ha prediction dat points do separation, at stir des
modéhisations trés apCcifiquas des décollcments. On peut par example racharcher ha frontièra d’urre eau morte isobare, ou encore mode-
hiser he sillage d’un profit dCcrochC comma tin jet hibre issu d’une repartition prCdCtarminCe de sources ct , o I, disposCes sum les
regions décoilles du prof il. On renvoit dans cc cas C quatre méthodis typ iques (56. 57, 58, 59). Outre hour manque da genCrahitC ,
cas méthodcs sont surtout insuffisantes au voisinage des points de separation.

Ramarquons enf in que des approximations do mIme nature sons souvant insIméas dans has méthodes évoquéas en L4. Dans he cas
du prof II trenssonique on note par example l’abscnce da calcul du sillage (60, 61) l’ajustemant empiriquo do ha prcssion au voisinage du
bord de fuitc (60), Ia modIhisation di 5’ pour des dIcollemants lepers (61 ) , he traitemant sommaire de l’interaction couche himite -

onde da choc par Itahamant arbitmairi de he compression (16. 55, 60, 611, ha recours a des mIthodes numeniques non conservatives
(55, 60. 61).

2. Progres dens l’enahyse “Fhuide Parfait — Equations di Prendtl”
2. 1. Inclusion des mode/es asymptotiques (R-.’~~)

Remarquons tout d’abord que ha consistence des mCthodes da calcul avac cot mnodClas n’est pas indispensable, puisque dans has
applications R ass toujours (m i. Ella foumit nCanmoins tin guide mathematiqua pour l’appmoximation at ‘estimation da h’arreur, ainsi
que pour he hiCrerchisation des diverses Ichalhes do longuaur. Notons quo si l’échclhe S no pouvait Itre rehiée a R 1, ii serait alors -. -nIcassaira pour definir les lois do simihitudos da faire appal, comma la suggere Rom (62), C daux nombris da Reynolds distincts , R
it (S .R ). Las affets d’un chengem.nt d~échalhe de ha couch. dissipative S , at d’un changemant da pression generatrica par example,
ne soraient alors plus semblabhes. La mIme question pourmait so poser C propos des échehlas de turbulence, si tes conditions initiahes
Iteient choisies hors di l’Cquihibre 

~
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Fig t O— Ramp. sup.rsoniqu. d6colléa — coucise ~q T. ~560 R
Conrport.m.n asymptouque himi~e 2,5
(Vats. - War/a).
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En laminaire. un pmogrès Iongtemps controvcrsC a Ite do voir que l’usaga des equations de Prandtl avac un couphaga fort (Rena-
tion air S I  suffit C sortir des himites de Ia thCoric du second ordre , at C inclure des modIhcs asymptotiques plus comphets, voin (9, 101.
La plus notable eat he triple couche, dont on petit verifier qua sea equations sont incluses dens cellos do Pnandth f63(, at pour haqualla
he ghissement sun ha surface 5’ convantionnalle est consistent 1371• Werlé, Vats., Burggraf (631 so sont de plus assures numIriquament
de ha convergence uniformo des claux approchas lorique R-~~ (Fig. 10). Outre has probhémas da dCcoffement suparsonique, l’inclusion

do ha structure en triple coucho eat uno ganentic pour ha bond di fuite Iemineira ( 16), dCcollemant naissant inctus. Pour he bond di
fuite turbulent, il sembla qu’une inconsistence (16) apparaisse C l’ordma &~~(Iorsque S .i.’o,R’..~~), voir section 1.1.

2.2. Adaptation aux ëcoulemants complexes — Prof/I transsonique

Initiahiment rIservées aux Ccouhimants supersoniques par onda simple C dIcollement unique, les progrès des mCthodas numCri-
ques (section 3) ont permis l’adaptation aux dCcohhements multiples supersoniquas (64 ) ainsi qu’aux Ccoulements trés genCraux des
méthodes di relaxation pour I’Cquation du potential. La figure 11 rappalha ha méthode proposCe per Me/n/k, Chow, Mead (16) pour
l’excmpla typique du profih portent turbulent non dCcohlI. Ella ihlustra ha possibihitI pratiquc de rIunir sous une memo modChisation

Condition di a
F d Conditions do touts:

Fig. 11 — Chnditions de coup~~~ — 

• d x

Prof/I portent turbulent noi. ~o’co//6 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
. sinqulcrite di 1 /
BOF(b di FUhIE : K-~~. I courbur’e sihlagatF,G,H*1

des phCnomInas divers (couch. himita, bond de fuita, sillaga - - .~, et da résoudna he probhIme da fluide parfait ainsi parturbC sans
qu’une conisaissance initiale sum ha solution rae soit nCcessaire. Sur he profih, has iffats visquoux sont pris in compte par tine vitasse
normala non nulle. Li sillego so menifeste par tine coupure introduisant des sauts di vitiates normahes et tangeratielles, traduisant
pectivemerit lea effets d’epaisseur at di courbure da ha couch. dissipative, On a enfin schématisC par dos fonctions corractrices F, C~ ,
H, lea modifications apportCas par Melnik au voisinage du bord de fuita, modifications resultant d’une analyse asymptotique locale.
Nous avons montrI dana he cas non portent ( 54) qua cc type de méthode peut Itre annichi d’un traitement des bu lh es do dCcolhe-
mints, et d’uni pnisa en compte “objective” de l’intenaction couch. himitc - onde de choc, moyennant une adaptation locale dos
mailhages a h’tch.lha de ha coucha himite , at l’usaga d’un cahcul non-visquaux conservetif (Fig. 12).

~ Choc ]~ I ‘ I” ~

‘ 

~~

Q2 . .

01 
~~~ 

___~~ f~ij ~ dliI~ ~~~~ 4 ‘ — — — ——

I I _l ilII.i_ j i I i  —T 1- 1 IIfl!1 ‘ ‘ 1  ‘

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0, 5 0.6 0,7 0,8 de~’c~(lemenl I C

Fig. 72— Interaction turbulent. tranasonique — Profil symdtriqu. (pet/tea perturbations).

2.~ lnfluanc. amont sans d~colI.m.nt en supersonique

L’existence di cc phenomena démontne l’importenca methemet iqua da I’effet da couplaga dens un cahcul visquaux-non viaqueux,
Mis I jour per las Ctudet di Crocco, Lees, Reeves, Khin.barg, iii etC CtudiI en perticuhlar pen N iland, Gary/ne, Weinbaum (34, 35),
at correspond C l’existanca do sohutions di brenchements dlvergentes pour Ia probhime di conditions initiahes. toutes las fois qua ha
couche diteipative en subcnitiqua. II eat Iquivelent di dire que h’on obtiant paradoxehamsnt un pnobhIme di conditions initieles mel
p0,1 per couphage d’Iquations hyperbohlquas it p.nabohiqu.s, at qu ’ih dolt Itre nemplecé per un pmobhCme aux himites comportent

_ _ _ _ _ _ _- — - — - ‘ 
-
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tine condition C h’ aval (Fig, 6). On pourra se reporter C (37). Indiquons qu’il s’agit d’un phenomCme contenu dans des Cquationa
l,néaures , Pu, mCsulte da ha forma pamticuhiCre de ha relation do couplageJ~, Cvoquée section 1.4. Posant $:IT/u at notant Ii
nombre da Mach visqueux, on obtient en intlgrant hot equations de Prandth da ~~ O ~ avec ec~.o)~o

B=f ~~~~~~~ d~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~

L’expression di C correspond au cat isoCnorgetiqua, at ha singuherite associCe a PIi.o acre ici leissée de cAtC, Dc memo, dens
une mCthode intCgrahe, ha condition oux himitas imposée au fluide parfait s’écrit schCmatiquamemit, voir (37)

[ D1. 9 (xo~ = ~ ee D~ f~
_} 

~~~~ 
+

oij D4,D, ,t~ dependent du nombre de Mach dens he fluida parfait f ’i (x ,o I einsi qua de I’état local de (a coucha limite, L’ennu-
hation do tt~ correspond C ha singuharité do décollemant , cello do t~ aux points critiques do Crocco, Lees. L’éhCmant important eat he
canectére quasi-hinéaire intro 9 at dpfd~ di ces relations. Si ha fluida parfait supersonique ast una onde simple,. iI an résultc

= .~ !_ (FIuuós P0rFø~t) ‘IjA =

— —~~~~~ - ‘~~~~~~
— + C (E q. d’ inberoCtion, )

La solution hunCarusCa locale O’ C+k.e exphiqua has solutions do bmanchamant divergentes horsque B>o
(no encore D4 ,~~~~ ‘O). Dens he cat d’un sihlage ajpersoniqua ou M ( v.. , ~~) no s’annuhe pat , ‘integral. B pout servir C carac-
ten ser he comportement subcritiqua ( B>o ) ou supercritique ( Be .o ) at nemphacar he definition do Crocco, Lees. Toutis has
fo is qu’une configuration eat subcritiqua, ha solution doit ltre stabihisée par tine condition imposec C h’ avah . ayant una influence
décroissante vars h’amont (branchament). Si Ia region subcritique so poursuit C (‘aval par urn region supercnitique, ha condition sore
celle de rlgulanite au oil (point critique) séparant has deux regions, II s’agit de 9~ C ou e— ~iI)4 dans l’analyse ci-dessus, Si
ha region subcmitique so prolonge C I’infini avah, Ia condition gCnerahement choisia sera d’imposar he ratoum C ha solution esympto-
tique d’,nteraction faibla, c’est-C-dime dp/d~ .. 0 dans (a cas di ha rampe supersonique. II eat anf in important di notar que hi
signe di B ast tributaire do I’Cpaissaur physique S do he couche dissipative, Nous avons indique (3

~1 qua l’incartituda associCa
devait Ct re Cvitée an s’attachent C ha relation .~~s effactiviment apphiquCe au fluide pertait sun so frontiCne, On nedéfinit alors une
nouvella intégrahe B qui diffCre salon qua ha frontière est en S , an 6’ , ou C ha paroi, Dens cc dernier cat

= 2im J Mcxi~)_ Mcx. ,i~) ~ 
P4 çm,~) : non.viSqutuX ‘~~ - -

s — ’ 0 ~pMt M’ : vhiqu.ux

Cette expression gerantit des interactions toujours aubcnitiques ( 8>0), Ia modChe di couplage devanent ainsi toujours ehhip-
tique, comme has equations de Naviar-Stokes ellea-mémes,

2.4. Décollement — Singularité at influence arnont

Une part ie des diff icultls associl.s au decohhement provient des analyses esymptotiques, Pour l’intoract ion feibla, he pression eat
imposee aix equations do Pnandth gui manifest ent shor t tine singularitl en racina carreo (

~ 
au voisinage du point de frottiment “ul ,

(.�!..‘\ (~r) n’étant pat barnes. Dens he cat haminaira incompressibhe, (a derivat ion des equations l’~~aIas‘OacI!pe ’ dx 1
• foumit C ha perou

1~3 -~~~-~ -. ~~~~~~~

La ~nguIanite ~ disparait qua si s’annuhe au dlcolhomant , cc qul no petit ltre he cas pour urn distribution
emont p (~) quelconque. Line nag. di cetto singuharite oat aussi presence dens lea méthodas intlgrales usuellas f 37), Ia condition
do rlguh.nitl aix points correspondents Ctant de Is forme

— —— - —.- .
-~~~~- - - - . 
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S ’ -~~- = cste .~- - - ~-dx.

La singulanitl disparait sitôt he couplege fort dot equations de Prancft h au fluid. pemfait rCtabhi , puisque h’histoire amont p(x~
do he preasion ast influencet per ha region décolléa. y compris an régime supemsonique (section 2.3), at gui lea conditions da singu.
lenitC Cnoncéas ci-dassus peuvcnt Itre satisfaites. A ha limite R-.~ , - ha model, en triple couch. foumit da cotta fecon dat solu-
ti ons dlcollles, mais he franchissement du “point de separation” n’est pat rlghe, puisque he triple couch. touta entilre to nCduit C
un point si R-.”co - Caste difficultC esymptotique disparaft dens (as cahcuhs pratiques oü R eat fini, it ou des couches himitas

couiern5’nt couronts
d~.ct -~~~~~~~~~~

H .-
~~

-. M..0 ~.L.2,08~d10
4

~ 
4-. — eRILEY (~quahons de NAVIER-STOKES)

6 .~~~ - CAR TERIOquOhOSIS di PRA1CTL )
~.0,~~~O(c uui,..wnit

~v~~i

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

‘

c~) Epoisseur do ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~ 
2 

, ,.~‘ 0,47

® Frofl.men~~mpos~ . 

-
_____________ 

0,1 0,2 0,3 0,4 Q5 L

Fig. 13 — Décollemenr incompressible — Solution des equations do Prandtl (Carter).

inslrent des bullet di dec -~emant pcuvent Ctre rCsohuet. La conaparaison aux solutions Nevier-Stokos ass favorable (Fig. 13), ci
h’on paul en outme dCmon’rar que has solutions reguhiCres, Navier-Stokes ou bien Prandtl, décollent da ha pamoi sous l’engle p tel
qua

= lJo viar~Sboke.S

~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~
La probhCme couple n’étant pat singuhier, has difficultés numeriques essociées aux buhlas déco(Iées proviannent du souci do

maintenir dissocils lea calculs do fluide parfait it de couch. limit.. Trois solutions de couche himite ont etC envisagées. La premiere
rlsoud las equations do couch. himite instationnairas (65) pour urn prassion p(x.) issue d’un cahcuh do fluide parfait stationnaina.
En principe. teul he respect des conditions de compatibihitl au point di décollement autorise un état stationnaire himite réguhiar , at
he pression p (x)  doit Itra ajustla C cat affet . La seconde methoda consisto C dCvehopper des calculs chassiques do couch. himita
stationneino oà p (z. ( eat donné (calculs directs). Klineberg, Stager [66) ont montrl dens cc cat qua he passage du point de dlcoh-
lement eat numémiquement hasardeux , mém. si ha hoi p(x ) imposée oat effectivemant cehle qui, par tin. autre technique, stir ha
mIme maihlage , avec is mImes equations discrCtisées, conduireit C urn solution reguhiera. hI nous semble utile dens l’axphoitation des

celcuhs do couch. limito classiqua au voisinage do C1 — 0 do noter qua I’obtention do cc point résuhto plus souvent d’una divergence numC-
rique qua du traite,Taent do ha singuhanité en recina carrla, it que di cc fait he dlcohhimcnt na pout Itre “prédit” qua si ha divergence
numIrique r.nforco ha dlcroissanca di C1. Da phus, dens do nombreuses méthodas intégreles, ha singuharite et I’ennuhation di CF ne
coincident pat nigourousemant. Line extension do cat cehcuhs directs aix regions décolhées a Cal suggIrée par Gay. Assassa at Pletcher ,
D.ncoy (61). Au lieu d’imposor p(zJ, Is imposent he vitessc longitudinele extarne M(atI, rahiee C p(i~) par he relation da Bemouilhi

.1 .~~E. + u +c5 dx. 1. dx dat’
J (cc,~)

La pnession pis) su voisinage du dCcohhement peut Sinai ltne adeptee, puisque he termo ‘T’~~/bz , hebituelhement négligeable, devi.n-
drait m i m i an cat di singulemitC. Le tro isiCme technique di calcul eat dite inverse. La rlgularitC dot aoiutions eat obtonue en feisant do
p ( )  tin rIsultat du calcuh, moyannant (• donnée di S o u  Cf par examp le (88,66,69). Lea m ttaodes précédantes (67) se rettechent

donc era tilt C cotta catAgoni•. On renvoit C Carter (69) pour tine analys, fine des changemints di schemes numlmiques dens es regions de
natour (influence avel), des itltations di relaxation, du maintien di he dominance diegonale des matrices dens he décolhement,di he vaheur
di ra~~ oxii,aatmo~ ”fl.ra”. Due C Reyhn.r, Flugg,lotz (43), Cette dirnlCne consiste C neghiger lea termes convectifa u’

~%~5 at
dens (as zones di retour pour sa nenianer C un problCme di conditions initiehes. Voim aus$1 Ceb.ci (70). La conclusion do Carter eat di
recommender a method. a ~‘I.J tixC, celle-ci êtant ahsement bntroduita par tine transformat Ion di a tonctlon di courent

s3~ (x ,~ ) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
a~ec

- .- - - ~~~—-.- - 
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Los mlthodes de couch. himite inverses treitent l’influence do l’aval convectCe par es courants do retour , saul dens h ’ epproximat ion
flare. L.a part essentiohle do ‘influence amont paraft des Ions contenue dans ha condition aux himites impose., 8”(z.) , issue du couplage fort
au fluid. parfait. L’etlet de couphage semble ici do nouveau Came determinant. I) y a en effet urn forte présomption (44, 71, 70) pour que
I. calcul do couch. himite direct C p(z) f i xé soit mel pose d’emont en aval dens les regions dCcollées. si l’approximation Flare ou bien si
urn méthode intégraha sont utihiséas. L’axamen d’une resolution mntégrahe instationneira, C plsc) fixe, nous a montré )37)que (‘urn des
directions camacteriat iques du système dans ho plan (x .t)  s’omianta vems l’amont dens has régionsdCcollles. lIen résulta qu’une condition
aval excédentaima doit Itre ajouala homsque he calcul n’inchut pat he nicollomant, S’il (‘inclut, ha condition eat automat iquemont remplacee
par ha condition do régulanité des solutions au recollement, dont ha róhe majaur cat ainsi preserve.

2.5. Interact ion couche limite - ond. de choc

Las equations de Prandtl couplées n’éhiminant aucune influence do l’avah sur l’amont (sections 2.3 ci 2.4), he traitemant da h’intoraction
couch. himite - onda de choc eat automatiqua C ha double condition qua Ia discrCtisation numlrique soit C l’échehle des phCnomenes, at
qu’e(le preserve l’infhuence de l’ aval . Dc plus, un progres important dana ha formulation des méthodes numemiques nécentes )44 , 54, 64)
permet do traitar des prob(èmes bien poses oü has interactions peuvant Itra multip les et apparaisscnt d’alhcs mImas. Globalamant , has
rCsultats quantitatils paraissent fiabhes dens he cas haminaire IFig. 14). Pour los méthodes inteqrahes turbulentes, l’as-nChioration do ha tom
mulation par prolongement du fluide parfait C (a paroi apporte tin progrès notable (Fig. 9 -  12), quantitativement at quahitativament
(suppression des sauts de pression supercnitiques). Pour let methodes aux differences, outre has approximations da couplage et he traitenaent
des ondea de choc internet C (a couch. himite, let problCmes C faire progresse r touchent aux insuffisances des modéhisations do ha turbu-
lence et de a transition, exactement comma dens he cas des equations do Navier-Stokes.

P

~~~::e~io
4 

~~~~~~~~~~~

2,2 i’,, •i~_ ___________

, 131 R ,‘ [[AMINAIREJ

1.8 
• E p r ~~,c. Fig. 14 — Interaction choc’cou:ho limite laminaire :

(I.e.lS ’KUBOTA-LEES) Rampe supersonique (Werle - Vats.).
1.4 - SCA RIER)

- — Couch. bmi~
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i i  ____________________________
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3. Progrés dens has méthodes numlniques di couplage fort

3.1. MCthodes de rCtonnement en supersonique (Marching)

Le couplaga des equations da Prendtl at d’Euher, aussi bien quo (a parabohisation des equations da Navier-Stokes , conduisent he plus
souvent, en supersonique, C des problèmes de conditions initiales mah poses, hIs sons capendant faiblement mel pose, puisqu’une sauhe
condition stabi(isatrrce aval eat gCnCralement stiff isante. Rappelons ici quo caSte propriCtC a été hargement exploitéo dans los méthodes
anciennoa pour ignorer he problème aux himites at respecter Ia condition aval par tCtonnements suocassifs sum has conditions unitmales.
Celles-ci Itasent connues C tin panamCtre da perturbation prCs, qui était traité comma urn valour propre. Son aft m oment progressif permct-
ta rt d’mntlgmer de plus en plus loin yams l’avah he probhCme mal pose. Vain (27, 33, 43, 38). La precision numérique nécassaire air ha valour
propre devenant souvent prohibitive, he domaine di calcul divait en pret ique se rlduire eux souhas regions di fortes interaction visqueusa,
supposées locehiséea C h’ evance at treitéu indépendamment h’une eprls I’autre, Dens la ces dos méthodas intlgrahes oà he condition aveh
ltait tin point col (pt. critique), un premier progBs applicable pour ccrteina écoulements simples a ete d’intégrer dens he plan do phase, en
partant du coI it on nemontant vans l’amont (voir (41)). D’un point de vuo pratique, ha recouns C cat techniques pout meintenant Itri
Cvité.

3.2. M*hod.s pseudo’inj tat/onn./,,s

Deux mlthodes mlcent.s dice type doivent Care notles. La premier, eat sugglrée per Brll.y, Mc Donald (65) pour has buh las di dec01’
lament en Incompressible. Elle eat fondèe sum ha resolution dii equations instationnaimot veritable, di ha criuch. limit.. La mlthodo eat
pleudo-instationnarre car, C cheque pa. do tampa di couch. limite, he flulde parfait itt rl,iustl comma un lcouhement stationpain. ejbissent
l’effet di diphacament Ia plus rlcamment calculC. La tachnlque n est juatifiée qua par l’obt.ntion di solutions statlonnaires. Les résultats
obtsnua our des maillag.. asses lCches parai,aent encourageents, at sont peu ahtérls ii as Iquatlons di couches himites sons remplacess par

- •_.~1._ _ -
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cehles di N vier-Stokas. Las solutions di couche limite non couphCas ont un comportement anonmel dens he region décolféa malgré (‘eppro.
cha mnstat ionneire.

La second. methode est celled. WoN., Vats. (44 , 63, 64 1 pour has ecouhemninta décollés supersoniques. La fluide parfait rn pout Came
quelconque, son cahcul Ctant réduit C tine relation pmeasion.dévietion du typo onde simple (Prendth’M.yir, diOdre tangent ...). La méthoda
résoud per differences finies has equations di Pmandtl, couphEos ai fhuidi parfait prolonge juaqu ’C he surface di déphacement. Par rapport
eux méthodis suporsoniqu.s entCnioures, I’apport fondamcntah cIa Warle, Vatsa eat d’abandonner (as mPthodcs di tCtonnemont. et do me.
soudra directement tin problCme eux limits. Pour he mampe supersonique. he condition aux himites evah peut par example consister C Cgaler
au dernier point C he pente do he rampe. Schématisant lergement, he gradient de prassion di ha couchi himito pout s’exprimar on
fonction cIa d’&

~dxi grCce C (a relation do fluidc parfait, at donner :

d’8° —+ B1(x,9)’~~
-
~~- —

Cotta relation entma I. profil di vitesse ti (x., ~ ) at 055 rendue instationnaina, puis résohue par urn méthode do direction ahtemnée :

(
~
f )

at4 
+ 

~~~ [(del 
is 

— z ( f l t~ i
s)]

~L r’ (
~ r 

+ 

~~ 
- -k (f1 - P114)]

La premier demi’pas di tempt correspond C un calcul amont’avah da couch. himita classiquc. La pression y asS momentanement figéa
C cello du tampa is et unto procedure spéciale est requite pour passer has décollaments. La second demm-pas do tempt diffuse d’amont en
aval has variations di E”, donc de pression. La convergence Ott assez rapide (10 C 80 iterations). La mCthode ass ha pramièrc technique
aipersonique opéretionnelle d’un point do vuo pratique, applique. par example C des dècohlements successifs air urn paroi sinusoidalc.

3.3. Méthodes stetionnaires iterative:

L’idée eat d’iténer sun lea cahcuha stationnaires visqueux et non.visqueux. Dens h’itération dirccte, ha pnession p(xl oat imposec C ha
couche limit. qui calcu(e (e dCplacoment ~~~~~~~ Cohle-ci appliqués au fhuide parfait (cahcu h direct) fournit una nouvelle pression p(x4.
etc . .. En cat d’usagi d’une méthode de relaxation ohIo-memo iterative pour he fluide parfait , Lock (551 a suggére do méler has deux ité-
rations, at do cahculor ha couche limit., par example toutos las 10 iterations de relaxat ion. La procéde n’est simple qu’en apparenca. La
pnession doit Ctra dénivCe pour calculom ha couch. himita. La convergence n’ost ni optimisée, ni mCma assure.. Los décollements rn peuvant
Ctr, traitCs.

Brune, Rubbert, Nark (72) ont pour cotta raison propose do hinéanisa r has cahculs di fluide parfait at cIa couch. himite au voisinage
di l’itération is , at d’Cveluer has matrices d’influence correspondantas P°ot B° Considérant let valour’s discrétisCos sr, p~ (fluide
parfait) at P~ ,

‘p~ (couch. himite), on a

‘p ,(~*a _ ~~) Flt.udt. P~sr~~tt

- - Ffl C~~~~~~~~ Lunrte

Pertant di veleuns ~~~~~ ~~ 
,p’

~, .~~ qul peuvent Ctra distinctes pour ho fluid. parfait at he couch. (imiti, on petit short
determiner ha solution exacte du problem. couple hinCariat 8’~°~ , , qui s’ixprime matniciellamont par

— ~~
°‘

~~ p~ ~~
. (t 

_.2ui,.~~syl [!“(~“
_
~“~) +‘P’

~~~
’ (p~

_
~~1t)

]

+ ~~~~R 

[~r~
n_

~
n
~ +(p’~~— P ”) ]

- - - , , lW-i ..., lWi
Deux nouveaux calcuhs di fhuhde parfait at di couch. limit. sont effectuCs .vec pour conditions nesp.ctives B’ at p

Di nouvelles matrIces d’influences at sont réestlme.s, etc - . . SI lea effets di couplags sont feiblament non- hinCeines ,
I. convergence eat rapid.. Cheque itCaation ass oomplaxa.Ehh. demanda h’inveraion d’une m.tnlce phehna (I -T~Za~’), at surtout
h’sstimatlon des matrices d’Influsnces r at . CelIa-cl requiems genérshament I. rdeohutlon par differences 1 m b .  d’equations
llnCarl.Ces di thu ds pirfait at di asuclse lhmhte, en supplement des equations non’hinCabres.
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Une miss en reuvre plus simple est obtanue en porfectionnant l’itération dinecto evoquea plus haut. Si U~ et 8)(is5 sont ha
module at he direction do ha vitosse sun ha fnontiCre du fluide parfait, he problem. C nésoudre ott une iteration de point fuxe
s’écrivant aprCs discrétisation

cr’1 
~~~

[ ~j  ]
0 L’opéretour ~~ correspond C Ia succession d’un cahcu l da fluide parfait at de coucha himite. La convergence do h’ itCration eat

lie. aux velours propres do h’opCratcum linCanisC vénifiC par has potites perturbations ~~:

= Fi,) .

Nous avons montmé (54) par uric analyse locale approchea du fluide parfait at do ha couch. himite , quo las valaurs propres
do s ’associent C des distributions 9(x~) sinusoidales, et qu’elhes ont pour -expression

fl A :  pulsatiOn d€ 8 (x)

= 
- M :  flornbrq. de. ~~~~

II. ~~ f~~tion cia (a couche (imI~ , (oc.ale.

La valour ,u( A )  de plus grand module correspond C he pulsation )s maximaha que permettent he mailhage en ~ ainsi que
has schemes de discrét isation utihisCt. On pout encore montrer quo he caractCre imaginaire do ,j~s, , en supersoniqua, autorise h’ité-
ration C propager vers h’emont les informations si-~~>O(interaction subcmitigue). II en résulte qua ha resolution dinecte d’un pro-
blème bien pose ass possible . voin (54) . La connaissance du maximum da ,u ( A )  permet en outre do stabihisen he calcul en eva-
luant en tout point tin coefficient do sous-relaxation c~j~

o~ ~ ~
.

On petit montrer que u)~’-.- 0 si l’on se rapproche du point do dCcollement (5
~I-

En cat cIa bulle décohlée, ha calcul de coucha himita deviant forcémont inverse ( QJ(x~) connu, ~~ (se-) calcuhe). On pout ahors
lui associer un celcul de fluido parfait du type inverse ( U (ss~) connu, Q)(x.) calculCf pour former urn iteration da point fixe sun
o (s.), stabihisable par onus-relaxation. Cotta technique a etC utihisée per Carter, Womom (45). La calcul inverse ott bion adapté

aix couches himitcs décollées car hour pression van e lentament avec 9 ( dli /~~ petit). La situation ott opposCe dens let regions
attachécs ( dU /de grand), do sorte que h’itCration inverse y devient mel appropriee . K/ineberg, Stager (4 2) oat pour caSte
raison treitC has profils transsoniques par une iteration mixte, directe dens let regions attachCas, inverse dens has regions décollCes
ou prochcs di (‘Ctre . Cette méthode axige des calculs da thuide parfait C conditions aix himites mixtes, at sotilèvo des diffictiltés
numéniqcjes Iorsqu’ohle doit étma gCnerahisee C des écouhernants presentant des regions directas at invarses repetCos, voin (5

~I -

FLUIDE PARFAIT Lu tsi JCORRECTION~~~ t,u
I L Direct I ~~~~~~~~ Nuide

- Parfait Inverse

L__J COUCh-hE LIMITE11 ~ii,et
[ Inverse J __________________ Fig. 15 — Iteration do coup/age “semi’inverse”~

Sous-R,(oxation
~~~~~~~~1~~~~ n [ ~~~ ~~n]

Nous avons propose ( 54) do remphacar I’itération inverse des regions décollCes par tine iteration semi-inverse (Fig. 15). Son
pmincipo cit d’associor he calcul da couche himite inverse C un cahcul de fluide parfait direct, commun aux regions attachCes ct
décohlêas. Prat iquernent , he problem. consisto C modifier itérativemenc ha distribution 9(X) pour amener I co 1ncidonce lea deux
estimations do ha vitosse, U (~~) it ‘CI ~~~ issues respect ivement du fluide parfait it do ha coucha himito , One analyse de memo
typ. a éte apphiquCe par Kuhn, Nielsen (731 au profil transsonique symetnique, mais ella exchuait l’intonection couch. limit. -

onda di choc, at exigaeit des tCtonnements manuals. Nous avons pu définir tine procedure iterative automatique it stable pour

commigem - La correction Ott obtenue C partir cIa I’arreur ~ — .
~~

_] en simulant localcment un calcul di fhuida
parfait hinCarisC inverse. voir (54). La method. a Cte eppllquée en subs.onique comma en suparsonique oü ella résoud tin probléme
aix limi t.. bien pose. Las commutations do h’ltCretion dinicta C I’itCretion semi-inverse sons pilotees per I’Ctat local di I. couch.
hirnite, do sorta qua lea decohloments peuvent Ctre multiples at apparaissent d’eux-mêmes. Dc tellas méthodes appareissent comma
he complement natural dis mCthod.s do relaxation transsoniques non-vii~uouses.

— ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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CONCLUSIONS

Parahlèlement aux methodes do resolution nurnerique des equations da Navier-Stokes, il itt possible di calailor los Ccoulaments
visquoux C grands nombras do Reynolds comme dos problémas de fluido parfait perturbCs.

One premiere possibihite ott do nésoudre des equations do Naviem-Stokes tronquées ou las equations d’Etiler sont inctises. On
obtiant alors des systCmet pamaboliques dont he traitement ott conditionné pan leum caractème mel pose an subsonique, sitôt qu ’i hs
tons formuhés comma des probhèmas do conditions initiahes. Cot effat ass C ‘origin. de l’influence exercCe par l evel stir I’emont ,
influence persistant en régime supersonique gr&ca aux parties subsoniques des couches visqueuses. Toutes has fois qua h’infhuance de
l’avah cit importante, ha resolution d’un problèma aux himites doit Ctre envisage.. On pout alors intmoduire urn iteration analogue aux
méthodes di relaxation, operant par balayegcs sucoessits do I’amont sirs I’aval. L’avantege par rapport aux techniques totalement
e(Iiptiques ass do limiter I’itCmationi au saul champ do pressiomi, has aires variables étant ca(cuhées comma dans tin problCme de condi-
tions initiales. La stockage en memoire du seuh champ do pression pnéssnte un intCrét ev ident pour l’oxteflsion aux écoulamonts tnidi-
mansionnehs. Las probhbmes encore pau explores dans cotta approche sont ceux do (a capture des ondes do choc, et du traitement des
bullet de recircu lation.

La secondo technique consista C perturber un problèma do fluide parfait seuloment dens sea conditions aix himites qui, au lieu
d’être connuas C I’avance, resultant ahors d’tin couplage avec he cahcuh des phenomènes dissipatifs. One premiere possibihite pour ca
ca(cul eat do recounir aux mCthodes asymptotiques. Los analyses disponibles parmettent d’thorder h’interaction couch-ia limite-onde
cIa choc ainsi quo has ecoulements de bond da fuite, L’apparition at he developpernent do cartains types do décollements ott possible,
C I’exception du cat turbulent, cette hacune étant certainement ha plus importante. En hemineire , ccs analyses vahident dens di nom-
breux cat h’utihisetion des equations do Prandtl pour has nombnes do Reynolds Clevés. Urn seconde possibihitC do cahcuh contiste a
tnaitar los regions do forte interaction visquatisa pan tine resolution locale des equations do Nevier-Stokes. recco rdee eu loin C tin
c8Icuh do fluide parfait. La choix des conditions de raccordement, ainsi qua l’étude des algonithmes pormettant de las réahisem dens he
cas stationnaire sons encore asses pau evancés. Lea méthodes do couplago has plus dévehoppees traitent ha frontiCre du fltiide parfait
comma una airface Iibre positionnee ontre ha paroi at ha frontiCre oxtamna physique des couches visqueuses. Li cahcul dissipatif cat
restraint C cat saulas regions at fait génénalement appal C des equations simphifiéot. Un progrês recent do cat mnethodes a consisté C
los rendre opénationnellas sun he plan pratique, On pout maintanent anvisager une convergence automatique du pnocetsus itCretif do
couphago a tout nombres do Mach, regime transsoniquo inchus, pour dos configurations rCunissant dos phénoménes divers tols quo
bords do fuite et interaction couch. Iimitc - ondo do choc. La solution apparart d’ehle-méma sans qu’un prCdictaun initial no Soit
requis, mnême en presence da multiples bullet do decollement dens los couches dissipatives. Cat progrès dans Ia definition d’algonithmes
stables évitent has hissages erbitraines at résolvont des problémas bion poses, respectant h’infhuanca di l’aval stir l’emont permiss par las
equations simplif lees choisios. Un element important ott qu tino influence totahe ott déjà permise par he modCle simple des equations
d’Euhar oouphéas aux equations de Prendtl, memo si cat demnières sont résohues par urn method. intégrah.. Los discontintiités de pros-
sion anormales associées aix couches Iimites supemcritiques pcuvent maintenent étrc éhiminées, at sons vreisembhablemont en rapport
avec ha penetration des ondes de choc C l’inténietim des couches turbulentes. Lea profils transsoniques portents non-dCcolhés sons do
cotta façon assaz bien calculCs, do memo quo he déco((ement at l’interaction couch. himite’onde do choc en régime suparsoniqua he-
minaire. En cat d’apphication do mCthodis atix differences, he traitament des ondas cIa choc intornos C ha coucha turbuhente par
adoption d’équations do Navier-Stokas tronquees eat encore C devalopper. II est par ailletirs indispensable dana tous lea cat do faire
pnogressem has modCles do turbulence. ot notamment pour h’intoraction couch. himite-onde do choc , he decohlement , he transition dens
has décollements da bond d’atteque. En revencha, dens ho cas lemineire , ha resolution par differences finios des equations do Prandtl
couplees eu fluide parfait founnit des solutions fiablas pour ho dCcollement at l’intoraction couche himito - onde di choc on suporso-
niqua. hI en ott do memo on subsonique pour has celails inverses do couch. himita déco(léa Ionsqua l’Cpaisseur de dephacement ass
connue.
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PHENOMENOI.OGICAL ASPECTS OF QUASI-STATIONARY

CONTROLLED AND UNCONTROLLED ThREE-DIMENSIONAL

FLOW SEPARATIONS

by

DAVID J. PEAKEC

NASA Mtes Research Center
Moffett Field , Cal jfornia 94035, U.S.A.

SU*IARY

The extensive interest in three-dimensional flow separation is linked closel y with wings of high
leading-edge sweep and bodies of large fineness ratio operating at large angles of incidence or yaw,
that are typical of many high-speed aircraft and missile 1ayouts . Characteristica l l y, these boundary -
layer sepa rations can lead to compa rat iv ely steady strea mw ise vortices , unlike the more fam Iliar two-
dimensional separations with their irregular mixing flows and buffeting. Customarily accompanying these
strong viscous/Inv iscid interactions on hypersonic configurations is substantial heat transfer to the
surface In zones of flow re—attacfvnent.

This part of the lecture series will deal with quasi-steady three-dimensiona l separated flows
about practical flight vehicles. The general character of the three-dimensional attached boundary layer,
the concept of limiting streamlines, and the present understanding of the physics of three-dimensional
separati on and re-attachment will be offered. Specific examples will than be treated.

The advantages of swept, sharp edges that generate controlled (or fixed) three-dimensiona l flow
separations on a vehicle — because of the qualitatively unchanging flowfield developed throughout the
range of flight conditions — are promoted in preference to allowing uncontrolled (or unfixed) separations.

*SenJor Research Associate; on leave of absence from NAE. Ottawa, Canada.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The earlier studies by Maskel l and KUchemann on flow separation In three dimensions,2 ’2 ’’’3’ drew
attention to the constructive role played by lines of separation. They proposed that these three-
dimensional (3D) separation lines could be regarded as the skeleton around which the entire flow structure
could be assembled.

When the separation lines can be fixed by salient edges (sharply-swept leading-edges, for Instance,
Fig. 1) we have an example of “controlled flow separation ,” Figure 2. Throughout the range of flight
conditions, the f lowfie ld is virtually invariant in form , being dominated by the viscous shear layers
leaving the separation lines, to form wel l organized and comparatively steady vortex motions. These
leading-edge vortices can , in turn, be controlled by additional active means, to induce more lift: first
of a l l , to prevent vortex breakdown , by blowing in a spanwise direction along the axis of the vortex , as
discussed by Cornish~ and others ’’’ (Fig. 3); secondly, by blowing normal to the leading—ed ge, either to
enhance the primary vortex,1” or to control secondary separations. 9 Clearly, other examples of swept
edges, such as strakes (Fig. 4.1)  and vortex generators (Fig. 4 .2 ) ,  themselves provide controlled flow
separations, but the generated vortex motions are used to promote mixing of high-energy air with recalci-
trant viscous flows downstream of the f low separation device.

On the other hand, when the load-carrying , lifting and propulsion components are integrated into an
aircraft or missile configuration , the resultant interfering pressure fields produce separations that are
often unanticipated , are not fixed in location on the surface for all flight conditions, and so, in this
sense, are “uncontrolled.” Examples of these separated flows may be catalogued according to their causes :’°
(a) flows over smooth walls in the presence of slowly varying circumferential and axial adverse

pressure gradients. We include here, those flows about bodies whose longitudinal axis in part or in
whole is swept with respect to the oncoming stream, such as upswept rear fuselages or pointed and
bluff-nosed missiles at angles of attack;’’~ ’’”3

(b) flows about protuberances attached to a wall , where adverse pressure gradients are imposed suddenly.
Bulbous wheel housings, cockpit canopies , pylons, boundary-layer diverters , and unfaired junctions
of the wing and tail surfaces with the body are important examples ;’’ ’’”

(c) flows about normal or inclined jets blowing from a wall. Control jets used for thrust vector control
cause substantial three-dimensional separation of the local viscous flow in the region where the jet
emerges from the vehicle surface.’5 In terms of upstream effect, the “solid blockage” caused by the
jet is analogous with that of a protuberance;

(d) flows with shock waves present, sometimes associated with Item s (a) to (c). We shall pay particular
attention to those separations produced in swept shock/boundary-layer interactions,’’’’7 ’’’ suc h as
on the sidewall of rectangular supersonic inlets or upon swept—wing surfaces,

While the effect of these uncontrolled separations on drag may not always be significant or even
apparent, high local heat transfer rates in re-attachment zones,’9 and the induced interaction effects of
the vortex motions upon downstream control surfaces of a vehicle may be important.2° In general , the
uncontrolled flow separations have not been amenable to prediction , and are not well understood. The
syninetry of the vortices and the scale of the separated flow domain , whether large such as in the case of
the body vortices, or ininersed within the depth of the oncoming boundary layer, as in the protuberance
flow, will affect the magnitudes of locally-induced suction pressures, and hence, the non-linear
increments in the body forces.

Compressibility alters the quantitative, but not the qualitative features of three—dimensional
separated flows. It has been found by experiment that the effect of increasing Mach number is to reduce
the scale of the rolled-up shear l ayers with respect to the oncoming boundary-layer thickness ,’’ 2 1  and
to increase the critical angle for the development of flow asynanetry of the rolled-up shear layers from
bodies at high angles of attack,’’

The aerodynamic design of a lifting body, to be successful throughout a range of flight conditions,
must ensure that the fluid flow is steady to minimize buffeting; that It should be of the same type
throughout the flight envelope; and that there should be no unpleasant changes in force and moment
characteristics. The goal to aim for is that flows should be dominated by free viscous vortices (with no
large bubbles to produce unsteadiness) and that the primary lines of separation should remain fixed on the
body throughout the flight range. This much wider than usual view of the aerodynamic design problem.’
incorporating the philosophy of controlled flow separation , should be contrasted with the restricted
outlook of allowing ~eparation only at a trailing-edge.

As a base of understanding for these complex flows, we shall attempt a description of the component
flowfie)ds about simple shapes, whose geometry may be Integrated into the design of an aircraft or missile.
The slender delta wing , with subsonic leading-edges, a prime case of controlled or fixed flow separation ,
will be treated first-of-all. Subsequently, the uncontrolled or unfixed separations upon cone-cylinders,
prolate spherolds, upswept fuselages and ahead of slender and bluff protuberances will be mentioned.
Finally, the case of a swept-shock/turbulent boundary-layer interaction will be discussed, with potential
for Its control (and, perhaps, removal) by tangential air injection . The combination of some of these
constituent flowfields into practical aerodynamic vehicles will be reviewed against examples of current
design philosophy .

2.0 ATTACHMENT L SEPARATIO N AND RE-ATTACHMENT IN ThREE-DIMENSIONAL FLOWS

2.1 P~delling

We generally accept that the non-linear Navier-Stokes equations model the motion of a viscous.
compressible (laminar or turbulent) heat conducting fluid without chemical reactions, at points In space
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and time away from discontinu ities In the flow such as shock waves . Unfortunately, full time—dependent
solutions do not appear attainable in the near future, for to compute the variou s three-dimensional
turbulence structures possessing a substantial range of length and time scales, computational techniques
imist be further refined. Current fi nite difference procedures employing numerical artifices such as
damping from “artificial viscosity ” inputs, for instance , appear inadequate because they introduce errors
that may diverge in the development of the Instantaneous flowfield. Rubesln22 suggests that to define
the three-dimensional turbulent boundary-layer flowfleld about an aircraft , the smallest significant scale
demands mesh spacing l0’ of the boundary-layer thickness, to require the order of 10’’ mesh points overall.

*~ He discusses that the corresponding allowable time step in any given marching procedure is one microsecond
of real time . These requirements demand a computer storage capacity and speed of computation that are in
excess of present-day or planned computer facilities. To overcome these difficulties . therefore, we must
resort to modelling the turbulence structures in three-dimensional viscous flows with free shear layers
springing up from 3D separation lines. An enlightened critique of computer simulation and accuracy
limitations of numerical methods with regard to turbulence modelling is given in respective cotruients by
Roache and Bradshaw in Reference 23, in response to the essay of Chapman et al. ’” Hence, for most practical
examples under high Reynolds number conditions , we still try to blend an external or invi scid flow solution
with an appropriate boundary-layer procedure, rather than attempting to exploit the conceptual simplicity
of the more general Navier-Stokes equations. Zn laminar flow, numerical studies of the viscous/inviscid
Interactions about pointed 27 and blunt cones” have been attempted using approximations to the Navier—
Stokes equations, and good comparison with experiment has been obtained , but at the expense of relatively
long computation times.

In the classical aircraft example, the art of design has been to el iminate separation ahead of the
trailing-edge , because increases in drag and flow unsteadiness are introduced with essentially two-
dimensional (2D) separations on wings of high aspect ratio. With increases in speed , range and angle of
attack , over which smaller aspect ratio lifting wings and bodies are required to operate , extensive regions
of three—dimensional separated flow are predominant (Figs. 2 and 4.1) and we require new and suitable flow
models . On wings or strakes, with sharp, swept leading—edges , 3D separation occurs , is fixed at the salient
edges , and is essentially independent of the oncoming boundary-layer properties at the high Reynolds
numbers of interest to us. The boundary-layer fluid departs from the surface to form rolled-up viscous
shear layers whose scale is usually many times the local boundary—layer thickness. In the limit of
infinite Reynolds numbers, or for practical purposes , at high enough Reynolds numbers , the coiled viscous
shear layer may be modelled approximately by an inviscid flow vortex sheet. In other words, viscosity
causes the separation , the location is determined by the edge geometry , after which the flow may be
modelled by invisc id means. The coiled vortex sheet model of Mangler and Smith, and its extensions (see
the list of papers in Ref. 10) have provided good qualitative prediction of pressure distributions on
slender wings in conical flow with subsonic leading-edges, see Figure 5. A more recent , incompressible,
advanced panel-type infl uence coefficient calculation method of Weber et al .,2’ is not restricted to conical
flow. In this method , the wing, the rolled-up vortex sheets and the wake are represented by “piecewise”
continuous quadratic doublet distributions, and the Kutta condition is imposed along both the leading and
trailing-edges. Some results of these calculations 2 5  compare well with the low-speed delta-wing experi-
ments of Marsden et al., 2’ and are displayed on Figure 6.’

On bodies , unfortunately, the separation location is not known a priori, and we must attempt to
calculate its position via three—dimensional boundary—layer theory, using an initial attached inviscid flow
pressure distribution . The inviscid rolled-up vortex sheet model may then be used on simpl e bodies such as
pointed right—c ircular and elli ptic cones, where the separation lines are along generators, and the co-
ordinate geometry presents few difficulties. ’2 More recently, McRae21 has attempted to solve the laminar
viscous flowfield about a pointed, right—circular cone at high angle of attack , utilizing a simplified set
of the Navier-Stokes equations (incorporating the conically synpnetric flow approximation) along with
MacCormack’s finite difference time-dependent scheme.2’ Using a body co-ordinate system, (R, 0 , 4) , a
finite difference mesh was set up on the (8, i ’) spherical surface at a distance R from the cone apex.
The calculation took place on this surface with viscous effects scaled by the Reynolds number based on the
radius, R. The finite difference mesh was initialized with freestream values of the flow everywhere,
except at the surface, where zero velocities were input. The numerical integration then proceeded in time,
to the limit that produced a steady state solution . The outer boundary condition for the integration was
the freestream, so that the bow shock wave was captured and allowed for in the use of the conservation
form of the governing equations. Figure 7 illustrates the surface pressures and a crossflow velocity vector
plot of a computed flowfield about a 10° half-angle cone In a nominall y Mach 8 freestream at a/Oc = 2.4,
compared with the experimental data of Tracy with entirely laminar boundary-layer conditions, where a 3D
separation was measured using surface flow visualization at ~ 150’. The presence of a three—dimensional
separation and rolled—up viscous shear layer is seen in McRae’s calculated flowfield.

A new technique for calculating the entire flowfield about a spherically blunted circular cone at
high angle of attack with 3D laminar separation has been reported by Lubard and Raklch. ’° The calculations
are ba sed on a single layer system of three—dimensional parabolic equations , that are approximations to the
full steady Navier-Stokes equations, valid from the body surface to the bow shock wave. This system
includes the circumferential shear Stress terms and is capable of predicting the flow within the separation
zone on the leeward side. The effects of viscous- inviscld interaction and entropy gradients due to both
the curved bow shock and angle of attack effects are automaticall y included . Unseparated initial conditions
are assumed at the sphere cone tangency plane and are provided by using an inviscid time dependent solution
added to a viscous non-similar boundary-layer solution. The calculated results were compared with the
experimental separated flow data of Cleary ’’ for a 15’ angle of attack at Mach 10.6 and at a Reynolds
number based on the 23-inch slant length of the cone of about 2.3 million , Figure 8 shows the calculated
crossflow plane vector velocity distribution in the region close to the leeward generator at 14.8 nose
radii downstream from the nose. The three-dimensional separation occurs at 155’—l60° in the cross-flow
plane at this axial station. The remaining graphs on Figure 8 show the calculated surface pressure and

• heating distributions on the leeward surface that provide good agreement with experiment. Using the same
approximate parabolic system of equations, Lubard and Rakich are now working to solve the flowfields about
bodies other than bodies of revolution at angle of attack, to provide design information on vehicles such
as the Space Shuttle.
tcompressibility corrections” extend the range of applicability of the method of Weber et al.2’ to high
subsonic Mach numbers.

_ _ _ _  - -a.---- — —~~.- — 
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Notwithstanding the potential extensions of these useful laminar cone flow predictions,27’’° our
ability to assess the consequences in regions of high heat transfer at three-dimensional attacheent points
and along re-attactanent lines is still unsatisfactory for a general configuration in turbulent flow.’’
For example, on Figure 9, we show the importance of contouring the apex of a 10° swept delta , in a Mach 6
flow, to reduce the leeward centre-line heating in the presence of laminar, transitional and turbulent
boundary layers (freestream Stanton number , St.,,). On the sharp apex wing, the heating is some five times
the value predicted on the lee-side meridian by laminar theory,’2 ’” and tha t on the hyperbolIc planform

,~‘ 
wing.

In general , then, we are unable yet to model the viscous flow encountered in 3D re-attactanent and
separation regions that will yield rational design procedures, although some promising avenues are openin~in laminar flow. Fortunately, from the pioneering work of Sears ,” Ilaskell ,’ ~ Legendre, ’7 ’” Lighthill ‘
and others, we do possess some understanding of the physical (mean flow) conditions close to attachment,
separation and re-attachment, in three-dimensional flowfields.

2.2 Limiting Streamlines

If we consider the subj ect of three—dimensional viscous flow s in its historical context , Sears in
1948. utilized the very important concept of “limiting streamlines ” in a paper discussing the laminar
boundary layer on a yawed cylinder. 3’ Each streamline near the surface, in the inner collinea r part of
the boundary layer, is one of a continuous pattern , that originally approached the surface in the attach-
ment region , and which subsequently departs from the surface at separation. No matter how small is the
height of the streamline above the surface, the streamline will exist. If this height is allowed to
approach a zero value , the streamline will be everywhere tangential to the vanishing fluid velocity as the
surface is approached. (In the strictest sense, no streamlines can be drawn on the solid surface of a
body, of course, for the no-slip condition at the surface would be violated.) The streamline is then
identifiable as a limiting streamline , or , in other words, it possesses the same direction as a skin fric-
tion line or surface shear stress trajectory. The pattern of limiting streamlines may be alternatively
viewed as a “sheath” surrounding the body, whose projections on to the surface are the skin friction lines.
These limiting streamlines at the base of the boundary layer must not be confused wish the streamlines of
the external inviscid flow over the surface, and they wil l in general follow paths that are different in
direction to the external streamlines. From continuity considerations , and provided the l imiting streamline
does not form a closed curve on the aforementioned sheath , it must join the sheath at some point of attach-
ment, A , and depart from the sheath again at a subsequent separation point, S. The locus of such points,
S, is called a three—dimensional separation line, on either side of which is a distinct set of l imiting
streamlines.

Sear s , moreover , in his early paper, included a sketch3’ that showed apparent convergence of the
two sets of l imiting streamlines towards the separation line, although he did not call it by name; and
later , Wild ” substantiated Sears ’ physical interpretation of separation , in his investigation of the
laminar boundary layer on yawed “infinite ” wings. In subscribing to the Cornell University work,
Eichelbrenner and Oudart ” ’2  proposed that a three-dimensional separation line was the envelope of the
limiting streamlines (conversely, from an attachment line, the limiting streamlines diverge) and this was
also supported by Susan Brown’’ in a mathematical treatise. Lighthill ,3’ on the other hand , disputed the
term “ envelope , ” in spite of flow visualization experiments seeming to support the previous authors.
Coalescence of the limiting streamlines Is an acceptabl e description , perhaps, to avoid argument.

It remained for Maskell ,’ however, to lay the ground rules for interpreting the physical composition
of three-dimensional viscous flows — by demonstrating that the limiting streamlines provide a “three-
dimensional skeleton structure of the viscous flow. ” If a flow visualization indicator is very thin on a
wind-tunnel model, It has been shown” that the direction indicated by the streaks on the surface is very
close to the direction of surface shear stress and the limiting direction of the velocity when the Indica-
tor is absent. Thus the type of oil-streak flow visualization techniques yield a powerful means of
diagnosing and synthesizing the qualitative features of three-dimensional viscous flows.

Two types of separation were conceived by Maskell: ’ a bubble type (Fig. 10(a)) and a free shear
layer type (FIg. 10(b)), but the latter appears to be the most consnon.* In fact, at all but (perhaps)
very low Reynolds numbers , the shear layer displayed in Figure 10(a) is of the free shear-layer type
rather than the bubble indicated . Fluid accumulating at a three-dimensional separation line, which in
general is set obliquely to the direction of the external and essentiall y inviscid flowfield , leaves the
separation line usually as a free shear layer (Fig. 10(b)) and rolls-up in the process of passing down-
stream. It is thought that the fluid departs from the region of the separation line , in a direction
tangential to the surface.’’ The shear stress is finite along such a three-dimensional separation line on
the surface, being locally zero only at a singular point, such as S on Figure 10(a). High local suction
pressures are induced on the surface beneath the resulting vortices, Figure 5, close to which are noted
inflexion points in the limiting streamline patterns. Examples here are the slender wing flow (the ONERA
and RAE work being the most extensive — see the subject list in Ref. 12) and cones, the flows on long
pointed and bluff-nosed slender and not-so slender bodies at Incidence, those about uç~wept fuselages , andthose about bluff protuberances. ’2

2.3 Attac hment and Re-attachment

Flow attachment occurs at an upstream stagnation point that is situated upon a forward-facing surface
of the vehicle, such as the nose. On a two—dimensional wing, the (singular) stagnation points along the

* We should note that Eichelbrenner ,” in an article somewhat at variance with his previous publica-
tions,” “ considered only the three—dimensional bubble type of flow to be separated, because of Its
analogy with the corresp onding two-dimensional flow case; that Is, one that Is Inaccessible to the
viscous flow coming from infinity upstream. Elche lbrenner ” referred to Maske l l ’ s free shear-layer
type as a ‘clash’ situation and not a three-dimensional separation .

_______________________ • • •.~~~~~• .- - - - —
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nose of the aerofoil section will also constitute the attachment line. In three—dimensional flows, on the
other hand , when a flowfield has an inherent plane of syninetry as along the windward generator of a cone
at incidence, there will be an “attachment line ” in that plane, emanating from the attachment point at the
nose. Along this latter attachment line, the pressures will not be equal to the stagnation pressure of
the external stream. The mechanism of flow attachment at one point or at many points along an attachment
line Is still debated.’ ’”

Flow re-attachment occurs on the vehicle surface subsequent to a three—dimensional separation , where
the attaching streamline may be one from the external flowfield , or one from the outer region of the
upstream boundary layer. In the latter possibility , the stagnation pressure of the external flow will
clearly not be recovered at the attachment point. Lighth ill calls the point of attachment a nodal point ,39

and sketches a number of possible limiting streamline patterns adjacent to nodal points of attachment, as
we see on FIgure 11. From each kind of nodal point, an infinite number of limiting streaml ines emerge,
all having (except one) the same tangent , or otherwise, spirally. Spiral attachment would occur princi-
pally when either the surface or the external flow Is rotating. However, the most frequent form Is the
“sou rce flow ” shown on the second of the sketches on Figure 11. This would be seen on the nose of an
aircraft , for instance.

In Reference 10, Smith cites a potential list of interdependent properties for an attachment line to
exist, two of which that are always found being :

1) that the attachment line is a limiting ~treamline, and
2) tha t two sets of limiting streamlines (whose origin in Lighthill’ s picture is the nodal point of

attachment) run tangential to the attachment line initially, to eventually diverge from it.
Hence , two “independent” boundary layers develop on either side of the attachment line.

For convenience, we may regard the flow at the leading-ed ge of a swept wing , to attempt a description
of the physics of the flow along an attachment line. There, a limiting streamline more-or-less parallel to
the leading-edge divides the limiting streamline flow that passes above the wing from that which passes
below the wing, Figure 12. Smith conjectures” that somewhere further away in the external flowfield at
the edge of the attachment-line boundary-layer flow, there will be another streamline that also runs
roughly parallel with the leading-edge, that divides the external flowfield into that which proceeds above
the wing and that which passes below.

If we accept Lighth ill’ s interpretation ,’’ where is the nodal point of attachment situated that is
the startiisg point for the attachment line? For an isolated swept wing - the apex at the intersectIon of
the two swept halves is a stagnation point of the flow and the nodal at .schment point.

When the wing is mounted on a fuselage, the effective protuberance pressure field of the wing
section at the wing/fuselage junction can cause a horse—shoe shaped separation about the wing root, this
separation being ininersed within the depth of the fuselage boundary layer ’’ — see Figure 12. We may
postulate that a streamline in the outer region of the fuselage ixi~ndary layer will pass over the 3D
rolled-up shear layer to form a nodal attachment point on the wing nose. Limiting streamlines emerging
from the nodal point of attachment, one of which is the so—called attachment line, proceed along the
leading-edge tangential or asymptotic to the attachment line to pass in a more chordwise direction over
or beneath the wing. Around the nose and adjacent to the attachment line , the distance apart of these
limiting streamlines is infinitesimal, such that they appear on flow visualization oil records as emerging
tangentially from the attachment line. In other words, the attachment line appears to be the source or
the envelope of the limiting streamlines in close proximity to it.

We note that this view is somewhat at variance with Maskell’ s interpretation of the conditions along
a~ attachment line. He considered that an attachment line consisted of a number of attaci-unent points such
that when two limiting streamlines diverge from a given point on the attachment line, then that point is
one at which a single attachment streamline joins the solid surface, Clearly, if there is a boundary-
layer development along an attachment line, which measurements have demonstrated to be virtually constant
in thickness on a swept wing of large aspect ratio ,”6 then a large number of external streamlines cannot
“attach” themselves to the surface along the attachment line. It would appear that the fluid within the
boundary layer diverging or departing from the region of the attachment line is more-or-less balanced by
the entra inment of irrotational fluid from outside the boundary layer. Maskell ’s concept can only be true
at the limit of infinite Reynolds number.

2.4 Three-Dimensional Separation

Although there is usually little difficulty in recognizing so—cal led lines of 3D separation and
ittacPwlent from the patterns of surface shear stress trajectories on a flight vehicle, there is a continu-
inj debate regarding the fluid mechanics adjacent to them, stenuning essentially from the respective
postulat es of Maskell ’ and Lighthill.” The discussion centers around the identification of limiting
. t ’-..r.!In,  patterns from surface oil flow visualization.

A~ r Jrd$nq to Maske ll ,’ separation occurs at a point when two distinct limiting streamlines converge
- - ‘v. ’ t~’ere (Fig. 13.1) after which they combine and leave the surface as one separation streamline.

,.~ a r , t Ion line Is then composed of a large nun~er of such “ordinary” points, being an envelope
- ‘ s.se points. Moreover , as we have seen previously, Maskell’s view of the attachment line

- 
~r. but wIth the flow directions reversed on the limiting streamlines. Lighthi ll , in a

- • .- • - 
~,n’ t~~~red these statements to be approximately valid, but disputed the enve lope

- .  
~~i ’ i  that in the topography of the limiting streamlines , they must begin and end at

-i~ nt of attachment and one nodal point of separation. When two nodal points of
v” ’) proposed that the l imiting streamlines from each node must meet somewhere,

- 4 I’1~~ point. Ne sketched these as we see on Figure 13.2. Lighthill proceeded to
~ °. on. w hic h issues from both sides of a saddle point of separation , and having

.~~nars Into a nodal point.
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Let us look at these conceptual limiting streamline patterns about some flow components. The
slender wing at incidence, shown on Figure 14, Is a convenient first example. Lighth ill suggests that the
surface pattern is generated from two nodal points of attachment and a saddle point of separation which
are coalesced at a sharp apex , but are distinct If the apex is rounded — see Figure 14.1. The limiting
streamlines converging towards the 3D separation line S and diverging from the attachment line A are
asymptotes rather than meeting at S or emanating from A.

Maskell’s view, on the other hand , is shown on Figure 14.2. Clearly, for a sharp apex, it will not
be possible to distinguish from flow visualization patterns which Interpretation is philosophically correct,
and for most practical purposes, it probably does not matter. The term “envelope” does seem to be a useful
word to describe the merging of the limiting streamlines at the 3D separation line , and the mathematical
interpretation is bound up with whether we want to look at solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations or
boundary—layer equations;* and also whether it is possible for singular behaviour of the limiting flows to
Occur in practice?’°

Does the limiting streamline pattern about a blunted slender body at incidence, where axial as
well as transverse pressure gradients exist , provide additional help in diagnosing the approach to
separation? An investigation of the subcritical flow about a 6:1 ell ipsoid at high Reynolds number was
reported in References 11 and 47, in which circumferential measurements of surface static pressure, surface
impact pressure and oil-dot flow visual ization were made, to identify the 3D viscous flow development. In
contrast  with the near conic viscous fl owfleld about the slender wing, the more general body flow exhibits
substantial lengthwise effects, although the circumferential pressure gradients still dominate.

Figure 15 presents limiting streaml ines on the ellipsoid at Mach 0.74, and at a Reynolds number of
44 million based on the 54-inch length of the body. The boundary layers were turbulent. The streamlines
were deduced from oil-dot flow visualization records at angles of incidence from 10’ to 25’ , w i t h  only a
few of them drawn for purposes of clarity . At the lowest angle of incidence shown , the flow is attached
everywhere except for a bubble over a small region of the leeward afterbody, that is probably due to the
effects of truncating the model for a sting mount through the model base. As we increase the angle of
incidence, the circumferential adverse pressure gradient just past the 4 90’ position becomes more
severe, causing a progressive thickening of the flow on the leeward side of the body; until at a = 25’,
there are two regions of coalesced limiting streamlines where we interpret that 3D separations are
present. (This is not a very slender ellipsoid , but a corresponding situation would exist, of course, on
a more slender ellipsoid at a reduced incidence.)

Figure 16 shows the calculated and the experimental isobar patterns (as well as some circumferential
pressure distributions) on a distorted surface development at a = 25’ . A favourable circumferential
pressure gradient is indicated by large open arrows and unfavourabl e gradients by shaded arrows. At this
incidence, the circumferential pressure gradients completely swamp the axial gradients. From the calcu-
lated inviscid pressure distribution, we expect separation to occur somewhere on the lee-side of the
minimum pressure line and the experimental pressure distribution reflects this. The separation lines
taken from the oil-dot flow visualization records are shown here as chain-dotted lines. Figure 15 displays
that the turbulent boundary layer separates , along S,, over about the rear 60 percent of the body soon
after it encounters the circumferential adverse pressure gradient. The flow with separation is synunetrical,
with an attachment region along the leeward meridian , 4 = 180” , that is especially noticeable near the
rear. We also see a secondary separation line S3, extending wel l forward , outboard of this attachment.

The limiting streamlines can all be traced back to emanate from the attachment region on the nose
and we cannot tell from the resolution provided by the oil streaks whether or not we have a system of
nodal attachment and saddle separation points as L.Ighthill has conjectured.’’ The separation , attachment
and re-attachment lines are fed from the upstream stagnation attachment region. There Is a progressive
thickening of the leeward flow with axial distance from the nose, with the limiting streamlines appearing
asymptotic to the 3D separation lines as they approach the lines from either side. Just where the viscous
vortices start can only be determined from profile measurements through the boundary layer. There is no
theory available to predict them. At a 25’, substantial suction peaks in the circumferential wall static
pressure distributions have developed along the body from x/L ‘ 0.25, indicatIng roll-up of the viscous
vortices from the primary separation lines , S,. ’’”~ There is fluid flow along the directions of 5, and
S~ as wel l as along the (secondary) attachment line that exists between S, and S3, so that the skin friction
is finite everywhere. It Is noteworthy that a similar ellipsoid at high incidence in Werl~ ’s water
tunnel ,’7 with laminar boundary layers present, exhibits similar flow features to those just discussed in
turbulent flow. Calculations of the laminar boundary layer (up to the primary 3D separation line) about an
ellipsoid at incidence have recently been published by Geiss ler 6’ with good qualitative accord with the
results already discussed.

In this discussion on limiting streamlines, let us now look at the case of a bl uff protuberance
standing norma l to a wall , where the streamwl se adverse pressure gradient rather than the transverse
gradient dominates the flow development. Even though in supersonic flow we have a bifurcated shock struc-
ture where the foot of the detached bow shock wave contacts the viscous flow ahead of the protuberance,
the qualitative details of the limiting streamlines are virtually independent of Mach number.’’ For
example , Figure 17 shows the limiting streamlines about a long circular cyl inder standing normal to a wall
In a Mach 2.5 stream,” where the Reynolds number based on the undisturbed boundary—layer thickness,

2.5 cm, Is R~0 • 4.8 x 10’. The flow is from left-to-right. There is a saddle-point of separation S
on the axis of synenetry about two diameters ahead of the cylinder wall , from which the 3D primary
separation line emerges to pass around and downstream of the cylinder. Upstream and downstream limiting
streamlines converge towards the 3D separation line to feed a viscous horse-shoe vortex springing from the
separation within the depth of the undisturbed boundary layer. (We note that even though the scale of
the separation relative to the undisturbed boundary-layer thickness Is many times less than for the slender
wing or slender body flows, the consequences are still severe.) A streamline in the outer boundary layer
attaches at the nodal point A in the plane of synunetry Just ahead of the cyl inder junction with the wall ,

* The boundary-layer equations , clearly, are not valid very close to separation, or attachment.
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from which an attachment line emerges along the leading-edge and divergent l imiting streamline s pass
around and downstream of the cylinder. One limiting streamline passes from the attachment node to the
saddle point of separation . Others fan out from the attachment point in the plane of synmetry to even-
tually proceed towards the 3D separation line. Superimposed on the limiting streamline pattern, we
observe the bow shock wave B, and the rear leg (or Mach stem, M) of the bow shock bifurcation. The l ower
photo on Figure 17 illustrates the flattened horse-shoe vortex made apparent by means of the vapour screen
technique.

It- More than one separation line may be formed ahead of the cylinder , depending upon the Reynolds
number of the oncoming flow and the scale of the boundary layer relative to the cylinder dimensions. The
picture on Figure 18 shows a case with three such zones, for example, after Sedney and Kitchens.”

We have seen that in all of the examples discussed , the limiting streamline that Is characteristic
of a 3D separation line, has one feature in coennon. It is a barrier across which the limiting streamlines
on either side of it cannot pass. Whether we prefer to accept the subtle details of either Maskell’s
envel ope approach’ or Lighthill’ s asymptote arguments” on the flow conditions inunediate to a separation
or an attachment line, elements of both treatises would apnear to exist. In general , flow visualization
records do not allow us to distinguish which interpretation is absolute. More experiments are clearly
necessary to diagnose the flow fe~tures adjacent to 3D separations and re-attaCPvnents.

3.0 EXAMPLES OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEPARATIONS 014 PRACTICAL CONFIGURATIONS

3.1 Upswept Fuselages

Let us cocmnence our illustrative examples by looking, first of all , at flows about upswept
afterbodies. A typical complicated flow probl em of this kind is shown on Figure 19.1. Here we can see
from the tufts on the side of the upswept rear fuselage of a de Havilland of Canada Caribou aircraft that
very large cross-flow angles are present, and separation is occurring along the lower rounded flanks of
the fuselage. The cross-flow is exaggerated in this illustration by the large flap angle, but even under
cruising conditions for this class of rear-loading aircraft, 3D separations are sometimes present.

In the context of this review , the separations from the rounded underside are uncontrolled in that
depending on the aircraft pitch and yaw angles , the separation positions will move around the body and
may cause handling problems. The flow separations can be fixed in location to alleviate handling defi-
ciencies by fitting a strake to the fuselage side, Figure 19.2, or by using a sharp edge to the fuselage
underside as we see on Figure 20, on the de Havilland of Canada Buffalo aircraft.

The next illustration , Figure 21 , shows surface flow visualization on a research model tested in the
NAE 5 x 5-ft. wind tunnel . The straight “beaver tail” shape, with elliptic cross-sections, is fairly
typical of small aircraft of the twin-eng ine STOL type, but the upsweep angle , which was adjustable on
this model , was set at a large upsweep angle of 20’. We note that even though primary and secondary
separations are clearly present , the flow is synunetrical aod wel l organized . We know virtually nothing,
unfortunately, about turbulence fluctuation levels bordering 3D separations . Figure 22 indicates sub-
stantial increases in the amplitude of surface pressure fluctuations as the scale of the separations
becomes greater.

The turbulent shear layers springing from the primary separation lines rol l—up to form vortex
motions , which we show on Figure 23 , by pitot pressure isobars measured beneath another elliptical section
afterbody. The analysis of this type of flow, which presents many difficulties , is further complicated
by the presence of the wing downwash field and additional separations that may be present In the wing-root
junction and from bulbous wheel housings, Figure 24. Thus, while we have a qualitative understanding of
fuselage flows , we are still far from being abl e to predict the viscous -inviscid interactions about
upswept bodies. *

3.2 Pointed, Slender Missiles

On very long pointed slender bodies, we find that separation first occurs syninetrically wi th a pair
of vortices trailing back along the body. Figure 25.1 illustrates such body separations on a blunted
cone-cylinder-flare model . The syninetrical body vortices in low speed flow have been well documented by
Grosche,2° an illustration from which is given on Figure 25.2 (top); when a wing is added to the body,
there is a substantial change in the position of the body vortices in the flowfield due to the larger
induced effects of the controlled flow separations at the wing swept edges, see Figure 25.2 (bottom).
These separations have an important effect on the static and dynamic flight stability of such vehicles.
At small incidences, where the separation is steady and synunetrical with respect to the incidence plane,
the resulting body vortices produce a nonlinear contribution to the norma l force and pitching moment . If
the fin system is not syninetrically orientated with respect to the incidence plane, a cross-coupling side
force, yawing moment and rolling moment can arise even at small incidences. At larger incidences , the
separations and body vortices become asynunetric (but still relatively steady in space) and large side
forces, yawing moments and rolling moments are developed , especially on fin—stabilized vehicles.
Figure 26, which gives the primary turbulent boundary-layer separation positions on the port and star-
board side of a cone-cylinder and ogive-cylinder respectively, shows that the nose shape has an important
influence on the initial asyninetry of the flow. For the 18’ incidence case Illustrated, the conical nose
is at a relative incidence of about 3.1 and has generated substantial flow asynrietry, whereas the shorter
ogival nose is only at a relative incidence of about 1.3 at the nose, where the initial separation is
sy,mnetrical. A ring of grit or a ring of vortex generators downstream of a bluff-nose can reduce yawing
moments by factors of two or more. ”

We may judge the occurrence of the onset of asynenetry by, say , the side force exceeding five
percent of the normal force. This is illustrated on Figure 27. At subsonic speeds, where these asynenetric
effects are most pronounced, we see that (following the trend indicated on Figure 26) as the semi-apex
angle at the nose is increased, the onset of flow asyninetry is delayed. A longer afterbody, as one would
expect, hastens the asynmietry, by providing a larger effective normalized incidence , ale c . At higher Mach —

- - - -
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numbers (at N,, - 3.5, for the tests shown on Figure 27) when shock waves are present in the cross-flow ,
the separation positions remain syninetrical and the side forces disappear.

3.3 Slender Wings and Slender Bodies with Strakes

The most studied example of three-dimensional separation occurs along the leading-edges of lifting
slender wings , as we discussed with the aid of Fi gure 5. The conical , inviscid flow theories, for example,

—4-- that of Mangler and Smith ,’’ have accounted for the vortex sheets springing from the leading-edges
‘- and coiling-up above the wing, but cannot include the eff.ects of compressibility, nor the unloading that

occurs at a subsonic trailing—edge. Polhamu s”’’’° has attempted to remedy this with an overall theory,
which assumes that, due to separation , the leading—edge suction force is rotated 90’ into a direction
norma l to the wing chord planu thus given a nonlinear component to the normal force. While no theoretical
proof of this method has been established , there Is no doubt that it works. (In fact, Lamar has recently
extended the Polhamus method to treat the vortex flow characteristics of wings with side edges.51)

Figure 28 shows the overall normal force measured on a sharp-edged 70’ delta wing under high
Reynolds number conditions at Mach numbers of 0.7 and 1.6. The agreement of the subsonic measurements
with the Polhamu s theory is excellent up to a relative incidence of about unity. The departure from
Smith’ s conical theory’’ is evident. We notice that there is a marked~~~ rease in the nonlinear lift at
supersonic speeds even though at Mach 1.6, the wing is still slender 1M2-l s/I. 0.43. Other experimenters
have noted that this is associated with a substantial flattening of the lee—side vortex structure. ’’

More complicated , but still conical cases have been treated by Levinsky and Wei52 using essentially
the same formulations as Mangler and Smith,’° but accounting for a conical body. Some measurements that
we have made using a 5’ semi—apex angle cone with 75 percent strake wings are shown on the next illustra-
tion, Figure 29. 1, in comparison with the Levinsky and Wei nonlinear theory. Up to relative incidences of
about two , the experimental results for the subsonic and supersonic Mach numbers agree; but at higher
relative incidences for the M = 1.8 case , conically mixed flow with internal shock waves occurs. The
strakes provide a case of fixed or controlled flow separation to give a substantially different conical
flowfield to that on the 5’ cone alone. ’’ But , while the Levinsky and We i nonlinear theory accounts for
tne leading-edge separations , It cannot cope with the strong body separations in the wing body junctions . ’’

The flow about an ogive-cylinder with strakes at a sweepback angle of 78’ at Mach 2 were studied by
Fel lows and Carter. ’3 If we extrapolate the trend of Figure 27 , the 17’ semi-apex nose angle of the ogive
in Reference 63 would have precluded flow asyninetry from body vortices up to angles of attack of about SO’.
Vapour screen photos on Figure 29.2 depIct a progressive and massive increase In scale of the strake
symetrical vortices (in relation to body’ geometry) above the lee-side of the body up to alec of greater
than two.

One very important use of controlled flow separation in design is the low aspect ratio strake”'~”mounted ahead of a wing of moderate sweep and aspect ratio such as the F-16 (Fig. 4.1) and the F—l7
(Fig. 30). One significant advantage offered by the strakes is the induced lift provided by strake
vortices to extend the maneuvering capabilities of the aircraft in transonic flow. With the a i rc ra f t  at
incidence , as we see on Figure 30, the fixed sep~ratlons at the strake leading-edges form vortices that
pass back over the main wing alongside the fuselage. Additional controlled separations are generated by
the fuselage boundary-layer bleed diversion slots at the strake lfuselage intersection , the vortices from
which roll up and also pass downstream on either side of the body. The flow over the wing is attached —
up to the region of a strong norma l shock/turbulent boundary—layer interaction proceeding to the tip.
Kuchemann” has proposed that the vortex avoids the necessity for the formation of the usual forward branch
of the wing shock pattern by providing a ‘soft” boundary for the flow turning inboard over the leading-
edge, instead of the “stiff” boundary given by the fuselage side. ’’ (Note that the flow is from left-
to-right and the nose is not in view in Figure 30.)

3.4 Hypersonic Configurations

The non-slender delta wing at incidence, with supersonic leading—edges , has received considerable
attention by Whitehead et al. ’2 ’” and by Cross.” The lee-side flowfleld (Fig. 31.1) is dominated by
a swept-shock boundary-layer interaction that causes a three-dimensional separation of most of the top-
wing boundary layer. The swept shock is inside the bow shock wave envelope, being positioned very close
to a freestream Mach cone from the wing apex. In contrast to the subsonic leading-edge delta-wing flow
that is dominated by leading—edge separation, (Fig. 31.2), the supersonic leading-edge flow is character-
ized by a Prandtl-Meyer expansion. Along the attachment line of the lee-side meridian , intense heating
is measured.” If a body is attached beneath the delta wing, the fl owfield becomes complex in detail on
the underside. Figure 32 shows flow separation and attachment lines on the under-surface of a half-cone
del ta wing at 15’ incidence at Mach 12.6. Boundary-layer conditions are laminar. The transmitted shock
from the cone produces separation on the delta wing, and there is also a junction-type separation. The
high local heat transfers at the flow attachment lines on the same configuration are shown in the next
graph , Figure 33, as well as the heat transfer minima at the separation lines.

As we saw on Figure 9, the contouring of the leading-edge of a planer 70° swept delta wing at Mach 6
alleviated the heating on the lee-meridian. Can the philosophy of controlled flow separation be used to
reduce the peak neating on Space Shuttle shapes? Figure 34 shows surface oil flow on an Orbiter vehicle”
at 30° incidence at a Mach nianber close to 20. The three-dimensional separation from the wing fillet
passes beck across the top surface of the wing (analogous to the strake flow discussed with reference to
Fig. 30) although it is now associated with a swept shock wave. Another 3D separation, beginning about
the cockpit housing, and continuing downstream is also evident , with an attachment region existing on the
fuselage side and on the l eeward meridian. Unfortunately, no circumferential heat transfer measurements
were taken in Reference 58 to improve the identification of the attachment line regions.

The potential for altering the lee-surface geometry to achieve reduced lee-side heating” Is shown
on Figure 35 for several shuttle configurations at Mach 6 and 8. The Idea was to use relatively sharp
edges to fix or control the 3D separations and encourage the coiling-up of the viscous shear layers to
leave the proximity of the fuselage .
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On the left of Figure 35, the initial slope of the side profile was increased and then broken
sharply. We see that the heating data resulting from this modification show a substantial reduction
along 50 percent of the leeward meridian . Additional verification of the potential for reduced lee-side
heating by controlled flow separation is discussed by Shultze dnd McGee” and by Connor.” The configura-
tion of the former authors with relatively large initial slope angle and sharp break in contour generated
significantly lower lee—surface heating than did the shape chosen by Connor, who used less sharp contour
changes.

LØ~ 3.5 Swept Interactions

The three-dimensional interaction between a turbulent boundary layer, developing along a surface
and a perpendicular , glancing oblique shock wave (sometimes called a °skewed ” shock wave) — see Figure 37 —
is a phenomenon of considerable importance in the design of swept wings, wing/body and tail/body junctions ,
quasi-20 and half-cone inlets. Figure 36, for example, shows a half-cone inlet of a typical fighter
aircraft operating near design at Mach 1.6, with the shock from the half-cone causing a massive 3D
separation of the fuselage boundary layer.

Despite several previous investlgations, ”'” Green noted” that there was litt le quantitative
understanding of interactions between swept shock waves and turbulent boundary layers , although Stalker6’
and Stanbrook” introduced some qualitative features in their early work, while later investi gations by
McCabe” and Lowrie ’7 provided some insight into the crossflows developing in the interaction. Much of
the existing analysis has been developed for so-called “infinite ” swept fl ows , and so is of a quasi two-
dimensional nature; while most experiments have been conducted using the nozzle boundary layers in
re latively small supersonic wind tunnels. At a gi  ‘=n mainstream Mach number, the flow deflection angle for
so-called “incipient separation ’ has usuall y been det~rm1ned as when the limiting streamlines become
parallel to the projection of the shock wave (in the external stream) on to the wall , and Korkegi” has
made a simple correlation of incipient separation data from References 66 and 67.

In some experiments ’’~’’ in the MAE 5 x 5—inch blowdown (pilot) wind tunnel , the mean flow features
including wall static pressure , surface impact pressure and limiting streamline direction , and pitot
and stagnation temperature profiles , were gathered through swept Interactions at mainstream Mach numbers
of 2 and 4, up to and beyond flow deflection angles through the shock wave that produced three-dimensional
separation , see Figure 37. The Reynolds number based upon the mainstream conditions and the undisturbed
boundary-layer thickness , 5~, of 0.2-inch, was 2 x 10’. The wall conditions were essentiall y those of
zero heat transfer. (Similar boundary-layer experiments were conducted by Oskam ’’ at Princeton University.)

Subsequently, for the Mach 2 flow , a small convergent/divergent tangential wall jet nozzie was
installed in the test wall (Fig. 38) upstream of the interaction region , to investigate whether a strong
three-dimensional shock-induced separation could be controlled or destroyed by a Mach nu~ther 3 supersonicwall jet. (The planning of the 3D experiment followed the criteria established by Pea ke” for supersonic
blowing boundary-layer control in a two-dimensional shock/boundary-layer interaction.) The direction of
the jet efflux could be oriented at various angles with respect to the line of separation , as we see on
the diagramatic sketch of Figure 37.

Figure 39 shows the effects of a wedge deflection angle of 160 in a Mach 4 airstream where there is
a substantial 3D separation generated way ahead of the shock wave in the external flow (as we see on the
wall pressure plot and the Schlieren/oil dot flow visualization picture). The pitot pressure profiles
through the interaction , measured by a 3-tube yawmeter that nulled into the direction of the local
veloc i ty, are shown on the top graph of Figure 40. The profile measurement stations situated relative to
the calculated shock are shown at the Intersection of the pitot profiles with the abscissa . The profiles
are sufficiently close together to allow a construction of the forward oblique leg of the shock bifurca-
tion at the foot of the wedge shock. Downstream of the 3D separation line position , the presence of the
shear layers with heat transfer is indicated by rapid changes and troughs on the temperature plots. From - -

these distributions , we may postulate that the deficit troughs correspond with the core flow of a flattened
vortex structure of the rol led-up shear layer from the 3D separation line, much like the corner flow model
proposed by Cooper and Hankey in Reference 71 and witnessed via electron beam flow visualization by
Henderson and Bertram. ’2 The axis of the vortex would appear to be just ahead of the line of the calcu-
lated shock (the origin of which is the wedge apex) where the “overshoot” towards 0° on the yaw profile
(that is , parallel to the mainstream at infinity ) is at its maximum . The substantial swings in the total
temperature distributions . Figure 41.1 , that are found in distinct contrast to the expected form in
unseparated flow , Figure 41.2, would appear to be a useful indicator of a 3D separated flowfield.

Can such an undesirable 3D separation be diminished or destroyed by blowing boundary—layer control ,
for we know that on swept wings , especially in transonic flow, the viscous vortex from a 3D separation
can sometimes burst over the wing, leading to unpleasant difficulties in airplane control , while in the
quasi-.2D supersonic intake, once 3D separations ard present on the sidewalls , they appear to promote high
fluctuation and distortion levels at the compressor face further downstream. But perhaps the most
signif icant aspect of 3D separated flows in the hypersonic régime , is the high heat transfer to the surface
in the region of flow re-attachment , which poses severe problems of skin cooling, as we hav e seen a l ready.
The particular losses caused by the pitot pressure deficit in the rolled-up viscous vortex , and the
associated skin friction increases in re-attachment zones, have not been quantified to the author’s
knowledge.

On Figure 42, we demonstrate the invigoration of the 3D wedge-generated separation by a Mach 3
supersonic wall jet. This Illustration provides a selection of wall static pressure distributions along
and just off the tunnel centre-line for various angular settings of the jet efflux with respect to the
tunnel centre-line. The positive sign of ej indicates a jet direction towards the wedge surface, and this
angular setting yields no control , and large peaks and troughs in the static pressure distribution(s)
corresponding with free vortical shear layer(s) rolling up from the three-dimensional separation line(s).
On the other hand, the jet rotation angle of —25° produces a relatively smooth pressure rise. The wall
jet has produced a local expanding flow around the wedge leading-edge (due to the 25’-l l.5° expansion
angle) to alleviate the originally induced large shock pressure rise. In the present , constrained
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geometrical conditions, it Is not clear, unfortunately, whether the advised direction of blowi ng would
carry over to controlling a 3D shock-induced separation on, say, a swept wing or body fl ow with internal
shock waves. 1’.

4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this brief review, we have illustrated some of the diverse kinds of fixed and unfixed three-
dimensiona l separations that can, and do, occur on aircraft and missiles . It is evident that the concept
of controlled flow separation In three-dimensions provides the designer with substantial rewards in having
a qualitatively non-varying flowfield at his disposal. However, we must always be aware of the conse-
quences on flight vehicle drag, which are not readily predictable. At the outset, we have no quantitative
yardstick to determine the scale of the device to “fix ” separation , and to say how “sharp” should a sharp
edge be? We do not understand what determines the scale of the resulting vortical flows from 3D separa-
tions, and when they will be close to the surface and when they will not. What precise influence does
body shape and vehicle relative incidence have on the scale of separation? Substantial research effort is
required to reveal the answers to these questions, as aU practical configurations produce three-
dimensional interactions and vortical flows.

As of now, we see that, in general , even If the inviscid interfering flowfields can be calculated,
the growth, separation and roll-up of three—dimensiona i turbulent boundary layers cannot yet be adequately
predicted.
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FIG. 1: SHARP SWEPT LEADING-EDGE OF CONCORDE”
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FIG. 2; VORTICES FROM SHARP SWEPT LEADING-EDGES
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INTRODUCTION TO UNSTEADY ASPECTS OF SEPARATION
IN SUBSONIC AND TRANSONIC FLOW

W. J. McCroskey
Aeroinechanics Laboratory—U.S. A riqy Aviation R&D Conanand

Ames Research Center, Moffett Field , California 94035, U.S.A.

1.0 GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS

Unsteady separation Occurs in a wide range of fluid flows that are of practical Importance (Ref. 1),.
In many applications , the ideal flow enviro mient of a device is nominally steady, but the onset of separa-
tion is very often accompanied by some degree of irregular unsteadiness. Undesirable unsteady effects can
also arise either due to self-induced motions of a body in a moving stream, or due to fluctuations or non-
uniformities in the surrounding fluid. On the other hand , some devices may be required to execute time-
dependent motion In order to perform their basic functions. In general , the contination of unsteadiness
and flow separation produces fluctuating forces, vibrations , aeroelastic instabilities , or coet inatlons
thereof that are as undesirable as they are difficult to predict.

The fluctuating fluid dynamic forces associated~ STATIC PRESSURE
wi th unsteady separation can be almost completely 

-

stochastic, highl y organized, or a continatlon of Cp

first type, buffeting on an aircraft wing, is illus- o 

DISTRIBUTION

random and periodic components. An example of the

trated in Fig. 1. A highl y organized flow is the
well-known periodic vortex shedding from a wire or +
cable. Retreating blade stall flutter on a helicop-

FLUC TUA IINO PRESSUREter rotor (Fig. 2 adapted from Ref. 2) exhibits +
DISTRIBUTION IRMS)si gnificant amounts of both random and periodic

fluctuations . These and other representative exam- Cp.
ples wi ll be addressed in the following lectures . RMS

It should be emphasized that this enti re sub 

-

_______________________ject remains open to much additional fundamental 0
research, since the general fluid dynamic problem of OSCILLAT ING SHOCK 

~~~ TYPICAL FLUCTUATINGunsteady separation at high Reynolds nunter remains ~~~~~~~~ SCPARAI (D FLOW PRESSURE TIME
unsolved . At present, no completely reliable predic- ~~~0 F L HISTORIES
tion techniques exist. Instead, the design engineer
must draw from a contination of approximate theo- a’~
ries, empirical correlations of data, and finite
difference programs based on uncertain physical mod-
eling of turbulence .

Fig. 1. Sketch of transonic buffet on a lifting
What are some of the factors that distinguish airfoil.

quasi-steady and unsteady separated flow behavior
in practical situations? From dimensiona l analysis,
we would expect large-scale unsteady effects to be

40 -important—for example, with regard to overall per-
formance—when some time scale of the physical
motion is comparable to the basic fluid dynamic time
scale; that is, when ~L/U or L/Ut are of the order
of I or greater. Here the quantities ~~, 1, and U
are the characteristic frequency, length, and veloc-
ity, respectively, of the motion, and t denotes

however, fluctuating fluid dynamic forces may devel-
time .4 Even at much lower reduced frequencies ,

op which are out of phase with the body motion;
these forces can then lead to flow-induced insta-
bilit les, such as flutter, that are important to
aeroelasticians and structural engineers . Although 

______ 
STALL 

______

this  °negative aerodynamic damping,” whereby the REGION
body extracts energy from the flow, can also occur I
in purely Invisc id flows, the phenomenon is often I
enhanced considerably by separation. Furthermore,

is present.
certai n types of flutter occur only when separation o

There are also instances of uniform body motion
in which separated viscous shear layers develop
hydrody namic instabilities with distinct periodicity i-.s

4For s lender-body oscillations , the quantity
k wL/U_ Is called the reduced frequency, and the
relevant characteristic length is normally a stream— -, _________ _ I I I
wise dimension - On the other hand , the character- 0 

-- 
so iso no me ass

istic f requency associated with vortex shedding from °arbitrary bodies has traditionally been called the
Strouhal nlalter, $ • ft/li, where f • tii/2~ Is the
cycle frequency, I is usually a dimension perpen- Fig. 2. Blade—element angle of attack and pitching
dicular to the flow, and generally U — U_ if there moment response on a model helicopter rotor
is a mean flow . (Ref. 2).
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In the near wake. These, in turn, may induce large-scale unsteady fluctuations in the entire flow field.
Such self-induLed , nonlinear , viscous -inviscid interactions usually produce fluctuating pressures and air-
loads that have 1)0 counterpart in purely steady flows~

Another distinct ion Is the rather subtle but fundamental difference in the application of boundary
layer theory to quasi-steady and unsteady flow problems. The classical steady boundary l ayer equations
are incomplete approximations to the Navier-Stokes equations , but at high Reynolds nianbers they provide
cons i derable insight and practical information to design engineers . In particular , good estimates of sep-
aration and of the Onset of stall In real flows are often obtained from boundary layer calculations of the
point where the surface shear stress vanishes ; that is , where 

~~ 
• u ~u/~y • 0. This point delineates

the onset of reversed flow near the wall. It also happens to be a singular point for the steady two-
dimensional boundary layer equations , although not for the Navier-Stokes equations . Even though classical
boundary layer theory breaks down here, this mathematically-singular behavior is a usefu l engineering tool ,
since it often correlates well with the onset of si gnificant changes in the entire flow field.

However , the flow-reversal point , where T W • 0, has no such special significance in unsteady flow
(Refs. 1 . 3-5), nor is it a singular point , in general . Within the past 5 years , a number of flow fields
have been analyzed and calculated using boundary-layer techniques downstream of the unsteady flow-reversal
point. The qualitative features of these results are indicated schematically in Fig. 3 from Ref. 5. The
major questions that have arisen are these: (1) does a singulari ty exist somewhere else in the flow , and
if so, where ; (2) does this elusive singularity have practical signifi cance analogouri~ that of the well-

known separation singularity in steady flows ; and
(3) to what extent can meaningful and valid estimates

INVISCID of separation-like behavior of real flows be made inFLOW
unsteady flows , using the cl ass Ical boundary layer

LOCuS Of POfNrS u 0 approach? This whole subject is one of active current
LAYER research , wi th a great deal remaining to be learned

about the physical significance of uns teady boundary
layer calculations .

oNsE:oc 2.0 EXTERNAL FLOWS PAST BLUFF BODIESFLOW
REVE RSAL

The characteristic unsteady feature of nomi nal ly
uniform flow past a bluff body is the strong tendency‘ O A T  

THWI LAYER OF ~~~~~~~~~~~~~FROP4T ENO OF for the free shear layers to develop into alternate
MOV P~G WAK E vorti ces in the wake, over a wi de range of fl ow con-REVERSED FLOW

ditions. The rigid circular cylinder provides the
SEPARATION 

‘
~\ 

most familiar example of periodic vortex sheddilg andONSET OF
the associated fluctuating forces that are induc& d on
the body by the vorti ces in the wake.

Fig. 3. The model - i Sears and Telionis (Ref. ~ Stationary Circular Cylindersfor ups t ream—moving  separation of an unsteady
boundary layer. Figure 4 shows one ideal and two real flow pat-

terns for this case. Although the geometry is appeal-
ingly simple , there is no discrete point , such as a
cor ner , from which the flow naturally tends to separ-I 

S ate . Consequently, the separation phenomenon and free
shear-layer development in the wake are sensitive to

___________ _____________________________ Reynolds number and , unlike thin airfoils , there is no
regime that can be described by potential flow theory.
Only at Re ~ 1 does the flow even approximately
resemble the sketch in Fig. 4(a), and both unsteady
effects and viscous separation are i nteractively im-
portant for Re ~. 50. On the other hand, the spl ittera. POTEN TIAL FLOW CD CL -0  plate illustrated in Fig. 4(c) destroys the organized
vortex shedding by effectively uncoupling the periodic

FIgure 5 from Ref. I suesnarlzes the prima ry flow-
field characteristics on the basic cylinder wi thout a

____ __ ______________. _______ _.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ___ _
~~~~~ separation from the two sides of the cylinder.

splitter plate for various flow regimes , at Mach ntnn-
bers below the onset of shock waves . Figure 6, also

that can occur. Unsteady effects are almost always

,,.> -
~~~~~

.. from Ref. I , Indicates the wide ranges of time-
averaged drag, fluctuating lift , and Strouhal number

important for Re z 50, al though the alternate vortexn.’- io4 c0 - ii . c L -.o. 4.”~’ shedding with dominant periodicity is most pronounced
for 100 ~ Re ~ 200,000. This encompasses the vortex-
street and subcri tical regimes , where the flow near
the surface of the cylinder is laminar up to and past
the point of separation; transition to turbulence oc-
curs in the wake, if at all. The mean drag coeffi-
cient and Strouhal number are well defined , although
considerable scatter occurs in the fluctuating lift
or side-force data, as shown in Fig. 6. Not shown is
the unsteady drag, which fluctuates wi th an amplitude
of the order of 0.05 to 0.10 and a frequency twice
that of the lift fluctuations , which are synchronized

SPLITT ER PLATE C0 — as . c. ~o w i th  each p~fl of shed vortices .
Ma,jor changes occur at a critical Reynolds number

Fl9. 4. Sketches of flow past a circular cyl inder. thst is of the order of 2x  IO~, where transition

—---5 - - -
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“ INCIPIENT ICARMAN RANGE” “PURE KARMAN RANGE”
8O-9O~~R. ‘150 3003040 - N.- 80-90

LAMINAR INSTABILITY OF
LAMINAR WAKE DOUBLE VORTEX SHEET

INSTABILITY BICOCHLEAR
QUASI-LIMIT CYCLE

‘CRITICAL AND
“ SUBCRITICAL” POST-CRITICAL ” 3,500 ~ Re

150 100.000 100.000 
<Ri <3.500.000Re - 130.000 130,000

TURBULENT RESEPARATION REOOVERY OF
LAMINAR Bus BLEe >go” TRANSITI0tdO<90’

NARROW IRREGULAR PRONOUNCED PERIODICITY
PERIODIC LAMINAR W A K ENEAR WAKE

Fig. 5. Fluid dynamic flow regimes for a cylinder.

occurs so quickly in the laminar free-shear layer
that turbulent reattacheent occurs on the surface
of the cylinder. The boundary layer then resepar-
ates as a turbulent f ree-shear layer a short dis-
tance farther around the perimeter. The flow on the
rear half of the cylinder changes dramatically as a TUR BULENT

PARATION

PURE
result of this longer run of thin boundary-layer r____ LAM RS1PA

~~~

Tb0N —-~ir~ ITICALflow (cf. Fig. 5), and the redistribution of pros- VOFI KARMAN SUPERCR
sure causes the well—known large decrease in the fts.fl-a-- SUBCRITICAL 

~~
...—- ~~~

mean drag coefficient shown in Fig. 6. The dominant
periodicity ceases and the Strouhal number is usu-
ally ill-defined, although significant fluctuations 

I IIJ I ~ IIj T I I Ij  I I

continue. These fluctuations are wide-band, but not ‘~ ‘~0 C 0
completely random. Therefore, a wide range of 1 - ‘

~~
- . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ S

Strouhal n~,ters have been reported for this regime; -

this is indicated by the cross-hatched regions in - ~Fig. 6. The flow in this low supercritical regime 
~~~~~~~~ ~~ -~~tis highly sensitive to freestream turbulence, sur- - 

,.- ~~•‘~~“; 2~
Q

face roughness , and three-dimensional disturbances . UFT. CLBoth the mean and the fluctuating forces diminish -
considerably, but the details of the flow are not ~‘.‘ ~~~~~~~ ‘~~~~

‘

well unders tood nor adequately documented in this i I __I..i.11-.I-4% I I III ~~~~~~~~~~~
regime .

4 I l i l p  I I II~ I I II~ I I 
~‘I 

I 3 II I~~ I

For ss~oth cylinders and at Reynolds manbers of -
the order of 3 ’  10’ and above , transition to turbu- IRREGULAR
lence occurs ahead of , and thereby supersedes, the .3 FI.UCTUATIOf4S

~~4*, ~laminar separation bubble. When this occurs , pro- -nounced periodicity in the f luctuating lift reap- STROUHALpears , implying a return to some form of periodic NUMBER. .2
vortex shedding. This regime is usually called
transcritical ,’ sithough the supercritical and

transcrit~cal labels are somet imes interchanged In ., S S

the literature .

Al though it has not been established whether 0 I II I I III I I II! I I III I I III I 111 1
there is a Reynolds nunter above which S, CD, and 10 ~~ to’ to4 to’ to’ to’
C1_ remain constant, a predominant Strouhal muter REYNOLDS NUMBER
becomes rather well defined at S • 0,3 for Re ~ l0~and CD increases approx imately ~.ofold above Itsm1ni~~~ value at Re • 6x l 0 ~ . The fluctuating lift
coefficient is much lower than In the subcritical Fig. 6. Mean drag, fluctuating lift, and Strouhal
regime. However, this high-Reynolds mater regime shedding frequency for rigid circular cylin-
is only atta ined at relatively high values of free- ders (Ref. 1).

5 — — ~~~~~~ S — -  - 
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stream dynamic pressure, ½p U~. or for large diameters . Therefore, the actual side forces are sometimes
large enough to induce severe structural vibrations.

Vibrating Cylinders

The unsteady lift and drag can excite an oscillatory motion of a bluff body when the structure is not
perfectly rig id. The simples t case Is the resonant excitation of some structura l mode of the body at the
specific natura l shedding frequency of the flow . This would be expected to occur at a discrete velocity
for each mode, since S = fd/U constant.

However, it has been found that large-amplitude oscillations of lightly damped structures can i nteract
with the flow enough to alter the vortex-shedding frequency to that of the naturally-vibrating frequency of
the structure, over a range of values of S. This is known as ‘lock-in ,’ and the Strouhal-frequency band-
width of the lock—in phenomenon determines the velocity range over which such self—induced oscillations can
occur. The distingu ishing fluid dynamic phenomenon is that when the oscillating frequency is slightl y be-
low the natural vortex-shedding frequency for a ri id body, Lhe phase of the lift fluctuation generally
leads the motion and the oscillations are negative y damped , or unstable. However , the lock-in forces also
depend on amplitude , motion direction , and Reynolds r~umber , and they are not sufficiently well documented
to quote general results over wide ranges of condition.

Self- i nduced structura l oscillations have been si gnificant engineering problems for many years ; one
of the most famous was the failure of the original Tacoma Narrows Bridge in 1940 (Ref. 6). However , most
of the quantitative fluid—dynamic studies have been performed in more recent times, during which the gen-
eral features of the lock-in synchronization of the wake and body motion have been identified. A lso, a
number of experiments have shown the large variations in amplitude and phase of the fluctuating lift and
drag that occur at frequencies above and below the natural shedding frequency . But the frequency band-
width of the lock-In phenomenon and the threshold values of cylinder oscillation amplitude that are re-
quired for lock-in have been quantified for only a limited number of conditions and for few geometries
other than circular cross sections . Some approximate methods of analysis for this problem are reviewed
briefl y in Ref. 1.

3 .0 UNSTEADY SEPARATION ON SLENDER BODIES

Streamlined bodies are normally designed to avoid separation at low angles of attack. Organized vor-
tex shedding, analogous to that on cylinders with lamina r separation , may occur at low Reynolds numbers .
However, most streamlined confi gurations operate at high Reynolds numbers , 106 < Re < 108, so that turbulent
boundary layers preva il. At high flight Speeds, shock waves are likely to cause the turbulent boundary
layer to separate, whereas stall may occur at lower speeds and at high angles of attack. In any case, tur-
bulence in free shear layers and wakes tends to disorganize the flow, to produce fluctuating fluid dynamic
forces, and to compound the analytical difficulties .

For slender bodies at high Reynolds numbers , the unsteady separated external flow problems can be
roughly classified into three main categories, which are very much associated with the motion of the body.
The term “buffeting ” is used to describe the structural response of aircraft or missile components to the
aerodynamic exci tation that is produced by flow separation. In this case, the overal l body motion is
approximately unifo rm, and the structure flexes slightly and irregularly under the influence of the separ-
ation—Induced fluctuating airloads . “Stall flutter” refers to oscillations of an elastic body that are
caused by separated flow that would be nominally steady in the absence of the body, but which is made un-
steady by the flow-induced body motion. Finally, the term “dynamic stall” is often used to describe the
unsteady separation and stall phenomena on bodies that are forced to execute time-dependent motion, oscilla-
tory or otherwise, or in cases where gusts or other flow-field disturbances Induce transitory stall. Stall
flutter and dynamic stall share many coninon features ; the primary fluid dynamic difference is that the S

amplitude of the motion is normally smaller in most cases of stall flutter.

Buffeting

The turbulent eddies in a separated free-shear layer produce velocity and pressure fluctuations that
encompass a wide range of frequencies , and the distribution of turbulent energy across the frequency spec-
tr*ri is normally broadband. While the amplitudes of these fluctuatIons are generally much smaller than

typical mean values , they are usuall y 10 to 100 times
larger than those of attached boundary layers, as in-

/ -
~ PILOT dicated in Fig. 1. Consequently, the separated pres-

BUFFX1’ING- [ 
5 sure fluctuations may become greater than the threshold

WING STRUCTURAL levels that are required to excite normal modes of
RESPONSE 1~~ vibration of an aircraft structure . This resonant

aerodynami c excitation of structural vibrations is
characterized by the level , scale , and degree of cor-

- 
relation of the presst~ro fl uctuations .

The earliest investigations of buffeting deal t
\ with often-catastrophic vibrations of aircraft tails

operating In the separated wake of the main wing, or
of the wing-fuselage Junction , as indicated rn Fig. 7

EV E C E ,
~~ 

‘
~ 

from Ref. 7. An analogous bluff-body problem would
I. L . S A L  

~~~~ be the vibrations induced by the Impact of the exter-
CORRELATION SUF FE TIN G - nal wake of one tube on another in a multiple-tube ,

TAIL STRUCTURAL cross-flow-type heat exchanger. Buffeting may also
RESPONSE occur on the wing itself , of course, and this is the

EXCITATION \ ~~~~ , 
more coninon problem today. Wing buffeting of modern

(BUFFET) ~~.—
- - - aircraft and missiles generally occurs at the extremes

of the operational flight envelope, either near C
~~axFig. 7. Sketch of buffeting on an airplane during landing or maneuvers , or near the onset of

(Ref. 7). transonic drag divergence in cruise. Maneuver limi ta-

- _ _ _—-

~~~~~ 

- —- -S — .- -~~~--————--- 
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tions and drag divergence Invariably involve separation induced by shock waves .

Although the onset of flow separation and buffeting can be estimated by a combination of boundary
layer methods and potential flow theory, no reliable theoretical or numeri cal technique exists for predict-
ing the fl uctuating pressures in turbulent separated shear flows. Consequently, the design engineer must
rely on correlations of experimental data and on tests of models In wind tunnels for estimates of aerody-
nami c characteristics , structural vibrations , and fatigue loads . The fluid dynamic characteristics are
often inferred or measured directly on conventional rigid models or surfaces. However, it has not been
established to what extent the statistical characteristics of the aerodynamic exciting forces are essen-
tially independent of the motion of the body surface. These questions of experimental techniques and phil-
osophy wil l be covered in detail in the following lecture , as well as classifications and detailed discus-
sions of wi ng flows with buffeting . In subsequent lectures , the fundamental fluid dynamic aspects of
unsteady shock wave-boundary layer interactions will be addressed.

Dynamic Stall and Stall Flutter

A certain degree of unsteadiness always accompanies the flow over an airfoil or other streamlined
lifting surface at high incidence , but the stall of a profile undergoing unsteady motion is even more com-
plex than static stall. If the angle of attack oscillates around the static stall angle, the fluid dynami c
forces and moments exhibit l arge amounts of hysteresis. The maximum values of CL, CD, and CM can greatly
exceed their static counterparts , and a condition of negative aerodynamic damping in pitch often develops
during part of the cycle. This is illustrated by the dotted shading in Fig. 8* from Ref. 8. The aerody-
namic pitch damping is given by -~~CM da. If the average value over the cycle is negative , the airfoil
extracts energy from the air stream, and the pitch oscillations will tend to incr”~ase in amplitude , unlessrestrained. This , of course , is the condition for flutter , and unsteady separation hysteresis permi ts it
to occur in a sing le degree of freedom of oscillatory body m otion . Normally in unseparated flows , flutter
only occurs when the body motion includes multi ple degrees of freedom; for example , combined bending and
torsion of an aircraft wing.

A great deal has been learned about the basic phenomena of dynamic stall wi thin the last decade,
esoecially in connection with the retreati ng—blade stall problem of helicopter rotors (Refs. 1 , 9). On an
airfoil whose incidence is increasing rapidly, the onset of stall can be delayed to incidences considerably
in excess of the static stall angle. If the airfoil attains a sufficiently high incidence to penetrate
deep into stall by virtue of large-amplitude motion, the breakdown of the flow field begins with the forma-
tion of a strong vortex-like disturbance that is shed from the leaoing-edge region. This vortex moves
downstream over the upper surface of the profile , as shown in Fig. 9. Its passage distorts the chordwise
pressure distribution and produces transient forces and moments that are fundamentally different from their
static counterparts and that can not be reproduced by neglecting the unsteady motion of the airfoil. An-
other feature of the unsteady stall case is that large negative values of pitching moment caused by the
rearward shift of the aerodynamic center of pressure, that is, “moment stall , occur before the maximum in
lift or normal force, or “lift stall. ”

The details of dynamic stall depend strongly on the frequency of oscillation , the amplitude and mean
angle of the motion , and in some cases , on the a i r f o i l  geometry. The effect of Mach number seems fairly
important, although the extent to which the vortex shedding phenomenon is suppressed by shock wave-boundary
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layer interaction has not been established . The dependence on Reynolds number is rather weak. The role
of these parameters will be discussed in more detail In a subsequent lecture.

The related phenomenon of stall flutter also involves oscillations in pitch , but as mentioned earlier ,
the amplitude of the oscillation is usually smaller than in the case of dynamic stall. When this is true,
the large-scale, organized vortex-shedding phenomenon Just described is absent or much less prominent.
Nevertheless , the hysteresis i n  CM vs. ~~, which is necessary to produce the negative aerodynamic damping
tha t initiates stall flutter , still has its origins in the phase of the nonlinear separation and reattach—
mont of the boundary layer. Consequently, the frequency of the oscillation , which is approximately the
torsional natural frequency of the structure , is a predominant parameter. The airfoil geometry and the
freestream Mach number largely determine the boundary layer separation characteristics , and , therefore ,
they are also important.

Flutter of Control Surfaces

Fina lly, control surface flutter is an important practical problem , especially aileron buzz at tran-
son ic  speeds. Under certain combinations of Mach and Reynolds numbers , the spectrum of the fluctuating
pressures in the separated zone behind the shock wave in Fig. 1 contain one or more predominant frequen-
cies . If the airfoil section includes a hinged flap, the resultant periodic hinge moments may produce an
oscillatory flap motion , which in turn interacts wi th the flow field near and behind the shock wave to
sustain a limit-cycle fl utter motion. As in the related problem of transonic buffet, a satisfactory analy-
tical or numerical treatment of this problem is not yet available, but considerable basic research is in
progress on the model problem of forced small-amplitude oscillation of the flap of an airfoil in transonic
flow (Refs. 1 , 10). This problem will be discussed further in a subsequent lecture.

4.0 INTERNAL FLOWS

Separated flows in ducts with variable geometry and in turbomachinery exhibit many features in comon
with the external flows discussed above. However, there are important differences which are described
briefly in the following representative examples .

Ax ial— Flow Compressors

The qualitative features of dynamic stall and stall flutter have been observed in compressors and
their nonrotating analogs, cascades. However, the interference between adjacent blades and three-dimensional
and rotational effects has a strong infl uence on the quantitative details of the stall behavior (Refs. 11 ,
12). In particular , the hysteresis loops of forces and moments are considerably more complicated than those
of isolated airfoils , as indicated in Fig. 10 from Ref. 13. Furthermore , in this experiment the maximum
norma l force was observed to increase approximately linearly with the nondimensional pitch rate, but the
rate of increase of CN in this correlation was much less than in the Isolated airfoil case. More detailed
measurements will be required to determine to what extent stall on rotating componellts can be understood In
terms of the semi-empirical analyses and concepts of dynami c stall on airfoils and wings .

Although they lie outside the scope of this lecture series, the global unsteady stall problems of surge
and rotating stall in turbomachines may be mentioned in passing. As their names suggest, rotating stall is

a large—scale separation phenomenon that propagates
.4 5 circumferentiall y in a direction opposite to the rotor

motion , whereas surge induces mass flow oscillations
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ in the axial direction. These two modes are indicated

schem atically in Fig. 11 from Ref. 14. Because of
Il - their complexity and interdependence on the total

system parameters, few analyses or experimental inves-
ti gations have focused on the detailed fluid dynamic
behavior inside such machines .

- 
One of the more promising engineering analyses of

these problems is described in a recent paper by
Greitzer (Ref. 15). He extended earlier lineari zed
analyses, wherein an axial flow compressor and its
adjacent ducting downstream were modeled by a Heln~oltzresonator by i ntroducing a lag to account for the time

N STEADY FLOW required for rotating stall to develop fully. The
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Fig. 10. Normal force coefficient for dynamic stall
on a compressor rotor blade due to Inlet dis- Fig. 11. Sketch of two possible modes of cclnpres-
tortlons (Ref. 13). sor instability (Ref. 14).
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nondimensional t ime constant of this lag in compressor response was found to be proportional to the Helm-
holtz resonator frequency, WH. Greitzer stressed the importance of a parameter B; it is the inverse of
the reduced frequency based on OH, the equivalent duct length encompassing the compressor disc , and the
mean circumferential velocity of the rotor. He found that for a give n compressor, the mode of the Insta-
bility that would occur at the stall line, that is, surge or rotating stall , would depend on whether B
were greater or less than a critical value, corresponding to the onset of limit cycle behavior of pressure
rise versus axial velocity .

Transitory Stall in Diffusers

A different type of stall occurs In diffusers that are operating close to their maximum pressure re-
covery. Basic flow regimes were identified some years ago (Ref. 16) for low speed flows, as indicated in
Fig. 12. Some of the transonic modes that were classifed more recently in Ref . 17 are sketched in Fig. 13.
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_______
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BOUNDARY LAY ER THROAT PROPAGATING
DETACH MENT SHOCKL ETS

Fi g. 12. Flow regimes in two—dimensional low—speed Fig. 13. Typical instantaneous flow patterns in
diffusers (Ref. 16). transonlc and supersonic diffusers (Ref. 17).

In these transitory stall regimes , large amplitude fluctuations can occur more or less periodicall y as the
separated fluid washes in and out of the downstream end of the diffuser, or as the stalled region grows and
collapses in the latera l direction. As shown in Fig. 13, the unsteadiness in the supercritical modes was
caused by the unsteady shock wave-boundary layer interactions.

The frequency of the transitory stall in low-speed two-dimensional configurations has been found t~ begiven very approximately by fL s in e /U0 0.0055, where I Is the length , U0 Is the average entrance
velocity , and a is the total included angle of the diffuser. For the maximum amplitudes of the fluctua-
tions , typical values of a are in the range 15° — 3O°, which would mean wI/U0 0.1. It has not yet been
established whether this represents a truly unsteady problem, insofar as the overall perforn..~nce is con-cerned. However, for the large—amplitude oscillating airfoils , this range of reduced frequencies represents
a regime wherein unsteady effects grow rapidly with increasing frequency.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Almost any flow that separates will have some deqree of unsteadiness . In sore cases, the fluctuations
will be almost complete stochastic; in others It will ~e highly organized; and in others , It will be a com-
bination of random and periodic components. In this introductory lecture , some of the peculiar unsteady
phenomena have been reviewed and several broad classes of flow problems have been discussed briefly. It
~hou1d be emphasized again that a great deal remains to be learned about unsteady separated flows , especially
at high Reynolds numbers . A considerable amount of research Is under way in an effort to understand the
basic fluid dynamic mechanisms better and to develop new engineering prediction methods.
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PREDICTION OF THE SEVERITY OF BUFFETING

by

F D G M A B EY

ROYAL AIRCRAFT ESTABLISHMENT , BEDFORD

NOTATION

c wing chord (m) p pressure fl uctu at io n in a band Af at
frequency f (N/rn

C3 — C304,) buffeting coefficient — win g root 
— 2strain signa l/kinetic pressu re p rams pressure fluctuations (N/rn

(arbitrary units) —
2 2 rlog n—~C3~~ C3~ d imensionless buffeting coeffic ients p /q — j 

—
~~~~ nP(n)d(lo g n)

de fined in Equations (3) and (4) og fl

lift coefficient q kinetic pressure ~pV 2 (N/rn2)

R Reynolds number — based on aerodynamicf frequency (hz(c /s ) mean chord

F(n) contribution to p2 /q 2 in frequency V free stream velocity (mis)band An

p/q( E)h /J x distance from leading—edge (ma)

ang le of incidence or angle ofK transfo rmat ion factor Equat ion (3) attack (0)

L t~~ ical dimension ana lyser bandwidth ratio (Af/f)
I bubble length (m) A sweep angle (°)

a frequency parameter fL/V p f ree strea m density (kg/rn3)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

We must first establish what we mean by buffeting . Buffeting is defined as the structural response
to t he aerodynamic excitation produced by separated flows. In the example sketched in Figure 1, there is
a large area of separated flow on the wing . This provides the excitation which at a given point may be
characterised by the rums level , t he frequency spectrum (we shall see that the spectrum is often fairly
flat at 3.ow frequencies), the degree of correlation in space and time, and the length scale. The pressure
fluctuations excite a response of the structural modes which we call buffeting. The aircraft structure
ac ts as a selective filter for the excitation so that spectra of buffeting always contain pronounced peaks
at structural frequencies. In the example sketched in Figure 1 both the wing and the tailplane are
excited. Rigid body modes may also be excited, such as “wing rocking”, “wing dropping” or “nose slicing”,
but these are at much lower frequencies and can be regarded as aircraft handling problems, of great
importance but outside the scope of this chapter. Buffet onset is often defined as the first appearance
of a significant area of separated flow, although aerodynamicists often argue about how large the area
must become before it is significant. (This is one of the uncertainties inherent in the theoretical
methods for the prediction of buffet onse t now being developed. These methods are briefly discussed in
the Appendix). The onset of buffeting in fl ight is even more difficult to specify, for much of our
present data are based on pilot impressions, which may be inaccurate if the pilot sits on or close to a
node of the predominant modes being excited. Most pilots expect wing buffeting to provide a warning of
more serious phenomena such as stall, pitch up or wing—drop, and are unhappy with aircraft which do not
provide such a warning, unless an automatic visual or audio warning system is fitted.

The term buffet ing was apparently first introduced into aeronautical literature when a structursl
failure occurred to the tail of a Junkers monoplane in 1930 (Ref 1). This failure was attributed by the
British accident investigation to buffeting of the tailplane •xcited by flow separations on the wing.
The flow separations on the wing were caused by an encounter with a severe gust and the German investiga-
tion attributed the accident directly to the structural failure of the wing caused by the gust (Ref 2).
This incident eaphasisea again that buffeting often occurs in critical flight situations, when limit loads
are being approached or when the aircraft is approaching lateral or longitudinal stability boundaries.
(These early reports even include some discussion of the importance of correctly representing the aircraft
geometry on th. model and of the problems posed by testing at low Reynolds numbers. These issues are still
important today).

A consistent , dimensionless repre sentation of excitation spectra is required when comparing measure-
ments made at different flow densities aid velocities. We shall adopt the notation suggested by T B Owen
(let 3) end represented in Figure 2. Here we have a frequency parameter

- fL/V

and an excitation leve l

p,q’c~~ vci~~)
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Buffeting Criteria for Figh te r and Transpor t Aircraf t

Figure 3 ill ustrates how buffeting criteria , expressed in terms of CL — H boundar ies , can influence
the choice of wing loading for fighter and transport type aircraft. The boundaries presented for onset,
light , moderate and heavy buffeting are based on some unpublished RAE measurements (Ref 4). (These
boundari es are derive d by a method outlined later).

A ry p i - ol fighter aircraft (with a wing leading—edge of sweep angle 42°) will cruise well below
the buffet Onset boundary, but will frequently perform 5g manoeuvres which take it well beyond the buffet
boundary to the moderate buffeting, or even to the heavy buffeting contour. For a fighter aircraft the
moderate b u f f et ing limit is sometimes taken as the highest level at which guns or missiles can be aimed
successfully, whereas the heavy buffeting limit is that at which the aircraft becomes useless as a weapon
p la t form , but is still controllable. For a fighter , frequent buffeting loads can seriously in f l uence the
f a t igue life of the structure , for they are considerably larger than the loads caused by turbulence . The
infl uence of the buffeting loads on the fatigue life of the new generation of advanced combat aircraft
will need careful consideration. These aircraft can manoeuvre at higher lift coefficients and kinetic
pressures than previous aircraft , without encountering rig id body modes such as wing dropping or nose
slicing, because the separations are well controlled. However the pilot could be largely unaware of high
fr equency responses occurring in structural modes which could strongly influence the life of the airframe .

In contrast a typical transport aircraft (with the wing leading—edge of sweep angle 270) may cruise
at about 0.1 in CL below the buffet onset boundary. On infrequent occasions the aircraft may encounter
a strong gust which carries the aircraft beyond the buffet boundary, righ t up to the modera te buf f et ing
level. (The gust of 12 .5 m/s selected in this example would have a wavelength of about 33 m (Ref 5). The
steady load achieved during the excursion into buffeting is probably more serious than the buffeting loads ,
which may be little larger than those associated with the atmospheric turbulence encountered during every
flight.

Buffeting on fighter and transport aircraft only determines the extent of the penetration beyond
the buffet boundary if there are no other handling limitations , such as wing rocking, wing dropping,
pitch—up or stalling . We will return to this point later.

2.0 CLASSIFICATION OF WING FLOWS AND BUFFETiNG

A broad classification of wings with separated flows that excite buffeting viii be useful as a
framework for our discussion , even if the classification suggested is incomplete (Fig 4).

Wings with low ang les of sweep are charac te r ised beyond the buf fe t boundary a t subsonic speeds by
leading—edge or trailing—edge separations. These separations form bubbles on the wing which usually
excite heavy buffeting. At transonic speeds the presence of strong shock waves nearly parallel with the
leadi ng—edge add to the difficulties of predic ting the f low , so that we give this flow a prediction
rating of 10. (These prediction ratings are arbitrary and not used in any calculations; an increase in
prediction rating represents increased difficulty of prediction). Swept wings are characterised by a
combination of mixed flows (Ref 6) which are difficult to predict. The separated flows on a swept wing
at transonic speeds may include shock waves (which vary in intensity acr,ss the span), bubbles ( f r o m  the
leading—edge or the trailing—edge) and vortices. Thus a small increase in Mach number may drama tically
al ter the position of a shock wave or the reattachment point of a bubble. Similarly an increase in unit
Reynolds number or a change of the roughness band used to fix transition on the model in wind tunnel tests
may comp letely alter the character of the shock wave/boundary layer interaction (References 7 and 8).
These difficul ties seem to justif y a prediction rating for swept wings of 100; an even higher ra t ing
would be appropriate for a variable geometry wing.

Sle nojer wings with sharp leading—edges are characterised by a simple vortex type of flow, which
prevails over the complete speed range from subsonic to supersonic speeds. This unified type of flow is
a pow -rful argument for the application for supersonic aircraft (Ref 9). The vortices , which produce
signi icant non—linear lift , have a well defined , small scale structure and we shall see that they do pot
produ~e severe buffeting unless vortex breakdown occurs at high angles of attack outside the normal flight
envelope. In addition the vortices on slender wings with sharp leading—edges are relatively insensi t ive
to wide variations in Reynolds number. Hence slender wings are given a prediction rating of 1.

These prediction ratings are, of course, arbi trary,  but they reflect real differences between the
flows , which are now considered in greater detail.

Unswept Wings

The character of the excitation caused by leading—edge separation bubbles on unswept wings may be
infer red  (Re f 10) from the simplified model for a bubble suggested by Norbury and Crabtree in Reference
11 (Fig 5). In the constant—pressure region of the bubble , we would expect the excitationcaused by low
frequency fluc tuations in the separation point to be relatively small, whereas in the reattachument region,
where th. rate of pressure recovery is high , the excitation should be much higher . Thus the excitation
might be expected to reach a maximum in the middle of the resttachmenc region. These inferences from the
mean static pressure distributions are broadly confirmed by the measurements, although the excitation
attenuates both upstream and downstream of the reattachment region owing to the influence of the shear
layer.

The spectru. of surface pressure fluctuationa for a boundary layer approach ing separation in an
adverse pressure gradient may be divided into high—frequency and low—frequency components (Ref 12). The
high—frequency pressure fluctuations are similar to those found under a boundary layer in zero pressure
gradient (Ref 13) and are generated in the small scale Inner reg ion of the boundary layer associated with
the law of the wall. The low—frequenc y pressure fluctuations are generated in the large—scale outer reg ion
associated with the las, of the wake , and increase in intensity as the outer region of the boundary layer
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t h icken e. Between separation and reattach ment , meas ure ments suggest that the low—frequenc y pressure
fluctuat ions continue to increase steadily as the separated boundary layer thickens , until a point is
reached where the mixing layer turns towards the surface and the mean pressure starts to increase.
(Bradshaw has shown that the flow in the reattachment region is dominated by a rap id reduction in eddy
s ize as the shear layer is divided into two halves. The lowe r half of the shear layer moves upstream
from reattachment ; the upper half moves downstream (Re f 14) . It seems reasonable that this sudden
reduction in eddy size should be accompanied by a sudden reduction in excitation at low frequencies).
Somewhere close to the reattach ment point , the measurements for a wide range of bubble flows show a
maximum value of the rums pressure tluctuation coefficient of

p/q between 0.10 and 0.04

The spec tra also shows a marked s imi la r i ty if the frequent parameter n is based on the bubble length I,
for a peak pressure fluctuation is found when

n — f l /V — 0.5 to 0.8 . (1)

Th is probably imp lies a feed—back process between conditions at the reattac~~ent and separation poin~-s .
Equation (1) will be inappropriate when there is a strong, co herent disturbance in the wake (eg a KIrm~..~
vortex Street) or if there are acoustic resonances (as there may be in cavities) . The measured pressure
fluctuations always cover a broad band of low frequencies, rather than a single discrete frequency as
given by Equation (I) , probably because the velocity of the edd ies in the shear layer varies with the
eddy size.

Leading—edge bubbles may be important for aircraft with sharp leading—edges , for which we have
some good excitation measurements (Fig 6). Leading—edge bubbles were formed on the centre section of the
Bris tol 188 aircraft (Ref 15) and on a Venom aircraft with a sharp leading—edge (Ref 16). Figure 6 shows
that the rums excitation at two points on the Bristol 188 increases gradually from separation (x/l — 0),
reaches a maximum of

p/q — 0.10

just upstream of the reattachment point (x/1 — 1.0) , and then decreases. The frequency parameter n based
on the bubble length has a maximum at about n 0.7 and correlates the apect ra quite well at x/c — 0.85,
where most of the measurements are taken in the region of rapid pressure recovery (x/l — 0.94). The peak
level is abou t i”nP(n) — O.OOb. (The parameter n does not work so well at x/c — 0.50, where some of the
measurements are taken in the constan t steady pressure reg ion (x/l — 0.56). Measurements of pressure
fluctuations on a Venom aircraft also con f orm to the general pattern shown in Figure 6(a) and show no
sign ificant variation in the rams pressure fluctuations or the spectra over the Mach number range from
H — 0.3 to 0.6. Only a small Reynolds number effect on the low—speed pressure fluctuation , was measured
between the aircraft and a model (Ref 16). Some pressure fluctuation measurements on aerofoi ls with round
leading edges (Ref 11) suggest similar rums levels and a peak frequency parameter of about 0.8 to 1.0.

Equation (I) helps us to discriminate between the excitation frequencies associated with long and
short bubbles because of the large change in the bubble length between the two flows. A long bubble covers
a significant area of the aerofoil chord and, from Reference 18, because

1/c — 0(1)

the pressure fluctuations will be at comparatively low frequencies which can excite the structural modes;
eg for a long bubble on a wing with a chord of 3 um mov ing at 70 rn/a , the exc itation frequency would be .~ -

0 (12 Hz)

(Typical wing fundamental bending frequencies are 10 Hz for a small aeroplane and 2 Hz f or a large aero-
plane) . A short bubble only influences a small area of the wing, but , in addition , because

1/c — 0(0.01)

these pressure fluctuat ions will be at such high frequenc ies that they are unlikely to excite structural
modes; eg for a short bubble on a wing with 3 ma chord moving at 70 rn/a , the exc itation frequency would be

0 (1200 Hz)

Flight teats on the Venom with a sharp leading—edge (Ref 16) , and the canard control of the X3—70
(Ref 19) , showed that buffet onset corresponded w ith the formation of a long bubble. The buffeting then
Increased steadily as the bubble extended downstream , until the reattach ment point approached the trailing—
edge and the trailing—edge pressure diverged. This point corresponded with heavy buffeting. Hence the
local pressure fluctuat ions within a long bubble must be quite strongly correlated.

The character of the exc itation caused by a spoiler of height h (Fig 6(b)) closely reseables that
cauaed by a leading—edge bubble. The excitation increases steadily from separation and reaches a maximum
of

— 0.05

just upstream of reattachment . The peak frequency parameter n for the spoiler is about 0.9 in the experi—
ments of Frick., rather than 0.7 for the leading—edge bubble. The exp.ria.nts of Fricke (Ref 20), in sir ,
and of Gr.shilov (Ref 21), in water , give peak frequency parameters of about 0.9 and 0.8 although the
bubble lengths are respectively 16 h and 5.5 h . The coincidence of the frequency parameters based on
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bubbl e length confirms that this is a useful parameter for comparing tha spectra of the pressure fluctua-
tions generated by bubble flows.

The character of the rums pressure t actuations and spectra caused by bubbles is largely indepen-
dent of the ori gin of the bubble (Ref 10). Thus , in particu lar , the maximum pressure f l u c tuat ions occur
just upstream of reattachment for:

- leading—edge bubbles ,
— bubbles downstream of spoilers ,
— bubbles downstream of steps ,
— bubb les upstream of steps ,
— bubbles downstream of sudden expansion in pipes ,
— bubbles within shallow cavities (Pig 7).

Thus the data correlations presented in Reference 10 hav e app l ication to a wide class of flows.

The prediction of the onset and severity of buffeting is of crucial importance at transonic speeds.
In this speed range , the mixed subsonic/supersonic flows and the different regimes of shock/boundary layer
interaction can modify the model for bubble flows described here , at least near the shock . However, down-
stream of the shock , an approximately constant average pressure is often observed in the separated flow
reg ion , followed by a rapid rise to reattachment . Coe’s investigation (Ref 22) of the loads on launch
vehicles included some measurements at subsonic and transonic speeds of the mean and fluctuating static
p ressures caused by a separa t ion bubble  downs tream of a step in a body of revolution (Pig 8). Both the
mean and fluctuating pressure distributions aft of the step correspond very well in general character with
the low—speed pressure d istributions over the c omplete speed range from H — 0.60 to 1.19, al though the maxi-
mum fluctuating pressure falls steadil y from

p/q - 0.06 at H - 0.80

t o

p/q — 0.03 at H — 1.19

This f a l l  in the pressu re f l uc tua t ion s is probably due to the improved stabil i ty of the mean bubble f low
becs’~se of the reduction of upstream influence from the reattachument region as the reg ion of superson ic
fl ow expands. (The base—pressure fluctuations on a body of revolution also fall from subsonic to super-
son i c speeds and a similar exp lanation may be applicable (Ref 23)). The mean pressure distribution
suggests that the length of the bubble does not change significantly from H — 0.60 to 1.19 so that , wi thin
this speed range, there is probably no major change in the interna l structure of the bubble.

The apparent universality of the pressure fluctuations caused by bubble flows at subsonic speeds is
also s:sll illustrated in Figure 8 which includes the pressure fluctuations measured (Ref 24) behind a two—
dimensional step at H — 0.33 as well as those measured (Ref 22) behind a step on a body of revolution at
H — 0.80. The simi larity at subsonic speeds between both the rms pressure fluctuations sod the spectra
for the two different experimental configurations and Reynolds numbers is good .

Recently some interesting measurements of the excitation on a two—dimensional lifting aerofoil at
transonic speeds were made by Moss and Mundell and reported in Reference 25 (Fig 9). The condition
selec t e d for this aerofo i l  (Pc 0.82 , n 6. 7°) is just  beyond buffet  onset. Although the trailing—edge
pressure has not yet diverged , there is a short separation bubble on the aerofoil (with a length of about

— 0.1 c) imeedistely downstream of the shockwave . The position of the bubble was inferred f rom the
shape of the mean pressure distribution , because it could not be seen in oil flow tests. (The interpre-
tation of oil flow testS on two—dimensional aerofoils is often difficult because there are no telltale
inflexi ons in the streak l ines as there are on swept wings).

The excitat ion measurements along the chord are pr esen ted from two freq uency parame ters

n — f c/ V  • 0.08 and 0.8

At a frequency parameter o f n - 0.08 , a typica l value for wing structural modes , there is a large local
increase in excitation in the vicinity of the shock wave . This local excitation decreases rapidly down-
stream of the shock wave but then shows a small local maximum in the vicinity of the re tt tach ment region ,
before decreasing again. This variation in low -frequency excitation must be caused by r ’-- coupli ng of
the shock wave motion (at separa t ion) with the development of the bubble and with con di t i u.s at reat tach —
msnt . In contrast , at a frequency parameter of n — 0.8 , a typical value for wing panel modes , the excita-
tion increases progressively downstream from the shock position , reaches a maximum close to the reattach—
mont line and than falls rap idly as in the other bubble flows discussed in this section.

To find how the excitat ion develops , the angle of attack may be Increased at constant Mach number .
The separation bubble then extends rapidly towards the tr~ iling—edge and the traili ng—edge pressure
diverges , while the shock wave starts to mov e upstream slo ~c ly . Thu s the area of the aerof o il influenced
by both the low frequency and high frequency excitation increases , and a progress ive increase in buffeting
would be expected. It should be noted that as the bubble extend s rap idly in length from about I — 0.1 c
to 1 — 0.5 c , the predominant bubble frequency parameter will fall from n — 8 to n — 1.6, so t hat there
should be a large Increase in excitation in a frequency range centred on this lower value .

Swept Wings

Figure 10 shows the couples separated flow on a typical .odel w ith swept wings at a Mach number of
0.80 at low Reynolds number. These sketche s illustrate some of the features which make buffet prediction
di f f icul t  for swept wings and justify the prediction rating of 100 allotted in Figure 4. At buffet onset
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there are at least three shockwaves on the wing and a small shock induced separation bubble (with a
length of perhaps 0.05 c) i e d istsly downstream of the strongest shock wave , which runs roughly parallel
w ith the leading—edge. At moderate buffeting there are complex shock patterns on the wi ng, areas of
separated flow and areas with attached flow having a strong spanwise velocity component (Great care is
always necessary to achieve an optiu transition fix for the boundary layer under high lift condition s
l ike this at transon ic speeds if large scale effects are to be avoided. The essential aim in the model
teat is to achieve the full scale boundary layer shape parameter , H , at the shock—wave/boundary—layer
interaction . This aim can often be achieved by comparing the results of modern boundary layer calculs—
t ion  methods at model and f u l l  scale Reynolds numbers) .

Pressure fluctuations are presented for a single point P on the wing; Figure 11 shows the variation
of rus pressure fluctuations with the angle of attack. An attemp t is made to exp lain this variation, but
it is speculative because of the difficulty of discriminati ng between local events at P and what is
happening simultaneously elsewhere on the wing . A local Mach number of 1.0 is reached at a small angle
of attack at a point on the wing near the leading—edge and close to the tip. A local region of supersonic
f low then develops as the angle of attack increases. This supersonic reg ion is terminated by a shock
wave , which oscilla tes upstream and downstream . The pressure fluctuations at P first increase slowly with
the angle of attack (point A , a • 1.80) because of the combined effect of the shock oscillation and the
pressure fluctuations caused by an attached boundary layer growing under an increasingly adverse pressure
gradient (Ref 12). As the terminal shock wave approaches and passes the transducer position (point B,
a 5.00) the pressure fluctuations increase rapidly; the major part of this increase must come from the
shock wave oscillation . Shortly after point B the boundary layer separates at the terminal shock, and
the terminal shock then start, to move forward and buffeting is detected by the wing—roo t strain gauges.
(Thus the wing—root strain gauges give a measure of the integrated excitation on the wing). When the
terminal shock move, upstream of the pressure transducer the local pressure fluctuat ions fall rapidly to
a minimum at about 1 — 60 because the point P is no longer influenced directly by the shock oscillation.
The pressure fluctuations then increase to a maximum (point C, a — 7.20) , when the reattac heent line crosses
the pressure transducer , just as on the aerofoil (Fig 9). The local pressure fluctuations then decrease
as the bubble extend s downstream , although the wing buffeting, which is the response to the total excita-
tion on the wing, con t in ues to increase steadily from moderate to heavy .

The spectra of the pressure fluctuations provide additional information . Figure 12 shows that at
point A . well below the buffet onset , the increase in pressure fluctuations is above the frequency range
of wing modes. At the point B , with the terminal shock oscillating across the transducer , the peak pres-
sure fluctuations become larger and move to lower frequencies , within the range of wing modes. At the
point C , this peak is lower , because the shock is upstream of the transducer . However we notice at point
C that there is an increase in pressure fluctuations at high frequencies (n > 0.5). This may be associa-
ted with the separation bubble downstream of the shock. 8y analogy with the low-speed results , we might
expect to find a second peak in the spectra at n — 5 to 10 with this short length of bubble (I o 0.1 c)
but the present measurements did not extend much beyond a — 1.0.

This is obviously only a simplified account of the development of the excitation , using data from
a single point on a wing . A co mplete description of the excitation all over a wing (including m s  levels ,
spectra and correlations) is difficult to achieve . Extensive computing facilities are also needed to
utilize this data to predict buffet ing (3.0). Hence few measurements of excitation are currently
available for swept wings at transonic speeds. However , we can learn a great deal about the wing behaviour
from buffeting measurements , and these are discussed later .

Slender Wings

The fluctuating normal force measurements of Earnshaw and Lawiord (Ref 26) (Fig 13) show that
slender wings with sharp leading—edges can operate up to quite high angles of attack (and hence achieve
reasonably high lift coefficients) w}thout experiencing strong excitation . Although these tests were made
at low Reynolds number (B — 0.2 a 100 to 0.4 a 106), the flow characteristics of wings with sharp leading—
edges are insensitive to wide changes in Reynolds number , primarily because the separation line s are fixed.

Recent measurements on the Concorde by BAC/Aarospatia le confirm that the level of excitation is
li ght and almost Identical with that measured on a 1/30 scale model (Ref 27) (Fig 14). Hence we may be
confident that Reynolds number effect , on the excitation of slender wing configuration , with sharp
leading—edge s are insignificant .

Th, excitation is also light on slender wings with round leading—edges. However on slender wings
with round leading—edges , large scala effects have been observed , particularly at subsonic speeds. A well
documented example is the scale effects cm the development of the leading—edge separations observed on
the P02 re.earch aircraft (see References 28 and 29, and Figure 12 in Reference 30).

Although the level of excitation cm slender wings is small , the level of buffeting attained is of
interest because a slender—wing aircraft must fly above the buffet boundary on every take—off and landing ,
and thus acquire a large number of loading cycles duri ng its operational life. The buffeting on rig id
models of slender wings can be detected by sensitive semiconductor strain gauges (Ref 31). Measurements
on two different rigid models conformed to th. same pattern. Buffeting increase. aft.r th. formation of
the vortice , and then reache s a plateau (Fig 15). This plateau is obtained because , although the ares
influenced by the vortices is increasing, th. vort ices are moving away from the wing . A sudden further
increase in buffeting occurs vhCn the vortex breakdown point moves acroes th. trailing—edge , but it is
unlikely that a slender wing aircraft would be required to operate in this region. An unusual feature of
these buffeti ng .eaeur~~~nt. was that the third sy~~~tric mode predominated, rather than the fundamental(as dieruased later ) . Thus these measure ments could not be used with confidence to predict the level of
buffet ing , quite apart from uncertainties about the appropriate damping coefficient , Ths solution found
to this problem was to test an sero—elastic model for a rather similar configuration.
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The buffeting on this aeroelastic model was readily detected by wire strain gauges (Ref 31), even
though the tests were restricted to low equivalent airspeed, becau,e of the danger of overloading and
destroy ing a valuable aeroelastic model. (Most seroelaatic models are designed for flutter testing under
zero lift conditions) . The buffeting on the aeroelastic model was also predominantly in the second and
third structural modes , confirming the results for the rigid models. This response is probably caused by
the excitation being localized to a comparatively small area under the vortices , rather than being distri-
buted across the span as for unswept and swept wings. The level of buffeting extrapolated to full scale
from this model was estimated to be small but just measurable. Thin prediction has recently been confirmed

r in flight.

In flight most of the buffeting is in the second and third structural modes. At the low values of
EAS at which the aircraft flies above the buffet boundary there is little aerodynamic damp ing in these
modes so that we may reasonably assume constant damping. The wing—tip accelerat ion A will then vary with
V2 at a constant angle of attack. Hence the curve of

A/V 2 versus a

derived from the flight measurements at constant weight closely resembles that measured on the model
(Fig 15) at constant kinetic pressure .

The level of buffeting has also been calculated by Mitchell (Ref 32), using as the excitation the
pressure fluctuations measured at 14 points on the 1/30 scale model (Ref 27). Mitchell had to make rather
sweeping assumptions about the correlations of the pressure fluctuations , and also to ass ume values of
total damping appropriate to the motion , but he succeeded in predicting almost exactly the buffeting levels
recently measured in flight.

Many readers will be disappointed that the correlation of the pressure f luc tua tions in these vor tex
flows has not been discussed . This primarily because there are so few correlation measurements available.
The most comp lete act available to the author are those for a model of the BAC 221 , a slender wing researc h
aircraft. Figure 16 shows a typical example, with vortex breakdown about halfway between the apex of the
wing and the trailing—edge (Ref 27). The contours of excitation have a maximum value underneath the point
at which the vortex bursts. Using this point as reference we can then observe the correlation of the
pressure fluctuations at the frequency selected. The clear impression given by a l l  the con tours of correla-
tion is of a definite wave pattern. It is possible to show, by time delay techniques , that the contours
are caused by the convection downstream of a fixed wave pattern associated with the vortex burst.

3.0 - EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Although the onset of flow separations (the buffet boundary) can be predicted by a combination of
boundary layer methods and potential flow theory, adequate theoretical methods are not yet available to
predict the aerodynamic excitation after separation . Hence the prediction of the severity of aircraft
buffe ting will continue to depend on model tests in wind tunnels, and recent improvements in these tents
are of considerable interest.

Three types of model teats to predict aircraft buffeting are discussed:

(l) Ordinary wind tunnel models used to measur e the uns teady wing—root strain in the
f i r st bending mod e,

(2) Ordinary wind tunnel models used to measure the unn t~ ad y pressu re across the
appropr iate surface , and

(3) Aeroelas tic models (ie models designed with representative stiffness and inertia)
used to measure unsteady responses.

The importance of using wind tunnels with low levels of flow unsteadiness is emphasised. Al ternative
method. of determining buffet onset ale discussed.

Buffet Onaet

In Reference 33 Huston et al suggested a method for predicting the onset of buffeting and flight
buffeti ng load .~ from measurements of unsteady wing—root strain made on ordinary wind tunnel models with
unewept and swept wings. Thus buffeting tests could be made simultaneously with routine force measure-
ments. The .imilarity relations suggested are shown in Figure 17.

The method assumes that the reduced frequencies of the wing fundamental mode are about the same
for the model and the aircraft , Ic

fc ffc . 01
model atrcraft

In practice a variation in reduced frequency parameter from 0.7 to 1.6 seems to be acceptable , at least
for measuremei . a of buffet onset (Re f 29), probably because the buffet excitation spectra are always
comparat ively smooth (eg Figure 12 , Curves B and C). The measurement of unsteady wing—moot strain is
genera lly accepted as the most consistent and rel iable method of assessing buffet onset from model tests
(References 29, 34 and 35) and many tunnel/flight comparisons of buffet onset are available (References
29 and 35). There La generally a fair correlation between the tunnel and flight buffet onset boundaries
over an extreme range of wing p lanforas and thicknees distributions. Tunnel results obtained by this
method are usually somewhat pessimistic , particularly at subsonic speeds , but are extremely useful for
project studies and comparative tests. Reference 36 includes numerou s ex~~~les of such comparisons.

Some recent buffet onset measurement. (Re f 37) on a large half model are of particular interest ,
bec ause th. model achieved full .cale Reynolds numbers. On this 42° swept wing scale effects were small
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and Fig 18 shows an excellent comparison between the tunnel and flight buffet onset boundaries.

The improvements in wing buffeting caused by the postponement or alleviation of flow separations
can somet imes be associated with changes in the mean forces  and pressures on the wing, part icularly for
low ang les of .weepback where the buffeti ng is generally heavy. (For moderate or highly swept wings this
is a much more difficult process. The term “kinkology” has been applied for these methods of determining
improvements in buffet. Reference 38 includes some interesting examples) . Thus Figure 19 shows that the
slats which delay heavy buffet ing on the 35°swept wing (Ref 39) also improve C

L 
from about 1.0 to 1.3.

max
The slat also delays the divergence of the trailing—edge static pressure at a typical wing station
(2y /b — 0.50) .

When dynamic wing buffeting tests are made in wind tunnels with low levels of flow unsteadiness
the onset of buffeting is normally well defined. However if the flow unsteadiness at the wing fundamental
frequency exceeds the levels specified in Reference 40, interpretation of the wing—root strain measure-
ments may be difficult , and incorrect answers can be obtained. When the wing—root strain measurements
are ambiguous a critical assessment of the overall forces may identify buffet onset. The examples which
follow represent a bad failure of the dynamic method in some early tests in an unsteady tunnel (/nF(n) —

0.008), and are not typical of what is readily achieved in a tunnel with low unsteadiness.

Figure 20 shows a comparison of the buffet onset boundary for a typical wing with low sweepback
with two criteria for the onset of flow separations (Ref 29). The breaks in the C0 vs CL2 curves corres-
pond quite well with the onset of flow separations derived from surface flow visualiaation. This boundary
also compares fairly well with the buffet boundary at subsonic speeds (N < 0.80) but at transonic speeds
the butfet boundary is manifestly too high. In contrast the breaks in the CL vs a curves occur at such a
high CL over the complete Mach number range that they give too high a level for buffet onset. This obser-
vation is in accordance with the experiments of Ray and Taylor on a large number of wings (Ref 34). On a
three—dimensional wing the initial onset of separation and loss of lift on one area of the wing may be
associated with a compensating increase in lift on another area of the wing, so that there may be no
breaks in the CL vs a curves at buffet onset. Although Bore has obtained some success with particular
wings in using breaks in the CL vs a curves to obtain buffet onset boundaries (Ref 41), thin method is notgenerally recoamended.

Figure 21 shove the same buffet boundary compared with the trailing—edge pressure divergence
boundaries. We see that every spanwise position on the wing gives a different divergence boundary, but
that the boundary for 2y/b — 0.82 gives reasonably good agreement with the onset of flow separations at
high subsonic and transonic speeds as Pearcey suggested (Ref 42). This station is recoemended because
many swept wings are designed no that the flow first separates at about 2y/b — 0.80. Indeed at transonic
speeds the combination of wing taper, leading—edge sweep and thickness distribution will often ensure the
onset of flow separations in this area, unless flow separations can be deferred by modifications to the
wing planform, the wing section or the wing twist distribution. For this wing the flow separetions extend
rapidly downstream from the leading—edge (at subsonic speeds) or from the terminal shock wave (at transonic
speeds) and henc e trailing—edge pressure divergence correlates reasonably well with buffet onset. The
leading—edge separations on highly swept wings at transonic speeds generally extend rapidly to the trailing—
edge so that trailing—edge pressure measurements can assist the interpretation of buffeting measurements
on these wings (Ref 43). If the flow separations extend slowly downstream from the leading—edge, we hsve
seen that trailing—edge pressure divergence will occur significantly later than buffet onset. (References
16 and 19).

Observation of the wing tip vortices can help to define the buffet onset boundary , if the initial
flow separations are close to the wing tip. This technique has been rarely exploited , but during buffet
teats in the RAE 3ft a 3ft tunnel (Ref 29) close agreement was obtained on several models between the
angle of attack at buffet onset derived from measurements of unsteady wing—root strain and the angle of
attac k at which the cores of the wing tip vortices disappeared from the schlieren image. When the wing
fl ow is attached , the boundary layer near the wing tip is concentrated into the core of the wing tip vortex ,
and is clearly visible in a schlieren system with a horizontal knife—edge . However , if there is a separa-
tion on the outboard wing section , the vortex core rapidly diffuses and it is difficult to distinguish on
the schlieren system . The change between these types of flow is well defined on the schlieren but not
very well reproduced on photograp hs. The critical angle of attack is repeatable tO tl° and small asym-
metries between the onset of separation on port and starboard wings can be identified .

Severity of Buffet ing

We must now return to the scaling of the buffeting loads from the model to the aircraft, which
presents serious difficulti *s (Fig 17). Ruston assumed that any differenc es between the mode shapes of
the rig id model and the flexible aircraft would be insignificant and this is probably a fair assumption .
He also assumed that it would be fairly easy to establish the total damping coefficient appropriate to
the model and flight experiments but experience proves this hope is not well founded. Huston showed that
for a given Mach number and angle of attack , if

Wing—root stra in a air density

then the damping of the motion was predominantly structural and constant . Structural damping (generally
denoted by g/2 I critical) seem. to predominate on nearly all steel wind tunnel models (References 44 and
45) and remains constant from zero lift to heavy buffeting conditions. In contrast , if

Wing—root strain a (air density) UZ

Hueton showed that the damping of the motion was predominantly aerodynamic. Huston suggested that this
law would be followed in flight if the aerodynamic damp ing (generally denoted by y I critical) was
unaltered by the onset of flow separations. However until recently there were few reliable flight experi— 4ments, and no conclusive tests on aeroelastic models in wind tunnels to verify thi. law. The measurements 
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of Jones (Ret 46) orig inally suggested that in flight at constant density and velocity, bu t wi th vary ing
angle of a tt ack , the basic assumption of a conStant damping coefficient equal to the attached flow value
was in error . Thus Figure 22(a) shows the variation of total apparent damping coefficient with normal
force coefficient for a small fighter aircraft (Ref 46). At buffet onset the total apparent damping coef—
f i~- ient appeared to increase rapidly from its attached flow value , 3% critical , to 16% critical and then
fall again to about 4% of cr i t ical in the region of moderate buffeting . No convincing explanation of
this phenomena was given and it was not known whether this behaviour was peculiar to this aircraft , or
typical of most swept wing aircraft. A recent reappraisal of the estimates by Butler and Jones (Ref 47)
suggests that at buffet onset the total apparent damping increases because of modal interference

~t low •~mp litu des . In this situation , the simple single degree of freedom analysis is inapprop-
riate and misleading estimates can be obtained. In contrast , at modera te b u f f e t in g the fund amental bending
mode generall y predominates and realistic values of total damping are again obtained. This hypothesis
explains the surprising variation in the previous estimates (Ref 46), which have been widely quoted. Pig
22 includes new estimates based on the original and additional measurements using refined techniques
(Ref 47). The total damping estimates now only vary a little with normal force coefficients. This hypo-
thesis could explain previous variations in apparent damping observed in other f l i ght and tunnel tests ,
which have been analysed in a similar fashion.

A s imilar variation of total damping with lift coefficient has been derived at least once before
(Ref 48) during wind tunnel buffeting tests of a rigid model over a limited Mach number range f rom
M - 0.93 to 1.00. Figure 22(b) shows that the structural damping of this model was low and the same for
all configurations tested (g/2 — 0.4% of critical damping). For the clean wing the total damping of the
fundamental mode remained about 2% from low lift until well beyond buffet onset, then increased slowly to
about 3% and then decreased again. (This variation is rather larger than we would expect for a rigid
model , although Wornom and Davies observed a variation from 3% to 1.5% which could be related with the
lift on the model (Ref 44). In contrast , for the same wing structure and frequency, but with the aero-
dynamics altered by the addition of bodies and fences, the damping started at low lift coefficients at
the same level as the clean wing (2%) but then increased rapidly to 6% at buffet onset (CL — 0.7). The
damp ing reached a maximum of 8.5% at C

L 
— 0.08 and then fell to about 4% at CL — 0.9 to 1.0. The author

of the original report thought that this change in damping was caused by the change in the flow produced
by the wing modifications and not by any peculiar variation of structural damping. Figure 22(c) shows a
similar variation of total damp ing for another improved configuration of the same wing at a Mach number
of 0.98. Once again, a large increase in the total damping seems to occur before buffet onset. If var-
ia t ions of damping coefficient of this kind are going to occur in flight or tunnel experiments it will be
impossible to utilize the simple relations for the severity of buffeting previously suggested (Fig 17).

Recently, Jones showed (Ref 49) that the non—dimensional aerodynamic excitation parameter approp-
riate to a flexible mode of vibration could be derived from measurements of buffeting response and total
damping rat io. Subsequently this non—dimensional buffet excitation parameter in the first wing bending
mode was derived from measurements made on wings of different materials, to give variations in response
and damping, but under nominally identical free stream conditions (Ref 50). To test the scaling relation-
ships implicit in the use of this non—dimensional buffet excitation parameter the flow required to excite
the wing buffeting had to be reletively unaffected by a wide variation in Reynolds number and preferably
unaltered in general character by a Mach number variation from subsonic to supersonic speeds. These con-
di tions were satisfied by the choice of a slender wing with a well—ordered vortex flow (Ref 9), and accor-
dingly a half—model of a delta wing, with a sharp leading—edge swept back 65°, was used. On this simple
configuration a variation in the relative proportions of aerodynamic and structural damping at constant
Reynolds number was obtained by testing two nominally identical wings, one of mild steel , and the other of
magnesium alloy. These materials were selected becauae they had the same ratio of Young’s modulus E , to
density 0m ’ (Aluminium alloy also has the same value of E/p as steel and magnesium). Hence their natural
frequencies were virtually identical and their mode shapes s~milar. Both wings could be tested over a
w ide range of tree stream air density, p,  at constant Mach number , giving the same values of the ratio
p i t,  for different combinations of ~ and p .m m

The idea of using geometrically similar models of steel and magnesium was suggested by a previous
buff et ing invest igation (Ref 51). However the results of that investigation were inconclusive, possibly
because the aerodynamic characteristics of the wing planform and section seiected were sensitive to changes
in Mach number and Reynolds number. (In that investigation the kinetic pressure q was varied by changing
the Mach number at constant tunnel total pressure , and no tests were included at constant Mach number over
a range of Reynolds number).

The results of the present investigation on the 650 delta wing configuration show that on the steel
wing small variations in total damping ratio with free stream density can be detected. On the magnesium
wing significantly larger variations in total damping ratio with free stream density are observed (Fig 23).
When the total damping ratios are combined with the responses (given by the wing—root strain) a measure of
the buffet excitation (or forcing function) is derived, and this is almost the same for both wings and
independent of Reynolds number (Fig 24). The measurements extend well into the vortex breakdown region,
and thus represents a useful extension of our knowledge of slender wing buffeting. (Earlier measurements
of slender wing buffeting were limited by a load restriction on the seroelastic model (Ref 31). Fig 24
also includes the buffet excitation parameter measured by Butler and Spavins 37 on a typ ical fighter aircraft .

The wider implication of these teats is that it should be possible always to predict the buffet
forcing function from tests of ordinar ’~ wind—tunnel models, aa long as the total damping ratio is derived
accurately. (Aluminium alloy also has the same value of Elpa as steel and magnesium). However if predic-
tions for buffeting in f l i g h t  are required , the total damping ratio measured during the model tests must
be separated in to the aerodynamic and structural components. This condition is somewhat restrictive, and
implies that a wide free stream dens ity variation (say 2/1) should be included for several Mach numbers of
the model te st progranme .

Alternatively we may by—pass the uncertainties associated with the damp ing in flight and use the
buffeting meaaursmenta on rigid vind tunnel models with constant damping to derive dimensionless buffeting
coefficients which can then be compared directly with the buffet penetration achieved in flight (Ref 30)
on aircraft for which we do not know the damping coifficients. Many assumptions are implicit in this
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method, but it works reasonably well. The basic hypothesis is that the tunnel unsteadiness (which must
be knovn) can be used as a given level of aerodynamic excitation to calibrate the model response at the
wing fundamental frequency, and hence to derive buffeting coefficients from the buffeting measurements.
These buffeting coefficients are a measure of the generalised force in the wing fundamental mode due to
any distribution of pressure fluctuations on the wing. Past experience with nine aircraft models suggests
that levels of buffeting coefficient obtained in this way can be identified appropriate to the maximum
f light penetration of buffeting for both transport and fighter type aircraft. The method is illustrated
by a typical example (Ref 29), (the same model as discussed in Figures 20 and 21).

Figure 25 shows the curve of unsteady wing—root strain signal at the wing fundamental frequency,
f1, plotted against angle of attack. If these signals are divided by the appropriate kinetic pressure
q — ~pV

2, we have , if the flow is insensitive to changes in Reynolds number.

W ing—root strain signal/c C8 (M, a) (2)

where C3(M, a) is a dimensional function of Mach number H and is independent of q at a given M and angle
of attack , if the total damping of the wing fundamental mode is constan t (Ref 45). Before the onset of
flow separations on the model, most of the curves in Reference 29 and numerous tests in other wind tunnels
(Ref 34) show that C8(M, a) is constant and equal to Cg(M, a — 0). This is the portion of the model res-
ponse caused by the tunnel unsteadiness 5cF~) at the appropriate Mach number and the same frequency fj.
We now scale all the measurements so that the level C1(M, a — 0) represents the tunnel unsteadiness and
the model response to that unsteadiness. Thus

C(M , a — 0) - — I/K . C5(M , a — 0) (3)

where K is a constant scaling factor. The subsequent increase in C~ (M, a) as the angle of attack increases
gives a measure of the integrated pressure fluctuations arising from the ~

j
~

g buffet pressures and of the
model response to this excitation. Having used the tunnel unsteadiness v’nF(n) to establish a datum buf-
feting scale, this signal must now be subtracted to give the true buffeting level in the absence of tunnel
unsteadiness. If the tunnel unsteadiness does not exceed the criteria in Reference 40 there should be no
correlation between the tunnel unsteadiness and the wing buffeting and so we can calculate a corrected
buffeting coefficient

C~~ (M~ a) — /C;(M, a) 2 — C~(M, a — 0) 2. (4)

The angle of attack at which C~~ (M, a) first differs from zero is buffe t onset. Contours of buffeting
coeff icients are then readily obtained as a function of Mach number and angle of attack or lift coef-
ficient. For the seven fighter aircraft modelS heavy buffeting corresponds with

C~~ — 0.012 to 0.016

For fighter aircraft there is considerable scatter from the flight b u f f e t onset boundary to the ~~~ — 0.004
contour. Hence for fighter aircraft the fo llowing buffeting criteria are euggeeted:

Buffe t onse t C~~ — 0

Light buffeting C~~ — 0.004

Moderate buffeting C~~ — 0.008

Heavy buffe ting C~~ — 0.016

For the two transport aircraft models the buffeting limit corresponds with C~~ — 0.006.

Figure 26 illustrates a test of this hypothesis for a fighter aircraft. The model was similar to
the one considered in Figure 25 but the tunnel unsteadiness was much lower (/~~Tn) — 0.002) and the Reynolds
number much higher (Ro 4 x 106). Buffet onset in the new flight teats (carefully derived from wing—tip
accelerometers) agrees well with the light buffeting contour

C~ - 0.004

and the maximum flight penetration corresponds with the heavy buffeting contour

C~~ — 0.016

Figure 27 shows sketches based on typical oil flow photographs taken on this model at Mach numbers of 0.70
and 0.90 at the light , moderate and heavy buffeting levels , and we note the progressive development of the
areas of separated flow as the buffeting coefficient increases.

The correlations established between buffeting contours and maximum flight penetration are somewhat
surprising because it might reasonably be expected that the severity of buffeting in flight would be based
on the dimensional level of vibration (either estimated by the pilot or measured by an accelerometer),
rather than a dimensionless buffeti ng coefficient . There are two alternative explanations for  the correla-
tions established. Either

(1) the severity of wing buffeti ng is not really the limiting factor so that pilots of fighter
or strike aircraft tend to fly right up to a handling boundary, such as pitch—up , stalling or
wing dropping . This handling boundary might coincide with the heavy buffeting contour. Or

(2) the pilot may instinctively include in his assessment of buffeti ng a ‘q ’ factor , as he
tend s to do in the application of steady loads to tha atreraf- ..
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If he does introduce a ‘q ’ fac tor , pilo t—defined boundaries for light , moderate and heavy b u f f e t ing at
constant altitude would tend to be uniformly spaced above the buffet onset boundary where Mach number
e f f e c ts are smal l , and would correspond with constant values of pressure—fluctuation coefficients measured
in the tunnel and hence of buffeting coefficients , C~~ (see Figure 14 in Reference 16 for the Venom air-
craf t with a sharp leading—edge) .

The p ilots of transport aircraft generally sit further from the nodal poin ts of the wing fundamen-
tal node than do p il ots of fighter or strike aircraft and would not wish to approach a handling boundary,
even if sufficient thrust were available. Thus for transport aircraft the maximum penetration coefficient
C1j 0.006 seems more reasonable than the value of 0.016 for fi ghter aircraft. This limit for maximum
flight buffet penetration for transport aircraft of C~ — 0.006 is based on measurements for only two
mode ls at low Reynolds numbers and may need to be revised as additional tunnel/flight comparisons become
ava ilable for this class of a i r c ra f t .

The heavy buffeting contour can be given a general phys ica l  sign i f i c a n c e  because the b u f f e t ing
coefficient ought to be of the same magnitude as the fluctuating normal force coefficient if the flow over
most of the vin~ is separated and the excitation is well correlated across the wing. The measurements of
Polentz on aerofoils (Ref 52) show a maximum normal force coefficient at low frequencies of about 0.010 to
0.020 which brackets the heavy buffeting contour of 0.016. Similarly Figure 13 shows that the maximum
f luctuating normal force coefficient at a particular low frequency parameter n — 0.05 for a family of
slender wings varies from about / ~~?~) — 0.008 to 0.010 for A — 45° to /i~Th3 0.014 to 0.019 for A — 700.
These high values of normal force coe ff icient are obtained when vortex breakdown occurs on the wings irres-
pective of the details of the vortex flow (Ref 26).

A i rcraf t  such as the Harrier , in which the spanwise developme n t of f low separ at ions is caref u l ly
controlled, achieve appreci abl y higher heavy buffeting coefficients than previous aircraft. This fact
could have important implications for the structural loading of such aircraft (Ref 53, Section 3.1.3).

One application of this method utilized buffeting measurements made by Hanson on an aeroelaatic
model of a variable geometry fighter aircraft; the original report repays careful atudy (Ref 54). The
aeroelast ic model was tested in Freon 12 in the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. The model was
flown on wires and achieved an almost exact duplication of the aircraft modes and dampings for the differ-
ent wing sweep angles. As expected , the response measured by the wing—root strain bridge was predomi-
nantly in the wing fundamental mode , at about 16 Hz model scale (Figure 8a of Reference 54), and the damping
was predominantly aerodynamic. (The advantage of using correctly scaled aeroelastic models for buffeting
tests is that the response in modes other than the wing fundamental bending can be measured accurately.
Thus in Hanson ’s tests the tail response and fuselage vertical bending were measured. Hence the buffet
excitation parameter (Refs 49 and 50) can also be derived for these widely differing modes).

Figure 28 shows the buffeting coefficients C~ derived from these wing—root strain measurements and
the tunne l flow unsteadiness level (Figure lb of Reference 54). Different transformation factors , K, are
requ ired f or the por t and starboard wings , and for every Mach number, because the damping of the funda-
mental mode is predominantly aerodynamic and varies with kinetic pressure q. These values of K reduce
the buffeting measurements to single, well defined curves of C~ vs CM. The angles of attack selected for
the onset , light and moderate buffeting contours correspond with C~~ — 0, 0.004 and 0.008 respectively,
as derived from tests on ordinary sting—supported wind tunnel models tested~- in air.

Figure 29 shows a comparison of the buffeting contours derived from the model tests and the buffet
onset and maximum penetration achieved in flight . In the tunnel tests the maximum penetration was not
limi ted by wing buffe ting, but instead either by a limiting tail deflection (the aeroelastic model must
fly trimned) or by a roll instability which the “p ilot” could not control. Similarly in flight no manoeu—
vres were aborted due to the severity of b u f f e ting ,0but only due to the attainmen t of the “g” and “a”
limits mentioned in the report. For A 26° and 50 the flight buffet onset boufldary agrees fairly well S

with the buffet onset contour C~~ 0 derived from the tunnel tests. For A — 70 the flight buffet onset
boundary is between the buffet onset contour C~~ — 0 and the light buffeting contour C~~ 0.004. Above
buffet Onset the flight and tunnel contours look similar and support the broad conclusion that maximum
flight penetration would have corresponded fairly well with the heavy buffeting contour ~~~ — 0.016, if
this could have been achieved on the aeroelastic model. Even with the severe restrictions applied to the
aeroelastic model by the

0tail deflection and the roll instability, maximum levels of C~~ — 0.010 and 0.013
were achieved for A — 26 and 700 respectively.

These results from an aeroelastic model flown on wires may reasonably be viewed as a severe, and
yet fairly satisfactory, test of the hypothesis originally advanced in Reference 30 on the basis of tests
on ordinary wind tunnel models supported by stings. It should be noted that buffeting tests on an
ordinary sting—supported model of the aircraft would not have been limited by tail loads or a roll instab-
ili ty, and could probably have been made at higher Reynolds numbers. (The test Reynolds numbers quoted on
page 10 of Reference 54 are in fact Reynolds numbers/ft so that the model Reynolds numbers are compsra—
tsve ly low, al though thi s did not spoil the buffeting measurements).

it is interesting to note that in both the flight and tunnel tests reported in Reference 54 rap id
increases in angle of attack excited less severe buffeting than slow increases in angle of attack. This
effect has been noticed previously in flight tests of other combat aircraf t. Although part of the delay
can be attributed to the finite time taken by the structure to respond to the aerodynamic excitation (as
discussed by Zbrozek and Jones in Reference 5), there is some evidence that there may well be , in addition ,
a transient effect on the development of the £lov separations , if the rats of change of the angle of attack
is high.

Buffeting measurements have also been *ade on a model of composite construction which represents the
static bending and torsional stiffnesses of an aircraft project , hut not the inertia distribution
(Ref 35). Although this cowpo .it. model was not a full aeroelastic model, having unrepresentative fre-
quenc y parameters , it isa more representative of the aircraft than the solid aluminium model tested I or
compar ison . The composite model provided useful adv ance warni ng of a “torsiona l buzi” phenomenon

- -
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subsequently observed in f l i g h t , which lies in the “no mans—land” between buffeting and flutter , and
which did not occur on the solid model. There is still some doubt as to~prec ise ly  how the pressure
fluctuations on the wing couple with the torsional vibration , which is only observed with a leading—edge
sweep ang le of 27.20 in a small region about a Mach number of about 0.70 and an incidence of 90 (Ref 55,
Fig 17). In some unpublished tests on an ordinary, steel wind tunnel model with slmosLthe same geometry
a large discrete excitation was observed in the same region at the same frequency parameter , al though
there was no structural mode on the model at that frequency.

Recen t research on ordinary wind tunnel models has conf i rmed tha t in general the wing bending does
not influence the measured oscillatory pressures when the flow is separated. (This may be seen directly
from Figs 16 to 19 of Ref 56 or inferred from the buffeting measurements of Ref 50). The unsteady pres-
sures measured on ordinary wind tunnel models provide a useful indication of any unusual discrete excita-
t ion in the spec trum (a s occurs with the circu lar cy linder). These pressures may, in pr incip le , be in te-
grated to give the total excitation (Ref 57). However the aircraft response can only be calculated
with some additional assumption about the total damping in the mode. Hence most future predictions of
the severity of buffeting will continue to be made from accelerometer or wing—root strain measurements,
using either the buffet excitation parameter (Ref 49) or buffeting coefficients (Ref 30).

Alleviation of Buffeting

The measurement of unsteady wing—root bending moments has been widely used f or compara t ive tests
to assess the alterations in wing buffeting produced by changes in wing design. Figure 30 shows three
typ ical examp les. The first part shows how the addition of a slat to the leading—edge of a 350 swept
wing of constant chord delays the build up of buffeting to much higher wing angles of attack (Ref 39).
Measurements are only given for a Mach number of 0.65 because it is difficult to design a leading—edge
profile which gives a satisfactory compromise over a wide speed range from M — 0.50 to 0.90. Hence a
variable geometry leading—edge, as proposed in the “R.AEVAN” princip le, may yet be used to optimize wing
buffeting characteristics. The second part shows how the addition of a slat to a 1/20 scale model of the
Phantom aircraft raised the buffet onset boundary ; a somewhat smaller improvement was obtained in flight
(Ref 35) (Fig 21). The third part shows how the buffet onset boundary of a wing with its quarter chord
line swept 450 was improved (Ref 48). The addition of carefully streamlined bodies to retard the down-
stream movement of the terminal shock raised the lift coefficient for buffet Onset by about 0.2 for Mach
numbers of 0.6 to 0.8 and by about 0.40 at a Mach number of 0.90. The addition of small boundary layer
fences to the noses of these bodies produced a further increase in buffet onset lift coefficient of about
0.2 at subsonic speeds (where there were probably shock and/or vortex type separations close to the
leading—edge) but no further increase at M • 0.90 (where the separation were probably shock—induced
further downstream on the wing).

An in teresting flight investigation on the F—l04 aircraft of the alleviation of buffeting achieved
by the deflection of leading—edge and trailing—edge flaps is described in Reference 58.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

The main themes relate to Figure 4, and can be reiterated as follows: (1) For bubble flows, which
occur in many d i f f e ren t situa tions , the largest excitation is found just upstream of the reattachment point;
(2) For slender wings with sharp leading—edges the buffeting is light, bu t jus t measurable , exac t ly as pre-
dic ted from wind tunnel tests 8 to 10 years in advance of flight; and (3) For swept wings the complex
nature of the flows and wing performance assessment are best examined by buffeting measurements on rig id
models, desp ite their limitations. In the future these buffeting measurements will be supplemented by
extensive measurements of the excitation of the type presented in Reference 59 (which should be read in
conjunction with Reference 35).

For older aircraft with swept wings we frequently find significant differencea between wind tunne l
predictions and fli ght measurements of the buffet onset boundary. Figure 31 shows a typical example
(Ref 35). There are large differences between the buffet onset boundaries f or the clean wing and the wing
with slats at subsonic speeds, but only relatively small errors at traneonic speeds. In contrast there
is now evidence (References 60 and 61) from modern aircraft with swept wings that our simulation is in
error even at transonic speeds. Our inability to produce the correct flows is probably due toe~ur failure
to reproduce sufficiently high Reynolds numbers. Hence if we are to guarantee the buffeting limits of
future aircraft with advanced wing designs (not merely buffet onset but also maximum penetra~ ion), new
high Reynolds number facilities , suitable for buf ieting tests, will have to be provided. Btilfeting tests
will place cenatraints on these facilities in terms of levels of flow unsteadiness (Ref 40) and in terms
of running times.

If  ground based high Reynolds number facilities suitable for buffeting tests are provided, the
aerodynamicist will no longer be able to attribute discrepancies between tunnel predictions and fli ght
performance to the inadequate simelation of Reynolds number. We shall then see a demand for far more
search ing flight tests in order to establish if the separations obtained in the wind tunnel are being
dupl icated in flight. The experiments of Jones (Ref 46) and Hollingsworth (Ref 35) may be c ited as
typical of the most detailed research of this type so far achieved in f l i ght, but even these tests were
not sufficiently detailed. They revealed differe nces between the developments of the separations on the
model and in flight , but not the or igin of these differences , or how the differences could be removed.
if we are to exp lain these differences we shall have to measure the static pressure distributions over
th. wings, the development of the boundary layer upstream of separat ion and downstream of reattachment ,
as well as the fluctuating pressures and the wing response.

These fligh t experiments will be difficult and might even justify the allocation of special air-
craft. A few really detailed comparisons of the separated flows obtained on wind tunnel models and on
aircraft will probably make the most significant single contribution to the achievement of safe flight
beyond the buffet boundary , and to our understandi ng of the relevant problems of Fluid Mechanics.
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APPENDIX — THE FUTURE OF 8UFFETING RESEARCH

Althou gh we may be able to predict the buffet onSet boundary, boundary—layer theory is generally
invali d beyond separation . Hence above the buffet boundary we shall still have to rely on model tests in
wind tunnels for the prediction of steady and fluctuating pressures . Some deficiencies are alread y appar-
ent in the simulation for existing aircraft in our present transonic tunnels (Ref 60). These deficiencies
may be more serious with advanced wing designs , unless the Reynolds number available can be increased
(Ref 61).

The buffeting coef f ic ients  selected from tests  on conventional models in type A flow situations ,
at low Reynolds number (1 x 106 to 4 a 106) as appropriate for maximum penetration in flight , may well
incl ude a scale effect on the development of the separations (Ref 62). With advanced wing designs, in
type B flow situations , the characte r of the scale effects may be different from those on conventional
wings , requiring different buffeting coefficients from those previously established . This justifies the
inc lusion of comparative buffeting tests on advanced and conventional wing designs over a wide range of
Reynolds numbers.

Ri gid models will be used exclusively for buffeting tests in these new facilities , because of the
difficulty of constructing sufficientl y strong aeroelastic models for prolonged tests under lifting con-
ditions. Even with ri gid models static aeroelaatic distortion may require the model wing to differ from
the aircraft shape by up to 0.4° twist (Ref 63). At present buffeting tests of aeroelastic models of
swept wings under lifting conditions are confined almost exclusively to the NASA Langley Transonic Dynamics
Tunnel (with a working section of l6ft X l6ft) which can be operated with air or Freon 12. Although
operation with Freor 12 allows the aerodynamic damping to be more readi ly simu la ted , there is some evidence
that its inadequate simulation of the specific heat ratio may produce incorrect data at high lift at trans—
onic speeds (Ref 64). However , one b u f f e t ing tes t in this tunne l , using Freon 12 , has given a good predic-
ti on for the wing—root strain on a dynamic model of a variable geometry aircraft (Ref 54).

Kilgore et al have shown that the problems caused by static aeroelastic distortion should be less

~~vere in cryogenic trarisonic tunnels (Ref 65). In cryogenic tunnels the kinetic pressure may be held
constant while the Reynolds number is increased at constant Mach number by reducing the free stream static
temperature . This appear~. an attractive concept for obtaining high Reynolds numbers at transonic speeds.

The use of sound absorbing walls in the working section of wind tunnels can significantly reduce
dynamic interference on models (Ref 66). This concept is advantageous for buffeting measurements , as shown
by comparative tests (Ref 67) in a modified , temporary, working section for the RAE 3ft 3ft tunnel.
Fig 32 shows that buffet onset is more clearly defined with the sound absorbing walls than with the hard
walls used in conventional working sections . This effect is relatively small in the closed working sections
(F ig  32a) , both of which have a low level of flow unsteadiness. However, the effect is large in the slotted
working sect ions (Fig 32b) because the slotted working section with hard walls has a much higher level of
fl ow unsteadiness. This concept may well be exp loited in the design of the working sections in the new
generation of transonic tunnels.

- CROWN COPYRIGHT RESERVED
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SOME UNSTEADY SEPARATION PROBLEMS FOR SLENDER BODIES

W. J. McCroskey
Aeromechanics Laboratory—U.S. Amy Aviation R&D Coninand

Ames Research Center, Moffett  Field , California 94035, U.S.A.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The development of reliable prediction techniques for engineering purposes requires a fundamental and
detailed understanding of the unsteady flow fields on wings and rotating blades. Some of the peculiar
features of unsteady separated flows that are not simple analogs or extensfons of quasi-steady flows are
discussed in more detail in this section.

2.0 THE UNSTEADY KUrTA-JOUKOWSKI CONDITION

Zn developing the potential theory of flow over airfoils and lifting surfaces, the role of viscous
processes In determining the ci rculation of the lifting sections always has to be taken into account. In
most cases, these complicated processes are sunined up In the well-known Kutta-Joukowski trailing-ed ge con-
dition. For steady flows over profiles with sharp trailing edges, the concept is most often expressed as
selecting , front an unlimited nimther of possibi lities , the single solution that keeps the velocity finite
at the trailing edge . Both the velocity and pressure are, therefore , continuous at that point.

However, in  unsteady flow the situation is not
IDEAL : ~~~PF~P 50 clear, ei ther physically or mathematically. Fig—

uu - 4 - ure 1 contrasts the classical Interpretation ofPU .P(. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ trailing—edge conditions with a hypothetical inter-
pretation of what really happens (Ref. 1). The clas-QI.J~ (4-ui) UL40~ sical interpretation of the trailing-edge hypothesisdt 2

of Kutta and Joukowski has been called into question
when the trailing edge is not sharp , when boundary
layer separation is present near the trailing edge,
or when the near wake is highly deformed. While these

P.J.Uu effects are not completely resolved even in steadyREAL :
flows, the unsteady aspects have created additional

dr .f6u
~~~~ 

concerns, especially for airfoils with hi gh-frequency
lift fluctuations , that is , for k >> I .

~~
PL- UL

Fig. 1. Sketches of the Kutta-Joukowsky trailing
edge condition In unsteady flow.

Kutta-Joukowski condition , and one that is e~~odied
A theoreticsl consequence of the classical

in all of the unsteady potential theories that have
been developed to date, is that the pressure dif-
ference across the airfoi l approaches zero at the
trailing edge. However , even in the absence of
stall or large amounts of separation, pressure mea-
surements at high f requency have been found to devi-
ate front the theoretical predictions in the trailing
edge region. Usually, discrepancies tend to show up
more as phase lags of the absolute pressure than in - --“

~ 

-
— 

-

a significant 
~
p near the trailing edge, a finding .,,i u .  ~~&.. - -ui. I

that is consistent with an Incomplete analysis of
this problem by Brown and Daniels  (Ref. 2). How-
ever , the magnitude of the pressure fluctuations
can be in error, as wel l. It has also been found
that the wake tends to distort itself into a regular
vortex pattern, as shown in Fig. 2 front Ref. 3,
rather than remaining approximately planar, as
asstaned in linear potential flow theory.

4 ,,$I...41 S ,.,M.. -S1e S ,,,A&.. - S415

Thoughtful discussions of the flow around blunt
trailing edges have been published recently by
Gostelow (Ref. 4) and Sears (Ref. 5), the latter
reference dealing particularly with unsteady trail-
Ing-edge separation. The potential flow would be
singular in blunt trailing—edge regions were it not
for the adjustments provided by the boundary layer
and the wa ke. Even with separation, the relation- , ~~w. .u.. . ,~~j_ .s ~ship shown in the lower half of Fig. 1 Is stillS 

valid. That Is, the connection between the rate of
change of circulation and the flux of vorticity out Fig. 2. Flow near the trailing edge of an airfoi lof the boundary layer and into the wake is osci llating at high frequency (Ref. 3). Air-

dr (Bu foil pitch axis at X/c • 0.30; trailIng edge
* 

• j Ut. c dy (1) dIsplacement — 0.04 c Cos wt; wC/2U,, • 8.0 ,
61. R e - 3 4300.

- -~~~~~~ - - - - - -
~~ 55

— 
- S V -, .~~~~ 4~~~~~~ _- _ - S
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where r is the instantaneous bound circulation of the airfoil , Ur is the local veloc i ty of the flow
within the boundary l ayer relative to the moving separation point, c is the local vorticity , and ~ is
the boundary-layer thickness .

This application of Kelvin ’s theorem was fur ther developed by Sears (Re f. 5) i n the uns teady case for
both sharp and blunt trailing edges . He also showed how the circulation criterion of Eq. (1) is related
to the version of the Kutta-Joukowskl condition that equates, approximately, the pressures above and below
the trailing edge.

Without developing actual solutions, Sears proposed dual models for calculating the flow field , forces,
and moments. A vortex-sheet model in the spirit of classica l thin airfoil theory suffices for the lift ,
moment, and pressure and vortex-strength distributions, but the circulation for this model has to be deter-
mined from a second model, wherein boundary layer calculations are performed around the actual contour.
Thus the flow of each model depends on the other, and the two would have to be calculated Iteratively.

Unfortunately, neither defini tive experiments nor analyses have yet clarified the nature of the un-
steady trailing edge flow on airfoils, with or without moderate amounts of separation. However, the correct
theoretical modeling of the generalized trailing edge condition is important in understanding the mechanisms
involved in certain classes of bird and insect flight , in determining the acoustic radiation from trailing
edges of wings and rotating blades, in analyzing the potential flow in turbotnachines with closely spaced
blades , and as a prelude to analyzing trailing-edge stal l on oscillating airfoils by approximate methods.

3.0 DYNAMIC STALL ON OSCILLATIN G AIRFOIL S

Major changes occur in flow fields when the thin viscous layer near the surface of a body erupts into
the phenomenon called stall. Unsteady effects can fundamentally alter the stal l process for oscillating
airfoils, helicopter blades, marine propellers, compressors , and diffusers; and unsteady stall on these de-
vices is extremely difficul t to predict accurately. In this section, several examples of stall that contain
peculiar time-dependent features are discussed in the light of recent developments . The reviews by
McCroskey (Ref. 6) and Philippe (Ref. 7) tna5y be consulted for further details of this subject.

A conceptual description of how dynamic stal l proceeds on an airfoil oscillating in pitch was provided
a few years ago by Ham and Garelick (Ref. 8) and by Ham (Ref. 9). A vortex-like disturbance grows out of
the boundary layer in the leading-edge region and then passes downstream over the upper surface of the air-
foil. Figure 9 of Paper 6 and FIg. 3 of this section show the progression of this vortex-shedding
phenomenon and how it affects the chordwise pressure dlstribution.* The transient forces and moments are
fundamentally different from their static counterparts , and they cannot be reproduced by neglecting the
unsteady motion of the airfoil. A characteristic feature of the unsteady case Is that large negative In-
creases in the pitching moment, or “moment stall ,” occur before the maximian in lift or nonnal force, that
Is, “lift stall.” Also , the beginning of the series of stall events is delayed to angles of attack wel l
above the static stall angle.

The dynamic stall process involves a series of distinct events, which are indicated schematically ‘In
F ig. 4 for the MACA 0012 airfoil. Hot wire anemometry, flow visualizations , and pressure measurements (Ref.
10) revealed that, except for airfoils that stall by the mechanism of leading-edge bubble bursting, the
process begins with reversed flow on the rear portion of the profile, as indicated by Fig. 4(a). This long
tongue of thin reversed flow was not observed under quasi-static conditions, and It only appeared for
angles of attack above the static stall angle, but before the onset of dynamic stall.

The region of reversed flow moved upstream with increasing incidence. When it reached the general
vicinity of the leading edge, a relatively concentrated, vortex-like disturbance began to form within the
boundary layer (Fig. 4(b), and Fig. 9(b) of Paper 6. The subsequent growth and initial rearward move-
ment of this vortex signaled the onset of moment stall for k ~ 0.05. The lift , drag , and nose—down pitch-
ing moment continued to increase due to the induced pressure field associated with the vortex, which moved
rearward at approximately 40% of the free-stream veloci ty.
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Fig. 4. The important dynamic stall events on an

Fig. 3. Pressure distributions on the upper surface oscillating airfoi l at Re — 2.5~~lO~ (Re f.
of an airfoil during dynamic stall (Ref. 6). 10).

*In this and all subsequent figures in this section, the motion is sinusoidal pi tch oscillation about
an axis at X/c — 0.25, and k E wc/2U,,.
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The maximum value of CL was obtained when the vortex disturbance was centered at X/c - 0.6 (Fig.
4(c)), and the maximum negative value of CM was obtained as the vortex approached the trailing edge (Fig.
4(d)). The approach to a fully-separated flow that resembled the flow field on a statically—stalled air-
foil (Fig. 4(e)) was accompanied by smaller aerodynamic forces and moments, and this flow picture persisted
during the downstroke for several chord-lengths of travel of the freestream flow . Finally, at an incidence
well below the static stall angle , the flow began to reattach in the leading edge region. The reattactmient
process (Fig. 4(f)) moved rearward at about 1/3 LL.

The general features described above were observed over a wide range of unsteady flow conditions and
airfoil geometries. However, the details of the boundary layer flow reversal were found to depend on the
leading edge geometry. Figure 5 shows the variations that were tested. Figure 6 illustrates the movement
wi th  time of the point along the airfoil where the boundary layer flow near the surface reversed its direc-
tion. For the large-amplitude conditions shown, this occurred while the airfoil was still pi tching up, but
after the static stall angle had been exceeded.
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FIg.  6. The time of the onset of unsteady flow re-
Fi g. 5. Variations in leading-edge geometry used versal as a function of chordeise position on

in experiments on oscillating airfoils (Refs. oscillating airfoils that stall by different
10, 13). mechanisms (Ref. 10).

The cambered profile at positive incidence exhibited more or less classical trailing—edge stall ,
developing from a rear- to-front progression of boundary-layer flow reversal that was more gradual than on
the 0012 airfoil. On the other hand, the cambered airfoil at negative incidence stalled following the
bursting of a leading-edge separation bubble. In this case, the separated zone moved downstream and en-
larged with increasing time . The same was true of an airfoil with a small leading-edge radius , r0/c —

0.004. The most striking case was the standard MACA 0012 profile, which generally exhibits leading-edge
static stall characteristics. In this case, it was found both statically and dynamical ly that the leading-
edge stall was caused by an abrupt breakdown of the turbulent flow on the forward portion of the airfoil ,
rather than by bubble bursting, as is coimnonly presumed. Nevertheless, the vortex-shedding phenomenon was
coninon to all of the airfoils tested under unsteady conditions.

The general phenomena described above for the airfoils that exhibited trailing-edge stall have been
observed over a wide range of Reynolds nun~ers, from approximately 3000 to over 3x 106. However, two as-
pects of dynamic stall have shown a dependence on Reynolds number. The first is an increase in the angle
of attack for the onset of dynamic stall with increasing Reynol ds number, similar to the dependence of the
static stall angle on Re. The second effect is the appearance of a trailing-edge vortex bubble at low
Reynol ds number, approximately concurrent wi th the leading edge vortex, that seems to help suppress the
large negative pitching moments indicated in Fig.  4 (Ref. 11). Figure 7 shows this phenomenon in sequences
of flow visualizations at two widely different values of Reynolds ntatter (Refs. 10, 12). These scenes have
been chosen wi th approximately equal values of U, t~t/c between photographs. At low Reynolds number, with
laminar flow everywhere, the rear vortex is comparable in size to the leading edge vortex, although the
strength of the latter seems greater. At the high Reynolds nutnber,.the turbulent boundary layer is thick
on the rear of the airfoil. A necking down or reduction in streamtube area occurs over the middle of the
airfoil , as in the laminar case, but the rear vortex is not appat’ent in either the flow visualizations or
in the pressure distribution (Ref. 13). DespIte the qualitative similarity in the two examples, however,
the evolution of the aerodynamic forces and moments is quite different (Refs . 11 , 13).

Experiments of Philippe and Sagner (Ref. 14) and Liiva ct al. (Ref. 15) have shown the general influ-
ence of the mean angle of attack on dynamic-stall behavior, with other parameters held fixed. in FIg. 8,
the case of a~ • 7.3° essentially follows the predictions of potential-flow theory, and at this reduced
frequency the unsteady effects are relatively small. When 

~ 
- 24.6°, the airfoi l is always fully stalled,

but the hysteresis is not significantly greater than in the low-incidence case. The most interesting case
is for e~ - 14.9°, which is appro~imately the static stall angle. As the airfoil oscillates in and out of
stall , the hyseresis loops are much larger , and the aerodynamic pitch damping changes sign twice during each
cycle of oscillation. For the conditions shown, the net damping is slightly negative, which means that the
airfoi l extracts energy from the airstream and that the oscillation would tend to increase in ampllt’jde, if
unrestrained. This, of course, is the condition for flutter. 

S

~~ 
-:mportant parameter affecting dynamic stall is obviously the reduced frequency of the oscillation.

k Figu 9, adapted from Ref. 13 , shows the variation in the lift, drag, and pitching moment as k was in-
cre A small amount of hysteresis was observed even at k — wC/2U,, - 0.004 , but the vortex-shedding

J phc ,1.,~non did not develop fully into the state described above unti l k • 0.05. Its influence on the
n~a~.1mum values of the force and moment coefficients was very large for k ~. 0.05 , and negative aerodynamic
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Fig. 7. Flow visualization of the early stages of dynamic stall on MA CA 0012 airfoils. Left: a - 10° + 10°
s i nw t ,  Re • l0~ , k — 0.25 (Ref. 12) . Right: . l5° +lO ° Siflw t, Re — l .5’ lO’ , k • 0.15 (Ref. 10) .
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Fig. 8. The effect of mean angle on dy- Fig. 9. The effect 0f reduced frequency on dynamic force and
namic force and moment coefficients. moment coefficients (Ref. 13). Re = 2.5x 106, M = 0.09.
Re • 4.8 ,106 , M O.40 (Ref. 15).

damping In pitch occurred for 0.04 .~. k ~ 0.12. Above k ° 0.15, the strength of the vortex appeared to
be approximately independent of reduced frequency , and it traveled over the upper surface of the airfoil
at approximately 0.4 U,,. On the other hand , as k increased, the airfoil completed a larger fraction of
a cycle of oscillation during the vortex passage. Therefore, the various dynamic stall events shown in
Fig. 4 occurred at different phases during the cycle for different values of k.  As a result, the hyster-
esis loops of C1, CD, CM versus a were quite different in quantitative detail , even though polars of
CM vs. CL were found to be approximately independent of reduced f requency for k ~ 0.05 (Ref. 10).

The influence of the amplitude of the unsteady motion is illustrated in Fig. 10. For this comparison,

~ 
is approximately the static stall angle, and the reduced frequency was varied so as to maintain a con-

stant value of the maximum pitch rate parameter, that is , (6c/Ujmax 2ai k = constant. For the cases of
• 10° and 14°, the vortex shedding phenomenon begins while 6 > 0, that is, before a 0max~ 

The sub-
sequent flow-field development is very similar in the two cases, although the different stall events occur
at different phases of the motion. Therefore, the curves of C1, CD, and CM vs. a are quantitatively
different. However , when a~ - 6°, dynamic stall does not begin until after a = 0max ’ when & < 0. As a

result, the vortex-shedding phenomenon is less pronounced. This is not unexpected, and in the limit of
very small amplitude , i t  would essentially disappear.

Figure 11 shows some effects of increasing Mach numbe r on dynamic stall. As in the previous figure,
the data are taken front the extensive program of Liiva et al. (Ref. 15) . Here progressively smaller mean
angles were selected because of the decrease in the static-stall angle with increasing Mach number. The
similarity of the static-stall characteristics at M — 0.2 and 0.4 suggests that transonic shock-wave
formation does not play a role in either case, but the static M — 0.6 data show clear evidence of shock-
induced separation and stall. The dy namic data at N • 0.6 suggest that the formation of shock waves
somehow inhibits the development of the vortex shedding process , although some vestiges of the phenomenon
remain. New experiments, similar to the ones that have been done at low speeds , are needed to resolve
this question further.

Brief mention should be made of unsteady motions other than airfoil pi tch oscillations. The vertical
displacement, or “plunging data of Liiva et al. (Ref. 15) for small-amplitude motion Indicated the same
qualitative features of dynamic stall that have been described above . Some important quantitative differ- S
ences have been reported (Ref. 16), but they will probably not change the current engineering practice of
treating pitch and plunge oscillations as though they were equivalent.

Airfoils at fixed incidence in a stream that oscillates in speed have recently been examined by Sax-
ena , F.Jer, and Morkovin (Ref. 17), and the lift , drag, pitching—moment, and boundary—layer changes due to
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Fig.  10. The effect of amplitude on dynami c force and moment coefficients (Ref. 13). Re = 2.5 106 ,
M - 0.09 .

streanwise body notion in a uniform flow were studied by Rabont et a ] .  (Ref. 18). These studies have
established the existence of the vortex-shedding phenomenon and strong hysteresis effects due to long i tud-
inal oscillations . Also , Rabont and his colleagues showed that the unsteady effects of the translational
motion could be large enough to unstall the airfoil during part of the cycle, even when the incidence was
considerably above the static-stall angle. However, neither an analysis nor an empirical model has yet
been developed for practical applications .

Pierce, Kunz , and Malone (Ref. 19) comb i ned airfoil pitch oscillations at one frequency with free-
stream velocity oscillations at another. They Indicated that although the freestream perturbations
altered the instantaneous pitching moment behavior , the overall effect on aeroelastic stab ility was sur-
prising ly insignif icant. Since this is the only study of this kind that has been performed, it is not yet
clear how universal this conclusion may be.

Applications to Helicopter Rotor Blades

The basic studies described in the preceding section provide first approximations to the real flows
on helicopter blades, and to some extent, on propellers and compressor blades . The very low aspect ratio S

of typical marine propellers make rotational and tip effects especially Important. On the other hand , the
primary three-dimensional effect in the helicopter case is probably due to the rotor blade s periodic span-
wise component of velocity , V,, cos ot. Figure 12 shows the velocity components arising from the combined
rotational and translational motion of a blade element.

Figure 13 shows the variations in
chordwise velocity, angle of attack, normal

NOGATIV0OAMPING POSITIV(OAMPINO force coefficient , and pitching-moment coef-
ficient measured on a model rotor at two

M.020 M.~~4O 
- 

5.010 values of rotor thrust coefficient (Ref . 20).
‘
~~
‘ 

~~~~~~ The rotor blade azimuthal position is ~nt. In addition, the local blade element
sweep angle is given approximately by

- — ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ — tan ~~~~~~~~~~~ (2)

I I I _J I i 
/ 

i i. ~~ i Detailed analysis of the pressure data
obtained on the model rotor blades indicated

• ~~~~~
,_ . . that the Initial stages of retreating—blade

- — -~ stall development , which occur for 1800 <

— 
— -.. < 270° where the spanwise flow is radially

o i nward, are essentia lly two-dimensional and
are well approximated by airfofis oscillat-
ing sinusoldally in pitch , provided the

- .  1 IV . ~L . J  I ~~~~~~~~ large— amplitude variations in a (Fig. 13)o ‘0 ~ ‘4 S were matched approximately. The vortex-
INCI0SNCI I2,~~I shedding phenomenon appeared at 

~
, 210°,

followed by large transient overshoots in
Fig. 11. The effect of Mach n~pi~er on dynamic force and CN and Cp1 that Initiated stall flutter at

moment coefficients (Ref. 15). the torsional natura l frequency of the blades .
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However , these and other model rotor data indicate that three-dimensional effects produce significantly
larger lift in the fully stalled regime, 270= < < 360° , where the cross flow is radially outward . Also ,
helicopter rotors having more blades or operating at lower flight speeds may experience severe interactions
between the boundary-layer flow on one blade and the traili ng tip vortex laid down by a preceding blade
(Refs. 21, 22). Stall precipitated by such blade-vortex encounters would be expected to be more three-
dimensiona l and hi gher in frequency than the case portrayed in Fig. 13. At the moment, estimates of hel i-
copter blade loads based on unsteady two-dimensional airfoil data should be viewed with a certain amount
of caution. S

HELICOPTER COORDINATES

BLADE COORDINATES

Fig. 12. Sketch of coordinates and nomenclature for heli-
copter rotor blades.
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4.0 UNSTEADY SHOCK WAVE—BOUNDARY LAYER INTERACTION

Shock waves that terminate in the vicinity of boundary layers are seldom steady . This is particularly
true of normal shock waves that occur on transonic wings and control surfaces , as discussed In connection
with Fi g. I of Paper 6. Three of the more coninon types of shock wave-boundary layer interactions are
depicted in Fig. 14. In some cases, the interactions are observed to oscillate periodically with relatively
large amplitudes , and these fluctuations can cause severe buffeting, flutter , or control-surface buzz.

Even in the absence of boundary—layer separation, mixed subsonic and supersonic flow fields become
rather complicated when unsteadiness is introduced. These complications can be examined for the model
problem of an airfoil with an oscillating flap. Figure 15 shows the propagation of expansion and compres-
sion waves as the flap deflection increases, starting from a small downward deflection and a fully—developed
flow field. A stronger shock and more wave distortion occur on the top surface than on the bottom for the
conditions depicted . The downward flap deflection causes the flow to accelerate to a higher local Mach
number on the upper surface as positive lift is developed.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~INDUcEDTURBULENT ISEPARATION BUBBLE

SHOCK INDUCED TURBULENT SEPARATION 
~~~~~~~~ - I I ~~ 

—‘— —

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ INDUCEDSEPARATION~~~~~~~~~~~BUBBLE AND TRAILING EDGE SEPARATION WAVES

Fi g. 14. Sketch of shock wave—boundary layer inter— Fi g. 15. Sketch of the transonic flow field on an
action on an airfoil in transonic flow, airfoil with an oscillating flap.

I t  is important to note that signals from the oscillating flap only reach the leading edge via the
so-called receding waves, which must detour around the shock wave. Because their propagation is perpendi-
cular to the wave fronts and because they move at the local sonic speed, these waves can only propagate
forward into the supersonic zone from points along the sonic line where they arrive at some inclination
relative to the flow. That is , they can only propagate forward when the component of the local Mach number - 

-
perpendicular to the wave fronts is less than unity . The compression waves on the lower surface arrive at
the leading edge earlier in the case shown in Fig.  14, because they travel against l ower local Mach numbers.
On both top and bottom surfaces, however, it can be seen that the flow field development lags the flap
deflection.

The effects of oscillatory flap motion on the flow-field development, especially the shock wave motion
and strength, depend in a rather complicated manner on the freestream Mach number and on the amplitude and
frequency of the flap deflection. As the flap moves downward, for example, the receding expansion waves
reach the upper shock after a finite time and start it moving rearward. This motion reduces the pressure
Jump across the shock wave by reducing its velocity relative to the oncoming flow , a “dynamic effect.’
This effect is in competition wi th a “displacement effect, or the tendency for a shock wave in a more
rearward position on an airfoil to be stronger. In other words, the actual instantaneous shock strength
depends on both the shock wave ’s change in position and its velocity relative to the airfoil. The essential
unsteady features of this probles, therefore, are the long and nonlinea r transit time of the upstream-moving
waves and the change in shock-wave strength due to its motion over the airfoil.

As in the case of low-speed dynamic stall and stall flutter discussed previously, the unsteady shock-
wave motion can lead to limit-cycle flutter oscillations of the control surface. This occurs when the phase
of the unsteady pressure distribution relative to the flap motion permits the control surface to extract
energy from the air stream. The interaction of the shock wave with the boundary layer introduces addi-
tional mechanisms for flutter Instabilities. An example of the latter Is illustrated by the intermediate
Mach number case shown in Figs. 16 and 17 from Ref. 23. In these figures , the airfoil is fixed and the
freestream flow is nomina l ly steady. The flow at N • 0.72 is characterized by a weak shock wave and
trailing edge separation, both of which fluctuate only slightly and Irregularly. The flow at M • 0.78
fluctuates somewhat more, but it could still be classified as quasi-steady In an overall sense. However ,
at N - 0.75 the flow is highly unsteady ; it is characterized by distinctly periodic shock-wave motion
and oscillations in boundary-layer separation between the trailing-edge and shock-induced types sketched
in FIg. 14. The reduced frequency of the oscillatory flow field was k — wC/2U,, 0.4, and the amplitude
of the fluctuating pressure coefficient was found to be of the same order as the average Cp on the air-
foil.
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LE ~~~(a) STEADY FLOW. TRAILING EDGE SEPARATION

Fig. 16, Flow visualization of three types of shock
wave— boundary layer interaction on a stationary
circul ar-arc airfoil (Ref. 23). Case a, N,,, —
0.72; case b, M,, 0.75; case c, N,. 0.78. 
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Fig. 17. Calculated Mach contours for the transonlc flow shown in FIg. 16 (Ref. 23).
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Finke (Ref. 24) has recently described four similar examples and has given an informative discussion
of possible unsteady flow mechanisms for shock wave oscillations. The first two of these are thought to
be responsible for small-amplitude , high-frequency oscil lations, that is , k ~ 1 , and the latter two areassociated with large-amplitude oscillations at l ower frequencies .

TXpe I. If a small pressure disturbance appears during the interaction, it propagates upstream In the
subsonic part of the boundary layer. This disturbance will result in flow changes In the boundary layer
and in an upstream shift of the separation point. For laminar shock wave-boundary layer interaction , the
familiar lambda—shock pattern usually develops . The upstream-propagated disturbances will cause changes
in the outer supersonic flow , thereby causing a change in the strength of the first shock wave and a down-
stream-propagating pressure disturbance. It is the latter which gives rise to the unsteady oscillation of
the interacting invisc id and viscous flow . For small angles of attack , comparisons between experiments and
a small-disturbance stability analysis are generally favorable, indicating that this mechanism can be more
or less understood theoretical ly. What is less certain is when the theory is applicable.

:r~~ 2. Often the upstream—traveling, shock-induced disturbances tend to acciantilate at a certain point
just outside the boundary l ayer. However, the pressure rise can be transmitted upstream around the super-
sonic zone and through the outer subsonic region , as discussed earlier in connection wi th Fig. 15. After
reaching the leading-edge region , these disturbances create new ‘Jpstream flow conditions which tend to return
the a f t  flow to its I n i t ial state. The process then repeats itself.

Type 3. At large angles of attack in which the upper-surface separated region extends from the shock
wave past the trailing edge, Fig. 14(b) for example , the frequency tends to be lower and the amplitude
larger. Now disturbances also travel upstream in the subsonic region on the lower side of the profile and ,
by the arguments set forth earlier concerning the speed of upstream propagation against different local
Mach numbers , significant phase differences can be expected in the unsteady pressures on the top and bottom
surfaces . Associated wi th the oscillating pressure field will be fluctuating lift, and hence oscillations
in circulation around the profile. The oscillating bound circulation will be accompanied in turn by oscil-
lations of the circulation in the wake, but with the opposite sign .

T.~ipe 4. Oscillating trailing edge and wake conditions can manifest themselves in another way, in the
lateral direction. If the boundary layer at the rear portion of the wing separates, unsteady pressure dis-
turbances are produced in the outer subsonic flow which propagate downstream and upstream . The shock wave
travels into regions of smaller Mach numbers , and the angle between the edge of the separated boundary
layer and the freestream direction is reduced. Then negative pressure disturbances in the outer flow down-
stream of the Shock wave are produced and the shock wave is forced to move downstream again. The lateral
oscillation of the wake is particularly intense for the biconvex circular-arc airfoil; for example, see
Fi gs . 16 and 17 .

In general , the third and fourth mechanisms, which i nvolve large amounts of boundary-layer separation ,
are extremely difficult to analyze theoretically or to predict with any degree of confidence. Nevertheless ,
the calculations displayed in Fig. 17 show that time-dependent solutions of Reynolds—averaged compressible
Navier-Stokes calculations can predict the phenomena in some detail. Even though such calculations are
presently nxich too lengthy for routine engineering purposes and even though improved turbulence models will
be required for accurate predictions , the study reported in Ref. 23 is extremely encouraging. More discus-
sion of this approach will be given in a subsequent lecture.

5 0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three important classes of unsteady external flows over thin profiles have been described in detail;
all three are inadequately understood and in each case satisfactory engineering prediction methods are
lacking. They are presently receiving considerable attention , however, and improvements are being realized
rapldl). The ability to predict and suppress unsteady separation on oscillating control surfaces, wings ,
and rotating blades will undoubtably lead to significantly improved aerodynamic devices .
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INVISCID FLUID MODELS , BASED ON ROLLED-UP VORTEX SHEETS, FOR
THREE-DIMENSIONAL SEPARATION AT HIGH REYNOLDS NUMBER

by

J. H. B. Smith

Aerodynamics Department. Royal Aircraft Establishment,
Farnborough. Hants. UK

SUMMARY

The text falls into two parts. In the first, the inviscid fluid models which have
been used to represent flows with three—dimensional separations of vortex type are
introduced and ‘~sscribed . Their strengths and weaknesses are discussed and suggestions
are made for improvements. A selection of results for a wide range of problems is
presented. In the second, the difficulties which arise in trying to extend these models
to represent separation from highly swept separation lines on smooth bodies are discussed
and a view is given of the present position and developments in the immediate future.

The material is to be presented as two lectures in the AGARD-VKI Lecture Series 94
“Three-dimensional and unsteady separation at high Reynolds numbers” in February 1978.

1 CASES IN WHIC1-[ THE SEPARATION LINE IS DETERNINED BY THE BODY SHAPE

1.1 introduction - the delta wino at incidence

By way of introduction , a description is given of a flow for which we have reason-
ably good inviscid models of the striking effects of flow separation. Consider a flat-
plate delta wing whose aspect ratio is small, say about one, at an angle of incidence
between about 50 and 400 to a subsonic stream at a high Reynolds number. A pair of
vortices sits above the upper surface of the wing. just inboard of the leading edges.
These sweep the flow on the upper surface of the wing outboard towards the leading edges.
The flow on the lower surface is also directed outboard close to the leading edge, so
that the flow leaves both surfaces at the leading edge to form a shear layer. At the
leading edge, the shear layer is formed by the amalgamation of the two three-dimensional
boundary layers on the wing . These merge and the layer develops subsequently under the
influence of the essentially inviscid flow outside it. The shear layer is convected
upwards and wrapped round the outside of the vortex by the mean velocity field . Thus the
size and strength of the vortex grow in the downstream direction from a notional zero at
the apex of the wing.

On the upper surface of the wing , surface oil—flow pictures show the herring-bone
pattern associated with an attachment line . At high incidence there is just one of these
along the centre line, at lower incidences there is a pair, with the flow between them
almost parallel to the centre line. A sketch of this pattern is shown in Fig 1, for a
wing with curved leading edges. Outboard of the attachment lines the air in the boundary
layer is swept further outboard. rnitially . as the suction peak under the vortex is S

approached, this flow is assisted by a favourable pressure gradient, but once the suction
peak is passed the pressure gradient becomes adverse. In these circumstances a laminar
boundary layer separates almost at once ; a turbulent one holds on a little longer ; but in
both cases a secondary separation occurs. This usually shows in the surface oil--flow as
a line where pigment accumulates, but sometimes the oil which collects there washes the
pigment away, leaving the model surface visible. This separation line, like the primary
separation line at the leading edge, is highly swept, and the separation again takes the
form of a vortex. The sense of rotation of this secondary vortex is opposite to that of
the primary, and the inboard trend of the surface oil-flow beneath it can usually be
seen, There is evidence that the presence of this secondary vortex affects the remainder
of the flow (see, eq. Ref 1). In particular it appears to change the surface pressure
distribution in different ways, depending on whether the boundary layer is laminar or
turbulent at the secondary separation line . Modelling the secondary separation is a topic
for section 2. where separation from smooth surfaces is considered. For the present we
simply bear it in mind as an unrepresented feature of the real flow.

Another unrepresented feature of the real flow is the occurrence of vortex breakdown
at sufficiently large angles of incidence. This appears as an increase in the diameter
and turbulence level of the core of the vortex, usually as a resp9se to a rise in the
ambient pressure. The underlying mechanism is still in some doubts . There is some recent
Japanese work3 in which breakdown appears to have been predicted successfully through a
viscous calculation, while in recent Russian work4 it apparently emerges from an inviscid
model. We shall not be dealing with the phenomenon .

At the trailing edge of the wing , the flow separates in the usual way to form a wake,
as sketched in Fig 2. Rather surprisingly, most of the circulation shed from the trail-
ing edge is also of the opposite sense to that in the primary vortex. The wake tends to
be swept outboard by the substantial mean lateral velocities induced by the primary
vortex above it. Several vortice~ may be formed and the flow downstream of the trailingedqc is complex. If a model of the flow is to represent the upstream effects of the
wake , it needs ~o reprtsent the trailing edge separation properly, as well as the leadim~-edge sepnr4t Lon .

--5— - -—



1.2 Inyiscid modelling oL the delta wing fl.py~
If we imagine the Reynolds number of this flow to increase, we shall find the

boundary layers and shear layers becoming thinner , Instead of losing track of the shear
layer from the leading edge where it meets the vortex, we shall be able to distinguish a
thin shear layer rolling up into a spiral form . with more and more turns becoming
apparent as the Reynolds number rises . This is the situation depicted in Fig 2. More
details of the vortex structure are given in Ref 5. A viscous core will always remain at
finite Reynolds number , but this is very small. If we proceed to the limit of infinite
Reynolds number , the vortex becomes a spiral vortex sheet embedded in an irrotational ,
potential flow. This is the usual limit employed in the first approximation of aero-
dynamics, in which the thickness of the boundary layer and wake is ignored. Just as in
classical wing aerodynamics the wake leaving the trailing edge is represented by a vortex
sheet implying the Kutta condition of finite velocity and continuous pressure at the
sharp trailing edge, so, in this model of leading-edge separation , the shear layer
leaving the leading-edge is represented by a vortex sheet , implying a Kutta condition of
finite velocity at the sharp leading-edge. In both cases the potential flow becomes
uniquely defined when the separation line is specified . The difference is the practical
one that the properties of the classical wing can be obtained adequately without knowing
the shape of the trailing-edge vortex sheet, while the properties of the slender wing
depend on the shape taken up by the leading-edge vortex sheet. The difference arises
simply from the proximity of the leading-edge vortex sheet to the wing .

The same model of the flow can be ceached by choosing to represent the actual
vorticity distribution present in the vortex at a finite Reynolds number by a spiral vortex
sheet. However , the motivation is then less clear. Whichever approach is used . it is
this picture of the vortex and its feeding shear layer as a single, infinitely rolled-up.
vortex sheet which forms the basis for the inviscid treatment of separation from highly-
swept separation lines.

Many attempts have been made to determine the form of the inner part of such a
spiral. If the shape is basically circular, there is general agreement6’7 about the
existence of an asymptotic solution. However , it is likely that the spiral is generally
somewhat elliptical in form , being flattened by its closeness to the wing surface8. A
solution of this kind has been proposed by Maskell 9 , but no fully documented solution
exists and it is not even clear that the asymptotic problem is well posed10 . There are
also strong effects of compressibility U.l2 on the structure of the inner parts of conical
vortices and of viscosity1~ very close to their axes. It seems likely that if the details
of the flow in the inner region are required, they can best be obtained by patching an
appropriate solution for the inner part of the vortex into an adequately described outer
flow field. The kind of calculations with which we shall be concerned here provide little
information about the behaviour of the inner part of the spiral.

1.3 Description of varjou~s particular mpde~~

The first of these models to be discussed preserves the identity of the outer part
of the spiral vortex sheet, but introduces a simplified representation of the inner part.
This is easiest to visualize in terms of the slender-body approximation, though the
treatment has recently been applied at Boeing~ 4’l~ in the context of subsonic lifting-
surf ace theory. In slender-body theory we deal with solutions of quasi-two-dimensional
problems of incompressible potential flow in planes at right angles to the free-stream
direction . From now on. we shall be discussing irrotational flows in which vorticity is
condensed into vortex sheets and line vortices. We shall use the same word ‘vorticity ’
to refer to the strength of a vortex sheet, ie. a vector equal in magnitude to the jump
in the tangential component of the velocity across the sheet, with a direction normal to
this jump and tangential to the sheet. This appears to be common usage and need cause
no confusion.

In slender-body theory, the only component of vorticity which enters the calculation
of the induced velocity field is the streamwise, or trailing , component. The vorticity
can then therefore be treated as a scalar . equal to the jump in the component of velocity
in the cross-flow plane tangential to the vortex sheet. The condition that the pressure
is continuous across the sheet is satisfied by relating this jump , Av t , to the jump in
the streamwise component of velocity, Su . by

U~u + vt Avt = 0 . (1)
m

Here U is the undisturbed speed and v
~ 

is the mean, or convective, tangential
m

velocity on the sheet in the cross-flow plane. We note in passing that this equation is
nonlinear in the disturbance velocities. This nonlinearity arises becauae, in the
slender-body approximation to Bernoulli’s equation the quadratic terms in the cross-flow
plane are of the same order as the linear term in the streamwise disturbance.

The simplification in the representation of the inner part of the spiral vortex
sheet is best thought of in the cross-flow plane . All the vorticity on the inner part
of the sheet is condensed into a line vortex, at a point to be determined . Since the
strength of this vortex will not, in general , be the same in different cross-flow planes
and its connection with the wing has been broken, Kelvin ’ s theorem is violated and some
inconsistency is to be expected . This inconsistency takes the form of a local force
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sustained by the fluid. Because the circulation , F , round the line vortex changes with
the streamwise coordinate, x , there is a jump in the value of u on any path surround-
ing the vortex :

Au = A = ae = ~~~~ * 0 . (2)

To make • and u single-valued, a cut must be introduced connecting the free end of
the outer part of the vortex sheet to the line vortex, so forbidding the description of
paths round the vortex. Wherever the cut is placed , equation (1) is violated across it,
because Au * 0 and Av

~ 
= 0 . The resulting difference in pressure is the same along

the whole length of the cut in the cross-flow plane, so that the force acting on it in
the cross-flow plane is independent of its shape. This force in the fluid is proportional
to dr/dx and to the distance from the end of the outer part of the sheet to the line
vortex. We now choose to balance this force byaforce on the line vortex. ie the line vortex
is deliberately inclined to the local flow direction . Fig 3 shows the resulting configura-
tion. Tbc equation expressing this condition of zero total force on the vortex and the cut can
be ~~~~~~~~ to take the form:

(z — ~ + r —~~~ = r lim ,,~ (“i — 
__!__ t (Z Z )\ (3)v 2 dx dx Z’Z~ dZ \U 2iriU 

n - v/

Here the cross-flow plane is described by the complex variable 2 , taking the values
2 and ZE at the line vortex and the free end of the sheet, W is the complex velocity
potential . the form of the right-hand side arises from a consideration of the velocity
induced at the line vortex, and the over-bar denotes the complex conjugate.

Equation (3) is two real equations , which it is helpful to regard as determining the
inclination of the vortex, dZ /dx . The strength, r , of the vortex can be regarded
as determined by the Kutta condition at the leading edge. where 2 = s

is finite . (4)

The conditions to be satisfied on the outer part of the vortex sheet are that it
should be a stream surface of the three—dimensional flow and that the pressure should be
continuous across it. The first of these yields a relationship between the component of
velocity, V , in the cross-flow plane and normal to the section of the sheet and the
rate of growth of the sheet in the streamwise direction . Various forms are useful, but
a particularly simple one is:

— }~~sin~~ . (5)

Here we have supposed that the shape of the sheet is described by specifying the polar
coordinate r as a function of x and the polar angle e , where Z = re~~ , (see Fig 3).
The angle $ is the angle between the tangent and the radius vector , all in the cross- S

flow plane. The condition of pressure continuity is equation (1). but it is useful to
remove the explicit dependence on u . The analysis of Ref 5 16 and 86 leads to

W = AV
t (

~ 
cos • - . (6)

Here A~ . the jump in potential across the sheet, is also a function of x and 0

If we suppose that the shape of the sheet and its strength are given numerically by
N values of r and N values of A0 at specified values of 0 , we can see that the
rates of change of these 2N unknowns are determined in principle by applying equations
(5) and (6) at N points on the sheet. If the whole configuration, wing shape, vortex
position, sheet shape and sheet strength are known at some value of x , the equations
(3) to (6) determine the derivatives of these guantities in the streamwise direction.
A numerical marching solution is then possiblel6~ l7 and we shall describe results

- S 
obtained in this way later.

Alternatively, if we suppose the solution is conical, a supposition which is
obviously consistent with the slender-body approximation for flow past a plane delta
wing, we have S

l L r  li.t~~~~~.t 7dx x ’ dx x ’ ax x ’ ax x C )

_ _

_ 
-5 - 5-  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-
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When these expressions for the derivatives are introduced into (3), (5) and (6). a set
of nonline ar and strongly coupled equations emerges. to which solutions can be found
numerical methods8’’8 ”1 . Equations of the same form emerge if self-similar solutions’2

S 
are sought in which (7) is replaced by relations involving general powers of x . Such
a conical or self-similar solution can provide the initial values for the solution of
the system of differential equations (3) to (6).

We shall later describe some of the illuminating results obtained from this model.
0+~ 

Meanwhile, before the consideration of other inviscid models, two difficulties with this
one should be pointed out , The first arises from the enforced rotational symmetry of the
inner part of the vortex. As mentioned earlier , calculations8 using the model show that
the inner part of the vortex has a measure of ellipticity . This ellipticity is likely to
be large when the vortex is close to a boundary , Failure to represent it may be respons—
ible for some of the difficulties which have been found with the model for vortices
close to the wing surface23’24. Before further attempts are made on problems of this
kind , a model incorporating an elliptic core region needs to be developed . The second
difficulty concerns the self—induced velocity of the line vortex . Within the slender-
body approximation there is no problem ; the vortex is regarded as being straight .
However, if we move away from this approximation , the curvature of the line vortex
cannot be ignored, since it leads formally to an infinite local contribution to the self-
induced velocity. The correct treatment is to evaluate the local contribution to the
self-induced velocity by a more complete model. Returning to a vortex of finite diameter.
related to the dimensions of the outer part of the sheet, we find that the local contri-
bution to the self—induced velocity is finite, depending strongly on the ratio of its
diameter to its radius of curvature and rather weakly on the distribution of vorticity
inside it. Details appear in Ref 25. Plausible distributions of vorticity can be
derived from the €olutions mentioned above for the inner parts of vortices.

The second inviscid model of flow separated from a sharp edge can be thought of as
a special case of the first, if the vortex sheet is omitted altogether . the entire
circulation of the leading-edge vortex is condensed into a single line vortex and a far
simpler model results. This was finally formulated by Brown and Michael24, as a result
of earlier work by Legendre27’28. AdamsI9 and Edwards~ 0. Brown and Michael visualized
the cut, which now connects the line vortex to the leading edge, as a planar vortex
sheet composed entirely of transverse, or bound, vorticity. Viewed in this way, it
provides continuity between the vortex lines in the wing and the line vortex representirs~the leading-edge vortex, but at the expense of kinks in the vortex lines. The mathe-
matical consequences. at least in the context of slender-body theory. are the same as
those derived above, The governing equations for non-conical flow3’ are simply (3) and
(4) above, with

- 2
E 

= s ,  (8)

corresponding to the elimination of the vortex sheet. The original equations given by
Brown and Michael for conical flow follow with the substitutions (7). The simplicity of
this model has led to its wide application , both within the confines of slender—body
theory ar.d beyond . Generally speaking , computational difficulties are not serious, but
~t should not be assumed that a solution always exists (see, eq. Barsby 32) nor that it
is unique (see. eg, Levinsky and Weil9).

The third model is rather different and has the great advantage of being readily
extended from the slender-body approximation to fully three-dimensional incompressible
flow , If we think again of the infinitely rolled-up spiral vortex sheet springing from
the wing leading edge, we can imagine drawn on the sheet lines along which the jump in
velocity potential across the sheet is the same . These lines of constant A $ are also
streamlines of the mean flow in the sheet , ie, they bisect the angle between the two
streamlines on the inside and outside of the sheet at each point. Each such line will
start at a point on the leading edge and follow a helical path on the sheet, turning
about the axis of the vortex as it proceeds downstream, but not getting very much closer
to or further from this axis. These lines divide the sheet up into ribbons. The
circulation about each ribbon is the same along the whole of its length and each ribbon
springs from the leading edge. If the ribbon is reasonably narrow , the direction of the
vorticity in it is nearly the same across the width of the ribbon , being parallel to the
edges at the edges. Hence we can concentrate the vorticity lying in the ribbon into a
l ine vortex along its middle line. This leads us to a model consisting of a set of line
vortices which spring from the leading-edge and follow helical paths round the axis of
the leading-edge vortex as they are convected downstream.

Each line vortex is of constant strength, so it must follow a streamline of the
three-dimensional steady flow. Its strength must be based on the Kutta condition at the
leading edge. In several practical calculation procedures33—35 for three-dimensional
incompressible flow, the wing is represented by a vortex lattice , so that the Kutta
condition is replaced by a requi:ement for the continuity of the vortices between the
wing representation and the sheet representation , just as for the Kutta condition at the
trailing edge. The use of the vortex lattice approach makes for conceptual simplicity
and great flexibility, but also raises questions about the sensitivity of the results to
the details of the lattice and the positioning of the control points. One apparent
difficulty can be disposed of, however. The use of curved line vortices invites
questions about their infinite self-induced velocity. Again, we return to a better model
to resolve the question. This time the better model is the vortex sheet, which produces

- — —,-— - - - S - — - - - — - -. 
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no local self-induced velocity. The infinite local contribution to the self-induced
velocity of the curved line vortex should therefore be omitted in this case .

The first use of the model was by Sacks et al36, in the slender-body approximation .
A different approach is then needed to obtain the circulation of the shed vortex from
the Kutta condition at the leading edge. Within this approach it is possible to handle
dozens of vortices, representing a fine subdivision of the original vortex sheet.
Unfortunately, the increase in the number of vortices results in the emergence of

~~~~~~

- instability, leading to a chaotic distribution of vortices in place of the orderly spiral
shape which we imagined. A useful device to delay the onset of instability without loss
of accuracy has recently been demonstrated by Fink and Soh 37 . They redistribute the
circulation amongst the vortices after every step in the marching process in the down-
stream direction, in such a way that the vortices remain equally spaced along the curve
which represents the sheet, Another useful technique for delaying the onset of instabi-
lity was used by Moore38 . Unlike the other workers with this model, he treats the vortex
nearest the centre of the spiral differently , regarding it as representing a core of the
rolled-up vortex. He tests the angle which the next two vortices subtend at the core
vortex and, when this angle exceeds 900, he amalgamates the penultimate vortex with the
core vortex. This has the effect of shortening the length of the sheet which is
represented . The basis for it is that at least four vortices are needed to provide even
a nominal representation of a turn of the spiral.

These more elaborate techniques have been deve.loped for the slender—body approxima-
tion or for time-dependent planar flows. The published work in fully three-dimensional
flows has not required them because the number of free vortices has remained fairly
small. Vortex amalgamation has however been used in three-dimensional wake roll-up
calculations.

A conceptual difficulty arises over the treatment of the vortex ribbon closest to
the apex of a delta wing. One edge of this ribbon originates at the apex and, in our
ideal picture, runs along the axis of the vortex . The other edge follows a helix around
this axis. The ribbon between these edges forms the whole inner part of the spiral
vortex sheet and representing it by a single spiralling Vortex appears a rather drastic
approximation . Coinputations39’40 show that this first vortex does not lie at all close
to the axis of the spiral sheet, confirming the difficulty. Increasing the number of
vortices would probably improve the situation . A more elegant way of improving it would
be to modify the model so that the first vortex actually starts from the wing apex with
zero strength and grows, as in the Brown and Michael 26 model, until the second vortex is
shed from the edge. The first vortex would then be freed to follow a streamline and the
second one allowed to grow in strength until the third one is shed , and so on. Such a
treatment would provide a core around which the other vortices could gyrate in a more
stable manner, and with which amalgamation could take place downstream . This modifica-
tion could be regarded as representing each ribbon of vortex sheet by a pair of vortices
along its edges.

The final group of models are to some extent less representative of the physics of
the flow in that some assumption is made about the form of the shed vorticity, The
simplest of these assumptions is that the shed vorticity is so close to the plane of the
wing that its effects can be calculated as if it were actually in that plane .
Surprisingly, such a simple treatment, guided by a little empiricism, does producç a
model from which conclusions can be draw’.. Moreover, the model, ~je ~o Küchemann ”1 , has
been extended to supersonic speeds in two slightly different ways ~~~~~ In passing. it
is worth noting that the shed vorticity does lie appreciably closer to the wing , for the
same incidence, at supersonic speeds than at subsonic speeds.

The next , and historically the first44 , idea is to localize the vorticity shed from
the side edges or streamwise tips of a wing on sheets which lie at right angles to the
wing and extend upwards some way towards the free stream direction . These sheets have an
obvious resemblance to end-plates , though, of course, they should be force-free. Little
work has been done with this model, perhaps because tip separation is not very important
on wings of high aspect ratio, while rectangular wings of low aspect ratio on guided
missiles are usually so thin that leading-edge separation complicates the flow. Perhaps
now that attempts to calculate the boundary layer on the upper surface of a finite wing
are encountering problems because the external flow comes round the tip from the lower
surface , this kind of model will be re-examined .

Finally, in the model due to Gersten45 , vorticity is shed at a fixed angle of one-
half the angle of incidence from every point of the wing. Although this sounds very
crude , it is clearly possible for vorticity to be represented at the points in the flow
field at which it is present in real flows. The model proved relatively easy to
integrate with existing subsonic lifting surface theories and good results were obtained S

for overall lift and pitching moment. It could also readily be extended to unsteady
flow. again yielding good agreement with experimental results for overall forces and
moments.

1.4 The use o1 the models sunmiarized 
S

Tab le 1 lists a great deal of the work that has been done with these various models.
Co,npl.teness has not been sought , though almost all work on the first three models has
been quoted , and an attempt has been made to include both the earliest and latest refer-
ences in each area . The models are lis ted down the left—hand side in the order ~n which
they have been descr ibed. At the bottom comes the leading-edge suction analogy4°.4’.

--  —-5---  —~~~~~~~~ 
— —-- -- S ,~
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This is not really a model of separated flow , but it is a remarkably successful way of
prediciting lift, drag. pitching moment and roll damping of plane wings . Across the top
are three flow regimes, distinguished by the different forms taken by the continuity
equation for small disturbance , potential flow: Laplace ’ s equation for incompressible
and subsonic flow, the two-dimensional form of Laplace ’s equation for the slender-body
approximation , and the wave equation for supersonic flow.

It is clear that very little has been done specifically for supersonic flow. This
clearly reflects the difficulty of applying any but the simplest of models. There is

Work with invisci~ models of separation from sharp ~~~~~

Incompressible Slender—body 
~ rs ni

Model ~~~~~~~~~~~~ and subsonic theory upe 0 c

Vortex Weber et al 14 Manglgr ~nd Smith
18

sheet Johnson et a115 Smith~ ’2~~
48

Levinskv and Wei 19
Barsby21’23 ’  32
Pullin20
Jones17 ’ 49
Cooper 5°
Clark’6

Single Nangia and U~ ncock 51 Legen~~~e
2 7 ’ 2 8  Nenni and Tung63

line Matoi et al~ ’ Adams’5 Nikolskii64
vortex Edwards3°

Brown and Michael26
Smith 31’ 53,54
Randal~

55
Lows
Dore~~’Jobe58
squire 59
Portnoy and Russell6°
Hanin and Mishne61
Clark et a162

Multiple Belotse~ )çoy~k;~~
33 Sacks et a~

36
li n t’ Rehbachi4 3’~

,
~~ Finklenian 6’

vortices Maskew66 Fink and Soh 37
Kandil et al 35 ,4 0
Aparinov et a14

Planar Küchemann41 Squire42
Carafoli 43

End-plate Küchemann 41 Bet a 44
Ermolenko 68 Bollay 69

Distributed Gersten45 ’ 7° Garner and Lehrian71
vor tic ity  Garner and Lehrian71’ 72 Nikolitsch 73 

________________ -

Leading-edge Polham~~
46’ ~~~ Davenport 77

suction Boyden ’~
analogy BradLey et a175

Lamar ~

also an obvious dominance of papers using the slender-body approximation. The great
simplicity to which this approximation leads has made it possible to treat a great
variety of bo~nd~ry conditions, repre~gnting many different physical problems . E~~eç~s
of thickn~ s~4~~.6t1 and camber’6’32’~~8’” separately and toget~~ r6’, affects of yaw’°’”and rol l’ 1 , effects of pitching and plunging oscillations ~~~~~ and effects of gusts
and sudden changes of incidence57 have all been treated . Combinations of wings and
~~~~~~~~ *nd of wings and foreplanes6~ have been studied and awing design problem has been
attempted~

3, All this work is subject to the serious limitations of the slender—body
approximation. In particular , because the theory allows no signals to propagate upstream,
loadings calculated for subsonic flow do not fall of f correctly as the trailing edge is
approached . Overall forces and moments are therefore incorrectly predicted at subsonic
speeds. At supersonic speeds, nonlinear effects of leading—edge separation fall of f
rapidly as the Mach number normal to the leading edge rises towards one , so once again
slender-body estimates are not very useful. Comparisons with experiment designed to test
the validity of the separated flow models must therefore usually be based on measurement
made on the forward pert of a wing at subsonic speeds. Measurements at transonic speeds 8
can also provide useful evidence , but little work has been done in this area.

— - 
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What then do such comparisons tell us about the validity of the models? The
present context does not permit a balanced presentation of the experimental evidence, so
what follows can only be a personal verdict. The vortex sheet model appears to give
reasonably reliable predictions of the shape , position and strength of the leading-edge
vortex for the classical case of the flat-plate delta wing at moderate to large
incidence. The lift on the forward pert of the wing is also well predicted . The prodic-
tion of the pressure distribution over the forward pert of the wing is good , except for
the form of the suction peak when the secondary separation is laminar. Small discrep-

M’~ 
ancies in the lateral position of the vortex can be attribu ted with some confidence to

,~ the absence of any representation of secondary separation , a defect shared by all the
models. There is less experimental information available for the other problems to which
the model has been applied . but nothing suggests any marked loss of accuracy . These
conclusions relate to calculations using a vortex sheet which extends for a quarter of a
turn or more about the central line vortex.

If there is no sheet , this model reduces to the second , the single line vortex model.
For the flat-plate delta wing , this gives a significant over-estimate of vortex strength
and lift, probably because the vorticity is concentrated sway from the leading edge ,
where it could have exerted a stronger influence on the Kutta condition . The height of
the vortex is well predicted , but its lateral position is further outboard than that
predicted by the sheet model , which is itself a little outboard of the true position .
There is some evidence23’3’, based on comparison with the sheet model , that the single
vortex model becomes rather more accurste for weak vortices .

The multivortex model gives very similar resul~ g to the vortex sheet mode l when a
large number of vortices are employed (Sacks et al used as many as 96). so long as the
somewhat chaotic distribution of the individual vort ices is unimportant . W ith a small
number of vortices , the f low near the apex of a delta wing is not well represented . so
pitching moment is more in error than lift. Overall lit’ is given accurate ly by
RehbachbS and by Kandil et a135 for low speed flow . The general location of the •hed
vorticity is also well predicted , though it appears to extend rather further inboard in
the calculations than is found experimentally.

The pl anar model is really only of cont inuing interest because it can be ,
~;j I i.d to

estimate the lift and pressure distribut ion at sup ersoni ” speeds. The and-il ate t odel
successfully predicts the lift and pitching moment of rectangular wings and pre’di t.S ( - r
assumes) an appropriate locat i~,n for the shed vor ti city. The distributed von ity
mode l gives overall lif t and pit chin g moment qui te accurately and also gives a ~ood
indication ol the spanwise loading on rectangular wings . Noni of these simple models
appears to have much future application as modern computing power tsakes ‘he more
representative multivort ex and vortex sheet models possible to apply outsid e the bounl ’,

of slender-bod y theory. The leading -edge st ir? ion anal ogy i s .  as  remarked abov.’ very
successful as a means of predicting overall f~,rces Sr i momentt~. By i ts natur . ~ t
canr’)t provide inf r~~ation about the lea1inq e~1~~e vortex, nor generate a pr ess ur e
ii’~t r  ibut ion .

.5 Ezanwles of results ~,bt &ined with the Lt,ex-sheet ~~de I

Now lot us look at some results to set’ w hat  sor t  of inforrna t ion the more el abo rate
models can provide . ~s be fore ,  we start with the vortex-sheet model, and MOs t of the
‘samples involve the slender-bod y approximation .

Fig 4 shows a comparison of calculated and measured surface pressure d istr ib~tions
on a flat — plate delta wing at low speeds . The measurements by Hunvne l and Redeker q are
at four different lengthwise stations along the wing and show that the flow is marked ly
non-conical. The calculations for separated flow are shown by the broken line . With
the slender-bod y approx imation . the model is conical so the same pressure distribu t i or
is predicted at al l stations , in terms of the conical similar i ty variable. spanwise
distance y divided by local semi-span s (x ) . On both the upper ati d lower surfaces very
good agreement is achieved near the apex of the wing, the only significant discrepancy
occurring near the leading-i ~ge on the upper surface. Here secondary separation modifies
the experimental distribution , The appreciable pressure rise achieved outboard of the
peak suction shows that the secondary boundary layer was turbulent at separation . The
cha in-dotted curve is the theory for attached flow , which is clearly irrelevant in these
conditions . The measurements suggest that the vortex sheet model is good , but would be
improved if a representation of secondary separation could be incorporated . They also
confirm the remarks above about the shortcom ings of slender-body theory at low speeds .
Fig 5 is another comparison between the same theory and experiments. Mow it is the
pattern of bound vortices which is displayed . These are the vortex lines which represent
the total vorticity in the boundary layers on the upper and lower surfaces of the wing .
Taken together with the vorticity shed from the leading and trailing edges of the wing,
these vortices would induce the complete disturbance field of a thin wing. Again we see
that theory and experiment agree closely near the apex of the wing. The deterioration
towards the trailing edge is rather less marked than in the previous figure. suggesting
that the direction of the disturbance velocity is predicted batter than its magnitude.
It is noteworthy that the configurations of both calculated and measured bound vortices
are consistent with the earlier comment that most of the circulation shed from the

j trailing edge is in the opposite sense to that shed from the leading edge.

We now see in Pig 6 the effect of removing the slender-body assumption . The
calculations here are the ones carried out at Boeingl4 and referred to earlier. The model
is essentially the same vortex sheet model as on the two last figures, but here it is
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implemented by a subsonic panel method, so that the upstream influence of the trailing
edge is ~çpresented . The experimental measurements are by Marsden, Simpson and
Rainbird50 . The form of the suction peak on the upper surface is rather different from
that in Fig 4. at least near the apex. because the secondary boundary layer is laminar
at separation , resulting in a much smaller pressure rise before secondary separation
o,’curs . It is clear that the general form of the pressure distribution is now being
predicted successfully over the whole wing . The need to represent the secondary separa-
t ion is clearl y greater when it is laminar. The wake modelling in these particular

t , - .i~~- u lat i~)r~ is incomplete but further developments have been reported since15. It is
- f  ~ omt interest t hat the calculated shape of the vortex sheet is almost conical and very
~i ’ t l e  differen t from that found with slender-body assumptions: it is its strength which
falls ~‘ f t  t owards the tr aili r~ edge .

We c .- leavo the si~’pl.’ flat-plate it’I ta and return to calculations using slender—
L - ’ i y  assu~ i~’ t i . r  . ~ .~~~~ ‘il l w~t i the vortox-sheet model. Fig 7 illustrates the way in whichr.c re a s ic i I P i kr”.is , assoc i ,t t ed here with increasing edge angle. reduces the lift. The
c c r f i tu ra t  i cs a re  r L i ’~’i c  r n” . of ape x ang le 2y and edge angle iS , at incidence a
Thr’ expt’r~~’-or; t .il r o - ,ul ts w r i t ’  1’?ained by Kirkpatrick 81 . using a split—model technique
t , measure ~he r - i ” . ii i i ’ o on (ho forward part of a wind-tunnel model at low speeds.
.. t , , that the norma l t - ’ r -  - . coefuiri,.n t has been divided by the incidence to give a
Ser.ii’ Lye I’ :e- -~’r.td ’ i n  of ‘be- zt ’,’ults , The bottom curve is the calculation for attached
t l w  . . t i i i  i ~‘ as a limi t ir~~ - ilue for zero incidence . The lift-s lope falls off along
i’ from ‘ hi- l i t  1. ’e valur’ 1 2w on the lo ft. F,ach of the other curves , for
it - r c a - r i  valui’ -, i a-~~, - L rtcii”nr ’ ~roni ‘h .’  t ” - ’ t o m  to the top . has a set of experimental

u ’~. daSoc i i t  ‘ i  w i ’  1, . We — t o  I i t  t he discrepancy b i t wt’ .’r~ theory 48 and experiment
ic rca .o as the ~h i- -kr. ’os it -r.- a se s act -i sa ‘ ho pictur.’ . This is cons is tent  w i th  an
ear Ly i’t- ,~ ’i V a ii ‘r t ha ’ -~.-. ‘ - ,o, i,i r y 

~~~~ ~
, t i.,r~ i , - - . stes more ~~r r z - -,~~~ r r - ..i on thicker wedges.

Tb.- ‘ t ..or.’t i ~a wur ‘- ‘i i .~ct ly ; - t ’ I - - t  - I f ,,  t h. ronl inear I f t  . . i,,r.’ a f f ec ted  by the
in -  ‘ -  tsr’ i t,  ‘ Pt , k r ’ - -.I tha n is ‘ I’  I near lif t

Ti4i , i rg r. iw f r,i,-’ ‘i c,i I t hick r i ’ j~~ 
t ‘or i - - . 1 cambe r - w ’  :; ‘t ’  in Fig 8 a pr. ~‘r t et ion

i i- ,’ off .’. ‘ ‘ i f  le~ dir ,,i ‘,dgo ‘- i i - ~ ’ .j r - i t  i - n  - 0  ‘ is’ l i ft  ing ef f i i ’ i . ’ r o - y ’ t  de lt  - wing~a L~. The
. i !- :- i  have t o s s  , . t O s  i t t~~- t -  f o r ”  I ci r i - ular it ’ s , with - - .1: 1,, p as sk.’t , ’hed .
‘ h. , rdirat t’  is the I i ?  t -depi’: i. - ’ ’  Ira q f t  t - ‘

~ ~A ’ ,/ . ( - a

in’-,. t * - i -i i - i t  ir .v i s r td  c’ a i cula ’ t o :. o s i n ig s lend’- ,  — body ‘to ry f t  a t i . x i -  w i r t all
t h ’ -’ t t m u  ~s V t  !. dr i~~.l For ‘ ‘ ‘ a c he d  f l - s  past an ‘ - - - ‘ - r ’  tally j ianar wi n-t ~ has a

~~. ‘ ts- ,t.d of I . Tb.- cur n - .1. -wr , ar’ ‘ ‘ho ir ’lio ated va t .- 1 the lift coefficient
I”
, 

. - .  r u  -i ’ t Pt.’ curve  I .r Ii . w’ s.’. it t • - r  ‘ i  r o t .- - . o. ‘ hr r :1. at a point

~~! wt i I ‘ 5.- ~ .w is .‘ ‘ ‘ - h’- I .l1’in’t a h. l ead i ng edge ii’ t h i ’ leadzr,’i t 0 -  z ’ - - f ’j -  is
‘t uf t  -‘ en 0 1P55 • *  -..‘p.irds i’.r . To P .  l i - f t  of t his. t f~’ t . is less ii - ‘ - ‘ i -  and a

r t -  • f ’ i i t~~ ‘1 .- v.. ‘- - . w i t  . fal l s i t t ’  ia ll’ ? i ’ - s t n.~ an it - t e a ’ -., I T .  i r ’ i y - - m ic
- t I t t er ry  as  • re ft .s ‘.. j - i r a ’ ‘‘s . Fxpc r t ” ’ ’ r  t a! resul’ i~~ - o r - f  i rm hat s l ordor  w ings  are

- - ,  e ‘‘f ii ci~-r a i t  t hey are -ambered pr •,duce a’ t i led 1 1 w at  - i t ,  inc 1 , - i - ’ - . ’  be! ‘s t 1’ ’  i t

it - ’ .-‘ ted ~ - . ‘ i n j  ~ - - u t  ‘ - For • I’ lan- i ’  lift coef I icieflt s - F 1 8 -h - s - hat i r ’ r ’o ,-,,’~-
in i- i.. : u ‘o  ‘he ‘ ‘ ‘ i -  5 .-i t - o r J t  ion - i t . -  t , ’ t , ’ - f  icial . This is ht -bably because of
‘. - ar~~ r n  j — t a r a r  it  y - I  ‘ hi’ w i r ’ .j at t in- larg.’i vulues of ~‘ - ii 1 i t  mig ht r I  be

t u r f if t i .  cembe r w .- e - - ‘v - f m ed a th’ I. ’ .,-ling - cdgt’ region .

P’i’j 9 is  the i s - t  ‘ nt’ i l l s? i t’  ing a ‘ - o n i c al f low , again f t  the vortex — sheet -‘~~i.- lwi ’h lender fi t ly a s s u m pt i ns .  We have n , ’ t u r re d  t o  the  f l a t - p l a t e  wing , but it is now
a’ a f i x e d angle - i f  mn c ’Ien ’v , equa l to half i ts  apex angle - with varying angles ‘f yaw

- r  smd.51ip 49 . 15, upper half shows the calculated shap.’- of the v o r t ,’ x  sheet on the
leeward r i i ’?  r r ’ S t  I r a  leafing edge. An the yaw angle increases the vortex is swept out-
t ’,ar’i iii ! i f t ,s away f r an the  w i r j .  Not , ’ t hat for b greater than one the edge is
t.’ r’. ”r ic a lly a trailin g edge , but the local flow is unaware of any sudden change. The
sheet r - th e w ir .-f w ,i r - i , i t  advancing , edge is shown below at twice the scale of the upper
half of Fig 9. increa si rrj yaw has much less effect on the form of the windward vortex,
The pn bl.’n- was t reated by Pullin20 : Jones 49 managed to cover a larger range of yaw
angle.

We turn now to some non-conica l configurations, still calculated by Slender-body
theory using the vortex-sheet model. The first of these, sketched in Pig 10. is a f 1st-
plate wing with a curved leading edge . For x less than one , the leading edge is
straight so the flow is the same as on a delta wing. The leading edge then curves,
becoming streamwlse for x greater than two. The figure shows the vorticity in the
vortex sheet , as a function of an angular coordinate, R along the sheet, in various
cross-flow planes indicated by the values of x • The sign has been chosen so that the
vorticity appears positive for the delta portion of the planform , Note how , as the
leading-edge curves beck towards the stream direction, the sheet vorticity falls,
particularly at the leading edge. At x = 2 , the vorticity being shed is of the
opposite sign to that further along the sheet and in the core vortex . This shows that
the vortex is locally stronger than would be needed to satisfy the Kutta condition .
This negative vorticity is convected along the sheet, appearing further round at x 2.5
and x = 3 . Meanwhile, the vorticity shed from the edge becomes positive again. These
results show the mechanism for the reduction in overall circulation predicted for such
a wing by the single-vortex model31 , The vortex-sheet shapes associated with the results
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of Pig 10 are smooth: the negative vorticity is apparently convected round the vortex
in the same way as the positive vorticity .

Fig 11 shows the vorticity in the vortex sheet for another non-conical cone igura-
tion . This is the delta wing with lengthwise camber whose centre section is sketchedl6 .
For x less than one, the local incidence is constant, and the distribution is that for
a plane delta wing, as in the previous figure. As x increases, the local incidence
falls. Some distance upstream of the station x = 2 where the local incidence

r vanishes. the shedding rate at the leading edge becce~s negative and numerically verylarge. Clearly, the vortex is again stronger than is needed to satisfy the Kutt~
condition , and in this case the relation persists and intensifies instead of reverting
to the conventional behaviour. Fig 11 suggests that the negative vorticity is
accumulating near the leading edge instead of spreading round the sheet. The associated
sheet shapes show that a large distortion builds up near the base of the sheet, suggest-
ing that a distinct, counter-rotating vortex is forming . Ref 16 presents experimental
evidence to show that such counter-rotating vortices are formed upstream of the station
at which the local incidence vanishes. This is not a behaviour that can be predicted
by the single-vortex model, which fails in these circumstances55 .

The last illustration of the predictions of the vortex sheet model is Fig 12, taken
from calculations 50 by slender-body theory of the effect of small oscillations about a
mean incidence. In this case the mean incidence is equal to half the apex angle of the
delta wing and the oscillations are sinusoidal in heave. The figure shows how the phase
angles of the various flow parameters change as the frequency increases. The non—
dimensional frequehcy parameter is based on the distance x -downstream of the apex.
Since it is a heaving oscillation the effective incidence is always 90° in advance of the
wing position. The circulation in the core lags behind the effective incidence , since
it takes time for the vorticity shed f rom the leading edge to be convected into the core .
Since the Kutta condition must be satisfied in each plane at each instant , the defect in
core circulation must be compensated by an excess of sheet strength near the leading
edge . so that the shedding rate must lead the effective incidence, as we see it does.
The overall circulation reflects these two behaviours, lying between the curves for the
core and the shedding rate , but closer to the former , because the bulk of the circula-
tion is in the core. The scale of the effect can be grasped by noting that, if the wing
moves forward a distance x in a quarter of the period of the oscillation , then at a
distance x from the apex there are leads and lags of about 300.

1.6 EAamolep of results obtained with the multivortex model

We come now to results obtained with the multivortex model. Fig 13 brings out the
essential equivalence between the results of the multivortex model and the vortex sheet
model. In this case both have beç~ applied within the slender-body approximation. The
figure is taken from Fink and Soh”’. Their results are shown by the solid lines ,
comparable results8 for the vortex sheet model being shown by broken lines. Above are
vortex sheet shapes, below are pressure distributions on the wing, in each case for an
angle of incidence equal to half the apex angle of the delta wing . It is clear that the
absence of a representation of the core leads to some distortion of the sheet shape in
the mu ltivortex model, but the difference is aesthetic rather than practical. The extent
of the leading-edge vortex and the surface pressure distributions are predicted almos t
identic ally.

In these calculations by slender-body theory, Fink and Soh were able to handle 70
vortices. For a fully three-dimensional calculation this would certainly ~e expensiveand might be unmanageable. Fig 14 shows some results obtained by Rehbach3 using nine
v ortice , shed from points equally spaced along the leading edge of a delta wing in
incompressible flow . The upper part shows cross-sections at 50%, 75% and 100% of the
length from the apex . There is remarkably little change i~ the shape. This agrees with
the observation above about the results obtained at Boeing~~

4 with the vortex-sheet model
in incompressible flow : the vortex sheet was found to be almost conical. On the other
hand , the Boeing results showed a vortex sheet shape which was almost the same as that
found using slender-body theory. while the lower part of Fig 14 shows a large difference
between Rehbech ’ s multivortex confi~ura~ion in the plane of the trailing edge and the
slender-body vortex sheet configuration . The lower part of Fig 14 is not in itself
surprising , since we should expect to see differences between the slender-body theory and
the full three-dimentional theory at the trailing edge . Moreover , the differences are in
the direction we should expect from observation, which shows the vortex core turning
closer to the free-stream direction near the trailing edge , ie. moving inboard and upwards
relat ive to the wing semi-span. However the calculated changes in the vortex position.
shown in th. upper half of the picture , are small and in the opposite direction. It may
be that we cannot expect to obtain details of this kind from a representation involving
so few vortices , particularly if there is no distinct representation of the core.

“ig 15 is taken from Aparinoy et al4, who ~~e ~s~~ntially the same multivortexrepresentation as Belotserkovskii’~
3 and Rehbach~~ ,35 ,0t , There appear to be only eight

vortices shed from the leading edge , so it is doubtful whether the details emerge
accurately . However , the overall picture is interesting , particularly for what it shows
downstream of the trailing edge. The entire vortex configuration rises towards the
free-stream direction, the vortex cores become more nearly parallel, and beneath the
coiled sheets the individual vortices leaving the trailing edge are swept sharply out-
board. The kink in the cross-section of the wake suggests that vorticity of the reversed
sense is about to roll up into a distinct vortex, as sketched in Fig 2.

- - ‘t.,~
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The first applications of the multivortex model were to side-edge , rather than
leading-edge separation . Fig 16 shows calculations by Maskew66 for a fully three-
dimensional model of side-edge separation on two rectangular wings of aspect ratio one
quarter. which had been tested by Wickens84. The upper part of the figure shows the
configuration calculated for the plane wing, first from the side , then from above.
Below are the same two views for the wing bent downwards at midchord . In each case the
incidence of the forward part of the wing is 200. For the lower configuration the rear
of the wing is at a local incidence of 400. The calculated vortex lines show a remark-
ably smooth evolution. This may be helped by the large angles of incidence which keep
them well clear of the wings . In addition to the directly calculated vortex lines, the
figure also shows the loci of the centroids of the individual vortices , calculated in
cross-flow planes. as broken lines, and the cores of the vortices found by Wickens, as
chain-dotted lines. These agree very closely in the side view at the top of the figure ,
For the bent wing , a second vortex core appeared in the experiment and Maskew has
divided his vortices into two groups to represent these two cores. As the side view in
the lower part of the figure shows , this is only qualitatively satisfactory .

In Fig 17 we return to quantitative comparisons with measured quantities. Rehbach65
reported difficulty in obtaining good comparisons with measured pressure distributions
using the multivortex model in its full y three-dimensional form. Fig 17 shows the
loading calculated for a delta wing by Kandil et al40 , using what appears to be
essentially the same model. The agreement with the measurements8° is satisfactory enough
when we observe from the form of the measured suction peak that it is for a laminar
secondary separation. A turbulent secondary separation would have produced a higher peak ,
wit h a larger pressure recovery towards the leading edge . In their own paper 40 Kandil
et al present a comparison with a load distribution measured on a wing with a turbulent
secondary separation. The comparison is good , but the aspect ratio of the wing , the
incidence and the measuring station are different from those used in the calculation ,
The results in Fig 17 were obtained with 12 vortices shed from the leading edge , so
adequate load predictions can apparently be obtained without extremely detailed modelling.

Finally, in Fig 18 we revert to the slender-body approximation . Here the multi-
vortex model has been applied to a wing and canard combination67, sketched at the top of
the figure . The results below show how the nonlinear part of the normal force builds up
from the front to the rear of the canard and the wing . For the canard , the cur - is
almost parabolic as it would be if the flow were exactly conical and the normal force
grew as the square of the local span . For the wing , however, the nonlinear part of the
normal force is negative near the apex. because of the downwash induced by the vortices
from the canard. Halfway back along the wing its local span becomes equal to the span of
the canard and the normal force begins to increase. However , even at the trailing edge ,
the wing has not caught up with the canard , Finkleman67 suggests this is a good reason
to blunt the apex of the wing. as on the Viggen .

2 SEPAR.~’ION FROM SMOOTH SURFACES

2.1 introduction

Section 1 demonstrated a considerable measure of success for inviscid models of
three-dimensional flows separating from highly swept sharp edges. When separation takes
place at a highly swept separation line on a smooth surface, we can again expect to find
a shear layer leaving the surface and rolling up into a vortex . Again, we can expect
that the vorticity shed will be approximately parallel to the free-stream direction, It
is therefore reasonable to believe that the separated flow , except perhaps in the
immediate neighbourhood of the separation line, can be represented by an inviscid model
of the same type as was successful in describing the separated flow from a sharp edge.
This leaves open the question of modelling the separation process, in particular, of
determing the separation line,

Separation from highly swept separation lines on smooth surfaces is an important
phenoetenon on the forebodies of aircraft which are required to manoeuvre rapidly, on
missiles and stores at high angles of incidence, on the rounded leading edges of Concorde,
on the upper surfaces of slender wings beneath the primary vortices, on up-swept aft
fuselages and , presumably, on the well-rounded leading edges of the Space Shuttle at
landing conditions ,

The classical aerodynamic approximation scheme is based on calculating the inviscid
flow past the body , with a vortex sheet shed from the trailing edge; then using this
inviscid flow as the external flow in a calculation of the development of the boundary
layer and wake: and then using the displacement thickness of these layers to modify the
shape of the body and inviscid wake as a basis for a further inviscid calculation. The
methods which were discussed in section 1 are modifications to this classical aerodynamic
scheme in which wakes are permitted to be shed from any sharp edge, Such modifications
may be complicated in practice, but they are essentially simple in conception. They are
also essentially limited in scope. in particular , if the boundary layer calculation
breaks down, predicting separation upstream of the sharp edge, the classical approximation
is strictly helpless, It is not even possible to conclude that separation would take
place where it is predicted , because the external flow under which the boundary layer has
developed conta ins no representation of the separation . Only if we have a smooth
sequence of solutions, depending on a parameter such as the incidence , in which attached
flows are found for a < a

~ 
, while separation is predicted for a = a

0 
. can we say that

we have a valid prediction of the separation line at a

- — ----—-- — - - - ---- - - _ _ _ _  - - -‘  -
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Now it i5 clear that there are methods of calculating three-dimensional boundary
layers which do provide plausible indications of separation at highly-swept separation
lines , whether or not these correspond quantitatively to real flows. Some of these are
described in a recent review paper~

5. There is therefore a strong case for bringing
together such boundary layer methods with the best inviscid models of separated flow ,
We can imagine. for instance , attemptirci an iterative calculation in the following way .
A separation line is assumed well downstream of its likely position and a suitable
inviscid model of the flow incorporating t1~ t separation line is calculated. A boundary

W~ 
layer starting at the front stagnation point is calculated using the calculated inviscid
flow . We may suppose this separates upstream of the assumed separation line. A new
separation line is now chosen between the assumed and calculated separation lines, and
incorporated into the inviscid flow model. This new inviscid flow forms the basis for a
new boundary layer calculation, and so on. This process may converge: if it does we
appear to have a calculation of a consistent model of the separated flow .

This is all very generalized. To see where some of the difficulties lie let us
consider what is probably the simplest possible case, the circular cone at incidence. As
before we suppose the Reynolds number is large enough for the boundary layer to be thin,
and we suppose the Mach number is not so high that entropy variations are significant.
If the free-stream is supersonic and the bow shock is attached, the first inviscid
approximation to the flow is conical. For subsonic flows past slender cones at large
angles of incidence the inviscid flow over much of the surface is nearly conical. The
displacement effect of the thin boundary layer will not affect the conicality of the flow
significantly. None of this applies very close to the actual apex of the cone : the local
Reynolds number is always small there and the boundary layer thickness is not small
compared with the local diameter of the cross-section of the cone. Fortunately real flows
establish a conical behaviour within a short distance of the apex .

The flow attaches to the surface along the windward generator of the cone, where the
pressure is highest. From there it expands round the sides of the cone. If the angle of
incidence is less than the semi-apex-angle of the cone , the boundary layer remains
attached round to the leeward generator and the flow field is well described by the first
inviscid approximation . The limiting streamlines on the developed surface of the cone
are sketched in Pig 19. At appreciably larger angles of incidence , the limiting stream-
lines on the surface of the cone which run outward from the windward generator encounter
an apparent barrier , which they approach but cannot cross. This is a separation line ,
which looks like an envelope of the limiting streamlines, On the cone it lies along a
generator if the boundary layer is laminar and very closely along another generator if
the boundary layer is turbulent . The limiting streamlines on the leeward side of the
separation line originate at another attachment line, or pair of attachment lines, on the
leeward side of the cone. Shear layers leave the surface at the separation line at a
small angle and roll up around vortices which closely resemble those found above delta
wings.

2.2 Vortex sheet model ~or conical flow

Now suppose we wish to represent these shear layers and the vortices by spiral vortex
sheets, as for the delta wings. The first conclusion we come to is that the vortex sheet
must leave the surface of the cone tangentially . This follows from the observation that.
for a spiral vortex sheet model, the fluid on both sides of the separation line has come
from the free-stream without undergoing any dissipative process. and so its total
pressure is the same . Its static pressure is also the same , since this is continuous
across the sheet, Consequently the magnitude of the velocity is the same on both sides
of the separation line. If the vortex sheet is not tangential to the wall, it forms two
concave corners with the wall. Since the sheet is a stream surface this means the
velocity is directed along the separation line on both sides of it. This can happen in
two ways : if the velocity vector is the same on both sides of the separation line, the
strength of the sheet is zero: if the velocity vector is equal in magnitude but opposite
in direction , there is no mean velocity and no vorticity can be convected away from the
surface. Hence , if vort~çity is being shed, the sheet must be tangential to the wall.
This is a general result ~ , not special to conical flow.

Since the sheet is tangential to the wall , it serves to distinguish between the two
sides of the separation line. We can call the side on which the sheet lies against the
wall the downstream side and the other side, the upstream side. This agrees with physioel
intuition. We then see that, at the separation line, the inviscid flow on the downstream
side must be parallel to the separation line . This condition is a replacement for the
Kutta condition which holds at a sharp edge. On the upstream side of the separation line
the surface streamlines of the inviscid model are of course tangential to the wall, but
are inclined to the separation line . These inviscid streamlines are sketched in the third
configuration in Fig 19. -

We can now construct an inviscid vortex sheet model in the same way as for the
slender sharp-edged delta wing. The inner part of the infinitely rolled—up spiral sheet
is replaced by a line vortex and a cut joining it to the free end of the outer par t of
the sheet. This depends on the two coordinates and the strength of the line vortex. These
three quantities can be regarded as determined by the vanishing of the two components of the
force on the vortex and Cut in the cross-flow plane and by the replacement for the Kutta
condition deduced above. If the outer part of the sheet is determined by N values of a
geometrical parameter and N values of the sheet strength. satisfying the two sheet
boundary conditions at N points along it will provide 2N equations to determine the
remaining unknowns. It appears therefore that. once the separation line is specified, we

- - ~~— -‘ — — - -.s - - - -
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obtain a well-posed inviscid problem. As for the sharp-edged delta wing. this means that
we can expect. in general, a finite number of solutions , There may be none , or several,
and there is no existence or uniqueness theorem known .

Apart from that fundamental difficulty, several practical difficulties remain. The
vortex sheet, together with its image in the circular cross-section of the cone, form a
sheet with a cusp, on which the strength of the sheet is opposite in sign on the two
branches , It is quite easy to show that the usual formula for the induced velocity :

V - 1W = 

~
-;: I z— Z (o )  (10)

yields a finite value at the cusp itself. No Cauchy principal value is required there ,
essentially because the singular contributions from the two branches cancel. However . is
this finite velocity the fluid velocity outside the cusp, inside the cusp, or neither?
I believe it is the velocity outside , but have not obtained a completely satisfactory
proof.

Now consider the calculation of the velocity induced on one branch of the cusp by
the vorticity on the other , This means dealing with the integration in equation (10) for
the case when Z(o) becomes very nearly, but not quite , equal to Z on the path of
integration . Experience with this type of numerical problem shows that it is substan-
tially more difficult than the Cauchy principal value which arises when Z(a) actually
becomes equal to Z . The best approach is probably to use a local approximation to the
sheet shape Z(~ ) and strength ‘,‘(o) which lead to an expression for v - 1w in closed
form. A circular arc, as used in Ref 18, is one posiibility.

We shall see later that the vortex sheet initially curves away from the body
surface. Subsequently it rolls up, and so must acquire a point of inflexion. It is
therefore not advisable to describe its shape by a polar coordinate system based on the
line vortex, either in a transformed plane8 or in the physical planelO . An intrinsic
representation seems more promising, f~r ~xample defining the sheet by values of itsslope at fixed intervals of arc length’~~’~~

3. Finally, the vortices shed from circular
cones will lie close to the surface for a considerable range of angles of incidence. The
cores will therefore be flattened , and an improved core model may well be needed.
However, there is no doubt that all these difficulties can and will be resolved.

How can an inviscid calculation of this kind , with assumed straight separation lines,
be complemented by a boundary layer calculation? If the boundarX layer is laminar and
the external flow is conical, it is a well-known result of Mooreol that the boundary
layer growth is quasi—conical. Certain properties of the boundary layer turn out to be
constant along conical rays: in particular the inclination of the limiting streamlines
is constant along each conical ray . Hence if a limiting streamline is tangential to a
conical ray, limiting streamlines will touch the ray all along its length . The ray is
then an attachment or separation line. Hence a conical flow model with separation along
a generator is consistent with laminar boundary layer theory. If the boundary layer is
turbulent, the form of the separation line depends on the turbulence model used. The
method of Mowlem and Smith88, for instance , would lead to a straight separation line in
conical flow. More u~ ’:ally, as in the recent work of Bontoux and Roux8~ , we must expect
the azimutha l position of the separation line to change as the local Reynolds number
increases along the length of ~he cone. However , the extent of this variation , as 

, 
-

calculated by Bontoux and RouxO9, is small for a factor of ten in the Reynolds number,
provided this is already fairly large. Hence, over the major part of the length of a
cone with a fully turbulent boundary layer , the separation line will again lie close to
a generator , so that a consistent model again emerges. If transition occurs at some
significant fraction of the length, as sketched in the fourth part of Fig 19 , a non-
conical inviscid treatment is needed.

Self-consistency is, of course, only a part of the story. The question is whether
an iteration between the inviscid calculation and the boundary layer calculation will
converge . There is one example , with a ‘aminar boundary layer . in which convergence was
achieved. This is an attempt by Nutter2 to compute a conical vortex-sheet model of
secondary separation on the upper surface of a delta wing . Fig 20 shows a sketch , in the
cross-flow plane, of the model used. Both primary and secondary vortices are represented
by finite sheets, cuts and line vortices, all within slender-body theory. After
considerable diff iculty, t.iviscid solutions for speç~ fied positions of the secondary
separation line were ob-ained . The method of Cooke~ for a laminar boundary layer in a
conical externa l field was then used to calculate the quasi—conical boundary layer growth
outboard f rom the attact.ment line, which , for the incidence chosen, lies on the centre-
line of the wing. For all physically realistic positions of the assumed secondary
separation line , the boundary layer separated upstream, ie inboard, of it. However , by
a llowing the assumed secondary separation line to move further inboard , a solution was
obtained in whic h the calculated and assumed positions of the secondary separation line
came together. In this solution, separation took place virtually at a pressure minimum,
that is to say the separation was smooth, with no adverse gradient upstream of it (for
further discussion of smooth separation , see section 2.5). Unfortunately , this pressure
minimum was not the suction peak under the primary vortex , but a rather insignificant
pressure minimum well inboard of the primary vortex . Prom the point of view of modelling

- .——~~--- - - -  - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--—-- — ---- ,- -
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secondary separation therefore the work was a failure , but as a demonstration of the
possibility of consistent inviscid and boundary layer calculations the work is signifi—
cant. It has not yet been written up.

2 . 3  Vor t ex-sheet model for nan-conical flow

What happens when we get away from conical bodies and conical flows? The next
simplest case is perhaps the ogive-cylinder. If the incidence is high enough, the flow

_
_
,~ will separate along lines which run right forward to the apex of the ogive. If slender-

body theory held exactly, the flow very close to the apex would be the same as on the
cone which touches the ogive at the apex. We could calculate the separated flow on this
cone and so obtain an initial solution for a downstream marching process. Using slender—
body assumptions we could certainly carry the inviscid calculation downstream in this
way , using Clark ’s technique16 , for instance. We could also carry the boundary layer
calculation downstream , since the boundary layer equations are hyperbolic. Some rule for
extending the separation line downstream is required and a possible algorithm is sketched
in Fig 21. This shows the body surface in the plane of the sketch and we suppose the
complete flow has been calculated up to the plane X X y~ with separation line Z

To advance to the plane x xn+l . guess a point S 1 
in which I might meet the new

plane, but bias the guess further round the body than seems likely . Then , with separa-
tion assumed at S1 . find the inviscid flow in the plane x = xn+l and use this to advance

the boundary layer calculation to x Xn+l Suppose this boundary layer calculation extends
I , regarded as a limiting streamline, to a point S

1 in the plane x xn+l . Since the choice
of S

1 
was biased in the downstream direction . 

~l 
will almost certainly be upstream of S

1
as indicated in the sketch, and a point S2 can be chosen between S1 and . Now assume

separation takes place at S2 and repeat the process. It seems likely that eventually a point Sm
will lead to a point 

~m 
which is close enough to Sm to be used as the next point on I

When the incidence is lower, separation starts some way back along the surface of
the ogive-cylinder. How the separation line starts is not clear , but oil—flow pictures
have been obtained, eq by Boersen91. which show a c lear pattern of skin-friction lines ,
with no trace of any singular behaviour at the starting point of the separation li,e.
The sort of pattern which might arise on an ogive-cylinder is sketched in side view in
Fig 22. The separation line, S , appears to be formed from an ordinary limiting stream-
line as other limiting streamlines run into it. An attachment line, A , also grows from
an ordinary limiting streamline. There seems to be no reason why an infinitely rolled—up
vortex sheet model should not be capable of representing such a separation , right from
its inception , but I have no idea of what form it would take. How rapidly, for instance .
would the overall circulation grow? This seems to be’ a problem ripe for solution.

If the body is not sufficiently slender for s1er . .~-”-bod y t heory to be a reliable
guide, so that significant upstream influence is felt, tr , —’ situation is more complicated.
We can again imagine calculating an inviscid separated flow , using a vortex-sheet
representation , from an assumed separation line . perhap’~ by t~,e technique of Ref S 14 end
15. From this we could calculate the boundary layer development , including a separation
line . However it is now far from obvious how the assumed separation line should be
modified in order to obtain a better estimate for the true separation line . Modelling
becomes more difficult if the separation line star ts  with no sweep back , in the leeward
plane of symmetry. A vortex-sheet model may however still be applicable, as suggested
in Ref 85, but there is as yet nothing more definite to be said on the subject.

2.4 Simpler models

Two of the other models described in section 1 have been applied to separation from
smooth bodies : the single line vortex model and the multivortex model. These have been
applied to calculate the properties of bodies of revolution at incidence, within the
framework of slender-body theory, by a number of workers from Bryson’2 onwards , Bryson
used the single line vortex model, applying it particularly to circular cones and to the
unsteady planar flow past circular cylinders. Among other results, he finds that the
equations have no solutions for cones at small angles of incidence. Angelucci93 uses
the multivortex model for bodies of revolution and obtains encouraging agreement with
experiment when an observed position of the reparation line is introduced . There is
unfortunately an er ror in the expression for the attached flow in his later extension94

to bodies of more general cross-section. Wardlaw 95 treats the asymmetric flow past a
body of revolution at high incidence , in which something resembling a vortex Street is
formed . He represents each of the vortices by a single line vortex, with the pair
closest to the body being ‘fed’ through cuts. A considerable degree of empiricism is
required.

The single line vortex model and the multivortex model are formulated in the same
way for smooth surfaces as for sharp edges, except for the form of the Kutta condition .
This condition is usually taken to be that the velocity component in the croa.-f~ mw ~1ane
and tangential to the body surface should vanish. This is often r.for red to a~ th e
stagnation of the cross—flow ’ , which is not strict ly accurate =in~~ -~ co~np.’nent ~ f ~h,
cross-flow normal to the wall exists in general. F.nfor-c:nq this condition I~e~in .. ~~~s

for a body of revolution, the velocity vector at the ~o’i’.,rstion lime ic. .i’-’
meridian of the body. For an ogive-cylinder . the a t :  ‘ ha l poatt iam of ~he .-

- 
— 
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line changes along the body length, so this condition is not appropriate. Even for a
cone , on which the separation line is a meridian, the following argument suggests we can
do better.

Returning to the vortex sheet model, we recall that the velocity vector on the down-
stream side of the separation line must be tangential to the separation line , simply
because this is the only direction in which the fluid can move . To describe the kine-
matics, we use the cylindrical polar coordinate system of section 1. with x along the
body axis and the body surface described by r = f(x, e). The separation line on the
body surface can be described by a = g(x) and r = f(x, g(x)). The direction ratios of
the separation line are then:

1 : f ~~ + f 0g
’ :fg ’

If this is a streamline ,

V r — (11)
f~~ + f 0g ’ — fg ’

where streamwise disturbances are neglected . the incidence is small and V and v0 are

the radiai and circumferential components of the velocity in the cross-flow plane. If
V
t 

iS the component of velocity in the cross-flow plane tangential to the body on the

do~nstream side of the separation line, we can write

v = v cos • + v sin • , (12)
td r 8

where • is the angle between the tangent and the radius vector , as in Fig 3. (Note
that tan • = r do/dr = f/f0 .) Using (11) and (12), since the downstream side of the

separation line is a streamline, we have:

= U(f cos • + fg ’ cosec •) - (13)

The jump 
~
vt in tangential velocity across the sheet is twice the difference between

v~ and the mean tangential velocity, v~d m

= 2(vt - v
~~~)

= 2(Uf~ 
cos $ + Ufg ’ cosec $ - v~~

)

by (13). This result can be introduced into equation (6), representing the continuity
of pressure across the sheet, to give

U = 2(v~ 
- Uf

~ 
cos $ - Ufg ’ cosec •)(v~ 

- Uf
~ 

cog , (14)

where r , the overall circulation , has been written for t~$ - Equation (14) only
involves quantities which appear in the discrete vortex models: the circulation r , the
mean velocity v~ at the separation line , and the geometry . It can therefore be applied

as a Kutta condit!on in such models.

To see what it means , let us take two simple examples. First, a body of revolution
with the separation line along a meridian, so that • = t/2 and g’ ~ 0 . Then

Vtm

With the positive direction of v~ towards the downstream side of the separation line.
it is clear that the positive sign is required, to convect the Vorticity from the separa-
line to the vortr~ix. Even for this case, the tangential component of velocity does not
vanish as long as the circulation is increasing. Secondly, for the secondary separation
on the upper surface of a flat delta wing in conical flow g and $ are both zero,
so that.

— -
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v~ = Uf ~~~~~
The first term on the right is the tangential velocity needed to turn free—stream along
the separation line and the second term provides the extra velocity needed to convect the
vorticity of f the wing . Further consideration suggests it is always the larger root of
(14). regarded as an equation for v • that is physically realistic.tm

The way in which dr/dx in (14) is obtained depends on the model. For the single
line vortex model . (14) is a differential equation for r . This must be solved
simultaneously with the two differential equations obtained by equating to zero the two
transverse components of the force on the combination of the vortex and cut. This
procedure leads to a modification to Bryson ’s model 92 for the flow pest a body of revolu-
tion. For a multivo:tex model, like that of Angelucci93. in which vortices of finite
strength are introduced at discrete points along the separation line, it is necessary to
decide first where the Kutta condition is to be applied . It seems reasonable to satisfy
it at stations midway between the stations at which the vortices are introduced. v~~
can be found from the ow field at such a station midway between x = x and X = X

n+l
and equation (14) th, gives a value for dr/dx , from which the strength, r , of the
next vortex to be in oduced follows from

= (xn - Xn_i ) dx 
= ½ (Xn+Xn_i ) 

(15)

The problem discussed above, of how a vortex sheet might begin at some distance back
from the apex of a~ ogive-cylinder , still arises for the simpler models. Bryson ’s
original equations~

2 predict an exponential variation in the strength of the vortex when
it is close to the body. He avoids the difficulty by introducing the vortex with a small
circulation at a small distance from the surface, but this is mathematically
unsatisfactory.

It is difficult to see how the simpler models could be used successfully with a
boundary layer calculation to produce a complete solution , since the nature of the flow
field near the separation line is not properly described. Omitting the vortex sheet
immediately downstream of the separation line must have a marked effect on the pressure
gradient upstream of it. The future of the simpler models probably lies in problems for
which the separation line is known from experiment, or problems in which the desired
results are not very sensitive to the assumed position of the separation line.
sensitivity tests seem not to be generally available, so it is perhaps worth quoting from
some unpublished work by Jepps96. He found that a shift of 8° in the circumferential
position of the separation line approximately doubled the nonlinear lift at incidences
above 15~ in his inviscid calculations for an ogive-cylinder, using a single-line-vortex
model.

2.5 The flow near the aen~aration ~jpa

To conclude , I shall describe some recent work86 of my own on the behaviour of a
vortex sheet leaving a smooth wall , and discuss its implications for modelling separation
in three-dimensional flow. My work used the framework of slender-body the~ry. but ageneralization avoiding these assumptions has been provided by F.T. Smith9’. It is
possible to show by a local analysis that, if the distance, z , from the wall of a point
on the vortex sheet is related to its distance y f rom the separation l ine (see Fig 23)
by an asymptotic relation

(16)

then the only possible values of n are 3/2, 5/2, 7/2... If n u 3/2 , so that the
curvature of the sheet is infinite at the separation line , an adverse pressure gradient
occurs upstream of the separation line. This adverse gradient becomes infinite at the
separation line itself. On the other hand , if n 5/2 , so that the curva ture of the
sheet is equal to that of the body , the pressure gradient is finite, but not locally
determined, at the separation line. It is conventional to refer to this latter situation
as ‘smooth ’ separation. These results, obtained for the vortex-sheet model of separation
from a highly swept separation line , are closely analogous to the predictions of the
Kirchhoff model for two-dimensional, free-streamline flow past a circular cylinder . In
tha t case, it emerges that for almost all positions of the ‘separation ’ line, the
curvature is locally infinite and the pressure gradient is infinite. For just one
position, smooth separation occurs. We can conjecture therefore that in general smooth
separation will only occur for a finite number of positions of the separation line in
three-dimensional f low .

The 
;~
gnificance of smooth separation in two-dimensional flow arises from the work

of Sychev . He predicted the existence of an asymptotic solution of the Navier-Stokes
equations for the neighbourhood of two-dimensional, free-streamline separation , valid for
large Reynolds numbers. This solution showed separation occurring close to the position
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of smooth separation , the distance from the position of smooth separation being of order
Re 1

~
’16. These pzedictions have been confirmed by numerical calculations by F.T. Smith99,

who has also extended the theory to three-dimensional flow97.

Now laminar boundary layer theory is essentially an infinite Reynolds number
approximation , in the sense that, for instance, the prediction of separation in a given
external field is independent of Reynolds number . Suppose, then, that we obtained

—~ convergence in an iteration process between the inviscid separated flow calculation and
the laminar boundary layer calculation, the sort of process frequently referred to above.
It seems highly probable, if the calculations are accurate, that the calculated separa-
tion will be smooth, corresponding ~o the limit of infinite Reynolds number in Sychev ’s
solution . The experience of Nutter~

4 described in section 2.2 supports this view. On
the other hand, by comparing the shape of the vortex sheet in the inviscid calculation
with equation (16) with n = 3/2 . we can find the coefficient ~ as a function of the
assumed position of the separation line and so pick out the position (or positions) which
correspond to smooth separation with ~ = 0 - It seems therefore that iterating with the
laminar boundary layer calculation would produce no extra information .

What we want, of course, is not the infinite Reynolds number limit , but the position
of separation at finite Reynolds numbers. It appears9~ that this can be found, for large
Reynolds number , by matching the behaviour of ~

j , as a function of separat ion l ine
position, in the inviscid sol~~ ion to the behaviour of the corresponding quantity in the
asymptotic analysis of Sychev~ and F.T. Smith99, which depends on Reynolds number . If
this can be done , and we are trying to do it at RAE, then a mathematically consistent
account of laminar separation from smooth surfaces at highly swept separation lines and
high Reynolds numbers will have been achieved .

Whether such an account will have any physical significance remains to be seen , It
certainly cannot be assumed that the simultaneous assumptions of laminar flow and large
Reynolds number will lead to sensible predictions . No really convincing support emerges
from the two-dimensional flow past a circular cylinder , since actual separation takes
place a long way downstream of the pos ition of smooth separa tion for the Kirchhoff  mode l
for the largest Reynolds numbers at which the separation is laminar . (See, for example ,
p 168 of Ref 100.) However , the Kirchhoff model, with its wake at free-stream pressure,
is not in itself a satisfactory model of the two-dimensional flow. The vortex-sheet
model has shown itself to be much more realistic in its predictions of the behaviour of
sharp-edged wings, so there are grounds for hope .

For the more practical case in which the boundary layer is turbulent much less can
be said. Presumably for any particular algebraic model of turbulence , an analysis like
that of Sychev98 and F.T. Smith99 could be carr ied out. Whether it could be done for a
more realistic model of turbulence I cannot judge. If it could be carried through it
might provide a basis for preferring one turbulence model to another , at least for the
prediction of separation . Otherwise , we fall back on the idea of iterating between the
inviscid and the boundary layer calculations .

2.6 Cpnclusions

To represent flow separating from highly-swept sharp edges, a number of well-
deve loped models exist , whose capabilities and short-comings are reasonably wel l known
and understood . Progress in tackling problems of practical concern should therefore be
proportional to the effort expended, at least up to several times the present rate of
progress. A few perplexing difficulties remain, but these tend to be peripheral to the
subject.

For flow separating from smooth bodies the situation is quite different. The
central problem is to predict the separation line and for this there is no single entirely
satisfactory calculation . There are a number of hopeful signs: separation predicted
approximately using a measured external flow or a calculated attached external f low85,
convergence achieved in an iteration between an inviscid separated flow model and a
boundary layer calculation2 , and a mathematical treatment of the laminar viscous-
inviscid interaction problem at high Reynolds number 97 99 . There ar e also sti ll
substantial difficulties with the inviscid modelling of separation originating downstream
of the apex of the body.
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STRUCTURE OF TURBULENCE IN (‘OMPLEX FLOWS
P. Brsdshaw

Imperial College
London. SW7 28Y

A “comp lex” turbulent flow is one in which the tu:bulence structure is significantly different from that
in classical textbook shear layers such as the planl boundary layer and mixing layer (Ref.. 1—3). The
two co~~~nest causes of complexity in this sense are interaction between the shear layer and anothe r
turbulence field — perhaps another shear layer — and distortion of a single shear layer by an externally—
imposed strain rate in addition to the mean shear. Unsteadiness and three—dimensionality do not
constitute complexities in themselves but allow more opportunities for interaction or distortion to occur.
In nearly all cases the turbulent flow is dominated by a shear layer because it is, as a rule, only in
shear layers that large Reynolds—stress gradients can arise . However if the flow is strongly distorted
the shear layer may nut obey Prandtl’a thin—shear—layer (“boundary layer”) approximation that terms of
order 6/f are negligible , and some attention will be given below to higher—order approximations. It wil l
be found that such approximations are best treated on the same empirical level as turbulence modelling,
and that is why they are discussed in the present section.

First , the effects of unsteadiness or three—dimenaionality on turbulence and turbulence “models”
(emp irical equations for Reynolds streaa) will be discussed. We then outline the response of shear layers
to extra rates of strain and present the concept of the “fairly thin shear layer”, in which terms that
are neglected in the shin—shear layer equations are retained but approximated. Finally the special
problems of separated flow are briefly reviewed.

1.0 Effect of Unsteadiness on Turbulence Structure

It is assumed herein that a satisfactory form of statistical average for an unsteady flow has been chosen
already : it can be a phase average in a periodic flow, an ensemble average in ~~~ flow, or even somethingless accessible to experiment like a spanwiae average in a two—dimensional flow. Denoting the chosen
average by an overbar , the exact transport equation for the Reynolds shear stress —pi~V in two—dimensional
un s teady flow at high local Reynolds number is (Ref. 4)

a(—0v) • U + v — ~ -~! — ~~ + + i_ ~~~ + (1)2y p ~ay ax) ay p j

This is exactly the same as in steady flow with the addition of the time—dependent terms.

Now the whole left—hand side, written D(—UV)/Dt for short, is the time derivative of ITV, following
the ensemble—average movement of a fluid element. It is sometimes called the “substantial” derivative
of —GV . The fluid element has no way of sensing the ratio of spatial derivatives to time derivative in
the left—hand side: therefore this ratio is inseaterial to the behaviour of the right—hand side: therefore
a steady—flow turbulence model can be used to close the equation, providing that Du /Dt in the unsteady
flow does not exceed the values for which the turbulence model is satisfactory in steady flow. For example,
if the moat rapid str eameise change which the turbulence model can cope with in a boundary layer is a
doubling of —CV in a distance of 106, D13V/DtI ~ U~ 

QV/(106) where Ue is the free—stream velocity. If
DCV/ Dt is wholly a time derivative and CV changes by 100 percent in a cycle (as in the boundary layer on
an infinite plate below an osci l la t ing free stream) the time constant or circular frequency of the flow
must not exceed Ue / ( lOd ) where Uc is the (maximum) free s tream velocity . Note that separate bounds on
stre a messe wavelength and on frequency in a space-dependent unsteady flow are not required according to
this analysis;  an upper limit on the frequency seen by a moving fl uid element can be derived separately
from s teady—flow considerations . Let us suppose , for instance , that the steady—flow turbulence model
canno ,iau late the response to spatial change s with a wavelength less than 86 , whatever their magnitude .
Then the ~‘s~vin g— ax is frequency w—kU must not exceed 2wU e/ (86) ; here k is the wave number , 2x/ (wav elength ) .

P r o v i l i n g  that these limits on DCV/Dt and on moving—axi s frequency are not exceeded , the steady—flow
tur bulence ~~del can be used without change and with confidence. The limits quoted above are merely
examp les , orde r —o f magnitude estimates for a good transport—equation turbulence model. An eddy—viscosity
mode l migpt have rathe r more restr ict ive quantitative limits , but the transposition of steady—f low limits
to unsteady f low via the above discussion of the exact Reyno lds —stress transport equation is valid whether
the turbulence model uses that equation explicitly or not. It need hardly be said that steady—flow limits
on DCV/Dt .nd moving—axis frequency have not been well defined. There may be specialized unsteady—flow
proble ms , for examp le high—fre quency problems , which would warrant an effort to develop a special turbulence
mode l but I am not aware that any such work has been done ; on the other hand several authors (Refs.5—7)
have considere d turbulence models for stead y flow ove r wavy surfaces which pose much the same modelling
problems as oscillating flow.. Ref.8 discusses turbulence generated by internal waves.

2.0 e f fe c t  of Mean—Flow Three—Dimenaionality on Turbulence Structure.

It has been implicitly assumed in nearly all calculation methods for 3D flow , and has been explicitly
ar gued by seve ral people includin g the present author , tha t since turbulence is alway s (instantaneously)
thr ee—dimensional it should not be greatly a ffected by mild three—di msnaionali ty of the mean flow . It is
of course to be expected that $413 as~ ry ,~esult. like OQ — 0(where y is normal to the surface ) will disapp ear ,
but structure parameters like vh / ( u L + w1) should not , it is ar gued, be greatly affected.

Measurements in a three—d imensional separating bounda ry layer at NLR, Ams terdam (Raf s .  9,10) revealed
quits large discrepancies in existing calculat ion methods . Specifically the resistance of th. boundary

V layer to .epar a tion was over—predicte d by the calculations . Comparisons of all available calculation
methods at the “Trondbeim Trials ” ( R e f . l l )  showed the same effect. In terms of an eddy—viscosity model ,
the experiments showed a very much smaller eddy viscosity in the cross—stre am plane , —~~/(aW/3y), than intne longi t udinal plane , —0V/(RIJ/ay). A similar behaviour was discernible in the data of Johnston (Raf.l2)
for the rapidly—separating flow up a swept , forward—facing step. It is to be expected that as the direction
of the resultant she*r velocity gradient (Pig.l) changes with x the direction of the resultant shear stress
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will lag behind it instead of coinciding with the direction of the resultant velocity gradient as predicted
by an eddy—viscosity model . This is Jus t a consequence of the presence of D/Dt terms (“history effect”)
in the Reynolds—stress transport equations (see Section 1 .0). and is generally observed in 3D boundary
layers in moderate pressure gradients. However in the inner part of Johnston’s flow the direction of the
resultant shear stress ro tated in the o~posite sense to the direction of the resultant velocity gradient,and a tendency towards the same e f fec t  ts apparently responsible for the disagreement between the NLR data
and the calculation methods . In the NLR measurements, the angle between the resultant shear stress and
the x direction — the init ial  flow direction , namely

y s can ’ ~~ (2)
uw

was of the same sign as

a tan ’ (3)

but smaller , by an amoun t greater than could be explained by history effects . (The ratio of the two
tangents is of course the ratio of the two components of eddy viscosity mentioned above) ,

A very plausible explanation has been given by Rotta (Ref.l3). In a calculation method based on the
transport equations for —DV and —

~~~~, namely

D(—i]V) 
[uh+v ~~

.+w }
~j

—uv) ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (4)

D(;VQ) 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (5)

the most important part of the process of empirical closure (“modelling”) is the choice of an empirical
expression for the pressure—strain terms, p ’(3uf3y + 3v/3x) and its equivalent in the ~~ equat ion . The
exact Poisson equation for the pressure fluctuation, derivable from the Navier Stokes equation (Ref .4)  is

~~~~~~~~~~ p ’ _~~~~~~~~~~~ + .~~~~~~ !+  ... (6)
p ay ax ay az

where the additional terms are further terms containing mean velocity gradients (which are small in boundary
layers) and also terms containing only turbulence quantities (which are not smal l ) .  It is therefore
general ly agreed that the emp irical expressions for the pressure—strain term should contain the mean
velocity gradient. Largely because of the development of 3D calculation methods from 2D prototypes , it is
explicitly or i~~licitly assumed that ~‘(i~7ay + av/ ax )  depends on 3U/ay but not on 3W/ay , while
p’(aw/3y + 3vF3x ) depends on 3W/3y but not on aUfay. Rotta has pointed Out that this assumption is correct
only if the turbulence is statistically symemtrica l about the direction of the resultant mean velocity
gradient , Y g as defined in Eq.(3). This is unlikely to be the case if Yg ~ 

y.
~, 

for instance. Rotta’s
suggested improvement violates the principle of translational invariance , and it is better , at least fo r
expository purposes , to consider the general assumption that the relative contributions of the two velocity
gradients to the two pressure—strain terms depends on and y.~. Suppose that we write the part of
p ’ (3u/3y + 3w/ax) that depends on the mean velocity graaients as P~(3u(3~ + 3v/3x), the remaining,
turbulence—dependent, part being represented by suffix T, and def ine p~ (aw /ay + ar /a z) similarly.  Then
define

—l p , (aw/ay + 3v/3z)
y tan 

__________________ 
(7)

p~ (au/3y + av/ax)

Rotta ’s argument is that Vp is not the same as but that Vp — Yg depends on ‘vg — Vt ’  Note that according
to the principle of rotational i~~ariance only relative angles matter. Rotta ’s suggestion also implies a
change in the mag nitude of the resultant pressure—strain term , the fractional change being a function of
Yg — ‘v~ also , but we will neglect this here for simplicity of exposition . If we require the magnitude to
be the same a. in a quasi—two—di mens ional flow (with y

~
, - — then we can write

(3u avi ~~1(au12 1aw 12 1~ - au C05 ‘v

~A (~j  + K LLWJ + 
~~~ j cos = ~.. W cos Yg 

(8)

p ’ (!! +~!) -g ~~~~ ~~~~~ (9)
~ ~3Y azj  s. 3Y 5th

whe re K,~ is the sa (‘~ositive) cons tan t as in two—dimensional flow . If we assu me that the direction of
th. vector forme d by the turbulence —dependent part of the pressure -strain term is the same as that of the
resultant shear stress (that is , these turbulent “scra mbling” te rms are ass~mad to reduce the magnitude of
the shear stress without affecting its direction) , and if we neglect the mean and turbulen t transport terms
(the first  and last in E q s.(4) and (5 ) ) ,  we get the eddy—vi scosity ratio as

tan y 
—~~/(aW/ay1 ~ 

1 — K
~~ 

sin ‘v /sin ‘V5
tan ‘v~ —ovI~au/a y) I — K,, ~~,cos ‘y

~ 
(10)

which is less than unity of Vp > • We note that the eddy—viscosity ratio depends on the dirsction of
the szas~ If we choos. the x azif along the direction of the resultan t velocity gradient so that y — 0
the ratio becomes infinite if ‘vp — y

~, because 3 V/ ay — 0 but ~~ — 0 in these ames. N. Pontikos and the
author are currently conducting experimemts (in compute r and in wind tunnel) to explore the behaviour of
y~ . It seems most likely that y~, depends on a’v~ /3 x or aye /ax rathe r than on local condition. .

The conclusion which the non—specialist can draw fro m this rathe r mathematical arg ~~snt is that qussi—
two—dimensional assi~~ tions such as isotropy of eddy viscosity should not be aid. unthinking ly in 2D flows .

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-- -V .- - — ~~~~~~~~~~~~ — V -- 
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The discussion has concentrated on aerofoil—type boundary layers . “Slender” shear layers , like the
flow near a wing—body junction or a wing tip, may hold furthe r surprises . Certainly the existing turbulence
models are suspect; one of the most advanced , that of Naot et al. (Ref.l4) predicts the wrong sign for the
effect of 3W/3y discussed above .

3.0 Extra Rates of Strain

It is well known that longitudinal curvature of the mean streamlines can have a large effect on turbulent
flow (Ref .15). The effect is much the same whether the streamline curvature arises from surface curvature
or from bodily rotation of the flow system . Lateral divergence , such as occurs on a cone or a cylinder—
flare combination , also produces large effects . The tendency for the skin—friction coefficient in a
reta rded supersonic boundary layer to rise and the shape parameter H to fa l l  — contrary to what happens in
low speed flow — seems to imply a large e f fec t  of pressure gradient on turbulence structure (Re f .16) ,
although recent work (Ref.17) suggests that the effect is reproduced automatically by the more advanced
turbulence models.

It is convenient to group these phenomena together as the effect of “extra rates of strain” — extra ,
that is, to the basic mean shear that drives the shear layer. (The surprising effects of an extra component
of mean shear in a 3D boundary layer deserve separate treatment and received it in the last section). Such
extra strain rates (3V/3x for curvature, 3W/az for lateral divergence , —div ~ for bulk compression) appear
as extra terms in the Reynolds—stress transport equations. However the effects on the turbulence structure
are much larger than the size of these explicit extra terms would suggest, and the implication is that the
extra strain rates strongly affec; the existing terms in the transport equations even though the existing
terms do not contain the extra strain rates explicitly.

The mechanism by which the extra strain rates act is not always clear. In the case of streamline
curvature, one can show qualitatively that small disturbances will be amplified if the angular momentum
decreases outward from the centre of curvature (as in the case of the boundary layer on a concave surface)
and conversely . The effects of lateral divergence and bulk compression can both be explained , again
qualitatively and not altogether convincingly, by arguing that the a component vorticity of the large eddies
will be increased if the cross section of a fluid element in the x y plane decreases as it moves downstream,
leading to increased entrainment and mixing. Qu anti ta t ively,  a “rule of thumb” is that the effect of a
small extra strain rate e on the apparent eddy viscosity is to multiply it by a factor of order

10 el + ~~~~~

although the ratio of the explicit extra terms in the Reynolds—stress transport equations to the main terms
is only of order e/ (3U/ay) . More refined, but still linear, allowances are discussed in Ref.15.

Large extra strain rates can have an overwhelming effect on turbulence. The best demonstration of
this is still the flow—visualization work of Johns ton et al. (Raf.l8) in a rotating duct flow where
tu rbulence was v i r tual ly supp ressed on the “stable” side and la rge quasi—s teady streamuise vortex rolls
(“convection cells”) appeared on the unstable side . The analogy between streamline curvature (centrifugal
or Cor iolie “fo rce”) and buoyancy is quantitatively helpful if the extra strain rates are small and at
least qualitatively helpful if they are large . The rap idly—rotating core of an aircraft trailing vortex
or of an atmospheric tornado seems to be so strongly stabilized by rotation that radial motion almost
disappears and high longitudinal velocities can occur in the core without generating restraining Reynolds
stresses. Strong acceleration can cause reverse transition in a supersonic boundary layer even if the
p ressure rise is qui te small , about 75 tw acco rding to Narasintha and Viswarath ( R e f . l 9 ) .  At low speeds ,
where 75 tw is roughly a quarter  of ~~~~ so small a pressure rise would be very unlikely to cause reverse
transit ion.

Unsteadiness and three dimensionalicy provide wore opportunities for extra strain rates to occur. The
lateral divergence 3W/ 3z in a three—dimensional boundary layer is likely to be non—zero nearly everywhere,
for instance, and highly—skewed flows may develop concentrated longitudinal vortices in which the stabilizing
effects of streamline curvature may be apparent. A similar stabilizing effect could occur in the strong
transverse vortex that forms in the boundary layer of an aerofoil oscillating in pitch (Paper 8), or
in transverse she d vortices .

4.0 “Fairly thin” shear layers (Pig.2)

The derivation of the laminar boundary—layer (thin—shear—layer) equations from the Navier—Stokes equations
by neglecting te rms of order (6/1)2 — strictly, (d6/3x) 2 — is well known . In turbulent flow, terms of
orde r 6/ f times the main terms — notably 3~~/3x — are coilmunly neglected. The usual textbook derivation
appl ies to a boundary layer on a flat surface, or some other plane shear layer, where 3p/ay is of order
Pile2 5/f2 • On a surface of radius of curvature R in the stream direction, ap/ay is of order pUe2/R and
therefore generally of order pUe2/1; that is , it is larger by a factor of order 1/6 than on a flat surface.
The ratio of the no rma l velocity gradient in the free strean ,3U/ay —U/R, to a typical velocity—gradient
within the shear layer is of order 6/R , i.e. 6/f . Thus as long as the radius of longitudinal curvature of
the shear layer is of order t, we can consistently neglect terms like 3u2/3x and assume ap/ay —0.

Now in a turbulent jet 6/f is roughly 0.2 and neglect of terms of order 6/f is shaky. Again , streamline
V radii of curvature an order of magnitude smaller than t are found in the near wakes of ae rofoile , in free

shea r layers over bluff bodies, and in duct elbows . Large values of dô/dx occur near separation . Although
it is easy to show that viscous or turbulent stress gradients are usually sign if icant  only in fairly thin
shear layers , a compromise between the neglect of terms of orde r 6/f and the retention of all terms in the
Navier Stokes equations is needed.

Second—order boundary layer theory has been developed rigorously only for laminar flows and is of
limited use . A more general stratage m is to approximate , rather than neglect , te rms of order 6/f. It
happens that this stratagem merges almost imperceptibly with the approximate processes of turbulence
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modell ing and f ini te—difference solut ion , which is why it is most conveniently discussed here . For instance
the term 3~

?’/3x in the x—component momentum equation could be taken as — say — a constant times 3(—UF)/3x,
and 3 (—UV)/ax at given x approximated as 

~~~~~~~ 
— (—aV)

~ ..~ 
) in preparation for a step forward to x+t,x.

Again 3p/ay can in simple cases be apprcxtmated as pU2/R, w~ere R is the known radius of curvature of the
surface . Thus at given y

~~+ L [iJPU2 dy] 
_~~~~~! _ V ! ~~~~~~~~~ f p U

2 dy +~~~J f _ (pU 2 ) dy (11)

Nominally this converts the x—component momentum equation into an in tegro—different ia l  equation , but it is
easy to see that the system of equations as a whole remains parabolic because the approximation for ap/ ay
contains no derivative itself. The finite-difference evaluation of the integrals would be straightforward,
and if the numerical method is iterative (necessary in order to improve on an “upstream” value for U in
U3U/3x) the derivative inside the integral can be evaluated to the same accuracy as 113U/3x itself.

lt has been found in practice , by the present author and doubtless by many other workers, that small
terms which change the type of a differential equation do not necessarily cause inaccuracy or catastrophic
failure of a numerical solution. For example the addition of small diffusive terms to hyperbolic equations,
making them parabolic , does not necessarily degrade the accuracy or stability of the method of characteristics.
Again, small elliptic terms may not invalidate a marching solution; ~aZU/ax t could be retained in the
laminar boundary layer equations providing that the finite-difference representation did not involve values
of U further downstream than the position reached by the calculation. Clearly the retention of type—
changing terms needs caution; in most cases the numerical method will either continue to work accurately
or fail catastrophically (and therefore noticeably) but an intermediate stage of large but non—obvious
inaccuracy may occur,

Even if type—changing terms are large it may be possible to take advantage of the similarity between
single—sweep marching Solution of parabolic (or hyperbolic) equations and multiple—sweep line—relaxation
solutions of elliptic equations . For example (Ref.20) the normal—component momentum equation — in
slightly simplified form —

(12)
3x 3y p a y  3x ay

can be solved together with the equations for x—cotnponent momentum, continuity and Reynolds stress by a
multiple—sweep marching method. Starting from a guess of the pressure field p(x,y), the x—momentum,
continuity and Reynolds stress equations are solved at each x step in the usual way, after which Eq.(12),
with U , V and the Reynolds stresses known , can be solved at once to give a new profile p(y) for that x.
After the sweep is finished the new p(x,y) is used for a second sweep, and so on. Patankar, Pratap and
Spalding (R ef . 2 l )  have used a slightly different procedure for three—dimensional internal flows; in this ,
the momentum equations and Reynolds—stress equations are solved fiçst and the pressure is then adjusted,
with consequent quasi—invIscId adjustments of the velocity componet~cs, to satisfy the continuity equation .
It is not clear whether this procedure is made necessary by the thitee—dimensionality or by the specification
of V — 0, rather than p — Pc~ 

at the upper boundary. The sequence in which Eq.(lZ) is ~,lved last — and is
then trivial — is easier to fit into an existing thin—shear—layer program and is also most convenient for
the viscous—inviscid matching procedure in which p (y—6)comes from, and V(y 6) goes to an inviscid
calculation method for the flow outside y — 6. It is itimiediately applicable to three-dimensional “boundary
sheets” with p(y—6) — p(x,z); in principle it could also be used in unsteady flow but this has not yet
been considered. These schemes rely on upstream influence proceeding only via the pressure; if U becomes
negative so that information can be convected upstream, U(x+Ax) is needed before U(x) can be calculated,
and in this case U ( x ,y) as well as p (x,y) must be stored from sweep to sweep. Multiple—oweep methods for V
these “recirculating” flows are discussed in Section 6.3, for the special case where yp/a.’ is negligible.

The availability of adequate and e f f i c i en t  numerical methods for “ fa i r ly  thin” shear layers , in which
the boundary—layer equations are inaccurate and the full Navier—Stokes equations unnecessary, should aid
the development of turbulence models for such cases.

5.0 Special Problems of  Separated Fl’ie

Flow—visualization studies quickly show that a separated—flow region is always unsteady and three-dimensional.
Typical fluctuation frequencies can be orders of magnitude less than in the downstream—going flow; the
wavelengths are of the same order as in the main flow but velocities are much less. Consequently a
perturbation entering the recirculating flow region may be returned to the main flow at a much later time.
Unless a vortex street or other feedback mechanism is present , even these very slow fluctuations count as
“turbulence”. They can contribute to Reynolds stresses in the recirculating region itself and, on
re—entrainment into the free shear layer , can disturb the turbulence structure of the latter. The main
effect of the very slow fluctuations is likely to be a bodily displacement of the shear layer, but this too
must be counted as turbulence in the sense of Reynolds averaging, because a fluctuating displacement appears
as an increase in mean spreading rate and therefore necessarily an increase in Reynolds stress.  It is clear
that a prop er description of the flow would require several levels of time averaging to distinguish the
d i f ferent  frequency ranges; howeve r the range s are not completely distinct.

Our preoccupation with mean values can even lead to confusion in interpreting flow—visualization
patterns . brede rode (Ref . 22) found that the direction of rotation of the corner vortices in the
recirculating—flow region behind a backwsrd — facin g step, as shown by surface oil—flow visualization,
chan ged sense when th~ boundary layer on the top of the step was tripped. Further investi gation with
surface injection showed that in all cases the sens e of rotation fluctuated irregularly with time, so the
direction of rotation of the final mean pattern was determin.d by the small difference of two large
quantities.

- -
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The most importan t single property of a recirculating—flow region is the “residence time” (Ref .23) .
This is the average time for which a marked particle introduced into the recirculating—flow region will
remain there. It is of the orde r of the volume of the recirculating—flow region divided by the rate of
entrainment from that region into the free shear layer that bounds it . It happens also to be of the same
orde r as the “spin—up ” time required to establish the recirculating flow .

In three—dimensional separated flow — including most nominally two—dimensional flows — the recirculating
flow is usually strongly ventilated at its spanwise extremities because of the presence of streaniwise
vorticity (Fig.3) and the size of the recirculating region will depend on the ratio of this ventilation
rate to the entrainment through the main part of the free shear layer.

In unsteady separated flow the near-equality of the residence time and the spin—up time causes the
growth in volume and the growth in angular momentum to take place at roughly the same rate if the spin up
is controlled by the shear stress in the free shear layer. In many unsteady separated flows the main
source of vorticity is convection from upstream rather than shear transfer from the shear layer and in
these cases high rotation rates can be attained very rapidly .

Virtually nothing is known of the behaviour of turbulence in recirculating flows. The above
description suggests that it is highly complicated and that only in very undemanding cases will one be
able to represent it by simple eddy—viscosity models or even the present vintage of Reynolds—stress
transport models.
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PREDICTION OF SEPARATION USING BOUNDARY LAYER Till-ORY
P. Brad ahaw

Imperial College
London. SW7 2BY

As was well pointed Out by Townsend (Ref.l) an experimental surface pressure distribution for a separating
flow almost always shows an abrupt decrease in adverse pressure gradient at the separation point — because
of the sudden increase in d6*/dx — so that the position of separati~,n can be found quite accuratel y by
inspection. Carrying out a boundary layer calculation for such a flow , taking the pressure distribution
as known, is therefore of no practical value . Especially in separating flow , practical problems invo lve
the matching of a shear—layer* calculation to that of an inviscidt outer t flow. One part of this process
is the solution of equations for the shear layer (e.g. boundary layer and wake) with a pressure
distribution at the shear—layer edge derived from the inviscid solution . This  is the problem addressed in
this Section. Calculation of the boundary layer up to a short distance from separation is strai ghtforward
in principle, and we therefore consider first the presence or otherwise of a singularity at separation ,
followed by a discussion of calculation methods for reversed flow. Global Navier—Stokes solutions
will not be considered but attention will be given to cases where the thin—shear—layer approximation
is not accu rate enough .

1.0 The Singularity at Separation

“Separation” is co~~~nly used to mean either “vanishing surface shear stress ” or “departure of the shear
layer as a whole from a solid surface”. In steady two—dimensional flow the two phenomena usually occur
together, although if “departure” means “recession to a distance >> 1” then some shallow separation bubbles
have points of zero shear stress but no “departure”. Below we use “separation ” to imply “departure”, and
refer to the point of zero shear stress only as such.

In uns teady flow, surface shear stress can change sign without separation occurring, for example on an
oscillating plate in still air. In three—dimensional flow the shear layer can depart from the surface
without the magnitude of the surface shear stress falling to zero; usually, howeve r, there is a change of
sign of the component of surface shear stress normal to the line on which the plane of the departing shear
layer intersects the surface (Fig.1). A simple example is the radial jet that departs from the equator of
a sphere rotating in still air; the meridional component of surface shear stress has opposite signs in the
two hemispheres .

Occas ionally, as in the case of the rotating sphere, the thin—shear—layer approximation may be
applicable to the whole of the departed viscous region, except near the line of departure itself. More
often the departed viscous region will consist of a recirculating—flow region bounded by a free shear layer
on one side and the solid surface on the other (Fig.2) and although the thin—shear—layer (TSL) approximation
may be good enough for the shear layer it will not do for the recircularion zone. In virtually all cases
except very shallow separation bubbles , the TSL approximation will be inadequate near the line of departure
because the streamline curvature becomes large.

In practice one is interested in calculating both the line of departure and the line of zero surface
shear stress , and the status of the thin shear layer equations near the latter line needs examination. A
great deal of discussion has centred on the presence of a singularity in the solution at the line of zero
shear stress. For a clear and thorough review which has yet to be superseded, see Ref.2. The simplest
way to demonstrate what happens, due to CurIe (Ref.3) is to take the three—dimensional unsteady thin shear
laye r equation for the U component velocity

.~!L +U~L +~~!!L+V ~!L - ‘~~2~ .~~i,!L - (DV) (1)at a x ay az ~ a~ ay 2 a)~
and differentiate with respect to y. Using the continuity equation

+ .~! + .~! - 0 (2)ax ay ax
to merge two terme we get

~~ 
Uy + ~~~~ + VU~~, + WyU5 + WU1Z 

— UyWz — ~~~~ 
— (UV) ~~ (.)

where u — aU/ay , etc. Differentiating again and writing the equation at y — 0, where U, V, V and all
gradien~.s with resp ect to x and z (and therefore, using Eq.(2), aV/ ay) are zero, we get

i L~~~. 1 ~Yi }- ~~~~i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (4)at ay2 ax (ay j ay at ayj ay ax ~ayJ ayk ay 3
where all terma are evaluated at y — 0. Now consideration of the wall boundary condition on the motion
shows that for small y,u — y a(t) and — using the fluctuating continuity equation — v — y2 b(t), plushigher order ter in both cases. Therefore (TV — c y3 + higher order terme and ~3 av/ay 3 — 6c. There is
still uncertainty about whether the constant c is zero even in constant—pressure flow but it certainly
cannot be aset d zero at present.

* A shear layer is a region whose y—wise extent 6 is much smaller than its s-wise extent t and in which
the dominant rate of strain component is au/ay . A this shear layer is one in which quantities of order
6/1 are small enough to be neglected. The shear—layer family includes bounda ry layers , duct flows, wakes,
jets etc; I cannot bring myself to call a free shear layer a boundary layer!
t “ I nviscid” is an abbreviation for” having negligible viscous—stress terms end turbulent—stress terma ,
because of the absence of large rates of strain (no t becau se of the absence of viscosity ”

•“Outer ” simply means “outside the shear laye r ” ; most of what is said below can be applied to internal—
f low prob leme also .
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(i) Two-dimensional steady flow .

~ {~~~(aIJ}2 J a 
[4~~. ! !j _ v .  — 6c (5)

Unless the right—hand side is zero, we get
t 2

— — A ( x — x )  (6)

where A is the non—zero value of the right—hand side near the separation point x — x5. The above analysis
holds for a solid surface, V,~ — 0; however similar results are obtained when V,, is a fpecified function of
x (Rsf.4) . Thus tw ~ (x — x,)1, so the surface shear stress goes to zero as (x — Xe) l  on one side of
sepa ration and is imaginary on the other. There is no obvious reason why the right—hand side should be
exactly zero, and it is worth noting that retaining the full viscous term vV2U in Eq.(l) merely leads to a
term in a3p/ax 3 in the two-dimensional version of Eq.(4) (because of the relation u(32U/ay2)~ ap/ax),
which does nothing to reduce the rig h t—hand side to zero in general, because a~U/ay~ — 6c depends on the
histo ry of the pressure gradient rather than its local behaviour. Evidently only an interaction between
the boundary layer velocity field and the pressure — such as relaxation of the boundary layer approximation
ap/ay — 0 — can relieve the singularity. However the change of tw is !~2!~ 

rather than 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

Consider
laminar flow and estimate a~u/ay” as Ue/6” to an order of magnitude. Then

._
~~ .1 ~ ~~~ ( x — x )1 ~ (7)U 

~ L U 6 2

Now 6 is rather larger tha: (2v x/U )4 where x is measured from the leading edge , so a generous estimate
for r,~ is -

6 x — x  (8)
U ~

The upstream influence allowed by the Navier Stokes equations but ignored by the boundary layer equations
will extend for a distance of order not greater than .5. Thus a rough but generous estimate of the
maximum difference between a singular boundary layer solution and the regular Navier Stokes solution is
obtained by putting x — x5 — 6 in Eq .(8). Since in constant—pressure flow (.5/Uc) tw/1~ 

is of order unity
this shows that the maximum error in tw caused by the singularity is of order (6/x)l times the constant—
pressure value of tw. That is, the singularity is rather weak. From this it follows that only a small
adjustment to the boundary layer calculation — essentially, a small departure from the specified pressure —

is needed to suppress the effects of the singularity . One might even be able to march right over the
point of zero wall shear stress in a numerical calculation, using a step length of the order of the
boundary layer thickness. This is indeed often done in calculations of a flat-plate wake where the Blasius
profile is assumed to apply up to the trailing edge x — x.1 and some crude approximation is made to obtain
U(x - + f.x , y — 0); for example if the y spacing of the finite—difference net is ay one can write the
momentum equation on the centre line

aU 1 at
U 1— — —~~~~~~ (9a)

as 

~ U~(x — x’~ + 8x) 
— 

t
w (9b)

ax pay

I would not like to reco~~~nd a general procedure for marching ove r the singularity at a point of zero shear
stress (flow reversal) on a flat surface, nor do I wish to imply that one could or should always do this.
However the ides of the singularity at separation as something catastrophic needs to be corrected , and
several authors who have studied the behaviour of the boundary layer equations find that conventional
solution techniques fail only ve ry close to the singular points . The weakness of the singularity is also
demonstrated by the success of inverse boundary—layer calculations in wh ich 6* or tw, rather than p, is
specified as a function of x . If an implicit calculation method is used it is almost trivially easy to
itera te at given x to get the required value of 6* or tw: taking ap/ax — (p(x)—p (x—6x))/4x one guesses p(x~
solves the direct problem with the coefficients — like U in UaU/ax — evaluated at x — ax , compares the value
of 6* with that required , adjusts p ,  upda tes the coefficients and recalculates U(x) and so on. The
adjustment of p can be carried Out by Newton’s method, a6~/ap being obtained numerically from two consecutive
itera tes. A more refined technique , in which p is formally treated as an unknown, is Cebeci’ s “Me chul
function ” approach (P.f.6). Note that inverse techniques do not in themeelves overcome the second
difficulty of boundary—layer calculations for separated flows, the absence of upstream influence.

The reason why freeing p and fixing 6* removes the singularity is that, although there is no upstream
influence in the differential equations , the solution of the finit.-~iifference equations at x is allowed toadjust the p r essure gradient in the finite-difference interval (x — Ax , x) so as to preserve a smooth 6*
contour. If a singularity in (aU/3y)

~ occurred there would also be a singularity in 5* because of the rapid
change of profile shape very near the surface. It is not very helpiul to ask “how does (a”U/ay”),,adjust
itself to zero at the point of zero shear stress?” The equations simply yield (a k U/a y k ) w — 0 when (aU/ ay) ~passes smoothly through zero; in general of course (3”u/3y ”)~ varies as (x — x15). It is possible in principle
to remove the singularity by freeing p and fixing almost any property of the solution , such as the velocity
at some specified distance from the surface. There is absolutely no connection between the presence of the
s ingularity in shear stress and the rapid growth of 6 or 6* at separation ; the singularity is a local effect.
In practice of course it is the interaction between the shear layer and the external flow that adjusts p to
avoid the singularity but there is no reason why that interaction should be strong. The other co~~~n formof inverse calculation , with t w specified , is concept iona lly etraight fur ward ; the singularity disappears
from t~~ and does not appear elsewhe re .
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In turbulent flow the region affected by the singularity will be confined to the viscous sublayer.
In view of our ignorance of the behaviour of the sublayer , especially near separation , refined treatment
of the singularity would be premature .

(ii) Three—d imensional steady flow.

choose the axes so that (aU/ ay) ~ passes through zero along a line in the z direction (Fig.l). Then
on this line (aU /a y )~ and a/az (aU/ay)~ are zero and Eq.(4) reduces to exactly the same form as in twodimensions irrespective of the behaviour of aw/ay if it is regular. The two-dimensional analysis holds in
entire ty, unless p or some othe r boundary condition is freed , there will be a singularity (Rsf.7). If both
(au/ay)~ and (aw/ay)~ go to zero at the same point (isolated point of zero shear stress) the z—derivative
terms in Eq.(4) will not necessarily be zero if a singularity occurs , bu t they will be zero if it does not
occur. That is , these te rms do not affect the formation of a singularity . Since an isolated point of zero
shear stress is almost certain to be associated with a massive separation, as in an atmospheric tornado,
the thin—shear—layer equations would not be applicable to the problem anyway.

(iii) Una teady two-dimensional flow .

There is great controversy about this case. Inspection of Eq.(4), with the V terms neglected~ again
shows the aU/ay will approach zero as (x~ — x)~ unless the other terms cancel. (Note again that (a’U/ay 2)~— (l/p)ap/ax and therefore its time derivative , the first term in Eq. (4), is determined by the ex ternal
conditions and is not in general zero). An exception, of course, is the semi—infinite oscillating plate
on wh ich au/ay goes to zero at all x simultaneously. The controversy is partly but not wholly attributable
to confusion between “separation” (i.e. departure of the shear layer from the surface) and the occurrence
of zero shear stress , and between “separation”, as just defined, and the appearance of a singularity.
(a) There is no doub t that in uns teady flow the point of zero shear stress and the point of separation can
be distinct. (b) The prediction of large d6/dx (or order unity) by the boundary layer equations is a sign
that those equations are inadequate because d6/dx << I is asaumed in their derivation : however this is a
physical inadequacy which does not necessarily imply the gross mathematical inadequacy represented by the
singular behaviour of i

~~
.

Two rathe r de tailed reviews of uns teady boundary layers have been publishe d recently, and disagree
considerably. Sears and Telionis (Raf.8) do not discuss the detailed behaviour of Eq.(l) or Eq.(4) near
the point of zero tw but state that their numerical calculations show no difficulties at separation . Riley
(Ref.9) discusses mathematical behaviour in more detail and quotes the work of Buckmaste r (Ref .10) whose
asymptotic analysis shows that the singularity at the point of zero shear stress is smoothed Out although
the possibility of its reappearance in the reversed—flow region cannot be ruled out . The above analysis
differs from both these view points , which appear to Contradict the findings of Brown and Stewartson (Ref.2)
without saying so explicitly .

(iv) Two—dimensional steady compressible flow.

Differen tiation of the equivalent of Eq.(l) for laminar flow yields

~ 
.~— ~~~ — {i~— 1~ ~.11 — F~~~~~ + - ~~.+ u 

a ”U ]  (10)
ax ~ ayj~i [ay 3 I ayjj L ay 2 ay 2 ay 3y 3 ay~ iv

and the right—hand side contains derivative s of p as well as of U. Now U is controlled by the enthslpy
equation which is in turn coupled to the momentum equation via U, and in particular via the dissipation
term p ( 3 1 J / a y )2 ; it is therefore probable that a singularity in aU/3y will lead to a singularity in enthalpy
h or in ah/ay , and possible that the two equations will in fact interact so as to avoid the singularity.
The enthalpy equation for a gas with cons tant cp is

~cp [u~~~~+ v ~~~) 
— U ~~~~+ p  

(~~)+ ~~~~ (k~~~) 
(11)

At the separation point (U — V — au/ay — 0) this gives
f,~ 

[
~ ~

) — 0

or ~~~~ ~~~ - + k~~! — 0 (l2b)ay ay ay2

If the heat transfer through the surface is zero, (aT/ ay)~ is zero and so , from Eq.(12b) is a
2T/ay2;

therefore if p is a function of T only, the right—hand side of Eq.(ll) reduces to (~ 3”U/ay ”)~ as in
incompressible f low , and the singularity is still present. If the heat transfer is non—zero the coupling
can suppress the singularity. Stewartson (Ref.ll) has reached a firme r but more restricted conclusion,
that heat t ran sfe r almost certainl y does preclude the appearance of the singularity in the case of a gas
w ith I. m 1 and Pr — 1, by analysing a power—series expansion of the solution . The situat ion in uns teady
or three -dimensional flow is not clear but it seems likely that the velocity and temperature fields will
again interact to avoid the singularity.

Buckmaster (Ref . lO)  says “ reasonable men may differ  in their opinion as to whether this singular
behavio ur occurs in practice ” (that is , in the Navier Stokes equations) . In fact there is no positive
reason to suppose that the solution of the Nav ier Stokes equation is singular except perhaps at discontinuities
in surface slope . The above analysis suggests that even the singularity in the boundary layer equations is

V qu ite we ak .
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2.0 Upstream Inf luence

Here we follow the usual meaning of “ups tream”, namely the direction opposite to the main direction of
motion : the latter is normal ly the positive x direction. According to the Navier Stokes equations,
conditions at 5 pOint P (x0,y0) can influence the flow at x C x0 by

( i )  pre ssure dis turbances , propagating at the speed of sound (assumed infinite in incompressible
f low)

(ii) convected disturbances , moving along the streamlines at the velocity of the fluid
(iii) viscous diffusion , at a typical velocity of order Re~~

’/2 times the flow speed , or turbulent
diffusion at a typical velocity of order 0.01 to 0.1 t ime s the flow speed.

Viscous diffusion in the negative x direction is very weak at high Reynolds nuabers and can almost always
be neglected (in princi p le i t  could aid in the avoidance of the s i n g u l a r i t y  at the point of zero shear
stress but is probably not essential even there; Stewartson ’s triple deck analysis of separation (Ref.l2)
uses the thin—shear—layer approximation in the “lover deck” next to the surface and thus neglects x—wise
diffuaion) . Longitudinal turbulent diffusion of moment um is also weak. Pressure disturbances can carry
upstream influence either through the shear layer itself or via the inviscid external flow (or via a
recirc ulating—flow region below a separated shear layer). When the shear layer is thin and slowly growing,
the upstream influence transmitted in the shear layer itself is negligible compared with that transmitted
via the potential flow and down into the shear layer further upstream. According to the thin shear layer
approximation it is zero. To represent upstream propagation of pressure disturbances in the shear layer
we have to allow the pressure within the shear layer to vary independently of the free—stream pressure , i.e.
to al l ow ap / ay  to be non—zero.  This is why the inclusion of (x—wise) upstream influence requires inclusion
of the y-componeut momentum equation. Note that highly—curved but slowly—growing shear layers may have
significant ap/ay but negligible upstream influence (in such cases the y—component momentum equation reduces
to ap/ay p U~/R where R is tOe radius of curvature of the surface or the known axis of the shear layer ,
and this leaves the equations parabolic). Self—consistent sets of approximate equations including the y—
component momen tum equat ion  w i l l  be discussed below.

The one form of upstream influence within the shear layer that can virtually never be ignored is
convection by a reversed—flow region. If it is present, the boundary layer equations cannot be solved
uniquely by marching downatream (Ref.l3) even if the reversed—flow region is followed by a unidirectional
thin shear layer so that downstream boundary conditions are not required. In shallow “separation” bubbles,
lp /3y may be ne gligible and longitudinal diffusion small so that the thin shear layer approximation suffices
even though the streamline angles reach 90 deg. at the extremities of the closed streamlines (Fig.2).

Many authors have developed iterative schemes for solving the thin—shear—layer equations for separation
bubble s. The first and simplest scheme , that of Reyhner and Fl’t~gge—Lo tz (Ref.14), sets U to zero in
uaU/ax whenever it is predicted to be ne gative , thus removing the convective upstream influence . This
scneaw will be discussed below; it is currently used only as a first approximation . Most of the later
schemes have been developed fo r  laminar flow but could be extended to turbulent flow by inserting a suitable
turbulence model: the prospects for such models are discussed in Paper JO .

The essential feature of any reversed—flow calculation method is the s imula t ion  of convective upstream
influence by allowing conditions at x + Ax to influence the solut ion at x . That is , the finite—difference
“molecule” used in the reversed—flow region must extend downstream of the station being calculated (Fi g.4):
a central—difference molecule could be used in principle but properties at x — Ax would be i r re levant  and
their use can destabilize the solution if the mesh Reynolds nuther UAx/v exceeds about 2. The use of one—
sided “upwind” differences* l ike those implied by Fig.4 gives only first—order accuracy in 3U/3x; that is ,
the finite—difference approximation to UaU/ax at x in the reversed—flow region is

U~~ L — ~~—- [U(x + Ax) — U(x)J + u ~~~~~ !L + ... (13)

where the position at which the unsubscripted U and a2u/ax2 are evaluated is insnaterial to the argument.
The term in a2u/ax 2 can be grouped with the viscous term va 2U/ay2 and U Ax / 2  is of ten called a “pseudoviscosity”.
If VaU/ay is also evaluated by an upwind — y—component — difference formula an error of order (VAy/2) a2U/3y2
appears. In a conventional boundary layer with a typical ratio of Ax to Ay the two pseudoviscosity terms
would be of the same order. In a conventional boundary layer aU/ay would normally be evaluated from a
central—difference formula because V is usually too small for instability problems to arise , but in reversed
flow regions V m ay be large enough to exceed the stability limit of the central—difference scheme,
Vay/v — ~~ . If so , the central—difference scheme will be unsuitable and the pseudoviscosity term VAya 2U/ay2
in the upwind—difference scheme may be appreciable . So far, however, central-difference schemes for y
derivatives have been used, without apparent trouble , in reversed—flow regions . Patankar and Spalding
(Ref.15) describe a “high—lateral—flux ” modification to their program for conventional boundary layers,
which is implemented if V/U is large and which introduces an upwind difference for 3U/ay: similar action
could be taken in reversed—flow regions.

It is important to distinguish between the use of upwind differences end the use of downwind
(upstream) marching. Logically, if the thin—shear—layer equations are used we should march in the direction
of local U , discarding profile data more than one x step behind the current x station. However exactly
the same results can be obtained , with the same finite—difference molecule, by successive downs tream
sweeps , using stored profile data from the previous sweep and starting with a rough approximnacion to the
solution . That is , on the n ’ th sweep we evaluate au/ax in a reversed—flow region as

au/ax — [U
n 1(x+ax) — ~

n (x)]/ax (14)

with If 1(x+Ax) known ,and solve for Utt
(x),whereae in the single sweep of upstream marching we evaluate

au/ax as
au/ax - [u (x+Ax)  — U(x)J/Ax (15)

* “upwind” means “against the locel stream direction ”; “upstream” means “against the main stream direction”
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with U (x+Ax) known, and solve for U(x). Clearly i f  the successive downstream sweeps converge so that
profiles at the n ’th and (n—l)’th sweeps are the same, Eqs.(l4) and (15) are the same . Successive
downstream marching requires more computing time and , because of the need to store U at all mesh points
within the reversed—flow region , more computer storage . However it is easier to incorporate in a
solution for the main downstream—going flow because iteration is needed to match the results from the
upstream sweep in the reversed region to the results from the downstream sweep in the main part of the
flow .

Klemp and Acrivos (R s f . l 6)  have obtained solutions for a steady laminar separation bubble by matching
downwind sweeps at the boundary between the downstream—going and reversed regions of the flow (the “zero—
U line ”). The position of the zero—U line was guessed, one sweep performed in each re gion , and the boundary
position y - r(x) adjusted to improve the matching of 3U/ay (equivalent to r in a laminar flow; U is of
course set to zero on y — r(x) for both sweeps). Klenip and Acrivos used

r~~~(x) — rn(x) [1 + r ~~~~~~~ 
_ T(x~rij (16)

V i(x,r )

where r is an under—relaxation factor set at about 0.3: thus if r or aU/ ay  is too large at the upper
— boundary of the reversed flow region, the boundary is moved outwards to reduce aU/ay in the reversed flow

region. This is not the only possible strategy for matching, but apparently no further work has been done
on the matching of sweeps in opposite directions .

The earliest technique used to permit downstream matching in a reversed—flow region is the FLARE
(Flugge—Lotz and !~yhner) scheme (Ref . l4)  of setting UaU/ax to zero whenever U is ne~ative . This of
course removes ups tream i n f luence f rom the equa tions , and the x—component momentum equation becomes

V~~~~~~~- 1~~~~ + v ~~-—~ (17)ay p x
which, if V is regarded as known, is an ordinary d i f f e r e n t i a l  equation for U. If V happene d to be
neg li gible , this  equat ion would give the Couette—flow solution of a parabolic U profile . Matching at the
zero—U line is automatic , to within ordinary finite—difference errors , because Eq.(l7) is correct there.
Note that the decision whether or not to neglect convective terms is based on the sign of the finite—
difference form of U used for the coefficient in UaU/ax; if that finite—difference form is the sum of two
or more velocities at different mesh points the individual signs are not considered. It follows that the
zero—U line does not have to be defined explicitly in the way that it is in Klemp and Acrivos ’ method.
Carter (Raf.17) states that if reversed—flow values of U are less than roughly 5 percent of the main
stream velocity, the FLARE approximation is adequate . Carter ’s paper is a useful review of past work on
inverse methods .

Several more recent workers have used repeated sweeps of downstream marching, changing the sense of
the finite—difference molecule in the reversed—flow region to retain “upwind” differences . One of the
latest versions of this approach is the DUIT scheme due to Williams (Ref.l8); an implementation of this
tot the “box” molecule is described by Cebeci and Bradshaw (Ref.6). It seems to be immaterial whether
“primitive” variables (the velocity and pressure) or the stream function and vorticity are used. However
Car ter , using an upwind—difference expression for vorticity, had to resort to central differences for the
x—wise gradients of his stream function; the reason appears to be that stream function is not strictly a
convected quantity. These schemes frequently use FLARE to provide a first approximation.

We recall that the above schemes are often used in an inverse manner (specified 6* or r
~ 

rather than
p) to relax the singularities at point of zero shear stress. Furthermore the whole shear—layer
calculation has to be iteratively matched , in a real problem , with the inviscid—flow solution . The need
fo r  this “outer i t e ra t ion” means that the “inner iteration” required in the shear layer calculation can
be carried on at the same rate , and in the same loop, and is therefore “free of charge”.

The above schemes were developed for steady , two—dimensional flow. The extension to steady three—
dimensional flow describable by the boundary—sheet equations (with the inequality a/ax, l/3z <C a/ay) is
straightforward in principle . In attached three-dimensional flow, difficulties are encountered in
obtaining the solution in the yz plane , at given x, if V changes sign . These difficulties are quite
closely analogous to those found in the xy plane in recirculating two—dimensional flow. The brute—force
solution is to solve as if the equations were elliptic in the yz plane, analogous to a Navier—Stokes field
solution for recirculating two-dimensional flow . Howeves Cebeci (see Ref .19)  has recently used a scheme
which, at each x, marches in the predominant direction of W (say the positive z direction , root—to—tip on
a swept wing) and changes the sense of z—wise differencing when V changes sign. Providing that the x step,
Ax , is smaller than (U/W)Az (the appropriate form of the Courant condition for the xz plane , z—wise viscous
d i f f usion being neglected) the procedure is stable . Only one z—wise sweep is needed at each x; this is not
an iterative procedure but an x—wise development from a “known” solution at the initial x. Clearly it is
much faster than an elliptic solution in the yz plane at each x, and cothining it with one of the iterative
schemes for recirculating—flow described above would be fairly economical. The calculation would consist
of three nested loops (Fig.5): the innermost loop is the a wise march , calcula ting U(y) and W(y) at each
z,the sense of z—wise differencing depending on the sign of W; the next loop is the streammeise march, wi th
the sense of x—wise differencing depending on the sign of U; and the outer loop is the iteration which
improve s the i n i t i al  guess at the solution for U and V as functions of x, y and z.

The strongly three-dimensional separation that occur at highly—swept leading edges or on the leeward
side of conical bodies have been discussed in Psper 9. Providing that the vortex sheet leaves the
body at a sufficient angle to be well outside the boundary layer this approach is quite acceptable . There
are, however, occasions when rolled—up vortex sheets remain merged with the boundary layer. Examples
inc lud,  wing—body junc t ions  and the flow over a cone at an angle of incidence slightly larger than its own
semi—angle . It is a nice point whether such flows should be counted as separated; in any case they must
be treated by using the “slende r—shear—layer ” equat ions in which y—wise gradients and a—wise gradients are
of eq ual order while x—wise der ivative s are of order 6/ t  t imes these. The bthaviour of the pressure in
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in the y a plane may be crit ical .  The solution of these equations involves an el l iptic problem in the y z
plane co~~ ined with an x-wise marching scheme and is s t ra ightforward in principle providing that the
bounda ry conditions can I.e specified expl ic i t ly  or derived from iteration with a bounda ry layer solution
ove r the rest of the body surface.

One of the firs t successful solutions for unst eady “sepa ra ted” f l o w  was that of Phillips and Ackerberg
(Re f .20) . The f low treated was actuall y that over an oscillating, semi—infinite plate so the surface shear
stress cha nge d sign but the shear layer did not leave the surface. The solution involved marching in the

It positive—x direction, once for each time step. The inviscid unsteady—flow equations are hyperbolic, so the
behaviour of the convective terms in the unsteady thin—shear—layer equations is hyperbolic also. Thus
Phillips and Ackerberg had to ensure that the time step was less than Ax/u and that the spatial differencing
followed the usual “upwind” rules. A guessed solution is required at t — 0 for all x, y; if the motion
star ts at t — 0 the solution is null. Phillips and Ackerberg ’s flow was a rather specialized one , and they
were able to use the Rayleigh solution for an oscillating infinite plate as the downstream boundary condition
at x ~ t /U whe re U is a typical downstream-going flow velocity. Similar but more complicated expedients
may be usable in more general flows .
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PREDICTION OF UN STEA (~ SEPARATED FLOWS ON OSCILLATING AIRFOILS

W. J . PlcCroskey
Aeromechanics Laboratory—U.S. Army Aviation R&D Coninand

Ames Research Center, Pt ffett Field CalIfornia 94035, U.S.A.

V 1.0 INTRODUCTION

The calculation of any high Reynolds number flow with large amounts of separation presents a formidable
challenge to the modern fluid dynaiuilcist. The general features of unsteady separated flows on oscillating
airfoils hove been described in detail in Pspers 6 snd 8; some of these are indicated schematically in
Fig. 1. We turn our attention now to a nia~er of

SlED Vomitsdicting the engineering quantities of interest , such
as the instantaneous values of lift , drag, and pitch-
ing moment. It should be emphasized again that all 

~~~~~of these methods are still being developed, refined, ..L...
and improved, even in two spatial dimensions. Fur- ,—v~

special techniques that have been suggested for pre— 

- -

thermore, all except the laminar Navier Stokes calcu-
lations invoke some sort of simplifying assw~,tions
and approximations, and their limitations and valid-
ity remain to be established. (~

)

2.0 THE DISCRETE POTENTIAL VORTEX APPROACH

One of the most promising analytical approaches
to the problem of strong dynamic stall with fully
developed vortex shedding takes its cue from the di ~- LAPmIAR FLow TRANSmON
crate vortex model that has been applied to bluff- 

T~~m.uNTFLowbody separation (Fig. 2). In the simpler case of a a ~~
— -

cylinder in the low subcritical Reynolds number me-
gim e (Paper 6, Section 2). alternate or staggered rows of L~e 

- --
SE~~RATTh

ST*GNATO~Ipotential vortices produce the essential features of
the actual forces on the cylinder , but the vortex LAw~AR

— 1  
~~spacing and frequency have to be specified empiri-

-<‘- )_~
,cal ly.

SVt~~RATI0N

The initial vortex-shedding phenomenon on a REATTACl~~ENT

thin flat plate was first modeled by a series of
emitted vortices by Ham (Ref. 1), as shown on the Fig. 1. Sketch of the flow fields around airfoilsright in Fig. 2. Each vortex moves under the in- at high incidence.
fluence of al l the others , and the result is a ten-
dency for the Individual filaments to coalesce Into
a structure that reseathles the experimentally— FLAT PLATE.

IMPULSIVE STARTobserved features of dynamic stall.

As in the case of the cylinder, assisi~tions -0ThShave to be made regarding the geometry and strength
of the vortex emissions . In fact, the crux of this
general approach lies in choosing the strength to be CYLINDER

assigned to each vortex and In the mechanism for “-

relating the birth of the vortices to the boundary- ( )
~ 

~
) 1.60

layer separation characteristics on the body. Ham —
~~

started the process at an arbitrari ly-assumed m ci-
dence, and adjusted the strength of the vortex emis-
sions to Insure stagnation points at the two edges - Vs
of the plate. V

This approach has been extended and refined at
Socilté Bertin in France (Refs. 2, 3) for an a i rfo i l
with finite thickness and leading-edge radius. The Fig. 2. Sketch of the discrete vortex model applied
vortices are emitted from the point of boundary- to a cylinder In a uniform free stream and to alayer separation in the leading-edge region, and the flat plate following an impulsive start.circulation of the vortex fi laments grows according
to the flux of vorticity from the boundary layer.
This has been simplified to

~: j _  _ .
~(u2 _ u~ ) (1)

where U is the velocity at the edge of the boundary layer at the separation point and Ur is the maximum
reverse velocity induced by the free vortices above the airfoil. The flow fields resulting from the corn-
bination of the body and the free vortices is calculated by an adaptation of the numerical potential-flow
technique of Giesing (Ref. 4).

Figure 3 shows a comparison between the calculated and measured flow-field development , Indicating
both th. complexity of the flow and the degree to which the overall features are reproduced. Normal force
hysteresis loops are compared in FIg. 4. The theoretical case starts from potential flaw at a • 15° the
curve fa i ls to close because steady-state oscillatory viscous motion is not achieved at the end of the
first cycle. Nevertheless, th. results are encouraging.

—- - - V
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Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated
norma l force hysteresis for the
conciitions of Fig. 3.

Although somewhat complex , the numerical Imple-Fig. 3. Experimental and calculated flow fields mentation of this approach does not seem to be a majoron an oscillating airfoil (Ref. 2). a limitation. Instead , the main drawback at thi s time15° + 6’ sin .t, k = 0.24 , Re = 106 . Is that crucial assumptions still have to be made in
order to perform the calculations . The incidence , or

time , at which the free-vortex emissions begin has to be specified. In addition , the results have been
found to be sensitive to (1) the angle at which the vortex sheet leaves the surface; (2) the time at which
the emissions term i nate, so as to start the reattacPvnent process; and (3) the viscous diffusion of the
free vortices . Thus , while this method seems promising, it has not yet been developed to a reliable state
for arbitrary profiles under arbitrary unsteady conditions .

3.0 ThE THIN BOUNDARY LAYER APPROACH

A logical starting point for calculating unsteady separated flow is to analyze , with the aid of the
classical Prandtl boundary-layer equations, the thin viscous layer on an oscillating airfoil. The inclusion
of unsteady terms in these equations could be expected to alter the separation characteristics, so that some
indication of unsteady stall behavior might be calculated , even though this approach is Incapable of treat-
ing the problem in its entirety. Any one of several unsteady boundary-layer methods should suffice (Refs.
5, 6).

Figure 5 illustrates a trailing-edge separation flow for which boundary-layer theory might apply up-
stream of the separated zone . For high-inc idence conditions at low or moderate reduced frequencies of
oscillation , the lam i nar flow near the leading edge is exposed to severe spatial pressure gradients, and
the unsteady derivatives in the boundary-layer equations are relatively unimportant, as indicated in the
upper part of FIg. 5. This predominance of u au/ax over au/at is manifested in Fig. 6 from Ref. 7,
where the locus of the point where the laminar flow reverses , that is, where Cf = 0, is hardly affected
by the airfoil motion. On the other hand , the turbulen t flow reversal occu rs in a region where tempora l

LAMINAR a- 16’ + C INI(.~t

TRAILING
EDGE

UN STEADY

.75 - QUASI-STEADY
TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER

s/c EXPERIMENTAL
.50 STALL ONSET

0
‘IC

25
LAMINAR

“ TRANSITION
LAMINAR

LENT
EDGE

I i~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ . I . ‘

0 5 10 15 20 25

C1 -0  LEADING

INCIDENCE , a. 455

FIg. 6. Calculations of the loci of lamina r and
turbulent flow reversal on an oscillating

Fig. 5. Sketch of an oscillating airfoil with airfoil (Ref. 7). Arrows Indicate increas-
pertial trailing-.dq. separation. ing time .
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and spatial gradients are comparable in magnitude, a-0.O4 U,0t/c
again indicated in Fig. 5. As a result, the locus ‘ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~— —-

of turbulent Cf 0 shows a large amount of hyster-
esis, in agreement wi th experimental observations. \ V•~ ‘ \ UWST E ADY
Figure 7. from Ref. 8, shows another example wherein \ \unsteady effects delay the onset of turbulent flow 

~~ 
. ‘reversal on an airfoil whose incidence increases \ ...a

li I ith ti QUASI-STEADY .—~~
‘near y w me. BOUNDARY LAYER \ \

Although calculations of the types shown in
Figs . 6 and 7 provide a qualitati ve explanation of .5 -

the delay in the onset of dynamic stal l , they have STEADY~~~limited quantitative utility. Furthermore, they 
~give few clues to the mechanisms responsible for the

vortex-shedding phenomenon tha t is such a prominent %
feature of strong dynamic stall. Part of this is ~~~ 

-

simply the inherent limitations of classical \boundary layer theory insofar as a coupled Inter-
action between vis cous and inviscid regions is con- ,LEADINO EDGE V

cerned. Also, part Is probably due to the fact that / I
the point of boundary layer flow reversal, as cal- 0 5 ID 15 20 25
culated by the standard methods, does not have the INCIDENCE. 0
special significance in the unsteady case that it Fig. 7. Calculations of the loci of turbulent flowdoes in steady flows. This difference between flow reversal on a linearly-pitching airfoil (Ref. 8).reversal and catastrophic separation has been ad-
dressed in previou lectures of this series, and so
the point will not be dwelt upon here. A great deal more basic research remains to be done to define use-
ful separation criteria based on boundary layer theory for the unsteady cases of practica l importance.

4.0 ThE STRONG INTERACTION APPROACH

A more realistic representation of the flow field sketched In Fig. 5 would result if the boundary-
layer concepts were to be retained wherever possible, while allowing a strong coupling to exist between
the viscous flow in the separated zone and the surrounding inviscid flow. Crimi and Reeves (Ref. 9) have
made an ambitious analysis of this sort. However, they paid more attentIon to the details of bursting of
the leading—edge bubble, shown in Fig. 5 as the mechanism for transition , rather than to the effects of
trailing-edge separation. Partly as a resul t of this and partly because of some deficiencies that are
described below, the method has not yet gained widespread acceptance.

Crimi and Reeves modeled the Inviscid flow with an extension of unsteady thin-airfoil theory, repre-
senting the airfoil and the separated flow with distributed source and vortex singularities. Finite dif-
ference calculations of the unsteady boundary layer equations were performed for the attached flow, using
an eddy—viscosity model for the turbulent flow. In the absence of boundary-layer separation, no interac-
tion between the viscous and inviscid flow was considered.

For the airfoil considered, laminar separation occurred near the leading edge. The ensuing free-shear
layer was analyzed with an integral method that had been developed earlier for supersonic wake flows (Refs.
10, 11). Because this method Included the analysis of the leading edge separation bubble, the first step
was to determine whether the turbulent flow following transition within the bubble would, in fact, overcome
the adverse pressure gradient and reattach within the bounds of the Inviscid pressure distribution . That
is, would the bubble close without bursting? If not, then the separated zone was allowed to grow according
to a prescribed mass-conservation law and to interact with the inviscid flow. In this case, the viscous V

and inviscid regions were iterated until mutuall y-consistent solutions were obtained.

Despite the many approximations and assumptions that bad to be made in the analysis , all of the essen-
t ial flow elements seen to have been included, although the application to trailing-edge stall was not
att~~ ted. Crimi and Reeves (Ref. 9) and Crimi (Refs. 12, 13) applIed the method to a variety of unsteady
airfoil and helicopter problems, with varying degrees of success. One of the main faults was that the
basic prediction of whether the leading-edge bubble would burst, even under static conditions , did not
seen to depend in the proper manner on Reynolds number and leading-edge geometry . Attempts by the present
author to apply the method to the prediction of the static and dynamic stall characteristics of several
helicopter-type airfoils which are thought or known ~“ stall by the bubble-bursting mechanism have notcorrelated well with experiments.

A recent improvement of the bubble analysis (Ref . 14) seems to show better agreement with experiments
on unstalled airfoils , but the reliable prediction of leading-edge stall remains to be demonstrated. Fur-
thermore, the viscous part of the analysis does not account for the feature of a thin layer of reversed
flow near the wall before catastrophic separation begins in the unsteady case, as discussed in Paper 6. Section
I; Paper S, Section 3; and SectIon 3 of this Paper. Therefore, its application to dynamic stall should be viewed with
caution at this time. Nevertheless, the general approach of matching various viscous and inviscid regions,
with simplifying approximations in each, remains an attractive alternative to the Navier-Stokes calculations
described below.

5.0 SOLUTIONS TO NE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

The inherent limitations of potential theory and boundary-layer theory can , of course, be overcome by
the use of the full Navier-Stokes equations. Unless special techniques or approximations are employed,
however , this approach is limited to laminar flows at Reynolds numbers much lower than realistic for most
practical appl ications. Nevertheless, recent calculations (Refs. 15- 18) have shed new light on the basic
mechanisms of stall under unsteady conditions at 2000 � Re ~ 10,000.

The same statements apply to other bubble-bursting prediction methods , as well.
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The approach at low Reynolds numbers is to apply implicit finite difference techniques to the stream-
function and vorticity-transport equations in two dimensions,

~ v2 ç (2)at ay ax ax ay ~~
(3)

where ~ is the nondimensional stream function and c is the nondimensional vorticity . The formidable
task of numerically solving the finite difference analogs of these equations requires large amounts of time
on large computers, careful attention to grid networks and boundary conditions , and special numerical tech-
niques to minimize the computational effort. Each investigato r (Refs . 15 - 18) has his special and elabor-
ate techni ques for each of these aspects of the problem, and further discussion of these methods is beyond
the scope of this lecture.

Mehta ’s results (Ref. 15) may be cited as repre-
sentative of the state of the art for this approach.

OSom.LATINO AMFOIL. Cs.10 . k 0.25 FI gure 8 shows streaml i nes calculated using a second-
order scheme for an oscillating airfoil at Re
compared with flow visualizations obtained by H. Werlé

- 
. 

~
- 

~~~~~~~ of ONERA (Ref. 19) for Identical flow conditions. The
latter we re obtained as trajectories of air bubbles in

- V •  V V 
- a water tunnel , and the experimental flow pattern

shows the same structure of separation bubbles and vor-
tices that were calculated. Figure 9 shows the varia-
tion of a( t )  af ter  a uniform state had been developed

-. bution during the early stages of the oscillatory
V 

‘ at a = 0 , as well as the calculated pressure distr i—
V V 

V motion. The suction peaks over the middle of the air-
~~~—. foil shown in curves 5 and 6 are direct manifestations

tively similar to the experimental results obtained at

,

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

of the two main separation bubbles and vortices shown
~~~~ in FIg. 8.

These calculations have produced impressive results
r..

V that show the forward vortex development to be qualita-

hi gh Reynolds numbers, described in Papers6and 8
Nevertheless, the calculated force and moment behavior

Fig. 8. Navler-Stokes calculations (Ref . 15) and at Re= 10” is considerably different, quantitatively,
flow visualization (Ref. 19) of the flow from the behavior at Re= 106 and higher. This is not
field of an oscillating airfoil. Condi tions surprising , in view of the turbulent state of the boun-
cited in Fig. 9. dary layer, separated region , and far wake

at high Reynolds number and the absence of
the multiple-vortex pattern that occurs at20 low Reynolds number. These differences

a,
deg 0~ 

point out the limitations of the low Reynolds
number , or purely laminar , calculations ,Re’104

__________________ 
A apart from any questions of the practicality

025

6 what about high Reynolds number calcula-
tions of the so-called Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations wi th some sort of
turbulence modeling? So far, this approach

L~— ’~ 

The next logical question , then, is

— has been applied to several simpler prob-

~~~~~~~~ 

£:

~~c;~!~~

.

~~ 

of the computer codes.

lees , such as the transonic shock wave-
165 boundary l ayer interactions described in

Paper 8, Section 4, but not to the dynamic stafl
4.0 problem on an oscillating airfoil. Mr.

NacCortnack will address these issues in2 10.0 ANGLE more detail in the following lecture , but-

— 
I ~F ATTACK, the prospects for success for the latter

0 a, deg seem less than favorable at the moment.
The viscous region of the dynamic stall
flow field is quite large, and this may

— ——--~ require a relatively fine computationalO .25 .50 .75 1.0 grid over a much larger portion of the flow
CIIOROWISE LOCATION, a/c field than is now feasible. Much more dif-

ficul t , however , is the question of how to
model the turbulence In such a complex sit-

Fig. 9. Calculations of the upper-surface pressure distribu- uatlon . Cons iderable new basic research
tion before and during dynamic stall (Ref. 15). both theoretical and experimental , wil l  be

required to answer this question adequately.

6.0 EmpIRICAl. CORRELATIONS OF EXISTING DATA

Despite the lack of a thorough understanding of dynamic stall and the shortcomings of the various the-
oretical approaches, several empirica l methods exist for estimating the unsteady airloads on oscillating
airfoils. These methods seek to correlate force and moment data obtained from relatively simple wind
tunnel tests in formulations that show the effects of the numerous relevant parameters , such as airfoil
shape, Mach number, amplitude and frequency of sinusoidal oscillations , mean angle , and type of motion.

COSVIEn to all the ..vailable literature relevant to dynamic stall is the observation that unsteady ef-
fects increase with increasing pitch rate, that is, rate of change of airfoil incidence. It Is also evident
that the dynamic stall events require finite times to develop. Therefore, some form of the nondimensional

-- - - - —---- ~~----——-- V - . 
— V

- -  V V
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parameters éc /U,,, and U.,.~ t/c appears in all of the empirical methods . Another coimnon aspect is that the
empirical correlations are used as corrections to steady airfoil data, so t hat the geometr ica l and Reynol ds
number effects are only accounted for insofar as they determine the static section characterIstics .

The highlights of several methods currently in use by the helicopter industry are outlined below.
More detailed accounts of each can be found in the references cited and in two recent review articles
(Refs. 20, 21).

Boeing-Vertol Ganina Function Method (Refs. 22, 2~1

The onset of d namic stall is assumed to occur at a05 
= ass + ~~~~ where ass is the static stall

angle and ~~~~ - ~ 
ac . The quantity ‘I~ 

which is the essential empirical function, depends on airfoil
geometry and Mach niai* er and Is different for lift and moment stall. The ganina functions were generated
from a large amount of data generated in a Boeing transonic wind tunnel test of various airfoils oscillat-
ing sinusoidally in pitch. The force and moment coefficients are constructed from static data using an
equivalent angle of attack that accounts for unsteady potential-flow effects, aeq~ and a reference angle ,
ar a - -,‘/I&c/U.,I sign(&),as fol lows :

— [a~~/a,.]C~ (at ar)}a r based on 
~1jft

CD — C0 (at a,.) (4)
CM — [0.25 - Xc p ]C L

The location of the aerodynamic center of pressure, Xc.p., is specified empirically in the current version
of the method (Ref. 24) . This formulation permits a dynamic overshoot of C1 above its maximum static
value , but not of CD. Also, it should be noted that a~~ is always less than ameX.

UTRC a, A, B METhOD (Refs. 25, 26)

A table- lookup correlation method, which has recently been synthesized into a more streamlined format ,
was developed at United Technologies Research Center to determine CL and CM from three independent param-
eters of the airfoil motion. The choice of the parameters was inspired by thin-airfoil potential theory;
they are the instantaneous incidence a(t), the angular velocity parameter A - ~c/ 2U,,, and the angular
acceleration parameter B &c 2/4UJ . The data base for the empirical correlations came from experiments
on an NACA 0012 airfoi l oscillating in pitch at N ~ 0.3, including both sinusoidal and nonsinusoidal motion.None of the data attained the extreme values that have been observed to accompany the fully-developed vortex
shedding phenomenon.

MIT Method (Ref. 27)

This method is basically an empirical representation of the forces and moments due to the vortex-
shedding phenomenon for ramp changes in angle of attack. The actual angle of dynamic stall must be speci-
fied separately; the value a1~5 — ass + 30 has normally been used. For ass < a < ~~~~ the data below
static stall are extrapolated. Starting at a a05, C1 and CM are assumed to i ncrease linearly with
time, over a specified time interval , from inviscid to peak values that depend on &c/U,, at the instant
of dynamic stall. If this is attained before a ~~~~ then CL an d CM remain constant until 

~~~They decay exponentially* wIthpn’easslgned time constants thereafter, until the static-stall values are
attained. These new values are retained until a - aSS on the downstroke,, when the unstalled static sec-
tion characteristics are resumed.

Lockheed Method (Refs. 28, 29)

This combined analytical and empirical modeling of dynamic stall incorporates phase lag time constants
and pitch-rate-dependent stall angle delay increments i,1to a ficticious effective angle of attack. This ef-
fective angle Is used to construct CL and CM from static airfoil characteristics and a linear combination
of a number of separate dynamic stall elements. Some of these elements are assumed to be analogous flow
phenomena that have been treated elsewhere in the literature, such as leading edge jets, the lag in circula-
tion build-up on a pitching airfoi l in potential flow, separation over moving walls, fluctuating pressure
propagation in turbulent boundary layers, and the vortex lift due to leading-edge vortices on delta wings .
Other elements are modeled directly from dynamic-stall measurements on oscillating airfoils. In this
sense, the method has more degrees of freedom than any of the others , and information from many sources
has been utilized.

At low frequency, the phase lag of the effective incidence is linearly proportional to .iC/U,,.. The
latest version (Ref. 29) inclu des increments of C1 and CM due to the vortex shedding phenomenon, that
are proportional to sin2 a. Compressibility corrections are developed from various applications of the
Prandtl—Glauert rule. It may be mentioned that this is the only method which distinguishes between pitch-
ing and plunging motion.

Time-Delay Methods (Refs. 30L 31)

The basic idea of this approach is that each dynamic stall event is governed by a separate, un iversal
nondimensional time constant of the form t — U,.~%t/c, regardless of the time-history of the motion. The
construction of the force and moment characteristics can be explained with the aid of Fig. 10, whIch is
adapted from Ref. 31. If to is the time at which the angle of attack passes through ass, then moment
stall begins at time t1 • t0 + ~ c/U ,, and C~~ 1 occurs at t2 — t 0 + r2 c/U.,. For to c t c t1 (line
segeents 1 in the figure), the values of C1 and CM are taken from unsteady potential theory. For t ,
t t2, C1 continues this trend, but the aerodynamic center of pressure moves rearward along the locus of
the static curve of X~.0, vs a. Therefore, -CM increoses along line segeent 2 according to the relation
CM - (0.25 - X

~~~
) C1 dbring this time interval .

A linear decay over a time interval ~~t 0.2 has also been used.

- V V

- - - V~ - - -
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After lift stall at t t2 , C1 decreases by an
empirical exponential law with respect to time, whereas
CM is calculated from the same relation as before.2~~~~~~~ Line segments 3 terminate at u c.~~ and at a value>, of C1 that corresponds to a ful ly-separated approxl-
nation, indicated in the figure . The return to minimum
incidence, line segments 4, is governed by still other
exponential functions .

In Ref. ~O, th~ time constants • 2 and 6CL
were chosen based on the MACA 0012 stu~ies at UTRé that V

STATIC suppl ied the data for the ~~, A , B Method. These values
have since been modified to 2.5 and 5.0, respectively
(Ref. 32). The large Boeing-Vertol data base was used
in Ref. 31 to Set t 1 - 2.44 and ~~-, 5.41. The method/ 

~.‘K
\ makes no provision for compressib ility phenomena other/ 

—/ —~ b STATIC , FULLY SEPARATED than in the static characteristics for Ci(a) and
Xc p (a), nor for the contribution of the vortex-I 

~ sh~dding phenomenon to CL, and hence to CM.— 

Discussion of the Methods
aSIATIC STALL

a All of the methods described above provide esti-
~ mates of the effects of unsteady incidence changes ,

reproduce reasonably well most of the data sets that

— — 

sons have been made between any given method and inde-

but each has shortcomings. Each method manages to

were used in their development , but almost no compari-

3 pendent sets of data.

One notable exception was reported in Ref. 20.
2— ~~~~ 

— With the assistance of the originators and their col-
leagues , the writer was able to compare the resul ts of
the aforementioned methods to an experiment in which
the amplitude of sinusoidal pitching motion was varied
from 60 to 14° , w h i l e  the maximum pitch rate parameter
was held constant at (~c/UJ~~O.05O, the mean angleFig. JO. Sketch of the principal phases of the was kept constant at approx imately the static—stall

dynamic stall calculations by the Time— Delay angle , Re 2 . S x  106 , and N 0.09 (Ref. 33). Four
Method. quantities were compared for each of three amplitudes:

a-i5+r.an wt k-o.24 the phase angle , wt, at the onset of moment stall; the
phase angle and maximum value of the normal force
coefficient, CM; and the value of

EXPERIMENT MODIFIED FROM
ORIGINAL PUBLICATION

— The phase angles for the onset of moment s ta l l
— 

— ,__
~] were predicted almost to within the experimental un-

— certainty by the Time-Delay Methods. But lift stall
2 — occurred earlier than predicted. The latest version

STATIC of the Lockheed Method predicted both phase angles
4 •CM~.AX EXPER IMENT correctly for the intermediate condition a1 • 100,

but the values were significantly too large for a1 -

14° and too small for c~ = 6°. The other methods0
.6 

V f 1.[1.V _
~~l predicted all phase angles substantially smaller than1 , -

~~ 

—- “a ’.  ‘~~=i r the experimental values.
~0 • STATIC 

___ ~ i t  il

0 . 

fl-‘ 4 . ~~~I I i B I I ~~~I
8 ‘- >1 8 11 

~ 
I~ ~ ~J Figure 11 shows the maximum values of CM and -C~

o — .~~ !. ~~. .2 ~ ~ 
..~~fl ~ 1 ~ ~ for the minimum and maximum amplitude cases. It shou~dbe mentioned that the experimental values of CM in

a-15’ + 14’ .H,we k - O i l )  Ref. 33 were significantly less than had been reported
earlier in Ref. 34. The latter had been plotted in

EXPER IMENT Ref. 20, whereas the values from Ref. 33 are shown in

~~~~~ MOOIFIED FROM Fig. 11.
3 L - .,. ~, ORIGINA L PUBLICATIOM

— The Boeing-Vertol Method and the UTRC a, A , B
Method are seen to consistently underpredict the force
and moment coefficients. The Sikorsky version (Ref.

— 
— 30) of the Time-Delay Method tended to predict lift

2 EXpERIMEN’r’ stall later than the experiment, thereby partially

.4 - L. - -  - _ -  normal force overshoot due to the vortex shedding
- 

.
--~~. 

- phenomenon; since 12 in the Westlands version (Ref.
o 31) is approximately the same as Sikorsky ’s la test

z X ~~ATIC • and CM is derived from CM, so is below the

I ‘-

STATIC / compensating for the failure to include the excess

° . value , C~~0x would be expected to be almost the same
° 

~ as Sikor say predicts. Since CN,Mx is somewhat low> ‘U

o ~ ~
1i~ii~i ~ Methods overemphasi ze the importance of vortex shed-

experimental uncertainty band. The N nd Lockheed

ding on CM.
Fig. 11. Predictions and measurements of max inun

normal-force and pi tching-moment coefficients On the whole , the predictions seem reasonably
for an oscillating airfoil; revision of Ref. satisfactory, although the need for further improve-
20. ments is indicated . Further comparisons of this type

- - —-—.- - - - - - V~ - -— 
_~~~~~~_~~V - V V  - - - - - - —

V - - - t - - _ -
~~~ ..~~-
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for a wide variety of airfoil shapes and over a range of higher Mach numbers would certainly be desirable.

70 CONCLUD I NG REMARKS

As Indicated at the beginning of this section , the calculation of the flow around an airfoil under-
going dynamic stall is a formidable task. The calculation has not yet been accomplished at high Reynolds
numbers, although several approximate analytical methods have been proposed. The most promising of those
methods seems to be either a combi nation of the discrete potential vortex and thin boundary layer approaches,
or a significantly improved version of the strong viscous-inviscid interaction approach. The former may
prove to be superior for low-speed, high-amplitude flows, but the latter seems likely to be more suitable
for airfoils that operate under supercritical transonic flow conditions and for cases that do not penetrate
deeply Into stall.

At the present time , the engineer who is faced with the need to predict the aerodynamic forces and
moments on oscillating airfoils would be better advised to turn to one of the empirical correlation tech-
niques described in Section 6 0 . or perhaps to utilize more than one method and average the results . In
any event, these methods permit the essential features of dynamic stall to be described, even though further
improvements are highly desirable. Future efforts will probably see more use made of the two-dimensional
theoretical analyses , while experiments can be expected to play the major role in assessing the importance
of the three—dimensional effects that are likely to be encountered in practice.
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STAT US AND FUT URE PROSPECTS OF USIN G NUMERICAL METHODS
TO STUDY COMPLEX FLOWS AT H IGH REY NOLD S NUMBERS

Robert W. MacCormack
Ames Research Center , NASA , Moffett Field , California 94035, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

The Navier-Stokes equations adequately describe aerodynamic flows at standard atmospheric temperatures
and pressures. If we could efficiently solve these equations there would be no need for experimental tests
to design flight vehicles or other aerodynamic devices . Although we have made much progress toward their
solution . including complex unsteady two-dimensional and steady three-dimensional separated flows and have
recently made some dramatic improvements in developing numerical methods, the calculation of flow fields
past complete aircraft confi gurations at fl i ght Reynolds numbers are far beyond our reach , perhaps as long
as a decade away. They await substantial progress in devising accurate and efficient numerical methods,
in understanding and modeling the physics of turbulence, and in developing reliable and powerful computer
hardware .

1. INTRODUCTION

The unsteady compressible form of the Navier-Stokes equations is a coupled nonlinear parabolic system
of partial differential equations that describes viscous fl uid flow at standard atmospheric conditions .
Reynolds number is a me ’isure of the ratio of the inertial forces to the viscous forces of the fluid. The
viscous terms that cause the system to be parabolic are of the order of the reciprocal of the Reynolds
nLglter. At high Reynolds number the system is almost everywhere hyperbolic; the viscous terms are negli-
gible except in thin layers near body surfaces. Because of the dispari ty in magnitude at high Reynolds
number between the inertial and viscous terms and also because of their resulting length scales , such sys-
tems are difficult to solve numerically and are termed sti ff.

Much success has been achieved by efficiently solving subsets of the Navier-Stokes equations . Two
examples are (1) the Euler equations for flows for which viscous effects are negligible and (2) the
boundary-layer equations for attached flows near surfaces with mild pre3sure gradients and little interac-
tion with the exterior inviscid flow. For complex flows with separation and strong viscous -inviscid
interaction these subsets are inadequate and a larger set, though not necessarily the complete set of
Navier-Stokes equations, is required.

An excellent survey of numerical methods for solving the unsteady compressible Navier-Stokes equations
was presented by Peyret and Viviand in 1975 (Ref. 1). The present paper presents some recent developments
relating to the use of numerical methods to Study complex flows at high Reynolds number. Numerical results
for separated unsteady two-dimensional and Steady three-dimensional flows will be presented. Techniques
for accounting for the effects of turbulence will be discussed. An excellent study of turbulence modeling
for compressible flows has been presented by Marvin in 1977 (Ref. 2). Finally, future prospects for Ca1-
culati ng flow fields past com~Iete aircraft configurations at flight Reynolds numbers will be assessed.

2. THE NAVIER-STOKES EQUATIONS

2.1 Di fferential Equations

The time-dependent compressible Navier-Stokes equations in two dimensions may be written in conserva-
tion form as

( 1)
~t ~x ~

y
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in terms of density p , x , and y veloc i ty components u and v , viscosity coefficients A and ~i, total
energy per unit volume a, specific inte rna l energy ~, and coefficient of heat conductivity K. Finally,
the pressure p is related to £ and p by an equation of state, p(t,p), where
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2.2 Integral Equations

Using the Divergence Theorem we can write Eq. (1) in integra l form by Integrating it over an arbi-
trary volume V enclosed by surface S

+ J~~~~~~d s = 0  (2)

where

U — f  U dv

H FIx + Gly

and ~ is the local uni t outer normal to S.

3. COMPUTATIONAL MESH FOR INVISCID-VISCOUS INTERACTING FLOWS

For computational efficiency the number of mesh points must be kept to the minimum requi red to spa-
d aIly resolve all significant features of the flow. A typical computational mesh for calculating
nvlscid-viscous interacting flows such as that sketched in Fig. 1 for a shock wave boundary-layer inter-

action is shown in Fig. 2. It consists of a fine boundary—layer type mesh near the body surface for
resolving the flow where viscous effects are important and a coarse outer mesh where the flow is essen-
tially inviscid. A mesh about a more general body surface is shown in Fig. 3. Additional efficiency can
be gained by stretching the fi ne or coarse mesh away from the body to reduce the number of mesh points in
regions requiring less resolution.

In the fi ne viscous layer mesh, about 20 mesh points are typically positioned across the layer. Along
the layer the spacing is much coarser, usually of the order of the boundary—layer thickness Itself. Such
a mesh cannot give adequate support to every term of the Navier—Stokes equations . Finite difference quo-
tients can accurately approximate the transverse direction terms; however, not all the remaining terms , and
particularly not all the pure longi tudinal diffusion terms , will be resolved. The set of terms of the
Navier-Stokes equations that is resolved, however, is larger than that usually retained by boundary—layer
theory and contains all the terms of the Euler equations. In general , for laminar or “sheet like ” flows the
unresolved terms have been found by comparison of computational and experimental results to be negligible.
Some results will be presented later. For flow regions that need all terms resolved , the mesh point spac-
ing in the longi tudinal direction must be severely reduced . The outer mesh region , in which the mesh
spacing is relatively coarse in each direction, can at most support the subset consisting of the Euler
equations.

Because of computer speed and memory limitations , the computational mesh cannot be made fine enough to
resolve all signi ficant eddy length scales of high Reynolds number turbulent flow. Turbulent flows will
have to be modeled; mesh size and smaller turbulence effects must be accounted for by closure models.

4. TURBULENCE MODELING /

A turbulent flow fl uctuates rapidly about the mean flow solution , which also may itself be varying in
time . Because the instantaneous sol ution is impossible to determine with present or foreseeable computa-
tional resources and because mean flow quantities such as lift , drag, and heat transfer are of primary
interest, solutions of the Reynolds or “time-averaged” Navier-Stokes equations are sought. These equations
are obtained by expanding each dependent variable into two parts, a mean part and a fluctuating part. For

i pT
example , p ~ + p ’, where 

~ ~~ J p dt and T is long relative to turbulent eddy time scales , but
0

short relative to mean flow time scales . Each dependent variable is replaced by its expanded form and a
new set results that closely resembles the original set with the except s that the mean flow variables
take the place of the original flow variables and there are some new t called Reynolds stress and tur-
bulent heat transfer terms. A particularly convenient time-averaged set has been devised by Rubesin and
Rose (Ref. 3) using time-mass-averaged variables. For example , using this approach the x-momentum equa-
tion of Eq. (1) becomes

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ — 0

where ü - pu/i, ~ - pv/p and the te rms ~i~Ti7 and ~~i’V’ are Reynolds ~~tresses.

The time averaging procedure loses information on the instantaneous solution and increases the number
of unknowns to include the Reynolds stress and heat transfer tc.rms. Because the number of equations
remains the same during the procedure , relationships for the additional Unknowns must be determined. This
is called the turbulence closure problem. Two types of relationships, algebraic and differential, have
been devised to close the system.

4.1 Algebraic Turbulence Models ‘~

Several models have been devised which directly relate the Reynolds stress and turbulent heat transfer
terms to the mean flow conditions using simple algebraic relations. Bousinesq ’s eddy viscosity concept is
used to relate the terms to the product of an eddy viscosity coefficient ~ or a turbulent heat transfer
coefficient , and spacial derivatives of the mean flow velocities or temperatures . For example

- —— ---- -— -~~~~ — — - - V
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The turbulent mixing coefficients ~ and ~ are also determined from mean flow conditions. A widely used
procedure for this has been developed by Cebeci and Smi th (Ref. 4). Their model consists of two layers,
one near the wall including the laminar sublayer and the other covering the outer part of the boundary
layer. The mixing coefficients are evaluated in the inner layer using Prandtl ’s mixing-length hypothesis
with van Driest’ s wall damping factor; in the outer layer Clauser ’s formulation is used.

In general, the algebraic closure model has performed well for calculating compressible attached tur-
bulent boundary layers in zero to mild pressure gradients . For strong adverse pressure gradients , strong
enough to cause flow separation , the model has been deficient. Calculations show that this model , which
assumes that the turbulent Reynolds terms instantaneousl y adjust to local flow conditions , over-predicts
turbulent mixing in regions with pressure gradients strong enough to cause flow separation. The excess
mixing transfers higher momentum fluid deep into the boundary layer thus retarding separation .

Shang and Hankey (Ref. 5) modi fied the simple algebraic model by adding a relaxation length , usually
cf the order of a few boundary-layer thicknesses . Instead of an instantaneous adjustment to turbulei .
equilibrium , the al gebraic model with relaxation assumes the flow reaches equilibrium after the mean flow
travels a given distance and thus delays turbulence change. The flow separation predictions of Shang and
Hankey agreed closely wi th experiment. Other studies showed , however , that although the separation region
for a gi ven choice of relaxation length was better predicted , the model underpredicts turbulent mixing in
regions of flow reattachment and in general overpredicts the length of separated regions .

4.2 Differential Turbulence Models

Several models have been devised which relate the Reynolds terms to the mean flow variables plus quan-
tities determined by solving additi onal flow ~g.~~ ions. The models vary from the one-equation model , which
determines turbulent kinetic energy , k l/2(pu u + ~~

‘
~~
‘], and the two-equation model , which adds a

length scale equation , to the complete Reynolds stress model which contains 12 equations. The equations
describe changes in turbulence in terms of convection , diffusion , production , and dissipation. They con-
tain constants which are determined and adjusted from experimental data and theoretical analysis.

Considerable experience has been obtained with Rubesin ’s one-equation model (Ref. 6) and two-equation
models such as those of Saffman and Wilcox (Ref. 7). In general , the differential models , which contain
more turbulence physics , provide more flexibility and thereby better predictions of turbulent flows.
Unfortunately, they are at present far from being universal ; adjustments depending on flow conditions are
still required.

5. NUMERICAL METHODS

5.1 Basic Concepts

Many numerical methods have been devised for solving the compressible Navier-Stokes equations . As
noted earlier , a good review was presented by Peyret and Viviand in 1975 (Ref. 1). Since that time some
new and dramatic advances have been made in the development of numerical methods for calculating complex
fl ows, including shock wave i nduced separation , at high Reynolds numbers . These advances have each suc-
cessfully dealt with the numerical stiffness problem associated with high Reynolds number solutions .
Before we examine them, some basic concepts will be reviewed.

Let us begin our discussion with a model linear scalar parabolic equation representative of the
Navier—Stokes equations

~v av a 2 v

The first term on the ri ght-hand side represents a hyperbolic convection-like term wi th characteristic
veloc i ty c. The second term represents a viscous diffusion term with viscosity v. In the high Reynolds
niaither limit , u/C • 0, thi s equation is hyperbolic in character everywhere except in thin viscous regions .
The model equation can be solved numerically by first discretizing time and space into ~t and ~y incre-
ments. The solution at t ime t (n + l)~t can then be determined from the known solution at t nAt
by solving an algebraic finite difference equation that approximates the model equation .

5.1.1 Explicit and Implicit Fini te-Difference Equations

If the difference equation approximates the spacial derivati ves by differences using only solution
values known at t — nAt , the difference equation Is called explicit. On the other hand , if the approxima-
tions to the spacial derivatives are expressed in terms of the to be solved for solution at t = ( n + l ) At .
the difference equation is called implicit. For example, a simple explicit difference equation (upwind ,
c > 0) approx Imating the model equation is

n-f l n cAt , n n 
~ + vAt , n 2 n + ~vj V

j  
— -

~~~
— 
~vj — v j _ 1~ ~~~~~

- 
~Vj1~ — vj v3_ 1

and an implicit one (Crank-Nicolson) is

n+i - n cAt fl+j fl+~ n n vAt n+l n+~ n+l n n n
- - 4~j ~j+1 

— v~_ 1 + v
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The im plicit equation can be rewritten as
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b
3
v~~ + ajv~

’
~ + cjv~~

and solved for by inverting a tri diagonal matrix.

5.1.2 Splitting

Instead of approximating every term of the model equation In a single difference equation , as shown
• above, the di fference approximation can be split or factored into a sequence of simpler difference equa-

tions . For example, we could construct the following sequence of two equations to approximate the model
equation:

* _ n c~t , n nvj - V
j  

- 

~7jj~ 
- vj_ 1

v + -
~~

-
~

-
~~

- (V
~:~ 

- 2v~
’1 + ~~~~ + v~~~1 

- 2v + v _ 1 )

The first equation approximates only the convection term of the model equation and uses a simple explicit
upwind di fference. The second equation accounts for the diffusion term using an implicit Crank-Nicolson
approximation.

5.1.3 Characteristic Equations

Consider the model equation with v = 0
- av + av _

~~ c~~ - - O

Usi ng characteristics theory to transform this partial differential equation into a simple ordinary differ-
ential equation , we obtain

dv —

where the total derivative

d a  a

Thus , the solution v is constant along characteristic paths having slope 1/c in the y-t plane. In
Fi g. 4 the characteristic path passing through the point y = yj and t = (n + l)At i ntersects the known
solution line t = n~t at y = 

~~ 
Thus

fl+~ flV
j  

y
e

v~ can be determined by interpolation. For example 

+ n
n &k+l ~a~~k 

&a 
-

vu Yk+l = Y k

where

~

5.1.4 Numerical Accuracy

The firs t requi rement of an accurate finite difference approximation is that in each flow region all
the physically significant terms of the governing equations are resolved. Though not necessary or suffi-
cient, a good rule of thumb is to approximate each physically significant term to the same order of a~cu-racy and to choose tine and space increments so that the coefficients of the terms appearing in the
di fference equations are of the same order of magnitude. We illustrate this rule by first examining the
difference equations of Sec. 5.1.1.

The coefficients of the explicit upwind difference equation are 1, cftt /Ay , and vAt /ay2 . The second
coefficient is called the CFL (Courant , Fr iedrichs , and Lewy) number. For the numerical stability of this
explicit method, this number cannot exceed 1. Violation of the CFL condition causes a rapid error growth
which quickly renders the nuinerir.al solution meaningless. If the second and third coefficients are of the
same order of magnitude

ay ~ .2

or

~ 1v

V - ~k
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This last number is the mesh Reynolds number. A mesh Reynolds number of the order of 1 is necessary so
that the convection di fference term neither dominates nor is dominated by the diffusion difference term.
For f low regions in which convection and diffusion are each physically significant , the mesh increments
can be chosen (ay v/c and At Ay/c) so that each coefficient is near 1, satisfying the second part of
the rule. Expanding the convection and di ffusion difference terms by Taylor series we obtain

and 

c ~ 
~~~~ 

— c - ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~ + e(~y2)

+ vj ..1 ~~
2y 2- 

~~~~~~ 
e(~y )

As shown above the convection term is approximated only to first order in Ay but the diffusion term is
second order accurate, a violation of the rule. Because cAy ~ v, the error in the convection approxima-tion is of the same order as the diffusion term itself and hence is an inadequate approximation .

The coefficients of the implicit Crank-Nicolson approximation are 1 , cAt/4Ay, and vAt/2Ay2. Unlike
the explicit method, this method is stable for any CFL number but, as we will see in the next section, i f
the second coefficient exceeds 1 , inaccuracies will occur, although the numerical solution will remain
stable. Again , if convection and diffusion are both physically significant, the third coefficient should
be chosen so that the mesh Reynolds number is of the order of 1. By Taylor series expansion it can be
shown that all terms are second-order accurate .

Finally, let us also consider the characteristic equation of Sec. 5.1.3 for solving the hyperbolic
part of the model equation (v — 0)

yn+l = ynj
This can be rewritten as

n+i n cAt n nv3 vj
_

y~~~ y ~‘j~~~’e

where cAt/(y~ - ye), the corresponding CFL number, is exactly 1. The accuracy is limited only by the
interpolation procedure for obtaining v~.

5.1.5 Numerical Efficiency

In sol ving unsteady flow problems, the relative numerical efficiencies of competing methods of the
same order of accuracy can be measured by the machine computation time required to calculate a given flow
from time t - 0 to t - T. Numerical efficiency is therefore directly proportional to the time step size
At and inversely proportional to the machine time required by one time step of the method. The methods
presented earlier , typical of explicit and implicit methods , require about the same order of magnitude of
computation time. Implicit methods generally requi re more t ime , by a factor of about 2 , than explicit
methods. Therefore, numerical efficiency strongly depends on time step size. We will now examine the
allowable time—step si zes of these methods for solving the model equation in the high Reynolds number limi t
(v 0).

The time step size of an explicit method is limited by stability conditions to CFL numbers less
than 1. Its numerica l efficiency is therefore proportional to

On the other hand, implicit methods , in general not subject to stability conditions , are frequently limited
by accuracy conditions to CFL-like limi ts. This can be illustrated by considering the solution to the
initial value problem

av
at C~~~

and at time t — 0 the solution is ramp—like as shown in Fig. 5. The length of the ramp is A - 4ay.For t 0 the wave profile propagates to the right with speed c. For accuracy, the time step cannot be
so large that the wave moves more than one wave length, cAt /A s 1. Otherwise there is a region of the flow
that lies ahead of the wave before and behind the wave after the time step. Mesh points within this region
should see a zero spacial gradient at each time as shown in Fig. 6 and thus have no accurate ni~merical way
to change in value . Figure 7 shows the results of using the Crank-Nicolson method with “implicit CFL num—
bers” of 1, At = A/c. for which the numerical solution shows agreement with the exact solution and of 2,
At • 2A/c , which shows poor agreement. The numerical efficiency of an implicit method is proportional to

where A Is the smallest wave length to be resolved. For unsteady flows containing significant features
of length e(Ay), implicit methods offer no advantage. On the other hand for low Reynolds number flows ,
which are diffusion dominated and contain only smooth flow features, or for flows that after initial tran-
sients characterized by small wave length phenomena, are past and the flow is approaching a steady state,
the ratio A/c is hi~ i and implicit methods are significantly more efficient than explicit methods.
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Finally, let us again consider the characteristic approximation. The characteristic method, techni-
cally an explicit method, is like the implicit method not limi ted by any time step condition. As shown
earlier , it automatically adjusts its computationa l length scale for any time step so that its “CFL number”
is exactly 1. Figure 8 shows the results of applying the characteristic method of Sec. 5.1.3 to solve the
initial value problem presented earlier with ~t = A/c and ~t • 2A/c. For these integral time steps the
n umerical results are exact. In general, they will have error of the order of the interpolation procedure.
The machine computation tine per step is about the same as for the implicit method. Its numerical effi-
ciency is high for all wave lengths.

5.2 Explicit Methods

Several explicit numerical methods have been developed and used (Refs. 8-11) for solving the Navier-
Stokes equations at hi gh Reynolds numbers . Solutions obtained at Reynolds numbers as high as 20=106 com-
pare accurately with experiment but required hours of computing time on machines like the CX 7600. One
widely used method will be presented to serve as a reference point for the developments to be described
later. The method, ori ginally presented by MacCormack in 1971 (Ref. 9), is briefly described in the fol-
lowing for two-dimensional unsteady flow. Its extension to three-dimensional flow is straightforward.

if the solution U?,j is known at time t nAt at each mesh point (i,j). the solution at time
t = (n + 1 )At is calculated by

U?~ 
=

where L(At) is a synmetric sequence of time-split, one-dimensional difference operators ~x(A tx) andLy(Aty). For example,

n+l — /at\ , (At\ n
-

In this sequence the Lx operator is called twice, each time advancing the solution in time by At/2 by
accounting only for the effect on the solution of the x-derivative in Eq. (1). Similarl y, the C,, oper-
ator advances the solution by At once by accounting only for the effect of the y-derivative on ~hesolution. The L~,, operator solves the tine-split di fferential “equation”

aU + aG -
at ay 0

by first predicting a new value ~~~ from the current solution value Ui ,j

~~~~~~ 
_
~~.t~ (G G )i,j i,j Ay 1,j i ,j—i

and then correcting the predicted value,

= 1 + tj (P) 
- at 1G’~~ 6(~

)l
i,j i ,j i,j 

~.VL 
i,j +i i ,jj

The corrected value then becomes the current value for the next split difference operator in the sequence.
The operator Lx is similarly defined.

The operators Lx(At x) and Ly(Aty) are stable if

AxAtx £
u i + c + ( l/ p){ (2yu/ PrAx) + [(_x~)1/2/Ay)}

and

At S 
Al

y 
lv i + c + (l/p) ([(_xu)h/2/Ax} + (2~ru/PrAy)}

where c is the speed of sound, y is the ratio of specific heats of the gas, and Pr is the Prandtl
number.

For calculating an inviscid-viscous interacting flow on the two-mesh system shown in Fig. 2, typical
operator sequences are (1) for all (i ,j) in the coarse mesh

n-’i (At\ (At\ n
- Lx~T/Ly(At )LxkT/Ui j

where At s min 1 ,j{2 max A tx, max Aty). and (2) for all  ( i ,j) in the fine mesh

n+i r /At\ (at\ IAt\lm n• 
1
sy~~pxç j-)Ly~,~ )J 

U1,~
where in is the smallest integer such that (at/rn) £ rninj ,j (max At x, 2 max

For high Reynolds number calculations, the viscous region becomes very thi n , requiring ay near the
wall to be very small. This causes Aty of the ty operator also to be small and the Integer in to be
large. Values for m often exceed lOO , requiring a great amount of calculation time In the fine mesh.
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Deiwert (Ref. 12) has extended the above explicit method to solve the Nevier-Stokes equations in
integra l form , Eqs. (2), on a mesh consisting of arbitrarily shaped quadrilaterals. He has applied the
method to solve for high Reynolds number turbulent transonic flows past arbitrarily shaped blunt nosed
lifting airfoils at angle of attack. His results, using an algebraic eddy viscosity model , for flow at a
Reynolds number of 21=106 past a Garabedian-Korn airfoi l are shown in Fig. 9; the agreement with experiment
is exceptionally good. The simple turbulence model performed well for the mild pressure gradient flow.

5.3 Implicit Methods

Encouraged by the advantages in numerical efficiency, noniterative or one step implicit methods have
been developed in recent years. In 1973, Lindemuth and Killeen (Ref. 13) developed an alternating direc-
tion implicit method for solving the two-dimensional equations of magnetohydrodynamlcs. Briley and
McDonald (Ref. 14), also in 1973, presented an efficient implicit method for solving the three-dimensional
compressible Navier-Stokes equations with applications to low Mach number viscous flows . Later , in  1975,
they extended their method to efficiently treat steady supersonic viscous or inviscid flows (Ref. 15). In
1976, Beam and Warming (Ref. 16), following an approach similar to that of Briley and McDonald, developed
an implicit method in conservation-law form capable of treating flows wi th shock waves. The Beam and
warming method has been applied to solve inviscid flows (Ref. 17) and unsteady shock separated viscous
flows (Ref. 18). Thei r approach is briefly presented in the following.

If the solution is known at time t = nAt at each mesh point (i ,j), the solution at time
t = (n + l)at is calculated to second—order accuracy in time by

/ fl+~ n-f l n n
nfl — n ~~(aF i ,j ~~~ 

+ 
aFj,j 

+ 
aG1 ,j

~~ - U1~~ - -~
-
~~ ---~~~

-—- —

~~~

-— —j~
--- —

~~~
-—

Linearizing F?~j and G?~ by Taylor series expansion we obtain

n+l n n 1 fl+l , n ~ ~ 2F1 j  = Fi + .
~ ~~U1 

~ 
- .

~~ 
+ e~at

n+i n n fl+l n 2= G4 , + B~ ~ U4 ~ — U4 ~
) + e~at,J .J ,J ..l ~,J

where A and B are 4=4 matrices for two-dimensional flow and 5=5 matrIces for three-dimensional flow and
represent the Jacoblans of F and 6 wi th respect to U. By substi tution we obtain

+ ~~t (~ 
A~~ + 

~ ~~~~~~~~ [
~ 

+ 

~~ 
(
~ 

A~~ + 
~~~ 8?~)]U~~ 

- ~t(4’
i + ~~~~~~i)

where I is the identity matrix and the differential operator

(~ 
A + 4~ B)IJ denotes aAU 

+ 
aBU

We can rewri te this equation as

L*(At)U?~ • C (at)U~ ~ 
+

or

L*(At)AU? j =

where
a t / a  n a n£ ~At 1 = I + T~ii

Aij + w
AU~ - U?I+l 

-
i,.1 i ,j i ..~j

and

n n,aF1 aG1n ~ ~~~~Bi,j — ~At~ ax i~~~~

To complete the nuaerical approximation , the differential operators a/ax and a/ay must be replaced by
difference operators. Beam and Warmi ng have several ways of doing this , Includ ing first, second, and
fourth-order accura te approximati ons, each using only three grid points . In application , second-order cen-
tral ~1fference app~oximat1ons have been used. Ftna l~y, because inversion of the matrix equation Implied
by £ (at)aU~ • a~j j  is difficul t, the operator £ (at) is factored or split so that only bl ock tn-
diagonal mstrlees need to be inverted. This procedure Is attributed to Peacenian and Rachford (Ref. 19),
Douglas (Ref. 20), and Douglas and Gunn (Ref. 21). The equation, still second-order accurate, becomes

—

— 
—-— — 

~~~~~~
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where

L~(At) = 1+

and

a t a  n
£ + 

T ~~ ~i j

The factored method is solved in two steps, each inverting a block tridlagonal matrix

1. C~ (At)AU~~

2. L (At)AU? j •

The new solution is

nfl n 
+ 

n
— Ui ,j Aui ,J

The method can be extended to three dimensions in a straightforward manner. Steger (Ref. 18) has used
the method with general coordinate transformation and grid generation techniques to calculate inviscid and
viscous flows past arbitrarily—shaped airfoils at low and transonic Mach numbers . The time step sizes were
chosen for accuracy considerations and not, as in the explicit method, for stability conditions ; hence,
solutions were obtained wi th much less computer time .

5.4 Hybrid Methods

In the last few years several methods have been developed which attempt to combine the best features
of explicit , implicit, and characteristic approximations. The basic approach is to split the governing
stiff set of equations into parts, none of which is stiff by itself. Appropriate numerical methods are
chosen for each part. The methods chosen from mathematical , physical , and numerical considerations are
combined to form a sequence of numerical operators which is used to obtain the complete solution. The
approach is optimum in that as new and better numerical methods evolve they can be used to replace less
efficient component operators of the sequence. The approach has drastically reduced the computation time
required to obtain complex two- and three-dimensiona l unsteady viscous flow sol utions .

Three hybrid methods — Li in 1976 and 1977 (Refs. 22, 23), Shang in 1977 (Ref. 24), and MacCormack in
1976 (Ref. 25) — have been developed and applied to solve shock-boundary layer interactions. Each uses the
basic framework 0f the explicit method outlined in Sec. 5.2 and replaces the operator Cy in the sequence
for the fine mesh region, wi th more efficient operators. As noted earlier this operator for high Reynolds
nisiter calculatIons and consequently small mesh spacings required very small t ime steps . The time step
limit of this operator outside the f i n e  mesh region, as wel l as the Lx operator in all regions , was one
or two orders of magnitude larger.

Li and Shang independently replaced the explicit operator ty in the sequence for the fine mesh wi th
an implicit operator Ly. The “equation ”

aU~~~aG ~at ay

is fi rst linearized and then numerically solved implicitly for each time step using either a Crank-
Nicolson approximation or a Laasonen approximation. The Crank-Nicolson method is second-order accurate in
both time and space but can exhibit erratic behavior under certain known conditions . The Laasonen method
is first-order accurate in tine, second-order in space, end generally behaves well under all conditions.
For the test problems considered and with the time step size no longer controlled by the Ly operator in
the fine mesh , the hybri d methods of Li and Shang reduced the required computation time by an order of
magnitude . Shang has used his method for calculating unsteady three-dimensional viscous flows with arbi-
trary geometries.

MacCormack replaced the explicit operator Lv in the sequence for the fine mesh by two operators,
LyM 

for solving the hyperbolic part using characteristic approximations and £~~ for solving the para-
bolic or vi scous part using an implici t approximation. This method is briefly described in the following.

The operator Ly~ solves the split conservation law “equation ”
pv

+ 4 C) where 6H -

(e +

The convection velocity v and pressure p have been underl ined for later reference. Chara~teristicrelations , as shown in Fig. 10, are used at each time step to calculate provisional values, P~ 
and vt j~at each mesh point. These values are used to obtain time-averaged convection and pressure graaients at

t • (n + l/2)at, whi ch are used in turn to define the underlined variables above In a conservation-law fo rm

-
~~~~~~ 
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finite difference approximation to soive Eq. (3). With the exception of the determination of the under-
lined variables , ‘ie conservation-law form finite difference approximation is the same as that of the
explicit operator Ly; however, time steps that are orders of magnitude larger are now possible.

The operator £ solves the equatlon ”

at ay

where

= G -

The operator is implicit , using Crank-Nicolson or Laasonen approximations, and is in conservation-law form.
Because G~ does not contain the hyperbolic terms, no linearization is required and simple scaler ,
instead of block tridiagonal , procedures are used.

Several shock wave boundary—laycr interaction problems were calculated using the former explicit
method of Sec. 5.2 and the present hybrid method. For each calculation the flow was at Mach 2, and a shock
wave incident on a flat plate increased the pressure by a factor of 1.4. Molecular viscosity was calcu-
lated using Sutherland’s formula, and turbulent eddy viscosity was calculated using a simple algebraic
Cebeci-Smi th turbulence model. Figure 11 compares the results of both methods, experiment (Ref. 26), and
boundary-layer theory (Ref. 27) (usIng Crocco’s method), for a separated laminar boundary layer at a
Reynolds number of 2.9xl05 . The results of the two methods agree well. The computing times of the former
and present methods for, a wide range of Reynolds numbers are compared in Fig. 12. For each case the mesh
was 32=32, with 16 points in the fine mesh; the calculation was run 128 time steps to convergence . The
present method reduced the required computation time by one and two orders of magnitude . The present
method has been applied with similar success to sol ve the Navier-Stokes equations in integral form,
Eq. (2), for flows wi th arbitrary geometries . Hung and MacCormack (Ref. 28) have extended the method to
solve three-dimensional viscous flows .

6. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

6.1 Two-Dimensional Unsteady Flow

A joint experimental and computational study to examine turbulent transonic flows is being conducted
at Ames Research Center. McDevitt, Levy , and Deiwert (Ref. 29) experimentally investi gated the flow past
a syninetric circular arc airfoil, of thickness 18% the chord length , for a range of Mach and Reynolds num-
bers . An unexpected phenomenon occurred: For fixed Reynolds number, as the Mach number was increased the
flow, at fi rst steady, became unsteady with strong oscillations; then, as the Mach number was increased
further, the oscillations stopped and the flow returned to the steady state . The boundaries of the three
regions are shown in Fig. 13. The shaded area in Fig. 13, labeled “hysteresis,” represents a steady flow
region if approached in Mach number from below and an unsteady flow region if approached in Mach number
from above. On examination of shadowgraph movies it was observed that for the low Mach number steady-flow
region, the turbulent boundary layer separated at the trailing edge of the airfoil; for the high Mach ntan-
ber steady-flow region, the flow was separated at the shock wave and covered the last 30% of the airfoil
surface; and for the mi ddle Mach number unsteady-flow region , the separation point oscillated between the
trailing edge and the shock wave. Three test cases, shown also In Fig. 13, were selected for computations
by Levy (Ref. 30), one in each region. For his application , Levy modified Deiwert’s computer program,
employed the hybri d explici t-implicit-characteristics method of Sec. 5.4, and used an algebraic eddy vis-
cosity model to account for the effects of turbulence. His results are shown and compared with experiment
in Fig. 14. The bars on the experimental results and the shaded region about the computational results
represent the maximum and minimum values of the unsteady fluctuations and not uncertainty in the measured
mean values. Levy ’s surface pressure distributions exhibit the same steady-unsteady-steady phenomenon
found experimentally. They agree well wi th experiment where the boundary layer is attached or, as in
Fig. 14(a), slightly separated at the trailing edge, but disagree significantly where the boundary layer is
well separated, as in Fig. 14(c), between the shock located at x/c 0.65 and the t ailing edge. This
disagreement is attributed to inadequate turbulence modeling. For the unsteady case, _evy determined that
both the wave form and frequency of the airfoil surface pressure oscillations agreed reasonably well with
experiment. Incorporation of differential turbulence models is under way .

6.2 Three-dimensional Flow

Hung and MacCormack (Ref . 28), also using an exp llclt-impllclt-characterlstlcs hybrid method they
devised for three dimensions , have calculated the supt rsonic viscous flow past a compression corner with a
sidewall (Fig. 15). The flow shows strong three-dimensional effects , including shock-shoc k and shock-
boundary-layer interactions. Their computationa l domain and mesh are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. The veloc-
ity profiles and deflection angles acro~Vs the sidewall boundary layer are shown in Fig. 18. The separa-
tion and reattachment l ines  on the compression surface that bound a “wine glass” region of separated flow
at the corner are shown in Fig. 19. Note the two-dimensional result obtained by Hung and MacCormack
earlier (Ref. 31).

6.3 Comparison of Turbulence Models

Viegas and Coakley (Ref. 32), also using a hybrid explicit-implicit—characteristic method, have com-
puted the interaction of a normal shock wave with a turbulent boundary layer within an axisyninetric
channel . Their results , using an algebraic, algebraic with relaxation , and the Rubesin one-equation dif-
ferential turbulence models , are compared with the experimental results of Mateer (Ref . 33) in Fig. 20.
For this flow, ringing in Reynolds number from 9=106 to 4=108, surface pressure was predicted wel l with all
models. However, for skin friction only the results using the Rubesin model agree with experiment. The
relaxation model offered no improvement over the simple algebraic model for this f low.

V ~~~~~~ V - -
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7. FUTURE PROSPECTS

During the past two decades rapid progress has been made in computer hardware development. Computer
technology has increased computing speeds by a factor of 10 approximately every 5 years. This has resulted
in a reduction of the computation cost of a given problem by a factor of 10 about every 7 years . During
the next decade it appears that thi s trend will continue and that computers more than two orders of magni-
tude faster than present machines and with memories as large as 32 m illion words can be built for fluid
dynamics applications . V

The availability of powerful computers has spurred on the development of numerical methods for solving
the Navier-Stokes equations. During the past decade, dramatic progress in computational fluid dynamics has
reduced the tine requi red to solve a given problem on a given computer by one and two orders of magnitude.
During the next decade we can expect that this trend wil l  continue and that numerical methods an order of
magnitude faster will be devised.

Finally we can expect the availability of fast computers and methods to spur on the development of the
third essen t ia l  element — the understanding and modeling of the physics of turbulence. Where today we can
calculate some complex unsteady two- and three-dimensional flows about simple but arbitrary geometries at
high Reynolds nue*ers, a decade from now we will , perhaps , be routinely calculating, for design purposes
and in computation times measured only In minutes , flows past complete aircraft configurations at fligh t
Reynolds numbers.
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